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Preface

>TEOAI\OX (STEPHANOS) is in honour of Professor Cyril Burt
as he enters the ninth decade of his 1'G. [t comes as a tribute to a very
distinguished psychologist from some of his many friends, colleagues

and former students at tlniversity College, London, and from
Universiry of London Press with which he has long been associated.

The happiness of this occasion is tempered by the death, in May of
1964, of Professor Burt's oldest friend and colleague, Professor Vden-
tine, whose own tribute constitutes the first chapter of the book.

It is not an easy task to edit a Festschrift to a great scientist and pion-
eer, especially when he has himself been an editor of international re-
pute, and his contributions to psychology are so immense. These, as a

glance at the bibliography will show, extend, up to the present time,

over nearly sixty years and cover a very wide range of topics. The
variery of the subject matter in this book is itself further witrress to the

breadth of ProGssor Burt's interests, which are refected in the

papers written by his former students that make up more than half
the book. There are two kinds of contributions, the theoretical and

speculative and the empirical and experimental; the theoretical papers

have been put first.

ln humbly offering him these essays, gathered together in gratitude

to him as our first teacher ofpsychology, and in recognition ofhis own
already formidable contributions to our subject, we look forward to
those which are yet to come.

CHARTOTTB BANKS,

Universiry College, London

P. L. BROADHURST,

October ry65 University of Birminghan,
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Charles Valentine

Cyril Burt:
A Biographical Sketch and Appreciation

I am delighted to share in this tribute to Sir Cfil Burt. He is my oldest

friend among psychologists, and t, I think, er his. Our friendship reaches

back over nearly sixty years without a shadow: even on psychological

points the differences bennreen us have been astonishingly slight. I re-
gard him as one of the hal{Uo zen greatest pryrchologists this century
has produced, worthy to stand with Ward, Stout, McDougall, Myers
and Spearman. Indeed the scope of his work, wider than any of theirs,

makes his place trnique. His versatility is shown by the number of his

publications, already over 2oo in r95o when he retired from his Chair
ofPrychology, and by now, I gather, over 3oo. As will be seen from the
bibliography at the end of this volume, the list starts as early as r9o9.
It comprises pioneer studies on factor analysis (rgog and rgro), on
mental inheritance from the Mendelian standpoint $9rz), an early
work on Th.e Distribution of Educational Abilities (rgt1, translated dmost
at once into German) , e lerge volume on Mental and Scholastic Tests

$9zr), followed later by The Backward Child,now in its fourth efition,
and The Young Delinquffit, which is more entertaining than many
detective stories, yet so soundly based on statistical evidence that its
main conclusions still remain unchallenged. His later publications in-
clude papers on the psychology of aesthetics, of value, and of religious
and mystical experiencs, a set of broadcast talks on How the Mind
Works,lectures on The Subnormal Mind,andardcles on the neurologic-
al and philosophical aspects ofpsycholog'y. Finally, there are his highly
original contributions to statistical theory, notably his book on The
Factors of the Mind, and his contributions to T-he British Joumal of
Statistical Psychology, of which he has been an efitor from the starr.

Cyril Burt was bom on Ivlarch l, 1883, in a street in Westminster
now called Petty France, whereJohn Milton two centuries before had
his 

npretry 
garden-house', and both Jeremy Bentham and the Mills
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made theirhome. One of his earliest memories, so he relates,* is of the

royal procession in which Queen Viaoria drove to celebrate her fust

Jubilee. His father was a London doctor, and hoped that his son would

dso take up medicine. His mother thought of teaching or the Church.

His ancestors included physicians, preachen and mathematicians, one

of them (Sir lsaac Barrow) the tutor of lsaac Newton at Cambridge.

Btrt's father took an active part in his education, teaching him Latin

declensions every morning while he was still in his cot. 
'When 

his

6ther moved to a country practice in Warwickshire, Cytil (aged ro)

would often accompany him on his rotrnds and go into the bedrooms

with him, where he was told to obserrre the patients' various symPtoms.

Burt senior would afterwards give brief lectures on the illnesses with

illusrrative diagrams. Here was the beginning of Burt junior's interest

in, and wide knowledge o(, both physiology and medicine.

At the age of elev.o Bort won a scholarship et Christ's Hospital,

which in those days was still in the heart of London, opposite Newgale

Gaol. He showed a precocious interest in psychology, for when barely

fifteen he made copious notes on Ward's famous article on psychology,

which he found ilhis grandfather's copy of the Encyclopaedia Britannica

-little 
imagining thar in his seventieth year he would be asked to re-

vise the artiiles o, prychology in the same Encyclopaedia. 
'While still at

school his versatil; abiliry must already have revealed itself, The

marhematics master wanted him to try for a scholarshiP in that subject

at Cambridge; but the infuence of the Headmaster, and the enthusiasm

ofBtrt's grand6ther for the classics, turned the scale. And so lyrt gained

e classicJ scholarship at Jesus College, Oxford: being half a'W'elsh-

man, he chose aWilsh college. His application, at his father's sug-

gestion, to take a degree in science, PreParatory to medicine, wes not

"llo*.d 
by the college; and he therefore read'Greats , specializing in

philosophy, with pryihology (studied under McDougall) as his special

subject.

Th.r. followed the John Locke Scholarship in Menal Philosophy,

and research on mental tests with McDougall. Burt told me that at

McDougall's suggestion he enrolled as a sffident in training fot teach-

ing at Oxford Education Department. This was chiefy with a view to

securing ficilities for entrance to schools for the PuqPosg of testing

the pupilt-" factwhich few people have known and which helps one

to trnderstand Burt's ready apprehension of the practical application of
psychology to educational problems. With Keatinge, Reader in Edu-

* Roring, E. G., etat., (ed.) AHistory of PsychologyinAutobiography, [V, PP. 53-74-
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cation at Oxford, he shortly afterwards shrted e Child Guidance
Centre in the depytment; and as part of his training accepted e
temporyy_post as classics master ar Clifron College.

Burt's 6ther was physician to the Galton 6*ily and himself an
ardent admirer of Francis Galton. As a boy Cyril Burt had met Francis on
several occasions, and become keenly interested in Galton's statistical
studies in individual psychology. So when in rgor McDougall was
appointed secret{ry of a British Association Commimee which planned
to carry out a nation-wide survey ofphysical and mental characleristics
along lines ProPosed by Galton, Btrt nattrrally became one of a small

glouP of research students working under McDougall in the Oxford
laboratory on tests of mental capacities a to* which included'IVilliam 

B.rovyr,-J. C-. Flugel, *d t little later Charles Spearman.
Burt had alre-adlr- bought the first volume of Biometrika(a new periodi-
caljust founded by Galton) which conained a mathem.ti."t 

"ii.l. oo
'AnthroPometry and the tdentificadon of Criminals': here Karl Pear-
son lt.{ published e table of intercorreladons (in the form now so
6miliar) based on the body measurements of criminals, and had sug-
gested reducing them to terms of a few 'index-characters' or '6ctori.
Burt thought the same rype of analysis might usefully be applied to
mental measurements. For this purpose he ii*pUned Pearro-o;, corl-
plex equations and so produced ttre wefl-kooi- 'centroid formula'
(as it was later callgd) which has since been so widely used. The resul6,
he maintained,-fully confirmed Galton's twofold theo ry of a 'general
6ctor' of intelligence (largely innate) and a number of tgroop 

6ctors'

!r sgecial aPdtudes. His tables and conclusions were pubfrshed by
'Ward in an article of over 8o pages in the British Joumaf of Psychottgy
(lr?, III, Pp. g4-tTZ) o-n'Exp.ri*ental Tesrs ofceneral rnie[igence""

Jh. 
longest Paper, I believe,-that has appeared in that journai*d th.

long,est Burt has evgr published. In aciepting it'Wardpraised the ou-
thor's 'ingenuiry and industry', but r.gr.tted-that his time should have
been wasted on a problem like menaftesting which has so little future
before it.'

Hallg compleqed his Oxford experiments, Burt went to Germany
to work under Kiilpe. He was accompanied by Flugel; I follow.d n"o
months later; Pear arrived later still. And it was thor that my three
most enduring ftiendships were formed. Psychology's growing point
had moved from Leipzigto'Vltirzb*g, wheie Marb'., B[hler, 

"id 
Ach

were now .fL."+"g scientific techniques to the study of imageless
thought' and 'higher mental processes'l The most original *.*f.r of
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the team was H. J. 
'W'att, who showed how the older methods of

trained introspection could be combined with the newer exPerimental

proced,rr.s-, twofold approach which became one of the most

.h"rr.teristic devices of Burt's later researches. Burt's contribution was

to use 'free' and 'controlled' association to demonstrate that 'relations'

as well as 'images' could form the conscious content of thinldng and

reasoning.

It might, I think, b. plausibly argued that the fruitfulness of British

psychol"gy has been largely due to the multip-licity of qnterests cher-

irlr.a by British psychologists. 'It is rypical of the Englishman', wrote

Chesteitol in one of his more paradoxical moments, 'to be Jack of all

trades, and therefore brilliant in one'. The bespectacled German stu-

dents, on the other hand, struck us as having singularly one-track minds

-so 
earnest, humourless and concentrated. To them the uerriickten

Engliinder, as they called us, seemed always be wasting time ol 
"

.r"ri.ry of irrelevant hobbies. Flugel was a brilliant musician, with a

piano in his lodgings. His father was an amateur astronomer with an
-obr.*arory 

at rhe bottom of his garden. So while the German! sPent

their nights arguing in the nearby Biergarten, Burt and Flugel were

gezng it srrange constelladons in the clear Bavarian skies (you may

still catch Burt peering through his telescope at home, mapping sun-

spors or the .r"t.rt of the moon). The hobby of Bqt-s father was

botanizing (his unique collection of pressed British wild fowers can

be seen io th. *or.om at Kew Gardens). So Burt used to be off on

Strndays into the woods hunting for new 
-specimens. 

It was, so he

always declared, his botanical interests that helped him- to understand

the new Mendelian theories that were being tested out by Cambridge

botanists, and to see their application to mental heredity.

Burt's frst post was that of Lecturer in Psychology and Assistant

Lecturer in Physiology under Sir Charles Sherrington et Liverpool

Llniversity, e post previously held by R. S. 
'Woodworth and 

-H. J.'Watt. Here G tumed to the study of inherited traits and individ-

ual differences. 
'While at Liverpool he published an article on 'Tests

of Higher Mental Processes', containing the first examples of the fyPes

of group resr now so widely used in the eleven plus examinations-

opi'ositJs, completions, analogies and reasoning. ryot y.l. his 6ctorial

stu-dies limited to the intellectual aspects of individual psychology.

As early as rgrJ he contributed a paper to the British Association on

'The General and Specific Factors underlying the Primary Emotiors',

in which he demonstrated the existence of 'general emotionaliry'
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(the gharacteristic of the 'trnstable child') *d of factors corresponding
to what were afterwards termed'extraversion' and 'introversioi'. Latei
he produced evidence for both the general and special factors trnderly-

Pg aesthetic appreciation, and investigated theil narure. These, wiih
his work on tests 9f pgrsonaliry and 

"rtirtic 
rasre, led him to take up a

topic still 
-unexploled- 

e-xcept by philosophers-the psychology of
value. And it was doubtless his interest in ih. non-intJ[.rtoal aliects
ofinfividual character that led him, in the dryr when Freud'r r.*Jwas
b*.h known, to take up the shrdy and citicism of psychoanalysis.

In r9r3 the London County Council appointed 
-him 

Educational
Psychologist-the first appointment of its kind in the world. He was
left to &aw up his 9wn plan of work. As he envisaged it, and as it
was finaly aPproved by the Council, it was essenrialt threefold:

r. To carry out periofica)ly, with the assistance of the reachers,
psychological surveys of the children in the Council's schools; z. ro
examine and rePor! (a) on individual Glses of educational subnormaliry
(chigfy connection with certification and training of mental d.-
fectives), (b\ on individual czlses of gifted children lchiefy in corr-
nection with borderline cases for junior counry scholarshiir), (r) on
delinquen! @dt:" (.hi.fy in corrn ction *itn juvenil.'off.od.rt
appearing before the courts) ; 3. to study and report on the psychologi-
cal aspects 9f*I specific educational proble*r tl"t might fiom timeio
time arise (..g. the methods adopted in the Council's .o*irrntions for
entrance to 'secondary' schools, i.e. what are now called 'grammar'
schools).

The 
-Psychologist's 

Office' in theold educationbuildi"g onthe Thames
Embanlcment thus became the first official child guidenie cenrre in the
country.

The appointment was to be hal{:dme. The other halfBtut devoted to
theoretical research, for which he had as his field ofinvestigation all the
schools and institutions trnder the County Cotrncil. He i,r"r thus er-
abled to gather an immense harvest of facts by obtaining data in the
form of test-scores, teachers' assessments, r.poits on hom-e condidoffi,
etc. for thousands ofchildren. The conclusions were published in a series

of reports- to the L.C.C.; and the more important results were in-
corPorated in his Mental and Scholastic Tests, of wnich a new edition
was issued only a year ago. During this period he introduced a number
of new statistical and experimental t.chniques, which later invesri-
gators adopted, sometimes with a differeni terminology, somerimes
aPParently ignorant of the fact that Burt had already .*ptoyed rhem.
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\[/ith all this development of theoretical studies it was characteristic

ofhim that he sought to gain a first-hand knowledge of the kind oflG
his various subjects led. Thus he was not content with living et e

Universiry Settlement in the slumS, but spent many weekends as a guest

of a docker in Stepnelr and even of a burglar in a back sffeet in the

East End. As a further basis for his study of delinquents he got himself

accepted as a member ofa criminal gang meeting in a disreputable Soho

cef6. Later he discovered he had been known as'Charlie the parson',

though, to his great relie{, no one had ever suspected him of being

a 'copper's nark'.

Of Burt's work for the schools and for school children there is no

need for me to speak at length. It has been admirably reviewed and

summarized by Dr. Wall, Director of the Foundation for Educational

Research, in a recent issue of Forward Trends. Intelligence testing,

which is commonly associated with Burt's name, and which he did so

much to develop and popularize (though always as an adjunct to other

methodr), seems at the moment trnder a cloud; nevertheless, there must

be many children from poverry-stricken and illiterate homes who have

reason to thank him for rescuing them from the stigma of mental de-

ficienry under which they would otherwise have suffered, and hun-

dreds who, owing to their social handicaps, would never have won their

way to e grammar school (*d often to t universiry) without the

methods which he introduced.

When the First 
'World War broke out, Burt became secretxy of a

British Association Committee for war research, and then joined the

Ministry of Munitions as a statistician. Shortly after the war was over

he was appointed head of the new Vocational Section of the National

lnstitute of Industrial Psychology fotmded by Dr. C. S. Myers, a post

which he held jointly with his L.C.C. 
"ppointment. 

This addition to

his field of work opened out opporttrnities for still newer ryPes of test

(for occupational guidance and the lik.) and new lines of research.

In t9z6 tre left the National Institute of Industrial Psychology to be-

come ProGssor of Educational Psychology at the London Day Train-

ing College (now the Institute of Education) in the LJniversiry of Lon-

don. This led to a further range of acdvities, including the application

of tests and other methods to the selection of candidates for the teach-

ing profession: the results were checked by 'follow-up studies' on the

students after they had accepted posts as teachers.

At the same time he and his colleagues became pioneers in many new

and unpopular branches of psychology. 
'With Flugel and Susan Isaacs
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(both of whom later became members of his safl, and of course
ErngstJones, he was one ofthe fotrnding members ofthe British Psycho-
analydcal Society. But here his aim was not so much to accepr or
to ProPagate the novel doctrines of Freud andJ,rng as to subject th.*
to the test of experimental and statistical techniqo.r. From the early
years of his work with McDougall, both he and Flugel were actively
interested in the problems of parapsychology, and did much to make
it scientifically respectable. [t was in his laboratory that Soal carried
out the earliest of his well-known researches on extrasensory percep-
tion, and obtained a doctorate; and thus, in the 6ce ofno small oppo-
sition, Burt became the frst to make it possible for a Llniversity degree
to be awarded for critical ioqoiries in the field of psychical r.rl"r"h.

ln r93 r he 
-was 

appointed Professor of Psychology ar Universiry
College, London. TGt. were then only about hdf ; dozen t nd.i-
graduates taking t degree in psychology, and some dozen research

students. Twenty years later Burt had over zoo students; and of these
nearly 8o were engaged in research. Later many of his students them-
selves became proGssors or continued work along similar lir,es, not-
ably Professor Cattell, ProGssor Wrigley, Dr. aidie Lubin and Dr.
William Stephenson in America; Sir Fred Schonell, Professor McEl-
wain and Professor Meadows in Australia; Professor Field in New
Zealand; and in this country Sir Frederick Bartlett, Professor Broad-
hurst, Professor Eysenck, Professor Cohen, Professor Summerfield,
Professor Hamilton, ProGssor'W'arburton and many others who have
obtained official posts in Canad", Egypt,India, Pakistan and Persia.

On his appointrnent to the Chair at Universiry College, Burr re-
signed ltit L.9.C. .ppointment, and now at last had time to b.gin sorr-
ing and analysing the immense fund of data he and his .o-*orkers
had amassed; indeed, he is still occupied in analysing some of it to
throw new light on crurent questions as they ariie. No* too he had
time to turn from the practical problems of educational and vocarional
psychology to issues ofa rnore theoretical nature. And it is here we must
look for his major contributions to general psychology. He was al-
regdy the fir1t psychologist to apply Mendelian g.o.tio to the study
of mental inheritance, and his adopdon of a *oltif.ctorial theory of
herediry to accotrnt for the way mental abilities are distributed (notably
in his stufies of identicd twins reared apart) will, if finally confirmed,
have far-rea.hing practical implications. One of his most sugges-

tive hypotheses is his theory of the hierarchical strucrure of mintal
abilities and emotional characteristics-a theory derived in the first

s.P.-2 t7



instance from Sherrington's conception of the structure of the IlGr-

vous system, but now- grounded on a firm experimental foundation

as a r.iolt of his factorial techniques. His detailed knowledge of the

physiology of the brain, gained from his work with Sherringtgt, hr:

i.d to him not only to reco gntzethe importance ofbasing psychological

theories on fum neurological and biological foundations, but also to

rcaLtze the limitations of an exclusively physiological interpretation of
conscious phenomene. Thus, while making frll use of a behaviotrristic

approach in his more practical applications, he has from the very out-

sii vigorously opposed the dominant tendencies of the behaviouristic

school in their .ffoitr to eliminate all reGrence to consciousness and the

use of introspection, and thus to 'elevate a methodological principle

into a metaphysical dogma'. This is clearly ditplayed in his e.arly *o+
on mental i*.goy, ana in his repeated insistence on the need to verrfr

6ctorial interpr"t"tions by introspective reports. Probably-n9ne but

specialists can follow his disquisitions on quantumtheory and ,!. pti":
ciple of indeterminary, anl their bearing on the nature of neural

processes at the synapses in the brain, or his conceptio-n of the mind
?not 

as e, substanie, bot rather as e, "field" in the technical sense as

that term is used in "field theories" of electricity, magnetism, gravi-

tation and rhe like'. But all can follow and appreciate his criticisms

of the sense-daflrm theory and the raditional psychology of per-

ceprion, his illuminating exposition of 'the concept 9f consciousness',

and his emphasis on the need to recogni-s and study by rystematic

and scientific techniques the 'psychology of values', especially in 
-the

areas of aesthetics *a ethics. He takes Sartre's 'moral nihilism' as

't rypical outcome of the crude and narrow postulates of modern

pryihoanalysis and determinism', and argues on the basis of empirigal

.rrid.oce that the contention of the existentialists and other positivists

-that 
'nthe universe includes no objective values which we can in-

tuitively perceive"-is bad psychology and filse metaphyli.t'.

D"rilg and after his appointment at Universiry College, Bq,
received many well-d.r.*Jhonours. He was President of the British

Psychologicat Society in l,942, became an Honortry 
-Fellow 

of Jesus

Colleg., b*ford, received an honorary Ll.D. from Aberdeen Llniver-

siry .rrd e D.Litt. from Reading, was elected Fellow of the British

Aiademy, md was the first psyihologist to be knighted. In r95o he

redred from his Chair. Sinc. ih.n he has been an active member of the

Council of the British Psychological Society and many of its \ilZorking

Parties, md has continued to give advice and assistance to research
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students. But most of his time has been spent as Editor of the British

fournal of Statisticyl Psyghology-the kind o? task which, as I can testi$r
from Py own editorial experience, is apt to become a full-timejob.

And here I should like to add 
" 

*oid about the foundatiorrif tlr.
jounral and its policy,.since I must be one of the few living members of
the Society who 

- 
took an active part in its inceptiorr. 

-Wh.r, 
I was

editing The British lournal of Educitional Psychologi,I used ro receive
an increasing number of papers with e large amounr of satistical
materitl *. them. (The publicatig" of som. of these led to complainrs,
especially by our Training College subscribers, because the sltistics

I/ere beyond their comPrehension.) My refusal of a few papers, excel-
lent in themselves but too technical for our readers, led to , protest by
Professor Godfrey Tlromson, and finally to a proposd thar 

"-r.*jo*-y] dgaling with mathematical aspects of psycholtgy should be ."rt"b-
lished. 'S/ith this Burt, Spearmin, Brorvn, Stefhenson and others
were in full agreement. A fund was started befoie the war. As soon
as the war was over, plans were got trnder weigh, and as co-efitor with
Godfrey Thomson, Burt threw himself into tI. *ork and undertook

the 
majgr P1t- of the burden. tncidentally, I may menrion, he paid

for much of the necessary secretarial help-th. r.typing of *irr,r-
scripts, md the heavy correspondenc.-ooiof his o!r.r, poll..t.

Burt, however, is no believer in 'statistical psycholoiy' as an inde-
pendent and selGcontained branch. From the sLit his aiil has been nor
only to provide an oudet for reports of satistical investigation, and to
exPound in relatively simple language the aims and the rialue of shris-
tical techniqueswith a yi.y to poputarwing this all-importanr aspect
of psychological research, but also to link itaristical w&k with ,ioo-
statistical, quantiadve studies with qualitative. He has shown himself
particulerly concerned with the complex methodology of psychology
as an empirical science, and with its philosophical bas.r. H.r. kr e.l.L
tic standpoint has been ofspecial service, as is evidenced by hir work on
the concePts of mind and ionsciousness, and his criticisms of the nar-
rower aPProaches adopted by behaviourists and logical positivists.
In editing the manuscripts that passed through his hands he-aimed al-

Yayt-at offering his readers a lucid and topical set of contribudons,
free from the slipshod granrmar and onr.id"ble jargon that nowa-
days disfigure so many psychological publicarions.

He himself was, as I can testify, a popular and witty lecturer, attract-
ing large audiences not only in I,ondorr, bot in Birmingham and else-
where. He was the first psychologist to broadcast alksiver the wire-
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less and by television, and was from the start an active member of the

educational and technical committees of the B.B.C. Yet another in-

srance of his versariliry is his extensive knowledge of @guagT. 
As

an old 'Grears' Scholar at Oxford one takes his Latin and Greek for

granted. [n addition he has a wide ac-qrraintance with French, German,

[r1i* and hdian lircrature. I myself once fotrnd him discussing jh"

meaning of obsctue words in HeLrew with an elderly J-ewish scholar,

when i. *.r. conducting an oral examination on a higher degree

thesis in psychology; and he has contributed articles on both Hebrew

and Hindu psychology.

Finally, I^should ffie ro pay tribute to Burt's generosiry in helping

others engaged in psychologitd research. His own advanced students

know thiiell enough already; but it was brought homg to me over

many years when t sibmirtedio him ardcles seni to me for the British

j;;ri opaucational Psychology.He was not content with briefapPr.oval

ir disafproval; he .orr..tli figures, made recalculadons, offered

various ,ogg.rrions and constructiie criticisffis, often including detailed

referenc.r-for further study. In this way he has Put many e young

pry.hologist on his first prih to advancement. Here too I must record

my personal indebt.drr.is to him for his generous heln when I asked

hi*"to glance over the typescript of qy-first pajor book, Tt y Pty-

chology 7y rorty Childhoodi he r.to*ed each chapter with elaborate

discussions, *hi.h were most tseful, but embarrassed me with the

thought of the time he must have sP€nt.

Many others have experiencg{ tt. same generosity. Nor has he

.ntir.ly forgotten his ."ili.r fields of work. He continues to take an

active irrt.rJrr in the problems of the dull and the backward, the gifted

and the supernor*i, the delinquent, the netuotic and the criminal.

This volurrie is a tribure to a great psychologist and a great man.
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C. A. Mace

Causal Explanations in Psychology

Behaviourism, it would seem, is on the way out. Psychology is re-
gaining consciousness. The most recent evidence for this includes
Cyril Burt's papel in the British Journal oJ Psychology on 'The Concepr
of Consciousness'l and H. D. Lewis's Presidential Address to th.
Aristotelian Society.z But the counter-attack of common sense and
the retreat of the behaviourist began some years ago. The retreat began
with the weakening of support from the philosophers. The behavioL-
ists had been lucky in being carried on the crest ofa wave in philosophy
and 'the philosophy of science'. Bertrand Russell had rporrored tGm.
So had the logical positivists and physicalism. So too Md Wittgenstein
in his own way 

-ald 
Gilbert Ryle in his. f, too, must confess to a long

and very enjoyable firtation with behaviourism8, 4, a firtarion whicf,
very understandably pazzled my colleague, Richard Peters.6 Be-
haviourism has contributed massively to the advance of psychology,
but it was based on a methodological dognur, an emotion and * Ir-
tellectual confusion. The methodological dogrna was a pronouncement
to the effect that a datum for science must be 'public' and 'objective'.
This is not a statement of 6ct. [t is an edict, an arbitrary edict pro-
claimed no doubt precisely with a view to fiscrefiting theevidenJ. of
an introspective witness. 'W'e may make words mean what we like
only when we invent them.'When we inherit them, we must use them
in their established senses. 'science' is a word we have inherited and its
established use is for knowledge, systematic knowledge, however
it is come by: Before the invention of the mercury th.rmometer
the human 

!ody- was as good a thermometer as there was. Some poor
Roman soldier shivering on Hadrian's'iVall might have said in collo-
quial Latin (freely translated), 'Blimey, it is cold here, colder than in
Rome at this time of the year'. His companion might have said,
'How right you are, mate'. Each had read his own subjective ther-
mometer, and their readings were daa for a science of meteorology.
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The case is not io prirciple very different when a physicist on Hadrian's

\Mall today, reading his mercury thermometer, says,'It looks to me as if
the tempeiature is about z7.5oF.' and his companion replies, 'Yes, that

is what it looks like to me'. They are comParing notes on their sub-

jective percepts. As Ud"y Yule pointed out a long time agg, scale

reading ir 
" 

robS.ctive affair. Scale readers have very definite preferences

for some points on the scale.

In the iarly dryr of their retreat behaviourists conceded that verbal

reports, s 
" 

rort-of behaviour, can be accepted as scientific evidence.

fhis concession did them no good. 'When the Roman soldier on

Hadrian's'Wall reported that it was colder there than in Rome, it was

nor his verbal behaviour which constituted evidence for meteorology.

It was what he reported<orrectly or incorrectly. So, too, if he had said

simply that he 'felt cold'. It is not his verbal behaviour which cotr-

stitutes the datum for psychology. The daffim for psychology is in

whathe reports, correctly or incorrectly, about fusfeelings.The metho-

dologicat idict must be defied. The emotion that sustained behaviour-

ism *"r exasperation: exasperation with the interminable disputesabout,

for example, imagel.st thought and the James-Lange theo-ry of emo-

rion. Exaiperation, however, is not conducive to clariry of thought. [t
is one of the little ironies of history that the behaviourists took over

from Titchener, against whom they rebelled, Titchener's major

philosophical mistake. Titchener has recorded how in the year 
_18-88

ih.o h. was reading James Mill's Analysis of the Human Mind the

conviction fashed upon him 'You can test all this for yourself', mean-

irg that he could test it by introspection. It was in the early rgJos soon

,ft!r I had written my own defence of 'At"lytic Behaviourism', that

I had a similar dramatic revelation. Re-reading Titchener the convic-

tion fashed upon me that this is where he went wrong, md where he

misguided the behaviourists. 
'What 

he had done was to confuse intro-

rp..Ition with philosophical analysis. Titchener s-uPPosed that what

Jimes lvlill wastoing *at simply introspecting and th1tlr., Titchener,

tould rest Mill's introspections by comparing them with his own intro-

spections. This was 
" 

bLroder of the first order. 
'What Mill was dghg

was to suggest an'analysis'of mental 6cts in the sort of way in which

later G. f. frfoore *d philosophers who contribute to the journal

Analysis have proposed philosophical analyses of mental facts. It is one

thing for a poor shivering Roman solfier on Hadrian's'W1ll to say

'I f;l cold'. It is quite .rroih.r thing for him to tell a philoto-pl.lwhat
'feeling cold' is-a 'sensation', an affective state or just a bodily shiver.
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It is one t@g for a psychologist to report that he is 'exasperated' by
argumgn! about imageless thought. It is quite another thing for him
to. t.y 

-what 
exesperation is'-an organic sens.tion, or a 'p*. feeling'

which has its distinctive place on'W'trndt's tridimensionil scale. Trr-
chener cirn surely be trusted when he reports that in r888 a certain cotr-
viction fashed uPon him. I think I should be Eusted when I report that
in the early rgjos a conviction fashed on me that Titchener had made
a mistake.'Where Titchener and I are not to be trusted, in the same wx]r
is when we go on to !ay, on the basis of introspectior', that being
'struck by 

^ 
conviction' is to experience a visual image, a kinaesthetil

irnage or a pure imageless thought. The behaviotrrists can be trusted
when ,l.y report, or- introspeitive evidence (which they certainly
use on the side), that they are exasperated by discussions of i*.geless
,lofght.-They are not to be trusted in the same way when they o-ff.r 

"philosophi."l analysis of what exasperation is. Her., tik" other psycho-
logists, they are getting caught up in philosophical issues.

There is another way in whictr,behaviourists, ro less than other psy-
chologists, have b.co*e entangled i" philoroph.A discussions. ftniit
tlrroug! the philosophy of science. fhe 'philosophy of science' has

dways been preocclrpied with the best esiablished and the mosr ad-
vanced science; Td psychologists interesting themselves in the philo-
sophy of science have been trnduly influenced by &ch, edicm *i pro-
clamations which are encouraged by the study of the established
and advanced sciences,-'science establishes general laws','science

T predigdgo', 'science proceeds in accordance with the hypo-
thetico-deductive method', and so on. These are all impoitant
ideas. They are less helpful when tb.y become ideologies. All s-ciences

,tt- at elPlaining the facts they describe. But th"y fiist describe. Jusr
to describe and systgmatize is regarded as a very htrmble activiry,iot
it is important in the biological sciences. lo pryctrology in particular
no one has done more than Burt to show that fiaoriJ *Aysis is an
important and elegant form of description. But h"riog described human
abilides in terms of statistical fictors there remains the possibility of the
need for fistinguishing causal from descriptive 6ctors. [t is common
groturd that the psychologist has both to describe how people behave
and to explain why th.y behave as they do.

There are several sorts of explanation. There is the sort of explana-
tion, most characteristic of physics and engineering, in which the
effect to be explained is deducible and predictble on the basis of uni-
versal laws. It is, for example, deducible from general laws, and pre-
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dictable, how a spaceship will behave when it comes trnder the gravi-

rarional infuencis of the moon or lvlars. Psychologists are apt to be

depressed by the 6ct that th.y cannot give explanatiols of this kind.

In psychology there is the sort of explanation of behaviour which

beglni by deiaibirg the behaviour in terms of the movements of limbs,

*d proceeds to account for this by reference to stimuli impinging on

receptors, to traces and other variables which intervene bet'ween stimu-

lus and response. Since Descartes proposed his very ingenious explana-

tion of refex action much has been done to elaborate and refine this

sorr of explanation. And such explanations do contribute to enlighten-

menr. Explanations of this kind are refined and elaborated by reference

to physiological and biological needs. There has been, however, e

*rikrd advance in psychology since interest has moved from 'needs'

to 'wanrs' and 'likings'. At first psychologists took over a little tlll.-

critically the concepts of nineteenth-century biology-'self Presenra-

tion' and 'species perpetuation'. These 'needs' were written about

sometimes ri if they were necessities; and sometimes as if they were

categorical imperatives, as if an organism were under some comPulsion

to r".r" its skin and perpetuate its kind, or under some sort of moral

obligation to behave in this way. The dodo and the p1e19d".ry1 were

trnder no such compulsion or obligation. If they could have left re-

cords of their views they might well have said that they preferred be-

ing the sorts ofcreatures they were even if their qualities lacked survival

.r"lo.. And this strrely is the case with man too. Man is under no

compulsion or moral obligation to survive and PerPetuate his species,

nor are the desires to survive and perpetuete his species important

morivational dispositions. A man will gulp down a pfort of beer after

a long walk on a holiday, or sip a glass of cognac after dinner on a

cool evening. It may perhaps be that drinldng beer or sipping cognac

meets somJ physiological need and has 'survival value'. But the ex-

planation which the man will offer for his behaviour wilt not be given

in this language. He will say that he drinks beer or cogna c, regardless

of consequricrt, b...,rse he likes the taste of beer or cognac or the effects

of b..ior cognac on his thoughts and conversation. Explanations of
this kind advance beyond common sense and become science when th.y
are amplified in the ways reviewed by Gardner Murphy in his dis-

cussion of 'How we come to want what we want'.6 Explanations of
why we want the curious things we do want, and like the curious things

we-do lik., are given in terms of primitive drives or propensities and

their modifications, in tcrms of the Freudian concept of 'cathexis', in
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terms of the ethologists' concept of imprinting', of Allport's doctrine
of 'ftrnctional autonomy', of Murphy" own actourrt of'canalization',
and so or, including the trafitional doctrine of association and the
modern doctrine of conditioning. All these concepts contribute to
enlightenment; but rrone of them, not one of theffi, enrblo us to deduce
the efGct from the cause or predict what people are going to like nexr.

The dictum that 'science is predicdon' has odd consequ.nces when
applied to the biological sciences in general and to piychology in
particular. It is possible for example, that the senses of n * r[odd
develop so that visual experiences would be produced by infra-red
or ultra-violet stimuli. But it is not possrble to predict what those

"itg"l 
experiences would be. [t would seem that dshions are in prin-

ciple unpredictable. Market research and experimental aesthetics

are both concerned with what people like: what favours they like
in their chocolates, what sorts of pictures they like ro h*g up in
their living rooms. Both kinds of research can be carried oul under

lringent experimental conditions and with statistical rigour. From
both kinds of study it is possible to predict (if 'predict' ii the word)
that what was liked in the sample populadon will be liked in a larger
populadon from which this sample was drawn.'What it is nor possible
to Prefict is what favour in chocolate will be preGrred neit year.
There is something &fferent in principle ber'w.eo predicting the wex-
ther and predicting change in public hstes. Theoretically ii could be
possible to predict the weather ten, twenty or fitty years ahead. If
we say that 'theoretically' or 'in principle' it should be possible ro
prefict aesthedc preferences ten, twenty or fifry years ahead some odd
consequences follow. It is implied that ir prirrciple, at e rime when
Landseers were fashionable, it should have been possible to predict the
later- vggue for Picassos. This surely is odd, because it implies that
pslchologists should in principle have been able to imagid Picassos

before Picasso did.

There is moreover something very implausible in the suggesrion

.th.! what people like can be deduced from their physiological and
biological needs. There are disdnctive psychological needs *d among
these are the need to be conscious and needs-for certain forms o?
consciousness. A prima .facie case can be made out for the hypothesis
that human IiG could be prolonged by the maximizetion-of rl.ep.
A case might be made out for the hypothesis that so called 'mental
operations', such as calculations and the soludon ofproblems, could be
more effecdvely carried out during sleep. Perhaps a case could be made
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out for saying rhat men might perpetuate their species while asleep

(Has that roibeen argued by {e defence in ceftain casel of rape?)

ioppose that all thes. thirgs could b., t,h1t organisuls couldlive longer,

*"rk more effectiv.h *d perpetuate their kind in complete urcotl-

sciousness-thar man could 6" 
"o 

efficient physiological comPuter and

an auromated reproducer of his kind. On this hypglhesis he would

do all the things he now does but would do them all unconsciously.

It hardly requires an opinion survey to establish in fact that few people,

if *y, *o,rid choose thir sort of life. Even behaviourists enjoy being

conscious. They enjoy tasting food and wine, ft9li"g the impact of
the sun and the wind on their bodies, f,irting and loving' as conscious

experiences and they enjoy the intellectud excitement of {e{en$g
behaviourism. Th.f may ir.o *joy their exasperation with the dis-

putes of introspective psychologists. 
'What 

conscious exPeriences are

.nloyrble is roi in geniral predictable undl after the event. Prytolo-

giits'perhaps must 6. .ott.rrt to be wise after the event, to wait for

tt i"gi to h.ppen and then explain *hy ,l.y have happened-

OTcourr.l it is a good thi"g for psychologists to study the pr-rnciples

and merhods of the advancid sciences; but it is also e good thing

for psychologists to have sufficient self-confidence to formulate their

o*r^ principll and to desig, th.ir own-techniques: Ambition is a good

thing, p.rf!.tionism is a g""d thing-but so T9 hlmiliry and-si"gl:

minieir.s and content.doess in doin g a useful if unspectacular job.

It was, I think, Alec Rodger who once remarked that prychologists

would be earning their li"i"g even if they did no more than golo_und

collecting the d"a for the-cdculadons of Chi-squares-. Cyril Btrt
has donJmore than rhis. He has gone arotrnd collecting data for causal

propositions of the form

p: f(o*b*c*. . .) or fpac+d+ . . .) or/(cf d+e{ .. .),

where p denotes the probability that a gryen child (oy) will become

delinquent, neuroti. or educationdly lackward i a, b, c, etc. stand for

.orrdiiions or causal 6ctors actually observed; and ,f denotes thet p

is regarded as a ftrnction of the group 9f fact-o1s tP.-4.d in the 9qT-
tionl*ith each item given its due *Jight and the whole-appToPti"t.ry

combined. The rp..i"l implication of the formula is that (T Burt's

own words) 'thJ result to b. predicted (m a problble, and not an

assured, deduction) springs, not ho* a single trniversal cause, but from

a muldpliciry of coriv.rgirrg infuences, often ditrering widely it their

naftEe, their-grouping, or their relative importance from one grouP to
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another.' fn forecasting a child's future success at school the formula
may ectually become a numerical equation, the probabiliry depending
on the child's marks for e nurtber of tests, and not j*t on a singl,
all-embracing test of intelligence. In the case of delinquency or neuro-
sis the formula may not be explicitly stated in dgebraic or numerical
form, but the underlying logic and the implicit principles remain the
same. This is the sort of causal proposition which is most characteristic

of psychology. Psychologists do not establish laws of the kind: 'All
delinquents come from broken homes', or 'All broken homes produce
delinquents'. They do what Burt has done with such elegance: rurshal
evidence that delinquemcf r for example, is the consequence of a large
number of alternatiue combinations of factors, (o*b+c) or (b*c*d)
and so on to the end of an almost endless proposition.

There is a place in psychology for many kinds of psychologists. It
was an interesting event when Cynl Burt succeeded Charles Spearman
at Universiry College. Spearman aspired to be the Newton of psy-
chology. He tried to formulate a few general laws from which all the
facts of mental rypes could be deduced and presumably predicred.
Burt has not attempted this. He is a psychologist in the tradidon of
Francis Galton, not only in advancing the development of satistical
methods in psychological enquiries, but in showing Galton's interest
in answering the question rather than in formuladng laws or metho-
dological principles. Burt like Galton would, I am sure, be unpernrbed
by the suggestion that some things in the mental l'G of man are in
principle unpredictable. There is a place in the world ofpsychology for
all sorts of psychologists, but in this world psychologists like Galton
and Burt are indispensable.
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J.S. Wilkie

Neurology and Free Will

lt is possible that we are on the eve of an advance in netrology much

greater than that which followed Descartes' suggestion of a model

for the brain of the higher animals. As is well known, Descartes denied

the possibiliry of mechanisms simuladng the operations of the human

mind, and supposed the mind to possess a purely external reladon to the

brain.

It is clear, however, that at least some operations properly re$rded
as mental can be simulated by artefac$, and the existence of these gives

us good hopes of producing a much more ambidous model of the
active brain than that which Descartes felt it possible to present.

It is natural to ask whether there is any foreseeable limit to the powers

of such a model; whether, in its final development, it will enable us to

explain all mental operations, to express them, that is, as neural opera-

tions; and whether, in particular, it will enable us to fispense with the

notion of free will.
At the beginning of what appears to be a stage of rapid advance

we inevitably feel ourselves somewhat at aloss and are most unwilling
to speculate as to what might or might not be achieved in the future;

in our present case, it is only the electrical engineer, if anyone, who is
competent to form even a guess as to the direction and extent of pos-
sible developments.

There is, however, one very simple way in which the layman, in
matters of neurology and of elearical engineering, can without im-
modesty form for himself some judgement respectirg the implica-
tions of the new method, and that is to suppose it completely success-

ful. 'What would count as complete success in the production of a

theory of the brain would be the demonstration that all mental opera-

tions could be performed by specifiable neural mechanisms, together

with proof that such mechanisms actually exist. This would, I think,

amount to the assertion that an artefact capable of simulating all overt
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human behaviour could be constructed; though, as I hope to show, the

cost of makirg such an artefact might well be incommensurate with

any possible utiliry it could have.

Would the existence of such a theory cause a revoludon in psychol-

ogy, in sociology and in philosophy? In particular, would it enable us

to say categorically that even our most important choices are, in spite

of appcarances to the conffery,free only in some entirely trivial sense?

For, of co,use, many of otrr actions are necessarily in some sense free:

there is t &fference berween walking downstairs and being thrown

downstairs.

Obviously a completed theory of the brain would be in many ways

of the greatest service, but in some respects it would leave us very

much where we are at present.

In the first place, th" classical mind-body problem, so far from

being solved, would be in at least one way more puzzlng than it
is at pr.t.rrt. For as long as we can believe that some of otrr operations

coulJ not be performed apart from consciousness, we have at least a

teleological eiplanation of the association of consciousness with a

brain; we can assign a filnction to the mind and say that, without it,

the animal organism could not survive, indeed, could not exist.

But the existence of our theory and the possibiliry of making our

artefact would show that there is no reason, that we can understand,

why the activiry of a brain should be associated with conscious ex-

periences (cf, Leibniz, Monadology, rZ).

Nor, to take a more practical view of the matter, would our com-

pleted theory be at dl likely to put psychologists or sociologists out of
business. For we must be careful not to suppose that a model of the

brain, however perfect, would in itself enable us to deduce or to
predict the behaviour of an individual or of a communiry, in the way

we might hope to predict the properties of water from the considera-

tion ofa *od"l ofa water-molecule (assuming, ofcourse, that this model

was not simply an economical way of describing the known ProPerties

ofwater).
Not only in htrman behaviour, but even in human anatornJ there is

a huge element of historical causation. A complete theory of the brain

*oold b. a physical theory, incorporating in its general principles

nothing that is not to be found in the physical world generally aPart

from brains and even apart from lirritg things. But the theory in its

applications would have to accept as given the anatomical structure of
aliual brains; and, ifwe are to attach any importance to the theory of
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evolutior, actual brains are the products of historical processes; but
of far greater importance, of cotrrse, when we come to consider the
application of the theory to human beings, is the 6ctor of historical

causation in the producdon of actual commtrnities and of actual in-
fividuals. To explain the present or to predict the future behaviour of
a person, an artefict would have to be programrned with the educarion
and past e4periences of that person. Or if the explanation or predicdon
were to be made on the basis of direct knowledge of the present srate

of the subject's brain, a study of immense complexity woutd have to
be undertaken, involving thousands or millioni of readings; a study,
moreover, which would be both tedious and darming for the subject,

and could hardly be itself totally without infuence upon his conduct.
As for sociological studies conducted on these principles, even e

computer accustomed to large-number calculations might well blanch
at the calculated cost of such a proceeding.

Thus the present methods of psychology and of sociology would be

for most purposes incomparably more economical than those ofneuro-
logy, and it is most improbable that they would be superseded.

Let us now consider whether our completed theory would enable us

to get rid of free will.
A completed theory of netuology would be a statement of the rules

by which nenrous systems in general and brains in particular operate.
The motor output of a brain wil, of course, depend not only on these

rules of operation and upon the given innate structure of the particular
brain, together with 'sffucturingn due to the experiences of the indi-
vidual organisffi, but also upon information delivered by the sense-

organs. Hence the brain's activity at any moment is due to the nature
and state of the brain itself and to infuences coming ttoo"gh the senses

from without. But what seerns to be claimed by the shrement that
there are acts of will which infuence conduct is that there are ar least

from time to time, over and above the undersandable physiological
external infuences, quite incomprehensible infuences acting upon the
system from without.

That there is nothing fundamentally silly about this claim can be
seen from the 6ct (or what we surely all believe to be the 6ct) that
one consequence of cerebral activity is conscious experience. If
cerebral activiry hrs inexplicable consequences, there is nothing foolish
in supposing that it mighr be subject to inexplicable infuences.

Would there be, underthe assumptionswehave made, ily possibility
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of showing that such inexplicable influences either do or do not exist?

If we h.r. an isolated system of which we know the rules of opera-

tion, and if we possess all relevant information about the state of our

system at any moment arbitrarily chosen, we can say what its state

sirould be at all times, past or future, so long as it remains effectively

isolated.'We can, therefore, decide whether or not it has, bet'ween two

assigned times, suffered *y effective interference from without.

For verysimplesysrems governed by trnambiguous rules it is possible

to do thil in 6ct, rs wellas in prirciple, but the more complex the

system the more difficult it beco*.s to know its state at any time, and

hence the more difficult to decide what its state should be at future

times. Even with quite complicated systems, however, it may still be

possible, by trearin[ the elernents (or 'particles') of the system no longer

i"Auiardty but stitistically, to know enough of its state at one time

to be able io rry et a,later time that the system has suffered no major

interference from without during the interval.

Apply*g these considerations to the brain, we see that, complex as

the iyst.*1r, it might conceivably be possible to know not only its

laws'of operation, 1ut also approximately its state et t time and

the sensory input during an interval sufficiently *.q to assert that no

inexplicabie iajor dismrbance had been suffered by t. tyltem during

the interval; or, conversely, to assert that such a disturbance must

have occurred. Thus, though no proof would be possible, it might

be within our power to show that the supposition of external infuences

was either extiemely plausible or extremely implausible, provided it

was known thar th. physical consequences of an act of will must be

r major disturbance ofthe determinate ftrnctioning of the brain.

I want now to argue that there is absolutely no reason to suPPgse

that the consequence of an act of will must be (though it might be)

a major disnubance of the brain.

Let us consider somewhat more in detail what we are attributing

ro the brain when we suppose it capable of explaining all overt be-

haviour. ft is clear that, ifwe are to explain human activities as results

ofneural processes, we must suppose both concepts and rules for opera-

ting with;oncepts to be represented in the brain. I want to make sure

that the senr. io which I here use the word 'represented is not oPen

to mistrnderstandings. Of course concepts qmnot as such be-present

in (in the sense of being ingredients of) either the brain or the arte-

6.i; neither will rules b. pi.sent in these systems exactly as they (the

*1.0 exist in conscious awareness.
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Consider, for example, the concept 'one'. There is no reason why
this concept should not be somehow represented in the systems we are

considering, and represented in such a way that it can talce parr in
operations such as adfition and muldplication. Experience vyith even
the simplest mechanical computers shows one wat in which this can

be understood. By analogy with computers it seems not turlikely that
this concept would have to be represented a large number of times in
the brain; and from its use in contexts other than that of simple arith-
metic it is probable that the representation would be as complex as

,lr" tgncept is (at least superfi.i"lly) simple. But one thing is certain:
the 

-dgscription 
of the cerebral representation, or r.pr.r.ntative,

would necessarily require reference to nerye-cells and their corrnections
and to electrical charges, and very lik.ly to certain large and highly
cgmqlex molecules which (by analogy with genes) mighr turn out t. UL

the ultimate repositories of most classes of memories. None of this, it
need h1{lf be said, appears, or could appear, in any possible descrip-
tion of the concept; for if it did, how on earth could we artach 

"*ymeaning to the expression 'one nerre-cell'?
Similar considerations apply to the representation of rules of all

kinds, md, of course, we should have to 
"llow 

for the represenration
in the brain, not only of rules for intellectual operations, Lot also for
social conduct. It might seem, to those who take them seriously, that
moral laws could hardly find neural representation, but in faci there
is no serious_obje-ction to supposing that th.y could, if representation
is understood in the way I have explained. Indeed, commoi .*periencc
seems to suggest that they do: for moral conduct, forhrnetely,iends to
become habitual and moraljudgements, unfortunately, tend io become
stereotyped.

Elementary representations would not, ofcotrrse, be combinedsimply
and solely according to abstract and general rules, such as those of ariiL
metic or mol.lity. The brain of an adult capable of living in civilwed
t9.i.ty must be supposedamost complexsystemof syste*i, andamong
the most important of sub-systems must be those which we may .dl
the representations, or representatives, of major interests.

It is clear that men have clusters of habits, rules and desires and rhar
these clusters are to some extent autonomous, and responsible for
behaviour within particular sets of circumstances; for example,
in the home, at work and in the exercise ofleisure acrivities. The de[ree
of autonomy of such interests is often astonishing, though of course
it cannot be more than relative in any nonnal subject. Moreover, in
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some persons the various interesm they entertain seem to be aqproxi-

matelli equal in value; whereas others cultivate an interest which seeks

to dominate the rest. Thus in some, religion or an abstract system of

moraliry permeates and directs all other spheres of activiry. In others,

an intei.rt in wealth or in social position is overriding, so that work

becomes an instrument for attaining these advantages, and home and

leisure activities become occasions for their displry. But, of course, of

the three first-mentioned interests, the home, work and leisure activi-

ties, any one may become immensely more important than the others.

We hrr. now, I think, established an adequate context for the dis-

cussion of the degree ofphysical intervention that it would b9 necessary

to postulate as the immediate consequence ofan act of will. We T1y
b.gi" by remarking that it is ditficultl thoughdoubtless not imp:ryible,

ro-rhink of the 
^ri 

of choice as itself quandfied. Some acts of choice

may be more important, more meritorious or more disgraceful than

othlrr, but there ,pp.rrs to be some absurdiry in speaking of 'a ver1.

strong choice' or of 
" 

very weak choice'. The exPressions 'a strong *rq.

and 'I w..k will' mxl, for all I know, b. fittingly applied to the will

in its own nature; but it is at least possible that they more properly

charac terize an habitual condition of the nervous system (using 'habi-

rual' in the widest possible sense) ; and the sense of effort that accom-

panies some acts ofthe will certainly mx), as the word 'sense' already

suggests, arise from powerful confict between neural systems, the

rivJ chims of which the will is called upon to decide.

Let us now consider the occasions upon which we should be most

inclined to say that an arct, of will is called for. Obvio,rtll, :rot 
-all

choices are free, unless perhaps potentially, for we should be dis-

inclined to rhink of the *itt 
"r 

oft.rr.orcerned with trivialities: indeed,

the reason men cling with so much pertinaciry to the notion of free

will is that freedo- and responsibiliryare considered to be convertible

rerms: to say that not one of *y acts is freely performed is to say that

there is nothing th*I do for which I am in any important sense resPon-

sible.

At least in the following sets of circumstances it seems to me that a

free and responsible choice is called for.

r. 'When an indecision concerning trivia becomes troublesome.

z. When the attention must be held upon a tiresome Problem.

3. 
'When 

an instinctual activiry must be restrained.

4. When a decision must be made between the claims of major

interests.
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J. 
X}A;;e€ccept 

a law or principle of action that has serious

A few notes are perhaps necessary in amplirficadon.

r. Choosing from a menu seldom, vre may suppose, calls for an act of

Yrtl; but go-od ruurners require that we shoull not delay too long in
choosing. Thus, when two dishes appear eqtnlly aftractiv", . particila,
act of decision is needed, and this deserv.J to be considered i ,.rporr-
sible choice in so 6r as it is modvated by good uurrners, whicli are
a great part of moraliry; perhaps, properly undersrood, the whole
of moraliry.

2. Attentior^may be maintained far beyond the point of 6dgue if
the subject of atrcntion is interesting; but when it is nor, an acr of
will is cdled for if there be some good reason why aftention should be
further sustained.

3-. -A*9og instinctual acdvities requiring restraint it is nargral to
think of sexual impulses which, ev.n io the most libertarian sociery,
cannot always be trnconstrained. However, to think only of sex in this
connexion belongs to persons lititg in trnusually easy circumstences;
under more exac-tlng condidons restraints upon impulses caused by
f.*, htrnger or the need for sleep may be needed *or. frequently
than restraints upon sex.

4. A confict bennreen the claims of major interests is, I suspec,
among the commonest of the situations giving rise to serious rrior.l
problems. A man Gels that the circumstan".r of his home are a hind-
rance to his success in business, or he finds, Iike Gauguin, that what be-
gan 

-as 
a pastime has become more important to him than home and

work together.

J. It is difficult to see how a principle of action could ever be accogs.-
ted a moral grinclfle trnless it was at some time explicitly and freely
accePt:{ bf t{e subject acting upon it, and is sdll *hil" he acts .rpon it
implicitly freely accepred.

In none of these cases does it seem at all necessary to suppose that
the will would have to generate any great amount of energy or any
powerful force to produce a decisive physical effect.

ln the frrst case, obviously not. In the second, when we rpintain
attention against fatigue and boredom we do so for some good reason;
the activity is not trnmotivated, it is simply no longer riotivated by
the intrinsic interest of the subject. nut, by o* hypothesis, our
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reason for the continuation of attention has its representation in

the brain, and this representation is e physical system hr"irg
(physical) potential energy at its disposal. All the act of will would

have to do in this case would be to ensure that this energy is

exploited.
fn deading betrnreen the claims of major interests we are deciding

between two or more powerful cerebral systems; so that the act of
will always h"r, as it were, already at least one powerfiul ally in the

field. Unruly instinctual impulses are commonly opPosed to at least

one major interest, apart from being themselves opposed by the cere-

bral representations of moral convictions.

Finally, th" acceptance of a moral principle is the accePtance of
something that we-have been taught from childhood, or something

that is being, here and now, offered to us with powerful arguments. In

the first r"ri, we decide in 6vour ofan already powerful system, though

doubdess against powerful solicitations or platrsible arguments tending

to destroy 
-the 

rystem. In the second case, arguments can only be

cogent for us if they appeal to principles that we already accept, and

thise must, of cotrse, trnder our posmlate, be supposed to have cere-

bral representation, and hence their own physical dynamism.

In fact, if we accept the posffilate of maximal representatior, the

account of what may be supposed to occur in the brain when a res-

ponsible choice is made is the same for the voltrntarist as for the mech-

*ist; and neither has the slightest &ance of refudng the other's posi-

tion by *y possible observation or experiment. fn cases such as those I
have considered, and which seem to me to be srfficiently representative,

the voluntarist can always assert that the final decision is due to an

act of will; the determinist can always say that, the neural forces being

well balanced, the decision is due to some unrecorded minimal addi-

tional stimulus, or to molecular noise in the brain itself, The finest

instnrments conceivable would not enable us to eliminate these htzards.

My conclusion, if unexciting, is at least trnalarming: no advance of

neurological science has the least chance of decidiog one way o-t +.
other th. dispute between determinists and voltrntarists, and the

neurologist *ho believes in free will can pursue his science with the

same rigour and with the same hopes of untimited advance as those

with which other scientists pursue their aims. He need not fear that

ar some point the development of his science will be halted-by.the

manifestations of some trrpredictable and disorderly entiry called 'the

will'; voluntery choices biing moral choices must, if they exist, be
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eminendy 
"t-derlyi*d 

b"irg choices made by ordinary human beings
concerning the ordinary affairs of human life, th.y are not to be ei-
pected to act totally from without upon a brain in no way prepared for
them. The brain is not an immord machine requiring coniantly to be
set uPon the rails of moraliry which it as constanrh rfus to leavl.
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Arthur Koestler

Motivation: A Biased Review*

RETROSPECT

Future historians will probably regard it as both odd and significant

that throughout the first halfofthe twentieth century the major schools

in psychology-even schools so f* apart as behaviourism and psycho-
analysis-reco gnrzed only one basic type of modvation, and that e

negative one: the reduction of biological needs and drives, the diminu-
tion of tension, or simply the escape from anxiety;t and with both

American behaviourism and continental psychoanalysis the actions

resulting were assumed to be the outcome ofstrict causal determination.

Burt's attitude to the problem was in marked opposition to such e

view; and in this he *m, as he emphasizes, .ootirruing the British
trafition: 'W'ard, Stout and McDougall all regarded behaviour of
living, conscious organisms as essentially 'free and acdve', in contrast

to the behaviour of inanimate and unconscious objects which is 'pas-

sive and compulsory'. Positive striving, and in plain English free wil,
was the disdnctive feature of mental life.

'The aim of Pavlov, 'W'atson 
and Freud,' says Burt, 'like that of the

older associationists and refexologists, was to turn the philosophy of
mind into a natural science, by copymg the methods of the physical

sciences and borrowing their basic principles. The causes of human

behaviour were to be expressed as quasr-physical laws, modelled on

* Koestler's 'Motivation: A Biased Review' was written for the present volume
and was to be included later on, vrith the agreemqrt of the editors, in his book,
The Act of Credtion. Owing to unavoidable delays in the publication of the present

volume, the order of publications was reversed, md Koestler's book came out
first; the editors now wish to extend their thanks to Messrs. Hutchinsons for per-
mission to include in the present book part of Chapter VIII from Part Two of
The Act of Creation.

t'At the level of ego-psychology,' wrote Mowrer in his survey on 'Motiva-
tions' in the Annual Reuiew for 1952, 'there may be said to be only one master-

motive: anxiety.'
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those of mechanics or thermodynamics, but often thi"ty disguised by
t change in terminology-the law of least action (re-named "least

effort"), the restoration ofequilibrium (re-naured "search for security"),

the fow of potendal from a higher level to a lower (re-named "re-

duction of tension" or "need", or "removal of stimulation", etc.). The

brain, in short, is to be treated as a machine; and mind, consciousness,

conation and will are to be ignored or rejected as "concepts not fotrnd

in the natural sci.ences".

'But even in the simple behaviour of the ardmd or tiny child,

motivation of this type witl account for only part of its conduct.

The creatures in the zoo live in an almost ideal welfire state: well
housed, well fed, relieved of any need to fee from danger or hunt for
prelr they should be lolling in a paradise of stable equilibrium. Instead,

when the environment provides no stimulus or need, they actively

create it. For them Nirvana means not bliss, but boredom verging on

neurosis. The impulses to play, to explore and to make involve a posi-

tive search for effort and often a joy in insec-uriry. 
'Water 

can only rtua

downhill; the child runs up. On a higher plane the behaviour of the in-
telligent adult often seems to obey a law of greatest action and the mul-

tiplication ofneeds. A space pilot, comfortably ensconced in a chamber

where he is deprived of all stimulations, starts thinking up mathemati-

cal problems to solve in his head. The most satisfting of all pursuits-
research in pure science, for exarnple-are from their very nature pro-

gressive and unending; and it is the exertion itself, not the reducdon

of it, that is relished and enjoyed. "To travel hopefully", says

Stevenson, "is better than to arrive"; or Emerson, "'W'ere I to

hold the truth in my hand, I would let it go for the positive joy of
seeking".'22

The trend towards a theory of purely negative motivation seems to

have had its origin in the climate of the Darwinian revoludon inde-

pendendy in Germany and America, with Fechner's (r gZi Tendenz

zur Stabilifir and Thornfike's (r89S) Law of Effeu. Freud, acknowledg-

ing his indebtedness to Fechner, postulated his own Principle of Parsi-

morrlr according to which 'the course of mental events is invariably

set in motion by * trnpleasurable tension, md it takes a direction suctr

that its final outcome coincides with e lowering of that tension.'

Thus pleasure is derived from 'the diminution, lowering or extinction

of psychic exciation' and 'trn-pleasure fUnlust, dysphoria, as disdnct

from physic.l p.*] from an increase of it'. The organism tends to-
wards stability-a kind of homeostasis, applied not only to autonomic
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regulTions but also to voltrntary behaviour; it is guided by'the srriv-
ing of the mental Lpperutus to keep the qtrantity of excit doo, presenr
in it as low as Possible or at least constant... . Accordirgly, .r.futhing
that tends to increase the quantity of excitation, must"b.-r.g.rd.d 

",adverse to this tendenry, that is to s{r as unpleasurable.'B
Now this is of course true, in a broad sense, insofar as the frustration

or satis6ctiol o-f primary biological needs is concerned. But it passes

in silence a whole class 
9f elperiences to which we commonly r.^f., ,,

'pleastuable excitement'. Th; preliminaries of lovemd<ing ..ore an
increase in sexual tension and should, according to the theory, b. sD-
pleasant-which they erc decidedly not. It is rriioos that in t[" works
of Freud there is no answer to be found to this embarrassingly banal
objectigt .* Thesex-drive in theFreudian system is essentially rJ*.thirrg
to. be dispose! fthrough the proper charrnels or by sublimarion;
pleasur" it derived not from itJ pursuit, but from g.itiog rid of it.

.Or" rygh-t argue that in Freud's universe there is no ilr." 6r r*orous
love-play because Freud, like D. H. Lawrence, was 6asically a puritan
with a horror of frivoliry, who ffeated sex mit tierischem Ernst. But
argu:ments ad hominem do not explain the general trend in the first half
of the century to intgrpret- motivatioo ,r something negative. As
Hilgard ruefully remarked, 'the Zeitgeisr favoured otr sJ.ing-incenrives
not as Providitg something sought after for what was inhlrent in the
incentive, but something providing relief, The incentive was seen as
an avenue ofescaPe fromPah, anxiery, tension.'10J*t as Freud's libido-
thegrY had no room for dalliance, so learning+hiory lod no room for
curiosity or learning-by-plry .

Thornfike's 'Law of Effect' was essentially e, stick-and-carrot
,h-.ory: the rewar-d (*d to a lesser degree, punishment) is the 6ctor
which shmps h ,lt. correct responr.r L learning, and stamps out the
incorrect ones. [n the extreme behaviourist systemiof'tr/attor, *d Guth-
rie, the mechanization of the living organism is complete: conriguiry
is the basic 6ctor in producing asiociative S-R borrhr, and motiva-
tion has virtually 

{ttppeared from 
1he 

picture. Nor is any theory of
motivation allowed to enter into Skirurer's concept of 'operant be-
haviour'. His system is by progranune confined to the deriription of

I ErnestJoles says in his biography: 'Freud partook in much of the prudishness
of his time, when allusions to lower limbs wei. improper.' He tlen gir., several
examples-such as Freud'sternly forbidding'his fianc€eto stay with ai old friend,
recently married, who, as she delicately put it, 'had married before her weddirg'.
(Vol. f, p. r42).
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to provide for the unrewarded learning that dso occurs when the
animal's belly is full and his sex drive sarisfied.'e

If we tum to the opposile camp-Tolman and the Gestalt psycholo-
gists-th9-elphasis shifts from the need-reducing to the god-r.eking
aspects of behaviour. fn classical Gestalt theory, motivarion by r.*"rdJ,
tlsually in the form of bananas, is taken for granted; it does nor question
the effect of reward on leanring, the dispute is about whetler this
effect is achieved by stamping in or by i*ight. Similar considerarions
apply t9 Tgfman's sign;learning theory, alihough he had progressed
a considerable step further by his explicit rejeciio, of reinforiement
theories, by his emphasis on 'expectanry' and 

tp*posiveness', 
on latent

l-."-rylg and 'creative instability'. Lasdy, Kurt Le-win's 'psychological
fi:l* theory', with iB complex and changing motivatioru im .orr..ptt
of 'ego-involvement' and 'levels of aspirahon'; above all with lts
notion of striving after 'success' (which is subjective and relative in
contrast to reinforcement by tangible rewards), played an important

Part in promoting that change of climate which has been increisingly
noticeable since about r9jo.

DECLINE OF THE REFLEX

This new orientation seems to be the cumuladve effect of independent
developments in several fields, such as: (r) disillusionmenr regarding
the utiliry of the refex-formula both in neurology and psychology-;
(6)-re-discovery of the fact that organisms 

"r. 
ooi passirr.-*.sseiof

software reacting 
-to 

environment, but 'open systems', feeding on
'negative entrop/', engaged in spontaneous activities on all levels;
and (c) that animals are capable of 'latent' learning in the absence of
tangible rewards, motivated solely by their explomtory drive.

Th9 physiological concept of the refex arc, *U.f, even Sherringron
considered as no more than a 'useful ficdon', has become an ,r..hro-
nism.* The Pavlovian confidoned refex was another useful ficdon
which exercised at first e stimulafug, than e paralysing effect-a
phenomenon frequently *.t in the history ofscienie. In Hebb's words,
'Pavlov has deservedly had e great infuence on psychology, and his
thegry has been rejected not because it is too physiological, 6ot because
it does not agree with experiment'. There is no ,r..d to recapitulate

* 'The sirnple reflex is probably ,purely abstract conception, because all parts
of the nervotrs system are conneit a together and rro prri of ii is probably'ever
capable of reaction without affecting and being affectid by various other parts.'
(Sherrington, The Integrative Action of the Nervous System, 19o6 p. g.)
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the evidence which has led to this rejection. 'Conditiotirg' is still a

useful term when applied to induced changes in glandular and vis-

ceral reactions, but liads to confusion when used in a loose, analogical

way for other rypes oflearning.
'ih. last blow to the refex-arc concept came with the discovery

that it was impossible to make a precise distinction between 'stimuli'

and 'responr.rl Not only motor units, but also sensory recePtors dis-

play .oirt rrt spontaneous activiry in the absence of extenral stimula-

tioo. External events alter the pattern of this spontaneous activity, but

this in itself does not yet constinrte a stimulus. The recePtors are under

efferent control frorn higher levels of the central nervous system; the

acceptance, suppression or modification of the input starts on the P:ti-
ph.ry, and the ientre decides what shall constitute a stimulus and what

rt rtt nor. Even the stretch-sensitive receptors in muscle spindles are

controlled by efferent fibres from the centre. In other words, 'stimuli'

and 'responses' are not one-way processes, and cannot be isolated:

'because stimulus and response are correlative and contemPoraneous,

the stimulus processes muit be thought ofnot as preceding the resPonse

but rather aJguiding it to a successful elimination of the incongruitY:

That is to r"n stimulus and response must be considered as asPecB of
a feedback loop. . . . These properties arre t fx cry from the ubiquitous

S-R reflex arc-diagrams that grace (more aPProPriately one wants to

say "disgrace") today's texts.'17

it is historically interesting that an independent but parallel 'softm-

irg-op' process of the hard and fast S-R concePt 
-took 

place at the

rr*. iir* in psychology, e.g. in Skinner's and Hu11's systems. Skinner

was careful to ri"t. that he used the word 'refex' not in an anatomical

or neurological sense but as a purely psychological, descriptive t.ry
for the 'uni;ofbehaviour'. But his definition ofthe trnit was constantly

shifting and changing. 'A refex is not, of course, a theory. It is e fict.

It is .r *.lytical trnit, which makes the investigation of behaviour

possible. . . . The appearance of smooth curves io dyo"mic Processes

irarks a uniqu. poirriin the progressive restriction of a prgParation, and

it is to this ,*iq"ely determined entiry that the term "reflex" may

be assig[ed.'ra

As Mitler and his collaborators were to comment, to defure the refex

in terms of the smoothness of curves is a 'somewhat odd aPProach'.te

Yet even so it did not work: 'skinner's "unit appropriate for experi-

mental study" turns out, in fact, to have a measure ofarbitrariness about

it. . . . Sometimes the ftrnctional trnit is a simple resPonse, sometimes a
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cPmqlex act' sometimes a rate of responding. The unit no longer has
the clean fimensions of a correlation berween a class of stimuf and a
class of responses as implied in the original concept of a refex. The
atom of behaviourptorrittobeevasive.'io Io the later versions of Skir,'-
ner's system the stimulus no longer even precedes the response: in
oPerant behaviour the organism emits t.tponres in search ofa-stimulus,
as it were. The refex as a unit of behaviour has evaporated like the
physicist's hard little lumps of matrer.

Skinner's gxperimental work has some lasdng merits. He was
among the first to demonstrate that 'intermittent reinforcemeng'-
where only some correct responses are rewarded-can be as effective as

the consistent rewarding of all correct responses. Humphreys then
showed that random rewards are actually a superior (more extinction-
resistant) 

Qrm oftraining-the rat thus trainedisless dir.ooraged when
the reward is witheld, than the rat trained by the cbnsist.it-r.*ard
method. From hence there was only one logical step to Tolman's
theory ofmotivation by expectancy-a step which Skinner never rook.

In Hull's case the 
"oft.loirrg-,rp' 

pro"is took a different course.
In his later years, Hull's attention- shifted more and more from
qdT.ty biological drives to secondary drives (from the 'need' ro
the 'taste' or 'appetit.'). These secondary drives he saw manifested

3 anticigatory events-'fractional antedadng goal-responses, and
'fractional 

.ante{ating goal-stimuli'. 'The -fraitiond' 
,ot.i"ting

reaction (Rc) with its proprioceptive stimulus correlate (56), provide-s
for the "automatic (stimulus) goid"rr.. of organismi.'b.iir"iour ro
gorlt".' The great importance Hull attached to thir posrulate is illustrated
by B-comment: 'Ftuther study of this major roto*atic device pre-
sumably *ill lead to the detailed behaviouraiunderstanding of thought
and reasoning, 

ryhich constitutes the highest attainmenr- of org"ii.
evoludon. Indeed the R6 +Sc mechaniim leads in a strictly tJgical
manner into what was formerly regarded as the very heart of the pty-
chic : interest, pl"ry"g, foresight, foreknowledge,- expecr anc! t pur-
pose and so on.'11

From a strictly logical point of view, the postulate makes no sense-
as Hilgard has pointed out in a careful analysis-because 56 acts at the
same time al 

" 
yroducer of the secondary drive Sp and as a second ery

reinforcer which reduces Sp. Hilg*d regarded this confusion as a sign
of logical weakness in Hull; yeihe did not seem ro realwe thar HII
was intuitively on the right track, that the contradiction is merely an
aPParent one, and vanishes if one stops thinking in rerms of need-
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reducing motivation. 'That a stimulus associated with reinforcement

could bfro*e ar once both a drive and a reffircing agent' sounds like

a contradiction, bur makes eminent sense re getting rid of the dreadful

terminology, we translate it as follows: 'A rewardirlg exPerience can

at the r.*-.'time be both an incentive and a reward;'or even simpler:

'Some pursuits are self-rewarding.' That is the implied conclusion of

Hull's iiglrtl, and last postulate which he regarded 1 the crownitg

achiev.rri.rrt of his ryrt.*. That he himself did not rcahze this-implica-

tion only shows that the once useful S-R formula had by that time

become a straight-jacket to thought.

H U NGER, FEAR AN D CU RIOSITY

It took natural philosophy nearly t thousand ylar-s to re-discover

that the earth is iound;lt iook experimental psychology nearly ftfty

years ro re-discover, tfter its Dark Age! of need-reducing S-R

iheories, that rats and men are pleasure-seeking creatures, that some

activities are pleasurably self-rewarding and thqt exploring the environ-

ment, solving a chess problem or learning to pl"y the guitar are among

these activities.

An interesring refection on the spirit of the times was the long,

impassioned .orrtroversy which followed the eartLshaking discov:ty

that rars who were allowed to familiarrze themselves with the mazeby

running round in it without reward, got quicker to the food-box when

this wa-s eventually put in than the control rats who ran the maze for

the fust time. How could the rat profit from its previous experience in

the n171ze without being rewarded by food or ptrnished by electric

shock? As Berlyne put it: 'there are plenry of experiments to show that

latent 151azeJ1r*iog can occur in the ret, which is embarrassing for

those whose theoriei are not built to assimilate it. 'Where 
does the re-

ffircement for these responses come from? Several writers have coll-

sidered the possibiliry that it comes from the reduction of curiosity.'z

Other writers suggested that it came from the drive-reducing diminu-

tion of boredom. One might as well say that composing a song is a

silence-reducing activity.

There have 5..o throughout these Dark Ages 'voices crying in the

wilderness', but they *.r. dismissed as old-6shioned. Thus McDougall

kept reaffirming thar striving tow..r& a goal was often more satis-

f"ciory than reiching ir. Allport held that activities otig1.ly derived

from tiological r..Jr may b..o*e autonomous and self-rewarding:

'the characieristic feattrre of such striving (he says) is its resistance to
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equilibrium; tension is maintained rather than reduced.' Goldstein
emphasized the tendenry of organisms towards 'selGac tualizttion'.
But the revival of a dy**ic psychology which reinsrated rhe aca-

demic respectabiliry of such terms as 'curiosity','exploratory drive',
'P*pose', only came about when experimental evidence showed that
even in the rat the urge to explore may prevail over hturger and fear.

The experiments of Harlow, Montgomery, Butler, Hudson, etc.
on rats and monkeys showed-what naturalists had always known-
that animals are inquisitive, that they have an urge to manipulate,
explore, to 'see what's inside', which is independeni of such biologi-
cal drives as}trnBer, sex and fear-or, rather, ihat the exploratory drive
itself stems from a primary biological need. They showed that explora-

lory lehaviour may combine with, or enter the service o{, hunger or
fealr, but that it may also compete with and somerimes .s.ri itself
against them; and that novelty, surprisingness or puzzlement are as

real incentives to learning as pellets of food dropped ioto the Skinner
box.

As far back as r93o Nissen had fotrnd that rats would cross an electri-
fied grill to reach e rorreze which contained nothing but some trnusual

gbjects; he concluded that an exploratory urge dia exist-'a biogenic
driveto explore, perceive, to know'.la Experiments by Hudson, Berlyne
and'Walley, in which ram were punished for approa.hing some novel
visual paftern, led them to conclude that 'objects that hrrre become
associated with danger are often explored before they are shunned'.16

Carr and 'Williams 
showed that the explorarory drive varies with

herediry and environment: hooded rats eiplore more than black rats,

and blaclc rats more than albino rats. Montgomery and Barnett
showed that wild rats are more frightened, tame rats more attracted,
by novelty; Thompson and Heron that young animals are more curi-
ous than old ones, and-as one would expect-that female rats are
more inquisitive than males. Confronted with novel situations, htrn gry
rats interrupt their feeding to explore their surroundings; but rars

whose cerebral cortex has been removed in parr, while sdll capable of
leandng to run e meze to get at food, show a a*inished tenJency to
explorarigo. They 'do not evince the preference for a variable path over
a standerdizedpath that is characteristic of a normal rar, .*.ipt when
the variable path is the shorter. Brain-damaged rats likewis. rLo* less

variability of route in a Dashiell maze.' Yet, as Lashley's rats have
shown, even depriving the creature cf substantial portions of its brain
does not make it conform to the S-R ideal.
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On higher levels of the animal kingdom the evidence becomes less

monotonous and depressing. 
'What 

a relief to get out of the Skinner

box and to read Lorenz's description of curiosiry battling with fear

in one of his birds:

'A young raven, confronted with a new object, which may be a

camera, or old bottle, a sruffed pole eq or anything else, first reacts

with escape responses. He will fy op to an elevated perch and, from

this poiniof vantage, stare at the object literally for hotus. After this,

he will begin to 
"pproach 

the object very gradually, maintaining all

the while a maxintum of caution and the expressive attirude of intense

fear. He will cover the last distance from the object hopping sideways

with half-raised wings, in the utmost readiness to fee. At last, he will

deliver t single fearful blow with his powerful beak at the objgct

and forthwith fy back to his safe perch.' In the end 'he will grab [the

objectl with orri foot, peck at it, try to tear off pieges, insert his bill

inio any existing cleft and then pry apart his manfibles with consider-

able foice. Finally , lf the object is not too big the raven will carry it

awel, push it into a convenient hole and cover it with some incon-

spicuous material.'l3

As for primates, we can comfortably All back on Darwin's Descent

oJ Man:- 
'All animals feel Wondeqandmany exhibit Curiosify. They sometimes

suffer from this latter quality, as when the hunter plays antics and thus

atracts them; t hav. *itnessed this with deer, and so it is with the

wary chamois, and with some kinds of wild-ducks. Brehm 
-gives 

a

curious account of the instinctive dread, which his monkeys exhibited,

for snakes; but their curiosity was so great that they could not desist

from occasionally satiating their horror in a most human 6shion, by

tifting up the tid of the box in which the snakes were kept.'

Darwin was 'so much surprised at this account' that he proceededto

the monkey-house tt the Zoological Gardens armed with t stuffed

snake, a dead fish, e mouse and a live turtle: 'The excitement thus

caused was one of the most curious spectacles which I ever beheld.'

The greatest success was the turtle. The monkeys 's\owed unbounded

astonishment, as well as some fear. . . . This was displayed by their

remaining motionless, staring intently with widely oPened eyes, their

eyebro*r b.irrg often moved up and down. Their faces seemed some-

what length.rrid. They occasionally raised themselves on their hind-

legs to git 
" 

better view. They often retreated a few feet, and then
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turning their heads over one shoulder, again stared intentlyo . . . kl
the course ofa few minutes some ofthe monkeys ventured to approach

and touch the turtle. . . . f then placed a live snake in a paper b;t, with
the mouth loosely closed, in one of the larger compartments. bne of
the monkeys immediately approached, cautiourly bpened the brg t
little, peeped in, and instantly dashed away. Then i *itnessed *hrt
Brehm has described, for monkey after monkey, with head raised high
and turned on one side, could not resist taking e, momentary

PeeP 
into the upright bag, at the dreadful object tyirg quiedy at the

bottom.'5
This was written half a century before K6hler's Mentality of Apes

was translaled into English-with a delay of eight years aftir the ap-

Pearance ofthe German original.lz It had the effect of something like a
bombshell on American psycholog/, in which Pavlov andWatson were
all the rage. Yet even K6hler, thoughr he aftacked Thorndike, re-
mained essenti"lly conservative as 6r as motivation is concerned; it
took another quarter-century for a new crop of experimentalists to
discover, in the r95os, that the exploration of novelry, the manipula-
tion 9f objgcts, the dismantling and reassembling of complex minual
pazzles and even scribbling and drawing were sslGrs\Mxrding and self-
arousing activities with a positive feedback, as it were. 'Those who have

lr.d opportunities to observe monkeys and apes at close hand for pro-
longed periods invariably dwell on their addiition ro looking, mauftrg,
prodditrg, licking, and generdly squeezing every drop of possible
entertainment from whatever crosses their path.'2 Parricul.rh reveding
is the factthat Rhesus monkeys who have learned to disrnantle a co*-
plex nuulual pazzle of interlocking pieces performed better when there

was no food reward put inside the puzzle than when they knew that
there was one.8 In the second case tliiey got impatient and-tried short-
cuts; in the fust c:Ne they practised disinterestedly, l'art pour l'art.

THE EXPLORATORY DRIVE

The cumulative evidence of these and similar experiments led Harlow
to the conclusion:

'There are logical reasons why a &ive-reducdon theory of learning,
a theory which emphasises the role of internal, physiological-rt"i.
motivation is entirely trntenable as a motivational th.ory of learning.

'The condidon of strong drive is inimical to all but very limited
alP-egts oflearning-the learning ofways to reduce tension. The h*gry
child is e most tmcurious child, but after he has eaten and become

S.P.-{
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thoroughly sated, his ctrriosity and dl the learned responses associated

with his curiosity take place.'?

Montgomery came to similar conclusions, which he Put into the

laconic formula: 'exploratory behaviour is motivated by the explora-

tory drive.'

ih.r. clarion calls of a new generation of experimenhlists in fact

echoed the earlier 'voices in the wildernsss'-such as 
'Woodworth's:

'To see, to hear,-to see clearly, to hear distincdy-*oment by

moment, such concrete, irnmediate motives dominate the life of rela-

tion with the environment.'2l In the meantime, however, these'o1&

6shioned' views had received added, powerful support from neuro-

physiology. Lindsley, Hebb and others have shifted their attention from

Iension-reducing, stabilizing processes in the nervous system to the

supposedly arousing, attention-sharpening ftrnctions of certain struc-

t*.t in the midbrain-the so-called'reticular activating system', RAS.

Although these theories are still controversial, parallel studies on Setl-

sory deprivation have dramati..lly revealed the deleterious effects of

protracied stimulus-starrration, and the organism's need for more or

l.rs constant stimuladon, or at least a steady inflow of information-

a hunger for experience and thirst for excitation probably al basic as

ht ngei and thirst themselves. Instead of responding passively p-the
.rr.rironment, 'human beings and higher animals spend most of their

time in a state of relatively high arousal and . . . exPose thernselves to

arousing stimultrs situations with great eagerness.' Two thousand years

ago Juvenal had said much the same: 'Duas tantum rcs anxius optat,

Panem et circenses.'

Berlyne has made a systematic survey of the manifestations of the

exploratory drive on various levels, from orientation reflexes to

artistic and scientific curiosity. At the bottom of the ladder we have

Pavlov's 'investigatory' o, 'what is it?' refex. 'It is this refex,' Pavlov

wrote in a famous passage, 'which brings about the immediate res-

ponse in men and 
""i*ds 

to the slightest changes in the world arotrnd

them, so that they immediately orientate their approPriate recePtor-

organ in accordance with the perceptible qualiry in the agent bringing

about the chilge, making fufl investigation of it.'ro From true refexes

such as dilatation of the pupil and automatic scanning, we ascend to

oculo-motor responses, movements of the head or the whole body

towards the stimulating phenomenon: animals prick their ears, tense

their muscles, sniffthe air'musingly'. Next comes 'locomotor explora-

tion' which 'appears to be universal among higher vertebrates and
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Present to some degree in other branches of the animal kingdom'; yet,
as Berlyne ruefully remarks, 'it has been studied systematically in raiher
few species. By 6r the greater part ofthe relevant literature is loncerned
with the rat.' Accotdirg to Darchen, even the cockroach is capable of
disinterested latent learning, prompted by sheer ctuiosity; *[il. kit-
tens, puSpies and young chimps seem to spend a major portion of their
time in'locopgtive exploration'.4lastly, we come 6'iivestigatory' or
a' . . .
'in-quisitive' behaviour, ranging from Darwin's monk.y *ho cannot
refrain from peeping into the snake-infested Pandora's box, to the 'un-
sadable curiosiry' of the artist and explorer.

Thus neuro-physiological considerations, laboratory work with
animals, and the observations of ethologists of the Lorinz-Tinbergen
school, all seem to converge in the s.mi direction. Even the embrfo-
logical studies of Coghill and 

'W'eiss, with their emphasis on sponra-
neous, intrinsic activities on all levels of the organic hierarchy, lend
indirect suPPgrt to the primarcy of the exploratot drive. The lesson of
frfty years of rats-in-mazes has been rum*ed 

"p 
by Thacker in the

statement that 'motivation for learning is 
".otr"i 

and neural . . .
olgaysed and proliferated cognitive structure itself is the goal towards
which learning moves'.le In other words, the motiyation for leaming ,s

to learn.

Thorpe, for all his habitual caution, has gone even further. He srarts
with a rhetorical question: 'And so it becomes important to consider
how far there is evidence of learning motivated By a general drive
quite independent of the motivation of particular instincts'; and he
concludes that 'there is now substandal ind precise evidence for t
generll drive in a number of animals, and this l.o be looked upon as

an indication of a Primary motivation which to some extent, however
slight, is superior to the governing centres of any of the instincts or
of their combinations, and frnds its most characteristic expression in
exploratory behaviour in all its various forms.'20

In his monograph on 'The Nattue of Explanation', which has in-
spired e great many netrologists and computer-theorists, the Cam-
bridge psychologist, K. J. 

'W'. Craik pff forward the idea that the
ftrnction of the organism's neryous system is to set up t symbolic
model of the extenral world: 'The brain imitates or *od.ls external

Processes..The ftrnction of such symbolisation is plain. If the organism
carries a "small-scale model" of extemal realiry ,na of its own possible
actions within its head, it is able to try out various alternatives, conclude
which is the best of them, react to future situations before they arise,
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utilise the knowledge of past events in dealing with the present and

futtrre, and in every way to react in a much fuller, safer, and more

competent nuuurer to the emergencies which 6ce it.'3

To extract information from the chaotic environment is as vial
to the organism as it is essential for it to extract specific forms of energy

from sunlight and food. If we assume this to be an inherent tendency

of all liriog organisms, then we must also assume the existence of an

inherent primary drive to explore the environment for relevant in-

formation.
Thus the organism functions not merely by responding to the

environrrrent, but by asking it questions. The main incentives to its

exploratory activities are novelty, surprise, confict, uncertait ry.*
The exploratory drive may combine with, or be instrumental to, other

drives-sex, nutrition, anxiety. But in its purest form-in pl"y, latent

learning, unrewarded problem-solving-'stimuli' and'responses' are

i"ditti"guishable parts of a positive feedback loop along which excita-

tion is iunning i" a circle like a kitten chasing its tail. 'The scientist,'

wrote Allport, 'by the very nature ofhis commitment, creates more and

more questions, never fewer. Indeed the measure of our intellectual

maturity, oo" philosopher suggests, is our capacity to feel less and less

satisfied with our arrwers to better problems.'l
'We have thus established a broader base for the scientist's motiva-

tion. The exploratory drive may combine with the self-ffanscending

mysticis* of a Kepler or with the self-asserting vanity of a Galileo.

Each original artist has an element of the explorer in him: the Poet does

not 

"o"oipulate 

words' as'Watson thought, he explores the emotive and

descriptivi potentialities of language; the painter is engaged, through-

out his life, in learning to see.
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Philip E. Vernon

The Personal ity System*

For more than thirry years the writer has been struggling to achieve a

usable conception of personality-not so much e comprehensive

psychological theory as a viewpoint or philosophy, which might serve

the practical needs of the vocationd, educational or clinical psycholo-

gist, or others who have to assess, understand and make practical deci-

sions about children or adults. The applied psychologist receives little
help from his training in generd psychology. For though psychology
has made some progress in isoladng the principles of psychological

growth and change, the acquisition ofsecondary drives, the importance

ofreinforcement schedules, etc. it does not attempt to say what are the

chief endtring motives, the relativ.ly p.ruurnenifor..s or intervening
variables that trnderlie personaliry difGrences betureen one individual
and another, nor does it indicate how these are to be diagnosed. More
probably our applied psychologist's conceptions of human nature are

derived from an uneasy mixture of psychometrics on the one hand and

depth psychology on the other, both superimposed upon his naive or
common-sense trnderstanfing of people as motivated beings like him-
self,

THE PSYCHOMETRIC APPROACH

The psychometric or mental measurement approach has been specacu-

larly useful in the intellectual sphere through conceiving abilities as a

series of fairly stable, norm^dly-distributed variables, which can be

sampled by the application of properly constructed tests or examina-
tions, and whose major dimensions can. be determined by 6ctorial
analysis. V.ry naturally, therefore, the same conception has been

* This article gives an outline of the mein theoretical conclusions of Personality

,*sessment-A Critical Survey, a book written during the author's tenure of a

Fellowship at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences,

Stanford, California.
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app[ed in the wider ereeofpersonaliry by Burt and the present writer,
Cattell, Eysenck and hundreds of others. People are thought to be

characterized by their possession, in varying amounts, of such attri-

butes as traits, attitudes, interests, drives. Ary one variable can be

assessed by ratings, or sampled and measured by tests, questionnaires,

etc. and the enormous number of possible variables can be reduced to

an ordered structure, as before, by 6ctorial procedures.

In actual practice, this works only to a limited extent. Vocational

and educational psychologists often obtain trait or interest ratings from

teachers, acquainta:nces, or the client himseffi, or more rarely apply

such questionnaire tests as the MMPI, the Maudsley Personaliry

Inventory, or the 16 PF test; (most of the befter validated instruments

such as the Strong and Kuder lnterest tests are suitable only for Ameri-

canhigh school and college students). Such scores provide some useful

guidance on broad qualities, though th.y are also apt to be misleading

because of the obvious susceptibiliry of ratings and questionnaires to

halo, 6ki"g, response sets and other subjective distortions and urr-

reliability. Both Eysenck and Cattell admit these deficiencies and aim

to measure the main personaliry dimensions by more objective tests.

But they have clearly failed to persuade practising prychologists in

general to place any reliance on the instruments th.y offer. The be-

havioural tests which appear to help the psychologist more in building

up a picture of his client's personality are performance tests of abilities

and social situations of the Leaderless Group Discussion rype. Both

these yield qmlitative observations of marurer of reacting to fficul-
ties or to people, not scores on specified traits or 6ctors.

Even if better tests were available-and 40 years of personality

studies have failed to produce them-the psychological cotrnsellor or

selector would be unlikely to be mtisfied with the static, cross-sectional

picture they yield. However detailed the profile, it does not amount to

a person. True, Cattell has delineated tests and factorial techniques for
studying dynamic trends in the individual personaliry, but they are

quite impracticable for everyday assessment purposes.

.COMMO N.SENSE' U N DERSTAN DI NG

How does the psychologist arrive at his notions of a person in daily

liG, or in an interview with a client-by observing his expressions and

actions and questioning him on his past history, present attitudes and

future goals and obtaining further information from acquaintances.

Note thrt this is not 
" 

pro.ess of rational classification .od inference;
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the observed daa do not giy" the personality direct. One interpre6,
or intuits the data as arising from ,"rioos inner motives, trai6 oi dis-
positions, which cannot themselves be obseryed. As shown elsewheretg
a trait such as sociabiliry, honesry, initiative, etc. is not a definite cate-
gory ofbehaviour, comParable to the person's heighr or his arithmedcal
attainment. One's interpretations of others (or o? oneself) are guided
largely by theories ofhuman nature, ofwhat morives are r.rpo*iil. fo,
what actions, theories which one has acquired from personrli*p.rience,
from talking with Td about p-eople, ho* books, newsprp.ir, films,
etc. To a considerable extent theG theories partake of ri.r.otypes or
oversimplified generalizations, though ,h.y nevertheless *oi[ wel
enough for us to get on with and understandone another for most pur-
poses of everyday liG. Normally there is a large amount of feedblck.
If one dtTr:rPrets I person on first meeting, oi. can often adjust one's
notions of him in the light of further observations. Howeve-r, the in-

id.grycies;rnd subjectiviry of thes. j"dgemenrs are well illustiated by
the halo .ry:t in ratings, the unre[aLi[t and lack of validiry of irrtrr-
views, which have repeatedly been demonstrated e*peri*entally.

DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY

The trained clinicat pty.eologist and psychiatrist employ essenrially
the same approach to the intirpretatiorr'of the p.rroiralities of their
patients, though their theories of -odvation, based on Freudian or
neo-Freudian doctrines, are considerably more sophisdcated than the
layman's. 

-Their 
patients tend to displ^y irration.liri.r of conduct and

feeling which cannot be explained in terms of conscious sentiments
and habit systems, but which seem to fall into line if we invoke rul-
conscious comPlexes Td fanhsies, defence and compensatory mech-
anisms, built uP T earlier childhood. These deep.r forces, in their very
nature, are even less obsenrable than the layrnan's motivational .oo-
structs; hence th.y have to be elicited through such indirect methods
as free association, 

- 
projective techniques, tiansGrence analyses, etc.

It should be reali-ed, then, that Freudiin and similar explanarory col-
cefts are theories or fictionsjust as much as are the layman's stereotypes.
They may !. .li"ically valuable, and many of them have been t.L.o
over by mod.T learning th9ory with fruitfui resulm. But alargeamounr
of experimental evidence demonstrates that they do not yiJfa greater
eccvrecy of judg.*.t-t. The clinical psychologist's, pry.hiatri'-st's or
projectivg tester's prefictions oe for ixample,locariinal suitabiliry,
tend to be more unreliable and invalid than those of the 'rror*.li
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psychological counsellor or selector who makes relatively little use of
d.prh con.epts, and who relies chiefy on relatir.h sur6ce intervicw-

ing and situational tests.

I NTERNAL DISPOSTTIONS

All these approaches that we have outlined make the questionable as-

sumption iliat the person possesses e series of internal dispositions,

whether we call them traits, factors, mechanisms, conscious or tltl-

conscious motives, which trnderlie his behaviour. Yet is it obvious

that no one behaves in accordance with any trait with complete con-

sistency. He varies greatly from time to time in accordance with ftis
judgement of the current situation. Indeed these dispositions are as much

i"tJgories or constructs which the observer imposes on, or reads into,

the person as they are generalized behaviour tendencies of the Person

himielf, As G. e. fellyt roggests, the difrculties of personaliry study

are largely due to our inveterate belief that dispositions are real entities

in the p.rtorr, waiting to be discovered, instead of admitttng that we

have to invent them. R.c.ntly, too, Ebel8 has argued that the classical

conception of validiry breaks down in the personaliry field because the

variables we are trying to assess are 'notional'; there are no operational

criteria for evaluating our success in measuring a trait, attitude, drive,

etc. However, this ctiticism is less serious in the c:Ise of an abiliry or an

interest, which can be reasonably delimited in teuns of environmental

objects (musicd, athletic, scientific, etc.). It appliet *o+ more tol selr

leadership, honesty, extraversion, ego-strength, need for achievement,

authorita;anism, etc., where any evidence for their'existence' is more

indirect and hypothetical. A clearer conceptuali zetton of what is in-

volved in studying such traits has been provided by Cronbach and

Meehl's2 account of .oostruct validity. But this does not get over the

difficulty that innumerable alternative constructs can be, and have been,

proposed to account for the same observational or exPerimental data,

depending on the theoretical bias of the observer or experimenter.

PHENOMENOLOGICAL AN D PERSO NAL
CONSTRUCT APPROACHES

Several attempts have been made recently to cut this Gordian knot

of the n rurJ of internal fispositions, by approaching Personaliry

in terms of the way the person perceives himself, other people and his

environment. For Srygg and Combsu there is only one motive-
the need for the p.rson to maintain consistency wifiin his phello-
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menal field, to avoid stresses and incongruities among his 'ditfferentia-
tions', i.e. in ffis self-sencepts and his perceptions of realiry. Similarly
for G. A. Kelly,? the person's psychological processes arise wholly
from his personal constructs or interpreations; and Harvey, Hunt
and Schrodero have developed an elaborate developmental scheme or
rypology of concepts, which enables them to integrate a large amotrnt
of evidence from abnormal, social and developmental pry.hology,
and from personality testing. Likewise the 'client-centred' approach

to psychgtherapy advocated by C. R. Rogers is opposed to expkning
the client's confition in terms of Freudian or any other predetirmined
set of modvations. tn the permissive atmosphere of non-directive

gounselling, the client brings up his own problerrls, is helped to clarifr
his feelings, and effects his own reintegration of his confiiting percep-
tions and goals.

This approach seems highly relevant to the work of the vocational
or other practising psychologist, since he can better trnderstand and
advise an individml through knowing his attitudes and personal con-
cepts-how he regards himsefi, people and events. At the same time it
is inadequate, both because what the in&vidual can tell us about him-
self quite obviously does not always explain his thoughts and acrions,
and because personaliry is surely not intrinsically 'private'. People can
be observed and compared; common rypes of behaviour can be cate-

gorized even if we have no certainty as to the underlying causal en-
tities.

LEYELS OF SELF. AND OUTER.CONCEPTS

Kelly and Harvey et al. have described a number of dimensions or
categories of personal concepts. Much has been written also about
the development of the Self-concept during childhood through such

processes as idendficadon and the acquisition of social roles. But it
does not seem to have been sufficiently realized* that such concepts
ma.y exist at e number of different levels or layers. Some people's
images and theories of themselves are relativ.ly roperficial, others think
in terms of deeper motives; (perhaps this is linked with the fimiliar
extravert-introvert dichotomy). Our explanations of other people's

motives and our social attitudes in general, i.e. our outer-directed con-
cePts, may vary in a similar dimension. At least four main levels can

usefully be &stinguished.

* A somewhat comparable view may be found in l*ary, T., Interpersonal

Diagnosis of Personality. New York: Ronald Press, rgST.
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r. The first level consists of the impersonations and public atti-

tudes which we dis pley to acquaintances and strangers, when enecting

our various social roles.'We try to impress people with our importance

and competence, friendliness and reliabiliry, and to express moral,

polidcal or other attitudes which they will approve. Sometimes these

Selves are ctrefully calculated, but often they are so habitual that we

really believe in them. This level is well typified in the selection inter-

view, where the candidate does his best to get across an accePtable per-

sonaliry, while the interviewer does his best to penetrate beneath the

6gade. It is also, of course, the level that is normally tapped by the

psychological tester. A person's reactions to questionnaire items or to
more objective, and even to projective, tests refect the self-6snsePt

and attitudes that he regards as appropriate to the occasion; and this

does not necessarily imply that they are wittingly faked.

z. Secondly there is the private Self that one normally recognizes,

together with the privately-held attitudes, which one is wi[ing to

reveal, to a greater or lesser extent, to close ftiends or to a trusted coun-

sellor or prychotherapist. Note that this may contain many conficting

parts-impulses that seem to operate outside one's control, and ideals

or aspiradbns that are set apart from the rest (the Superego), though

these are bound together by a sense of identiqf or Self-hood.

3. Thirdly there is a level which may be called the insightful SeE

which one rcelizes when pressed to analyse one's attirudes more objec-

tively. Sometimes a friend points out inconsistencies bewveen one's

feelings and one's behaviour, and we come to realwe that we Possess

fispoJidons which are difficult to verbahze, or which were previotrsly

rationalized, and concealed from our own second level. This too would

be the level reached during non-firective therapy; i.e. it is a theory of
one's motives which the therapist h.lpt to clarifr but influences as

Iittle as possible.

4. Fouithly there is the picture of one's persondity which is normally

repressed, but which is reached as a result of depth therapy, whether

Freudian or other, and through projective testing. Most clinical Psy-

chologists and psychiatrists would regard this level as invol"itg the

greate;t degree-of self-insight, i.e. as in some sense more 'true' than

ihe other levels. But surely it is only one of many possible conceptuali-

zations, and it will fiffer according to whether the diagnostician is a

follower of Freud, J*g, Klein, Horney, etc. Admittedly the upPer-

mosr levels conrain the largest proportions of demonstrably false

rationalizations, but there is no scientific evidence that this level Pos-
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sesses great validity. On the contrary, we know that predictions of
vocational suitabiliry or recidivism based on depth theories are if
anything l-ess accurate than those based on more superficial studylo
and that there is no demonstrable superioriry of more over less in-
tensive types of psychothera py.4

THE PERSONALITY SYSTEM
'We 

can see now why there is so much trrcertainty regardin g e per-
son's irurer dispositions, namely that they are always ,i.*.J oi irr-
terpreted in terms of one of these personal construct systems, either
by-the person himself or by * outer obseryer. However, just as in
oldlary 

1su-al 
perception, the degree of subjectiviry varies. Plrception

of physical objects is reladv.h objective; there is a high consenrus of
opinion about the characteristics of a table, much less so abour a land-
sqrPe-. Simifarly d{ferent observers can agree about a person's physique
and skin colour, or his tics. Even his abilities and intereits can bi ,isesied
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The organism is activated both by these lnternal Dispositions and

by External Stimulation or the objective environment; but the former

"i. 
'processed' by the Self-concept, and the latter by t!. person's

Outer Construct system before they issue in Behaviour. The person's

Behaviour and I-Jtterances are objective, but these in turn are Processed

by some level of the Self, or by the Construct systems of other obser-

vers, and regarded as emanating from Internal Dispositions.

IMPLICATIONS

It follows that, to know t man's personaliry, we must study

not only his behaviour and the situations that affect him, but also the

people he reacts to and who interpret him, md his own conceptual

iyrti*. Many writers as wid.h t.parated as Gordon Allpo-tr, R. B.

Cattell and most depth psychologists, when they talk of person-

aliry, are referring only to the Inner Dispositions which, accorditg

to our scheme, cannot ever be diagnosed directly. At the same time

the writer would disagree with those who try to dispense altogether

with intervening variables-with the Skinnerian behaviourist who

hopes to describE and explain personaliry wholly in terms of External

Stimularion, Behaviour and LJtterances, and with the phenomenolo-

gist who confines his attention to the Self- and Outer-construct

systems.

THE'UNITS' OF PERSONALITY

The system presented here is very incompletely worked out; and it does

not dispense with the need for units, elements or descriplive categories

of some kind in terms ofwhich a personality can be specified. No doubt

traits will always be widely used, especially by the layman, though we

would prefer to avoid them both because they take insufficient account

of situational variations of behaviour, ed because they PerPetuate the

notion that personalities consist of entities which vary in amount, and

which can be rated or measured by suitable tests.

For the same reasons the statistician's factors seem unsatisfactor/,

although they have many uses in exploratory and experimental studies

ofpersonaliry. For example, they can help in classifyi"g tyqes of stimuli

(abilities, interests, etc.), or behaviour clusters, or People's constrlrcts

(m in Osgood's and Kelly's work and Q+echnique$. A_gain factor

analysis c.r, be applied nomothetically (fot studying differences be-

t*.in individuals), or idiographically (fot delineating Patterns within

the individ*I.)
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The disadvantagT of the depth psychologist's internal disposirions
are obvious-that there is no consensus as to how they ,r. to be de-
fined or diagnosed, since they fall at our fourth levei of consrru6s.

I f:fs preferable, to the writer, to keep to a simpler and more super-
ficial level, and !o employ constructs which are .r 6r as possible i.r-
criptive rather than interpretative. Thus one of the *oi. successful

Pefo-nality assessment instruments is Stort's Social Adjustment Guides,tz

which ask the assessor to check a series of reladvely easily observed
behaviour tendencies or'situation-attirudes' among diiturbei children.*
These symptoms have been grouped byempirical trial and error, rather
than by formal 6ctor analysis, into a number of clusters of deviant
reaction tendencies. 

'While 
this method doubtless involves more halo

and subjectivity than Stott believes, it might well be adapted to a variery
of other purposes, such as vocational guidance of school-leavers.

TELEONOMIC TRENDS

Finally we would draw attention to a proposal put forward by F. H.
Allport in the r93os, that people should be desciibed in rerms of their
'teleonomic trends', that is, the main purposes they seem to be trying
to carry out.l These'trends' resemble Gordon Allport's 'unique traitJ
or 'personal dispositions' in that they are defined *ore by ionsisten-
cies in the infividual's behaviour than by similariries berween indivi-
duals. Nevertheless it seems likely that many trends ere sufficiently
widespread among members of a cultural group to be compared and
assessed nomothetically, while others are more unique to the individual.
They differ from traits in that they tend to involve interacions with
people or situations, i.e. they 

"r. 
rrot located so completely in theper-

sort. Again they can exist at conscious or unconscious levels; thus ihey
are not necesytily accessible to the second level of the Sel{, but may
have to be inferred from observations of behaviour, or by attempting
to get down to the third level.

The fullest description is that given by Grego ry,u who classifies

them trnder seven headings. Some examples are:

to escape attention from others,

to be liw-abidiog,

to prove oneself superior,

to secure aesthetic pleastrres, etc.

* Stott's criticisms of the psychometric and clinical 4pproaches to personality,
and of 'trait theory', are also worth noting.
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However, at the moment tihere is no sads6ctory taxonomy and no

clear specification of common trends to look for; also very little guid-
ance is given oe how to idendfy them, other than by interview and

observation. Nor do we know how 6r different psychologists studying

the same person would end up with the same list or pattern of trends-
though there might well be better agreement than is generally found

among clinical &agnoses based on depth-constructs. A combination

of the trend approach with Stott's notion of behaviour clusters appears

to offer the practising psychologist the kind of framework for viewing

personalides that he needs, though a good deal more work will be

needed to build it into a usable system.

In conclusion: there is, of course, ro simple answer to the problem

of how to assess personalities for the purposes of reaching practical

decisions. This paper merely attempts to bring out some of the reasons

for the fiiltue both of the conventional psychometric and clinical

approaches, and to indicate some lines for future development.
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T. H. Pear

Social Ascent in England Today

Distinctions between the respective fields and methods of sociology

i"q social psychologl have bein discussed for years. In practice, rt,rdlt
in these disciplines 

"ft9" 
overlap , -letsometi*.r they ,i.* complerely

separate, as if a compulsion for tidy patterns had wrenched them ,p"ri.
Sociological ardcles often appear with no reference to any living ro63..t
who might conrment on the soundness and 6irness of the"*rii.r',
judgements. To such criticism a sociologist might reply that he leaves the
study-of individuals to the psychologiJt, p.rti"ps risisting a temptation
to add that this task is often shirked.'V7ere theiociologii to ,.riirrd us
tlnt physiglogists usually delegate the srudy of ina-ct bodies to the
clinician, the *4ogZ would 6. unconvincing, since t psychologist
may be interested in healrly persons, with oo ,i* of curing o, .i.o
reforming-thcm: indeed, the view is often expressed that Lr."r.hes
Promoted by the Medical Research Council ought ro be supplemented
by investigations encouraged by 

" 
Social Sciences Resear.t C"uncil,

interested in mafters unconcerned rvith obvious diseases or disabilities.
In many Psychological books about personaliry, idiographi. accounrs

of persons-are avoided, presumably from a wislr to prJr.rit 
" 

detached,
impersona-l treatment. Such an account could be given of music by .
physicist, !,r, it would disappoint the musician. frovelists and pl"y-
wrights today are esPecially interested in personas, and novels 

"bou^t 
the

English uPPer, middle and working classei afford valuable glimpses into
the inner life of the authors. It is not, however, wid.ly r.c-ogrrted that
qoi!. a numb.l o-{p.ople who have risen in the sociai scale ir. willing
to describe and discuss in confidence their experience and behavio,ri
L i: impoltant here to emphlsize the word 'ixperience', less popular
with psychologists than it used to be, perhaps beiause it has emL"ir"rr-
ing implications for some workers in the 

tbehavioural 
sciences'. The

modificadons of behaviour due to the corucious exercise qf skills, rryls-
cular and social (they cannot always be sharply distinguished), are more

s.P.-5
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important today than ever before, and accounts of their successful use

are necessary for social psychology. To describe such experiences to a

confidant is often less awkward than to confess to a psychiatrist.

Since the communicator is unlikely to be psychologically trained,

some degree of agreement concerning relevant concePts must be

achieved between speaker and listener. A few of these will now be

described in terms which ere, I hope, reasonably simple. I shall not,

however, include among them the concept of 'socio-economic status',

borrowed by some British investigators from the LJ.S.A., where it is

more useful. Its use, I suggest, may blunt the edges of observations of
social ascent in England, where aversion to admitting the existence of
social class is not widespread. Perhaps many of those who apply the

notion of socio-economic status in England live in towns, regarding the

country as a holiday resort. It is true that most English people do live

in towns, and that the percentage is increasing, but in the country class

distinctions are cortmoner and more obvious. Yet here matters are

far from simple for, owing to increased mass commtrnication and travel,

perhaps daily, class disdnctions become confused with those due to

educational background and knowledge of literature, art and music.

The mixing of classes in a lively village (there are many stodgy ones)

helps to blur all these distinctions, though in a group acting success-

fully for a specific purpose, e.g. fund-raising, there are trsually class-

conscious members.

The three words comprising the term 'socio-economic status' may

blunt each other when brought into contact. The idea may be useful

in studying a really new town like Scunthorpe in Lincolnshire, where

the inhabitants, concerned chiefy with the steel indusff)r are prone to

class each other in terms of known income, possessions, furniture,

locality, house, street and the school attended by their children. In-

come would not be so closely connected with class in Durham, Canter-

bury, Cheltenham or North Oxford; here ascribed status, intellecttral

as well as social, may be high in a person who, judged by modern

standards, is poor absolutely as well as relatively. Today in many Eng-

lish villages a person may ascend through several social strata without
rising far in the economic, intellectual, cultural or sporting scales"-

'sport' being defined here in the usual ambiguous ways. In H. E.

Bates' uproarious novel The Darling Buds of Mry, the Larkins, a family

of nnashamed'newrich', are an outrageous caticature, yet a caricature

usually has something to bite on, and no Larkin tried to achieve mem-

bership of a hunt. If Mr. Larkin remains rich for rwenty years, his
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children may and his grand-children probably *ill rise socidly and

TT-ty 'above their class'. But the parents of ro*. country-sch.,ol
children resist teachers' strongest urgirgt in the direcrion of further
education: as e social psychologist prti it, keeping down with the
Smiths may be more attractive than keeping up with-theJones.

'What 
is the nafirre of social ascent today? Some observers boldly

assert that our middle class is growing so rapidly towards the top as

well as the bottom, that before long almost everyone will belong to itt
to borrow Professor T. H. Marshall's simile, English sociery tJnds to
resemble a btrngalow rather than a skyscraper. Some polidca[ observers
s-uggest that the present policy of the Labour Parry aims ar rhis. The
facB, as seen at least by the present observer, whose adult |1fe has been
spent in the industrial North, London and south-east Kent, do not
justi$, such a simple image.

If the custom ary concept of a social ladder is used, it should be
remembered that today there are several. Between their summits may
yawn gaps across which it is difficult, often impossible, to leap, and
an aspiring climber would be well advised to choose the right one for
his PurPose. For financial rycoons and appliers of scieo.. there are

escalators.

lt is not gasy t9 decide upon the meaning of the popular phrase
'ToP People', apphed to persons who have experienced life at or near a
summit. A heleditery Lord, a President of the Royal Society, an O.M.,
a chairman of a huge industrial combine, an owner of a string of horses

or newsPaPers, a majority holder in an Independent Television venrure,

I highted athlete or celebtiry in the amusement world, may occupy
ditflerent top places, but may seldom or never communicate with each
other.

The special uses of the interview should be obvious in this connec-
tion. Success stories in books, newspapers and on the air seldom use

psychological terms accurately, and it is often hard ro avoid the sus-

picion that the account has been 'ghosted'. Radio and television inter-
views often prgvide information more useful to a psychologist, though
interviewers who 'needle' their victims occasionally find that the victim
uses the defensive technique of turning aside e thrust by apparently
innocent counter-questions phrased modestly.

If read with 
-empathy 

and discrimination-and this is not always
easy-current plays and novels tell us much about obstacles to social
ascent. The dtle'Angry Young Men', bestowed by the Press, was often
misleading, though some writers took their time in disclaiming it, and
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some severe critics of the Welfire State omit to mention that without

it they might not have had the universiry education which trained them

to write clearly and attractively.

C ON CEPT S

ln discussing personal data with an interviewee the following concePts,

illustrated by examples, can be useful:

(o) Rank. This is generally recognized, objectively symbolized and

unambiguously named, e.g. in books on dtles and rnodes of address.

(E) Status is often expressed verbally, e.g. Lord Lieutenant, Mayor,

President, Chairman, Police Constable. Interestitgly enough, in

addressing a person, recognition of his status is more usual in Germany

and Americrtheir customs are probably connected historically-than

in England. Here, the director of several firms is not addressed as

'Director'. Status, of course, is often temport\, and the degree of
respect for its holder mey depend on estimates of his adequacy in ful-

fi[ing the ftrnction which gives him his title. fn a business firm, status

ry*6ols are often very important: the furnishings in the status-holder's

private room, the carpet and its value, his cer, its type and chauffeur,

if *y; the restatrrant or canteen he frequents, the lavatory he uses, and

perhaps the name by which it is known-all these symbols are respected

insiae tUe firm. The type ofhat worn mey be symbolic: bowlers may be

socially graded.

That in America status symbols are more important and numerous

than in England is suggested in Vance Packard's The Status Seekers.

Some of his references to status are to distinctions which in England

would be 'class'. L. Reissman writes, in Class in American Society, that

'status' sounds less harsh, less final and less materialistic than 'class'.

The last of these adjectives may seem to us English to be queerly

chosen: some persons whose share of materials is small are class-

conscious. Though in conversation the word 'class' is often avoided

here, between equals there are periphrases, muffially understood;

' ? ' 'not quite our sort'; 'good', 'poor' or 'dim' tyPe.one ot us ;

(r) Stratum: financial, educational, cultural, 'sports'. Such social

layers are often objectively perceptible: a person, md his acquain-

tances, know that he belongs or does not to a certain layer. Income

Tax assessors assign him to a particular economic stratum, though a

'spiv' has been defined as a person who makes money in ways which

his Government has not yet made illegal. Here the ambiguities of
income arising from the allowance of generous expenses, and the pre-
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valance in certain games of 'shamateurism', make objective estimates

misleadirg.

(d) Elites: social, political, scientific, military, etc. They may be

overt, covert or semi-covert. Sub-elites develop, e.g. 'Pop' at Eton,

and power-cliques inside large colleges, which in an old university
may be socially stratified. Though the phrase 'The Establishment' is

often scorned, it is commonly used, even by American observers of the

English scene, and diflbrent Establishments are being hinted at.

In discussions with social ascenders of the obstacles they met and the

ways in which they overcame or by-passed them, the classifications

mentioned below may be useftrl. They overlap at times, and are not
put here in order of esdmated importance.

PERSONAT APPEARANCE

k) Physical. 'Good looks', and in women e'good figure', have

always conduced to social ascent, yet examination of fashions in the

last century shows that criteria of 'looks' and 'figure' have varied cor-
siderably. Nowad"yt cornmercial interests, through the advertising

media, ensure that criteria will vary every year. Cosmetic 6cial surg ery

is now popular. Styles of wearing hair, on the face and cranium, are

class-implicated: woe betide a man presenting himself with a 'wrong'

haircut at an important interview ! Whether a woman's hair-style is

'correct' may depend on the whims ofhighly-placed people. Condition
of teeth and hands (cared-for or neglected) is widely perceived as a

symbol of financial stratum rather than class. The plethora ofwomen's
negezines ensures that everyone who can read can learn details of
hand culture.'When National Health charges were imposed, dentists

soon reported increasing neglect of their teeth by young people.

(b) Clothes. The muldple shops make it easy for wornen to boy
fishionable clothes, and for obvious reasons criteria are continually
altered, md discussed in the newspapers by specialist writers. A
rich male social climber can be guided by 

" 
'good' tailor, who will

ensure that correct, and not extreme, trends are followed. Though

dress-hire firms are a subject ofjokes, some made by the firms them-
selves, people in very different classes hire suits for special occasions,

e.g. a" village wedding (there are agents even in small towns), or.a
Coronation ceremony. Despite periodic attempts to infuence the for-
malization of men's clothes, there is a steady trend towards individual

choice, not only in holiday wear. To hear opere et Gly"debourne a

dinner jacket must be donned in the early afternoon in London: on
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most nights at Covent Garden almost anything goes. It is said that now
medal ribbons are permissible on a dinner jacket, eveoirg-dress 'tails'

may dmost disappear.

SPEECH AND MANNERS

These overlap, especially when accompanied by appropriate facial

expression and gestures, often slight. [n some English people, deliberate

suppression of all gesture at certain times is itself a gesture, but the

pressure brought by television producers on certain public speakers has

had odd effects. hr Northern England a bright smile may accompany

sentences which to a stranger can sotrnd grufl even unfriendly. That

good manners take longer to acquire than good clothes is underlined

when, * Pygmalion, Professor Higgins orders his housekeeper to burn

Ehzr Doolittle's garments and 'rirrg up Whiteley or somebody' for
new ones. M*y schools, colleges and some evening classes set out
to improve a social aspirant's manners, and several good books can be

consulted. Recently speech and manners have become demo cre(ved in

certain respects, but many 'teenagers' have developed an excltsive

brand of both.
'Marurers' refer particularly to modes of ad&ess: to superiors,

inferiors, seniors, juniors, frien&, acquaintances, the opposite sex,

hosts and guests. To this list some observers of society add 'horses and

dogs'. tn some parts of England the use of special phrases for these

friends of man are class-signs.

Though we sometimes hear, ''W'e are all middle-class now', this belief
would be questioned if one were to consider:

AMUSEMENTS AND SPORTS

Social ascent can be facilitated by knowing which are the 'right'

ones today, as compared with even e generation ago. Addicts of
whist drives and bingo sessions seldom attempt to learn the more com-

plicated varieties of bridge. In at least one provincial ciry lessons are

being given in roulefte to members of new 'casino clubs'. The betting
shop, legally permissible, is democratirirg the methods of backing

horses, and may put the low-class street corner runner out of business,

but many bets will still be negotiated as before over the telephone,

by persons who have an account with their agent. A new game, ten-

pin bowling, which owes part of its immediate success to the 6di"g
populariry of the cinema, is trnlikely to attract squash players.'Whippet
racers do not pl"y, or watch, polo. Public 'all-in' wrestling is not for the
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upper-middles. Professional jockeys compete in fat races, but not in
public horse-jumping competitions; in these, money prizes are won by
people who may declare publicly that they depend on them for the

upkeep oftheir horses. To give a riding lesson for pay would make them

professionals. There have always been grumbles when a professional

cricketer has been suggested for the captaincy of a Test team, but the

recent abolition of any distinction between cricket amateurs and

professionals ('there are no longer any gentlemen in cricket', commented

a right-wing weekly) may bring about several related reforms, e.g. cer-

tain newspapers will have to decide whether to concede the professional

his initiali oi take away the amateur's.

Tuning in to a football commentary, it is usually possible after

hearing e dozen words to decide if the game is 'soccer' or Rugby
Union. In England there is e social gap between this code and that

presided over by the Rugby League. On the rir, soccer players are

called'Tommy', 'Billy', 'Steve' (this applies also to professional boxers)

but affectionate Christian names are heard less often in rafio estima-

tions of success at Twickenham. (Why do English people in particular
laugh at the story of the foreigner who enquired 'Please, am I in the

queue for the Sir Thomas Steele concert?') It is socially helpfrl to be

good at cricket, go[ 'rugger', ('soccer' occasionally), squash, riding
(English people who say 'horse-ridirg' incur plrlol gibes from Joht
Betjeman), shooting (there are obvious financial gradings, though

large-scale pheasant shoodng run by syndicates is said to pay its way),

hunting (stags and foxes otly), sailing and ski-running. Proficiency at

lawn tennis, swimming, dancing (not too well), all in the right milieus,

can help the ascender.

Before the Second World'War, abiliry to skate difficult figures on ice,

especially in the so-called 'English' style, was a sign of financial

stratum, often ofclass. In London, Princes' [ce Rink provided, for those

with money and leisure, lessons and opportunities to achieve results

wlrich could be polished in Switzerbnd, where resorts were financially

and sometimes socially, graded. Today numerous well-equipped ice-

rinks in London and the provinces offer expert instruction at reasonable

charges for many hours every day. Skates and boots can be hired:
cheap refreshments are obtainable. To swim stylishly and strongly was

usually possible only to the rich and those who happened to live near

a river, but dernocruttzaaon has set in here, even more obviously than

in the case of skadng.

To enjoy many leisure activities involves tipping, sometimes several
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people on one occasion. It is useful to know with certainry whon,
when, where, how much, even how to tip. Answers to these questions

are now obainable in easily accessible books, and probably fewer
people are too shy to seek such information now that foreign travel is
popular with all classes and tipping problems are universal. Protests
against all forms of dppirg are constantly heard: a thinly-veiled reason

for its retention is that it makes it possible to bry exrra, perhaps un6ir,
attention, a fact that was very obvious to travellers in this country in
war-time.

Tipping is a class divider which cannot be ignored: e newly-
arrived visitor from Australia once remarked that no willing recipient
of a tip in public could consider hirnself of the same class as the tipper.
Many people are faced with the question, 'A tip, a presenr, or nothing
more than suitably phrased thanks?' Young people worry less about
tipping than their elders did at the same oge, since money is more
widely spread nowadays: perhaps hotel and restaurant staffi know that
at lunch-time the chief contributor of large tips was, until rccently,
likely to be the 'expense account' customer.

To the social ascender, a hindrance may be the adhesiveness of his

present occupation. The relative unpopulariry of school teaching in
small corrmunities is partly due to the fact that social responsibilities-
not always fairly expected-can be declined, out of school hours, only
with difficulry and perhaps embarrassment. Yet social expectarions

even in the same rural district may vary: in one village, parents of
pupils rarely consult teachers; in another, visits from parents are fre-
quent, and some, from the teacher's standpoint, unnecessary. A
village schoolmistress may travel daily in priv ecy in her car or on her
motor-cycle, to a town where she can live her own life: had she stayed
in the village, her social contacts -ight have been restricted, but high
on the list of gossip-priorities. Or she may feel herselfsocially marginal,
never a pleasant experience. Toda/, certain well-paid occupations are

hard to assess on any social scale if their label only is known:
examples are'in advertising', journalist','photographer','model',
'secretary'.

Obvious defects of the interview, if its results are the only ones

considered, are that the subject's 'confessions' are filtered to a certain
extent as a result of personal censorship, and that the reporter may
consider as particularly important a certain class of 6cts, neglecting
a score of others. In this he may be guided, more than he realizes, by
his own sryle of life. Some sociologists, for example, have been criti-
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cized as being 'mainly Manr-orientated'; some may look for sexual
interpretations whenever a problem presents itself, and find them.

This account may appear unduly infuenced by *y observarions and
those of my friends-a one-man view. But studies based on averages of
large numbers blur important individual differences and may i[nore
extreme cases. In our life-dme important social changes have been
made b-y social ascenders whose struggles have supplied sources of
personal strength-and weakness.
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J. P. Guilford

lmplications of Research on Creativity*

My purpose in this paper is to glance backwards as well as towards
the present scene, in order to gain a general view of our present trnder-

standing of human creativiry. From this beginning I shall attempt to

make a number of extrapolations into the future, with special attention

to what effects knowledge about human creativeness will have upon

our mutual well-being. Such stocktaking is often salutary. Those of
us who are closest to research on this subject and to its applications often
6il to grasp the larger picture. Nevertheless, as members of society and

as citizens, it behoves us to be concerned about the social outcomes of
what we are doing, and we have a responsibiliry, from our own par-
dcular standpoint, to express views on this subject.

I shall begin with some general propositions about the nature of
creativiry and the reladons of outstandingly creative individuals to
their society. I shall then point out some possible effects on various

aspects of eve ry&y life in a number of fiilds, including educatioD,

art, the economlr the government and sociery in general.

GENERAL PROPOSITIONS

My general propositions have to do with the questions where and

how we find creativity, its relation to intelligence, and the general

reaction of society to outstandingly creativ. p.itons. My first pioposi-
tion is that all have some degree of potential for creativity, although in
the past, it was recognized in only a small fraction ofthe population and

was regarded as a divine gift. Even after Dannrin laid the basis for the

belief that the gift of creativity is inherited, the creative genius was for
* Based on a paper presented at the symposium on 'Lnplications of Creativiry

Research', sponsored by Los Angeles State College and the Chouinard Art Insti-
tute, and held at the Huntington-Sheraton Hotel in Pasadena, California, on
March roth, tg6z. Such a topic seems very appropriate in a volume in honour of
Professor Cy,til Burt, who has made so uurny creative contributions to psycho-
logical and educational measurement.
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a long time treated as a ldnd of genetic sport or rare exception. There

was an attitude ofinevitabiliry and 6tefulness towards creativiry, which
offered little hope either of understanding it or of being able to do

anything about it.
More recently psychological thinking has changed all this. Since

Galton, himselfa genius, initiated the first study ofindividual differences

eighry years ego, more and more psychologists have accepted the axiom
that most human traits exist in varyirg degrees in the population. The

genius simply stands out because he is near the top of the creativity
scale. Anyone is prepared to reco gruze that even among geniuses there

are differences of degree; there are greater geniuses and lesser geniuses.

And the variation does not stop there; it extends down through the

populadon, most of whom are inconspicuous in this respect. The
adoption of this axiom of broad variation in creativity has, more

than anything else, made possible present-day scientific investigations

into the nanre of creativity. No longer does one need to find the genius

for study ir one's investigation ofthe subject.

My second proposition is that creativity is not a uniform or *it ry
corrmodiry. Let us not be deceived by the 6ct that 'creativity' is t
single term. Let us not make the semantic error that one noun neces-

sarily shnds for one thing. No two people are creative in exacdy the

same way. In addition to quantitative difllbrences there are also quali-

tative differences. Analysis shows that there is no one creative abiliry;
there are, instead, quite a number of different abilities that conribute
to creative performance. It is also the rule rather than the exception

that each creative person tends to stand high in some abilities and lower
in others. The person uniformly high in all, like Leonardo da Vinci, is
the rare exception.

A third axiom is that creativity ir an aspect of intelligence, not some-

thirg apart from intelligence. Research findings over the past 25 years

indicate that the conventional conception of intelligence is extremely

narrow. The question is often asked, 'What is the relation of creativity
to intelligence?' The answer is that if intelligence' is conceived as

broadly as it should be, it logically includes creativiry. This does not
downgrade either creativiry or intelligence; it upgrades them both.

Those who ask, ''What is the relation of creativity to intelligence?'

usually have an ingrained concept that intelligence is what is measured

by conventional intelligence tests. Such tests assess a very limited rllrrl-
ber of components out of more than a hundred probable components

of intelligence, if intelligence is very broadly conceived.
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I should at this stage make a fisdnction betrn een creativiry and crearive
prod3clivity. From my somewhat circumscribed point of view, as a

Psychologist concerned with a basic science, creadfrty means potential
for creativeness.'Whether or not a creative person is cieatively produc-
tive 

{epends YPon a number of other cir.omstances, incluii"g his
special modvations and his environmental stimulation and opport.ioiry.
The 

lPrlt"des Research Project carried out at the Universiry of South-
ern California has concentrated on aptitudes or abilities entering into
creative thinking, orr the assumption-that this approach will yield the
most intimate information concerning creativ. pot.rrtial as *LU as the
nature of creative thinking itself, 'We 

also believe that on the basis of
such information we are well prepared to do something about crex-
tivity in infividuals. Other contributors to creative potential and
creative productiviry are general modvational traits of nieds, interests
and aptitudes. These qualides can and are being investigated from
the standpoint of individual difGrences, as well as 

- by orher
approaches.

It is well known, of course, that sociery tends to damp down cree-
tive producdon. This is the last major proposition io *y lisr. The
creatively producdve Person is generaily envied, misunderstood and
mistrusted. 

fle is ups:ttTg to comfortable ways of thinking and doing.
Sanctions ofvarious kinds are applied to him whenever he 6..o*es tol
much of a threat. Altho-ugh our society no longer literally cuts offthe
heads of those who think too differently, there ire still ro*. exrremisrs
amoxg us who would apparendy do so if they could, and there are
modern societies that do, in fect, treat deviants in such a manner.

PRESENT STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE
Most of what we know about dhe nature of creativiry and creative
productivirl has 

-been 
learned during the past dozen years. New in-

interests in the subject sprang up spontaneo"rly from several directions
almost exactly in the middle of th. century. 'ihrr. interests have been
varied, so too, have been the methods of investigation. lndustries had
been clamotrring Qr more creative scientism ,rr[ engineers. The cold
w"| generated needs for improved weaponry of defence at an acceler-
ated Pac-e.- Entry into the space age stirred imaginations. There was
increased leisure time and there was the do-ig-yourself movement.
Sputnik number one focused attention upon our iiltering educarional
system. In America, not the least of the stimulating confitions has been
a new surge ofinterest in the arts.
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APPROACHBS TO INVBSTIGATION OF CREATIVITY

In order to appreciate the effects of researches into creativiry on oul

future, it is necessary to give them at least passing attention. The broad

areas of investigation include the psychometric approach, which aims

to determine t[e basic qtralities-abilities and other traits-that all of
us have to some degree and that contribute uniquely to creative Per-
formance. This method has been followed almost exclusively by the

Aptinrdes Project at the Universiry of Southern California. Another

approach, alsoconcerned with individual &fferences, has concentrated

on the differences beRnreen qualities ofrecognized, creative grouPs, such

as top architects, writers and mathematicians, and qualities of Persons

nor so recognized. This is the method chosen by the Institute for Per-

sonaliry Assessment and Research tt the University of California at

Berkeley, under the direction of Donald \M. MacKinnon.

Other groups have been concerned with the prediction of creative

output-in the form of science, for example, as in the investigations

at the Universiry of Utah, under the direction of Calvin 'W'. T"yl9t.

The information from which such predictions are attempted includes

t great variety of trait assessments, biographical data and yorking

"onditiorrs. 
Sdll other groups are concerned with methods of training

children and adults in more creative ways and the evaluation of train-

ing methods. Two centres of such investigations are to be found-one

arihe Universiry ofMinnesota, under the direction ofE. Paul Torrance,

the other ar rhe University of Buffalo, with its Institute of Creative

Education. This Institute has become a kind of national clearing-house

for information on teaching fot improved creativity.

SOME BASIC FINDINGS

From the psychometrlc approach we have learned a great deal about

the narure of creative thinking and problem solving. Several cate-

gories of abilides play direct roles in creative oPerations of various

kirrdr. There are e number which have to do with fuenry

of thinking. By fuenry we mean the facility with which ideas are

called out of *.*ory storage for use in new situations. Psychologists

who are psychoanalytically inclined point out that the creative thinker

is in cloie contact 
-with 

his unconscious. I am not sure what this

means, but I tlrilk it means much the same as does my definition of
fuenry of thinking; the ease with which we use stored information

when we need it.
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Another cetegory of creative+hinking abilides is known as fexi-
bility. Flexible thinkers are relativ.ly Ge from dominance by fixed
ideas and habitual ways of solving problems; in fact, they are free from
rigidiry in thinking. Originaliry 6lls in this caregory. The flexible

Persorr is able to strike out in new and unexpected 
-diricrions 

in order
to achieve novel resulB. A third category oflreative thinking is called
elaboration. This means that, giver certain information r}1! thinker
c:m produce one addition after another, even to minute deails, and
arrive at an elaborate, finished product.

These three lcinds of abiliry-foencl, fexibility, and elaborarion-
b_elong logically P a larger category known as 'divergent produ6ion'.
The 'production' aspect of this term means that the perrin produces
new information from give_n information. The 'fivergJnt' aspect means
,lrr, in prodycing new information, the think.r go.s off in differenr
directions. The answers are not fully determined; there is no one'right'
answer, as in a contrasting category of thinking known as 'converg.ot
production'.

'When I say that there are categories of fuencl, fexibiliry and elab-
oration, I mean several things. First, each ofthe three applies to different
kinds of information, whether that information is concrere or per-
ceived, whether it is abstract, in the form of symbols and conceprs, or
whether it is involved in inter-personal relations. Second, dih"r.ot
kinds of outcomes are involved. Flexibility may be of the kind that
involvesjumping from one class ofideas to another, or of the kind that
involves habit breaking, change of strategy or attack, or a revision or
transformation of the way il which thingi look to us. Fluenry depends
uPon 

-rh. 
kind of idea involved, whethei it is simple, as in th. *e of

a single word, or complex, as in the case of a sentence, or whether it
involves reladons. All these variations demand that difGrent and
separatt-ki"& ofabilides be fuent and fexible. Such findings provide
a basis for the ProPosition that creativiry is not e unitary tlirig. The
implications for education, particularly, are most signific"ot.

Stufies of distinguished creative architects, *it.r, and mathe-
maticians, and of the individual differences of the general run of
people revgal certain other qualities that go with Jreativiry. The
creative individual is a Person with an inqoiiirrg narure and broad in-
terests. He observes and he remembers. He is-likely to have above-
average aesthetic and intellectul interests, and little iegard for routine
typ-es of activiry. If e male, he generally has more feLinine interesrs
and attitudes than the average man, but he is not necessarily effeminate
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ir 
"ppearance 

or behaviour. He is an independent thinker, holding to

his own set of values. He is confident, self-assured and even self-asser-

tive, yet has below-average social interests. Although traits such as

these shnd out among mature individuals who have achieved places of
recognition in their professions, we cannot say that they distinguish

crcative people in all professions, nor can we say that all of them are

apparent in the young, pre-professional, creative infividual.
- 
In studies of research and development personnel at work, either in

industry or in the armed services,-much h.t been learned about the

effects ofmanagement, supervision, psychological climate and working

conditions upon creative output. Programmes for training in creative

thinking have been developed and applied, md stock procedures or

strategiis for attacking different kinds of problems have been tried

out and taught. There are many inter-personal problems in fitting the

independeni-thirlirg scientist or engineer into an organization and

in motivating him to achieve maximum productiviry. Such investigt-

tions are now in progress. Their chief relevance here is to help illustrate

the great complexity ofthe problem ofpromoting creative productivity,

c.r.n after *Jhave assembled people with sufficient creative potential.

FUTU RE I MPLICATIO NS

EDUCATION

The most direct implications and applications of our knowledge of
creative dispositions-will be found in education, from the pre-school

through the graduate level. Since many aspects of cteativiry

belong in the glrerrl area of intelligence, the appliqtions are of one

piece 
-with 

those arising from the components of intelligence in

general.

The analytical study of intelligence leads to the general conclusion

that from the standpoint of scientific psychology, the individual is an

agenr that deals wiih information in many ways. The nature of-*y
one component abiliry depends upon the kind of operatiol applied,

the kind;finformation involved, and what is made ofthat information.

About 6o components of intelligence are known and at least as many

more are predicted from a theory regarding the structure of intellect

that I have put forward elsewhere.

A *jor Lb3.ctive for education suggested by the theory is tlnt of
trainingthe intellect. Education as a means of training the intellect is

really ; very old-fmhioned idea, but new ffirmation about the
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nature of the components of intellect gives this objective a far richer
and more definite meaning.

The first irnportant deducdon is that there erc generalised intellectual

skills as well as specific skills. The learning theory of most psycholo-
gists during the past 30 years, based largely on the knowledge of how
lower animals learn, has emphasized specific skills to the neglect
of the more general. Each component of intellect may be r.g"id.d
as e general skill for dealing with a certain kind of informarion in
e certein way. The nature of the skill suggests the kind of exercise

needed to promote its growth. This implies the application of sets of
exercises, each tailored to develop e unique kind of intellectual skill
that has general use and significance.

A catalogue of the different kinds of skills would be a rich source of
information on which to base curriculum developmenr. There should
be an attempt to see that a child has opportuniry to cxercise all the

general skills. He can even be made aware of the nature of each, md
having tried himself out in all of them he can learn in what direcrion
he is likely to develop most rapidly and where his greatest interesm lie. He
can- be expected to develop minimal levels in all skills that have personal
and social value, whether theyhave to do with concrete things, with sym-
boIs, ideas or people. And he can be encouraged to achieve much more
than minimal status in skills for whichhehas specialaptitudeandinreresr.

While on this subject, I should like to point out that there is much
misconception regarding the 'gifted' child. The current definirion in
Californi" (by state law) is the child with an intelligence quotient of
r3o or higher. The intelligence quotient is e fairly good index of
whether or not a child will obtain good grades in academic subjects,

but so 6r as general intellectual assessment is concerned, it is serilusly
limited. There are numerous ways of being gifted. Our present method
of selecdng, on the basis of intelligence and grades, 6vours the more
docile, compliant, confor*itg grade-getter and may miss some
potentially creative geniuses or near-geniuses.

The components of intelligence that appear to contribute more
directly to creative performance may be regarded as generalized skills,
subject to improvement with practice. There is plenry of evidence thet
scores in tests of the components of fuency and fexibility can be
raised as a consequence of taking a course on creative thinking. The
results are not such as to make us expect miracles, but there is observ-
able improvement: students come away from such cotuses with more
sslf-csnfidence and greater skill.
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Exercises have already been designed for courses on creative thinking

for both children and adults. There would probably be greater im-
provement and wider applicability of the learned skills if such exercises

were developed in connection with ordinary courses.

Teachers of art often point out the advantages of their subject for

promoting creativiry in children. Certainly the opportunities are there,

but they depend upon the attitude of the teacher and the way in which

he teaches. fn some art courses in American public schools, when

Thanksgiving comes, all children draw and paint turkeys-some
particular, standard turkey, perhaps. The teacher may tell the children

exactly how it is to be done. 'Woe to the child whose turkey deviates.

This is no way to develop initiative and creative habits. Is it any wonder

that some children develop the habit of asking, 'Teacher, what do you

want me to do next?'

Probably no course or subject is without opportunities to teach

creativ.ly. Ary course should be more exciting, more meaningful and

inspiring, with a teacher who shows imagination. There should also be

encouragement of self-initiated activiry on the part of the learner,

with rewards for unique as well as conforming achievements.

Among the changes that we should expect from a creative approach

to teaching and learning would be not only increased development

of crearive skills, along with intellectual skills in general, but also chan-

ged attitudes and a changed climate, in which new values replace old.

There should be increased tolerance for creative effort and increased

respect for independent thinking. The learners will learn to question

answers as well as to answer questions. Learning should become chal-

lenging and exciting and the learner should show more intellecftnl

initiative.
The complete creative performance, of course, includes evaluadon of

the results, hence children should be taught to apply standards and to

show good judgement concerning creative products. But they should

learn to apply critical thinkirg after the production rather than before.

The notion that education should develop general intellectual skills,

including those contributing more obviously to creative production,

implies the need to assess the growth in the various components of
intelligence et appropriate intervals. Such information should be

separate from that derived from assessment of more specific knowledge

and specific skills. The acquisition of special knowledge should sdll be

an important aim of education, but not an end in itself,

The importance to creative production of a good store of infornlx-
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tion was implied earlier in this paper, but mucfr more imporant is

accessibiliry to that information. And inforrnation should be obtained
by the student in ways that are fivourable to learning. We remember

best and with greatest potential use{irlness those things that we discover

for ourselves and that have greatest meaning and significance. The
active young child is thrilled by his discoveries.'W'e should encourage

the learner to seek information actively, not to be a passive receiver of
information that is fed to him. lnformation passively obtained is not
likely to be ftmctional.

THE ARTS

Artists are not all exceptionally creative just because they are artists.

They differ very much among themselves in their notions of what
constitutes creativity in artists or in art. There are at the one extreme
craftsmen and at the other irurovators, while others combine both
kinds of alent.

Speaking of artists, I have in mind the many kinds of art-painting,
writing, music, architecture, drama and their various sub-groups and

reladves. Because of certain parallels, and in spite of different skills
needed in the different arts, we can speak of the general ways in which
artists can be creative. It is agreed that in his productions the artist is
expressing himsel{, which means he has a message or at least a theme.

His theme is one point at which he can show exceptional creativity.
Other points at which novelry can be shown include his art form and

his materials, his technique, his style and the manner in which he

succeeds in gettiog his message across.
'V7hat 

is likely to be the ef[ect upon the arts of the general surge of
interest in creativity? Those of us with cultural, and especially with
aesthedc interests, will hope and expect that it will be generally
beneficial. Compared with members of other cultures, not only older
European but some of the more primitive human cultures of today,
the average citizen of the United States has shown in general an unusual

indifference, even disdain for art. Perhaps this is pardy e tradition
coming down to us from the Puritans, the Q*k.rs and other groups

who forswore beauty in favour of plainness. Perhaps sonre of it arises

from the habits of the pioneers, who were too busy conquering t
continent ancl developing its resources to have time for culdvation of
the arts, beyond the minimum simple forms that they *joy.d. Per-
haps our efforts to make sure our young boys are masculine and the

6ct that art has appealed more to the feminine &sposition, have had
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something to do with our general reserve with respect to art. To a large

extent, too, the arts, like sport, have been treated as a spectator's plea-

sure. Active participation has been left to those with exceptional

skills.

However this may be, we do not find a very large proportion of
the American population engaging in the producdon of art objects,

such as we find, for example, among American Indians, among Mexi-

cans or in Japan. Anyone who has achieved a creative object, in art or

elsewhere, knows of the genuine satis6cdon that such an achievement

cirn bring. Too many of our growin g cawens have been denied that

kind of satis6cdon. A higher value placed on creative expression

and a greater tolerance for the range of activiry aftempted by , child,

boy or girl, may be all that is needed to yield a new crop of artists,

even if many ere only of the do-it-yourself variety.

THB ECONOMY
'We dl know how the health of the American economy has been given

a great upward thrust by the introduction of some important futnova-

tion: the automobile, the motion picture, radio, television and so on.

Minor stimulations are also applied by, for example, such diverting oL
jects as the hula hoop or the yoyo. The inventive thinking of a very

few individuals was largely responsiUe in each case. In addition

to the imminent expansion of colour television, international tele-

vision and the introduction of travel in outer space, there are other,

as yet unknowr, innovations to come, on which our economy will
feed, and thereby, we hope, remain strong. These developments

will arisc from the creative thinking of a few individuals. In order to

ensure continued good health, the economy will need many more

creative minds et work, with freedom to go where their hunches

led them. Can we ficilitate the development ofthose creative minds?

The answer must be that we call.

There is another aspect to this picttre, however. I am told that in-

dustry often receives from inventive employees many more ideas than

it can use. A single idea that might improve materially some device in

general use cannot be adopted because the cost would be prohibitive-
another creative thinker is momentarily frustrated. If the management

is wise, it will give special rewards for such suggestions, in spite of the

hctthat it cannot use them, lest the outcome contribute to the drying-

up of the source. And it should find a way of conserving such ideas

for furure use in a ruurner that will provide ready access. A few years
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aBo, some people were calling for e moratorium on inventions so

that the country could catch up. \Ve do not need fewer new
ideas; we need more. No one can tell just when they may provide

the key solution to imporant problems.

THE GOVERNMENT

All governments of societies such as the United States 6ce pererurial

problems and unexpected crises which call for imaginative solutions.

Facing our own national government there is the race betrreen

rising costs and the need for higher incomes. There are deman& from
noisy minorities. There are failures of local government and cries for
increased services from the federal government, as well as cries against

losses of freedom. There is rising unemployment in the wake of the

increasing installation of automation. Strife connected with racial

integration and civil rights sdll mars the larger f"*ily picnre, md
agriculttrral surpluses are always with us.

As we all know, problems in foreigo relations prcsent the govemment

of the United States with exasperatingly complex fficulties. ln the past

we have not shown sufficient imagination in dealing with these.

There are some signs of improvement, but more creative thinking
and bold new solutions will be necessary before we c:rn say that the

difficulties have been adequately met. In the problerns of everyday life,

be they great or small, there is rarely only one right amwer. Realization

of this principle would help a great deal, for it would open up many
avenues of fiinking that might otherwise remain closed, and it would
rid us of the paralysis that has too often prevailed while waiting for the

one 'right' answer to arrive.

Those of you who are concerned with personnel problems with
industry andwith governmenal agencies, willask whether tests ofnew-
ly-discovered, basic aptitudes will help materially in selecting inventive
scientists, engineers, administrators and other personnel. About all we
can say at this time is that wherever the new components of intelli-
gence play roles in the success of inventive personnel, tests of them

should add here and there to better selection ttnn is now possible with
tradidonal tests. Their contributions to selecdon would be trnique;
they would duplicate present predictions very little.

One should not expect too much of tests of these new aptitudes

tomorrow, however, or even the day after tomorrow. Since the in-
tellecural tasks it *y occupation at professional levels are very corr-
plex, it is likely that no one aptirude plays an exclusive role, or even an
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outstanding one. A combination of tests of &fferent basic aptitudes is

needed for each selection situation. The combination may very from
one group to another within the same occupation, as well as from one

occupation to another. \Mhich combination of tests \Mill serye best

it *y particular situation will have to be determined on the basis of
developmental research. To one who is looking for higtrly creative

personnel, I would say that he should not confine his attention to tests

of divergent-production abilities, for many other kinds of abilities

contribute to creative output, depending upon the circumstances.

PERSONAL LIVING
'We all have personal problems, whether financial, emotional or
inter-personal in origin. Some reach the aftention of daily rews-

papers, some even the attention of psychologists and psychiatrists, but

the great majority are handled by the individual himse[, sometimes

with the help of fa*ily or friends. From the marked increase, recently,

of psychologists and psychiatrists, one might conclude that such prob-
lems are grorving in number and severiry, or that individuals are

giving up trying to reach their own solutions, or that in larger numbers

they are refusing to live with anxiety. Some of my colleagues will not
thank me for saying so, but I think it is time to start a do-it-yourself
movement in the soludon of personal problems.

\X/ith some concern for the development of creativity in children, I
have had misgivings about the emphasis on personal adjustment in
education; not only because so much aftention to personal adjustment

and the development of 'good' personalities has diverted attention

from development of intellectual slcills, but because in some places a

cercain kind of personality has been regarded as ideal. 'Where 
such an

ideal has been set up as a goal, children have been encouraged to ap-

proach that standard pattern. This is one important levelling process to

which many children have been subjected, the other serious one being

the pressure toward mediocriry in intellectual performance. From such

sources of pressure, the end-product from our schools might well tend

to be e collection of happy, but medioce, conforming manikins.

Personal and 'nter-personal problems involve what I have called,

in my general theory of intellect, 'behavioural' information. Be-

havioural information includes our knowledge of the perceptions, feel-

hgt, thoughts and intentions in the minds of others and in our own
minds, to the extent that we can become aware of them. It has been

further theorized that abilities to cope with such ffirmation intelli-
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gently are completely parallel, but distinct from, abilities to cope with
other kinds of information, concrete and abstract.

Problem solving in connection with behavioural information should

therefore be similar to problem solving elsewhere, and we should give

the child exercises in solving such problems as we do in connecrion with
other kinds of information. The basic and somewhat general abilides

involved should be regarded as a group of intellectual skills, like other

intellectual skills. This would be a much more positive approach than

waiting for serious problems to arise and then applying externally

imposed solutions.

In the process, the child would develop skills in the evaluation of
soludons to personal problems-let us hope that the criteria would not
be in the form of an ideal pattern of personality to which all should

aspire. The essence of democrary is respect for the individual, which

includes the right of each person to develop in his own unique wo/,
so long as his conduct is socially tolerable. The emphasis on equaliry in

all respects, where equaliry is taken to mean uniformiry, is a mistaken

attribute ofdemocrary and defeats steps toward creative social progress.
'W'e are aware, of course, that much instruction on mental hygiene

attempts to prevent personal and behavioural problems. It is also true

that tfrose *ho deal with individuals who have present difficulties, not
only aim to cure these but attempt to prepare the patients to meet

future problems. There are, in America, adult education programmes

trnder the heading of 'sensitiviry training' aimed, apparently, et

improving skills in empathy or what I would call 'behavioural

cognition'.

In these three instances-mental hygiene, therapy and sensitivity

training-there is e recognition of the possibiliry of acquiring skills

through practice; in these instances, skills dealing with personal inter-

actions and personal adjustment. How much better those goals could

be realizedifwe could delineate the kinds ofskills that can be developed

for dealing with behavioural information. Knowledge of the nature of
such skills would suggest the kinds of exercises needed. It will probably

be found that readiness for solving personal problems in creative ways

depends on &vergent production and evaluation, where the inforrrx-
tion is behavioural.

HUMAN SOCIETY

Problems of enormous scope arise both on national and international

scales, problems thet call for bold, new solutions. The most immefiate
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international problem is how to keep the peace in a world of polidcal
turmoil.

The second international problem is less immediate but more dan-

gerous for the funrre, and it is related to the first. How can we put
restraints upon the exploding population? Recently there appeared in
the newspapers the fintastic prediction that if present indications are

correct, by the year zoz6, only about 65 yetrs hence, there would be

standing room only for the human race. Regardless of how 6ntastic
this prcdiction may be, our children are in for trouble. Do we have the

inventive capaciry and the political genius to solve this problem?

The fict that America's enthusiasm for increasing creativity is

spreading to other parts of the world may be of some help. Alex
Osborn's book Applied Imagination has already been translated into t
number of languages. There are indications that efforts to increase

cteativiry have occrured even in Red China. Perhaps the first reaction

to hearing that one of our so-caJled 'secret weapons' is known behind
the iron and bamboo curtains would be one of increased anxiery on
the part of some of our most anti-communistic citizens. On second

thoughm, however, if the cultivation of creatirrity leads to independent

thinking, and if this independent thinking spreads to other affairs, it
should also lead to rejection of thought control and of other restrictive

pressures of highly controlled, collective societies, in 6vour of more

democratic metho&.

ln American society, the emphasis on creativiry should do more than

anything else to counteract the recurrent waves of anti-intellectualism

and the perennial indifference towards intellecftnl excellerrce. There

should be e growth of tolerant respect for ideas. The constitution
of the United States provides the right for anyone to express and to
promote his ideas; and it balances this right with another, the right to
criticize. It appears to have been the intention of the writers of our
constitution to maintain a full interplay of divergent thinking and

evaluadon. The former permits us to examine all possibly pertinent,

logical possibilities and the second guards against misalces. Thus, in
our eflbrts to make idea-generating citizens, we also have the re-
sponsibiliry to teach them how to evaluate. Evaluation implies well-
considered se$ of values, which takes us into the realm of philosophy.

I shall end this discussion by presenting a thought invofuing poi"tt
at which creativiry touches biology and, irrdirectly, philosophy. It is
safe to say that there are at least some parallels between creative think-
ing and the processes of evoludon i{, indeed, it cannot be asserted that
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crcativiry is frmly based in the evolutionary processes themselves. The
parallels may be stated first in this manner. Darwinian conceptions of
evolution lean heavily upon three principles: variation with respec to
a trait, strrvival (or non-survival) and, if survivd, then conservarion of
the trait variation. The parallels in terms of intellectual operarions are

quite clear. Variation corresponds to the kind of operation called diver-
gent production, including fuenry, fexibiliry and elaborarion. Sur-
vival /.s. Irolr-strvival is the grand test of any biological innovation.
A biological innovation is tested and found good or found wantirg.
The survival test corresponds to the intellectual operation ofevaluation.
The conseryation of the new trait corresponds to the intellectual opera-
tion of memory. A molecular alteration in the form of e genC ir t
recorded memory of a racial characteristic. Testing is more or less

continual, for changed environmental condidons may alter standards of
evaluadon.

Otly one fact prevents us from going all the way in suggesting that
the creation of new inherited human traits is a matter of cieative prob-
lem solving. This is the tradidonal conception of the nature of muta-
tions, a conception that has persisted for a long time. Mutations have

been commonly regarded as being produced by 'accidenhl' forces

from without the organism, for example by cosmic rays. So 6r as I
know, there is little or no popularity for the idea thar an organism
itself may initiate any of its own mutations. However this may be, it
would seem desirable to keep some degree of openness of mind with
regard to the theory of the sources of mutatiorrs. After all, there may
be more than an analogy to the production of new ideas.

SUMMARY

Potential for creativiry is not a single abiliry but rather a collection of
different abilities, each of which can be possessed in different degrees

by each individual. Persons recognized as creative stand high in a nu*-
ber of these abilities, along with other intellectul abilitiei.

Creative abilities may be thought of as generalized skills, and like
other intellectual skills they ..rr-b. develfped through appropriate
practice. Such development has already been demonitrated, glrriog
education in general a new interest in intellechul growth. Promotion
of growth in creative qualities is a responsibiliry of teachers in almost
any subject, with some subjects offering more opporttrnities than others.
Even minor improvements in creative skills and an altered climate that
aPPreciatescreative effort couldyield great changesin otu ways ofliving.
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Numerots problems in connection with economy, government and

with sociery in general, call for imaginative, creative solutions. There

is usually not just one right soludon to a problem in these areas of
living, but many possibilities, some of which are better than others.

Thus evaluation is another intellectual qualiry that needs culdvation.
But evaluadon is often best suspended until ideas are well generated.

Blanketing critical attitudes and climates should be avoided. Further-
more, if we want independent thinking, we shall have to reward it and

not confine our acclaim to thinking that conforms.

Scientific research during the past decade has brought creativity
down from the clouds and out of the mists, giving it dimensions the

knowledge of which enables us to do something about it. Although a
general increase in creative productivity in our population should

naturally introduce some new social probleffis, these, too, Grn be solved

imaginatively.'W'e can and must learn to live with increased creativiry,
for without it we shall probably not live at all.
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Cardner Murphy

The Nature of Man

One way of approaching the nature of man is to start with the context,

the known universe or the 'author of nature' delineated by philosophy
or religion, working in the manner of contexts from this larger neture

down to the specific nature of mankind. This is indeed close to what
is done in theological systems which start with pantheism or with
monotheism as the most rational, or the most obvious, or the only
tenable creative principl.. From this vantage-point men would be the

sort of thing which will emerge as the highest creation of a cosmic

creative force. God makes man in his image, perhaps as a copy or as a

creature cast by 
" 

mould, or by some principle of antithesis, like the

photographic negative from the positive. Man is thus by nature &vine,
or 'a little lower than the angels', or he has the gift of reason because it
is there in cosmic structure to start with. Thus we may, as in the gnostic

system, work downwards from e principle of emanations or a des-

cending series of creative acts, or we nr:ty, with a single supreme crea-

tive ect, express the universe in a single impulse, as some astronomers

think the universe was launched perhaps five billion years ago; and

from this particular kind of creative act as imagined by the particular
astronomer or theologian everything else will follow, tt least $rithin
the general limits set by one theory of the nature of the creator and the

creative act.

But there is a very different principle which is equally open to us,

namely, to start with the simplest kinds of realides and proceed by a

process of synthesis. The ancient Greeks loved to select some single

principle-the universe is made from water, or air, or fire, or strife,

or mind, or small hard material particles, or numbers, or pure ration-
ality, or what have you-and by processes of accretion, or complica-

tion, or dialectical opposition, or structure, or diversification and inte-

gration (in the manner of modem evolutionary theories) arrive at

highJevel syntheses which sdll had in them the cast, the atmosphere,
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the form, the odour, the meaning, the structural rhythm, ofthe original
stufl substance or act. Most attempts to find the nature of man have

concluded, 'Here it is, right in the pri*ordial stuff'. If you are Derno-
critus or Lucretius, starting with the logically defensible concept of
small material particles in motionr /ou ultirnately derive the nature of
Iife and of man. If you start with the Pythagoreans and you see the

simpliciry and all-embracing, clarifring effect of number theory upon
the effort to understand, you conclude that a rational universe is de-
rived from the ordering of numbers. The numbers, in relation to special

kinds of quantitative limitations, such as those of space, give you the

perfect structure of music, as known to the Greeks, or explain the

aesthetic as well as scientific implications of natural numerical order.

As Edna St. Vincent Millay has it, 'Euclid alone has looked on beauty

bare'.

The first philosophical method, conceiving man as derived from a

cosmic context, has therefore swept down the skies to the last particle of
dust, even to the 'dust to dust' which is man, one with the earth of
which he is compounded. The other method, working from simple to
complex, has started with the primordial dust of Democritus' system,

and in a whirling-upward vortex has created the highest rational being

known. And it may go on to extrapolate one vastly higher.

lt is, of course, entirely feasible to use both these methods, and to
proceed from the two ends at the same time-making man midway

benueen the least and the greatest. Eddington points out that man is
midway benveen the electron and the whole cosmos, in the sense that

the number of electrons in the living body is ro,2e and the mass of
man's body in such units raised to the zgth power is the mass of the

known trniverse. Many have thought of uurn as midway between the

infinitely small and the infinitely great, and what is more to the purpose,

midway in all sorts of qtnlities or degrees of realiry or fulfilment. As

a matter of6ct, he has to be. If man is to ben as another school of Greek

philosophy had it, 'the measure of all things', he must be able to look
up and to look down at the symmetry ofthe world. As he 6ces receding

horizons in the skies above and in the waters under the earth, he must

find himself in the middle of a structure, just as in his tales of creation

the earth must of course be the central core of the universe. Man is
the greatest when compared with that which lies below, and the least

when compared with that which lies above.

Better yet, if we want philosophical symmety, is to imagine man

as a sort of convergence of maximizing and minimizi.g tendencies,
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,-h. place where the forces which belittle and the forces which aggrrn-
dize meet. He can be a unique slmthesis of the greatest and thi-least,
or if you prefer, he can be a synthesis of all the realiries which exist in
this universe, and therefore at a midpoint on any quentitative dimen-
sion which connects the greatest with the least. He can be a macrocosm
and a microcosm at the same time, because the greatest is nothing more
than an elaboration of what he already is, and the leasr is nothin[ *or"
than t perpetual reduction of him, without essenrial change, ro his
lowest or his simplest form.

He remains the measure of all things, but in many different senses

of the term. Perhaps the most congenial to modern thought would be
the statement that he contains within himself the raw srufl form and
active principle of that which is simple, fundamental and eternal in
cosmic structure, and at the same time he is a promise, a forward
reference, to all that can be fulfilled. He can therefore be known best

by striving first to define what we know of the least, then what we
know of the greatest, and finding t sound method of interpolation
between the two. Don't make him too divine or too trifling, for that
would be eccentric. The one would inflate his ego; rhe otheihumiliate
him beyond tolerarrce. Keep proportion. Maintain the Golden Mean.
'Remember you are nothing but a rurn', xs a wretched slave said to a
Roman conqueror in the very midst of his triumph. 'A man's a man
for t' that,' said Robert Burns in protest againsi too much of 'vile
earth and miserable sinners'.

It would, however, be more in keeping with the modern spirit
to say that it is not just the dgebraic mean that concerns us, but rather
the creative process. Reality for us in the modem thought age is
that interaction of opposites which gives the emergenr,- the new,
the light that never was on sea or land. It is not j*t the &aleaic

9f opposites, but specifically the interaction of those opposites which
have to do with complexity, grandeur or spontaneity- that produces
obeisance in the scientifically-oriented, but still worshipping, mind of
today. Find where the cosmos and the infrnitesimal meet in-a fash, or
in an eqtration where order, beauty, truth coalesce, and there you have
the potential nature of man. A more congenial way of sadng it
would be to ask the very best of man, set your sights as high ar you
can and at the same time look at all his baseness and capaciry for
evil; deny nothing; take it all and try to create a picture which cor-
tains in true and trndistorted totaliry both what he is and what he

may become. ProvideJonathan Swift's world of tilliput, where Gul-
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liver is e, giant among the litde people; provide also Brobdingnag,

where the doll-like little Gulliver is lovingly cared for by the towering

'little girl' Glumdalclirch. And provide the inferno and the paradiso,

the unutterably horrible and the unutterably sublime. Start neither

by overconcern with the little nor with overconcern for the great, but

with all that can be learned by the observation of both. Our task then

will be to proceed from the litde, and from the great, and see where

the two meet; but likewise to close in upon man from all the other

poles in all the dimensions in which his life can be viewed.

Starting then from the very small and proceeditg to the very
large, we seem to have today a firlfilment of Democritus' concep-

tion of the universe made of particles, all of which are in some sense

fundamentally alike. Democritus had atoms of different sizes and

shapes, and his Epicurean follower, Lucretius, beautifully extended

the conception. Particles are not all exacdy comparable-cut from the

same bolt, if you like-but ttr.y are all alike in some ultimate sense,

being pardcles subject to general laws involvin g atfiection and repul-

sion, orgefiuzation into groups, and a subsequent scattering back into

their elemental form. They all move in time and space; they all struc-

ture themselves, in fact, into such complex compourds as permit the

treatment of the compounds themselves as special trnits (essentially as in
solid geometry). They also attract and/or repel one another; they con-

stitute dy-"*ic systems. Thus electrons and protons in combination

can give atoms, and the atoms in aggregation can give molecules, and

the molecules in tggegation can give e rnatrix from which cells

arise. It turns out then that the universe is 'compotrnded of' particles

which in increasing complexiry give a hierarchical structure.

From this point of view, the first answer to the question-what
is man?-is that he is a compound in which the laws of compounding

arejust asessendal tohisnattre asis the stuffofwhich he is compounded.

Here the ancient mechanism-materialism or mechanism-vitalism issue

resolves itself into a question about what the org arltzetion is, or does.

There does not seem today to be very much place left for the concep-

tion of a 'vital something' which is a subsance independent of the

pardcles of which things are compounded. As C. D. Broad has put it,
'substantial vitalism' has been slowly but effectively ushered out,

leaving its coush, 'emergent vitalism', with its emphasis on life as an

emerging organization, steadily gaining it populariry. 'W'e 
tend to agree

that the modes of articulation of non-living and living are different;

life exists not as a kind of stuff but as a special mode of organization.
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This may seem to some to be the last gasp of vitalism. But in point of
fact the concept of organization is of such central importance

in modern science and philosophy that nothing of any real im-
portance appears to have been lost from the vitalistic tradidon. A
pantheist or a theist could, if he liked, speak of the organizing principle
as the breath of liG; or in analogy with the old figure of speech about

fire as creator, one might comfortably talk of the 'spark of life' or of
some super-enzyme which is, in fect, the creative ilan uital of Bergson,

or could well be the 'one eternal purpose' of a selGfulfilling cosmic

process. Man, then, while being 'resolved' to the almost infinitely
little and itscompounds, comesphoenixJike to a new life in which the

process of compounding him remains central to the drama.

Something is beginning to be learned about these laws ofcompotrnd-
itg as they are stufied by chemists and biologists, by prychologists and

by social scientists. Indeed, the attempt is repeatedly made to demon-
strate that they may indeed be similar at all leuek where liG is

found. Those who occupy themselves with 'general systems theory'

appear to be making t reasonable case for the view that at least here

and there the basic form of compounding and integration, even in its
mathematical expression, may cerry over from one formal level of
the lif.-ptocess to another. Thus Miller, Rapaport and Kluckhohn
make a vigorous effort to show that the evolution of language and

the evolution of systerns of value obey basically similar laws, and are

capable of being expressed in the same formal terms.

I{, however, man is more complex than other animals, and if the

structure of human society is in some ways more complex than the

structure of the individul organism, it is possible that there are some

modes ofcompounding which appear in man, and especially in sociey,
which never appeared before in the history of the universe. This would
mean that no matter how broad the laws of general compounding,

there are in addition some specific laws which apply only at these

h;ghest levels. Man would thus be trnique in some respects, and indeed

each level of his social orgarttuzarion, as his social life develops, might
be unique. It may be that the scientific-technological kind of man

now coming into existence will represent an emergent, which quite

literally is built on laws of compounding or integration which had

no place before in the world structure.

h a formal sense such new laws could be derived from a sort
of pre-existing nratrix in the sense that any new number you can

think o{, no matter how big, exists latently in a presumed cosmic order
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ofnumbers; or that any chemical element which you can produce in the

newest electric furnace, though terrestrially entirely new, was in-
herent in the basic lawful system of the physical sciences; in a new
star a ferocious temperature may create a compound which never could
exist before. Such new elements are sdll derivatives, as it were, from
fundamental axioms in the structure of the universe. They would not
be created by an arbitrary fiat transcending existing law. But they

would be new in the simple sense that they had never appeared. From

this point of view, man is really new as he moves from step to step in
organizational sffucture. He realizes much that never existed before.

There is, in a sense, fully and genuinely creative evoludon.

But some thinkers want creativeness, or newness, h a much more

radical sense. If the basic laws of structural organi zetion are merely

being carried to a higher level, extrapolated into new complexities,

we have 6iled to utilize Bergson's conception of the truly creative;

we are sdll living in the same old prison-house psychology against

which Bergson protested with the question: 'Is there really anything

new trnder the sun?' Something in us, perhaps as primitive as the

infant's struggle to unwind himself from the blanket, wants to say

'no'; the act of creation will give man quite literally a fulfilment,
and not just t fulfilment of what he is but of what lies in utterly
unstructured form-that which is only potential in an abstract sense,

that towards which there are no arrowheads of today recognizably

pointing. Perhaps William James' 'arbitrary spontaneiry' is the best

phrase to convey this sense that from the life processes and laws that

we know, and even from all those life processes and laws that rve do

not yet know, or never can know, no safe prediction can ever be made.

Against the resulting conception of true indeterminism (not at all the

simple 'uncertainty principle' of Heisenberg, but an absolute nihilism
regarding ultimate causaliry) the scientific temper of today would seem

vigorously to protest. For all that, such concepts hammer at the door;
and if not the men of today, then the men of tomorrow, will have to

let them come in and sit down and say their say.

'When we turn from the approach in terms of little-to-big to a corr-

trasting approach in terms of big-to-liftle, when we look not at

microcosmic but at macrocosmic perspectives, we are faced with an

historical and a substantive picture of the evolving world order. 'W'e

ask ourselves, as did the ancient Greeks: Is it possible that more ftinda-

mental than the particles are the trends which express themselves in
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the perpettrally changing order of the world, the law of change as

expressed by Heraclitus in fire and in confict? Fire is the first principle,
and its embodiment, striG, is the '6ther of all'. The Greeks saw that

there was more than a harmony of the spheres in cosmic structure.

There was strG, e primordial confict between component parts,

which in a certain sense was the obverse side of the exquisite harmony

itself, It is a world of vast celestial spaces, and of whirling bodies which
occasionally engender, at immense temperatures, nerv stars betokening

that trnity, strife and birth are all aspects of one process. On the vast

cosmic fresco, waters and winds, fires and rocks express materialiry,

while aftractions and repulsions, disintegrations and reintegrations

according to t law of number and of quantitative science, provide

each aeon with new contexts for new events. Thus that which occurs

at the highest level of cosmic abstraction, the potentialiry for integra-
tion, strife and creation, provides for the specific contexts within which
specific planets, specific oceans and archipelagos, and in time specific

protozoa and the orders of an evolrirg trniverse of life rnay proceed.

The cosmic context determined what must happen: determined the

thitg called lG and determined its aims and manifeshtions. Each

living thirg had to find a niche for itself among those which already

existed. Each, according to the law of 'adaptive radiation', had to find
a habitat, a world where it could make its own home, providing a lat-
tice-work of new niches in which still newer tides of life may eddy

into their own small coves and inlets.

It is from this point of view that life as we know it is 'demanded' by
the special succession of shrinkings, contractures, coolings which
represent the physical changes in the earth, and which, through the

required salinity and the middle range of sea temperatures, provide for
the peculiar processes which we know as marine lift. It is from the

conditions of the sea and from marine life, the cooling and re-ordering

of the earth's sur6ce, that creatures are called into existence, callcd

out from the sea almost as Prospero would call them from a dark

eternal sleep into the little dream-world of their momentery terrestrial

existence. It is from these early land-dwellers that the conditions gradu-

ally developed trnder which warm blood and the maintenance of a
relatively constant internal environment ultimately gave rise to the

mammalian code of life, and from the joint and interacting evolution

of the earth's face, its caves and ffees and the pressure of mammalian

stock under the conditions of adaptive radiation, that the simiat and

ultimately the human type is derived.

S.P.-/
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If you ask, then, what kind of a thing man is, you get the reply,

from this philosophical outlook, that he is the kind of thitg called into

existence by the set of cosmic and terrestrial and biological forces of
which the record is already written in the language of the astronomer's

spectroscope and in the language of the paleontologist's multidimer-

sional maps of changing body forms and ftrnctions in response to

changing. cosmic contexts. Obviously we must push as far as we can

every insight derived from this concept of cosmic context. The more

we know about the history ofthe cosmos, ofour own planetary systeffi,

and of our own fossil record and the contemporury dynamic of biolo-

gical adaptation, the more we shall be able to etch in the contextual

problems with which horuo sapiens and ultimately modern man has had

to coPe.

Now obviously this approach, from simple things upward and from

complicated things downward, involves no basic contradictions. It is
already clear from the astronomer's evidence that vast nebulae are made

up of particles such as we know here in terrestrial laboratories of phy-
sics. And while it may be true, as Bridgman has suggested, that there

are laws of physics which apply at some time-space corners of the

universe but not elsewhere, we sdll seem jusdfied in saying that the

laws as we know them are as universal as Newton or Lrplace could

have demandedi md, if not eternal , tt least appear applicable to the

whole range of astronomical space and time to which we have access.

This does not mean that Newtonian laws are the same as Einstein rela-

tiviry laws or Planck quantum laws; it means that as the laws are

revised it is assumed that they apply eyerywhere in time-sPace.

This has two direct implications for us: firstly, it means that man is

basically of the same stuff and that his being represents essentially the

same kind of texture of scientific law as seems to hold for everything

else in the universe. He may, as we saw, be developing in a manner

expressive of new efftergent relationships. But except for those who want

a truly 'arbitrary spontaneity' (.f, James above), we shall find ourselves

encountering an up-building emergent system which leads to prot ozoa,

ro man-and on to a dimly-envisaged superman of Nietzschean,

Shavian or Huxleyan form. Secondly, working downward from

cosmic context to the human individual we shall likewise find the

universaliry of the laws that apply to man. The two extrapoladons

must, of course, meet, like the radii connecting two points on opposite

sides of a circle. 
'We 

should expect man extrapolated from the simple
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to be the same as uurn extrapolated from the complex-the same in
terms of his material constitution through particlei and the same in
terms of the laws of interaction, the dme Eencls, the progressive
and regressive changes in his own personal structure and in those of

{e pc-ial grgupt ryd cultural formrto which his life gives expression.
lre is the middle, the waistline, of a vast hourglass.

fh: philosopher and the scientist will rightly ask at this point
whether the symmetry of the hourglass is 

"n 
ariefact. But we 

-have

already admitted this in quoting tlie dictum that man is the mea-
sure of all things, and in noting that with the instruments of knowing
which are accessible to him he would have to place himself in, ..rrtrJ
positiol of some sort. He would, moreover, for well-known philo-
sophical reasons-to which Kant on the one hand and Mannh.i* ot
the other *9"1{ point-have to see it this wa}, whether it has any
uldmate or absolute objective realiry or not. Man can, up to a certain
point, know and control the world through the timitefi methods of
science. He is predictable by the method of working up and he is
predictable by the method of working down, and like tt . t*o tunnels
simulmneously made on opposite sides of the mounteh, these methods
have to converge to let the light through.

There is one thing wrong with this picture. It is roo unified, too
rational and too comfotmg._'We begin to feel that this convergence
of evidence, this placing of the man at the waistline of the hour-gl.tr,
is a necessary outcome of his ways of knowing and exprcsses all the
limitations which philosophy and science have pla-ed,rporrit.'We have, as

it were, 'painted ourselves into a corner', created a ryrt.* which is too
redundant, too overdetermined. There is too much 'feedback'; every-
thiog we know refects back and confirms more of whar we h"re 

"l-relfY begun to assume, lik. the focal point in a super whispering
gdlery in which all voices come from t[e sam. *oot]h.

'V7hen 
confronted with such a situation we are likely to find {bke

comfort in rwo general principles. The first is that the universe must be
basically ordeth *d intelligible, and therefore, the transfer of our laws
from one part of the cosmic scheme to another-so that what we find
about man from one angle agrees with what we find from another
angle-must, since it is intelligible, be essentially corre6. This, how-
ever, would have to follow from the very nature of the conceptual

Processes which have been carried out. Since such conceptual pro.-.rr.,
cut slices or punch holes according to more or less ri*il.i keys in
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different sub-universes, they have to come back with PattenN which crn

be supeqposed and'let the light through'. Tlis is lil(e a programming

device *ni.l would give rJ, solution to all problems Q : Q. This

does not mean that th. results are all 'wrong', or that all reason is

' ! I ' - r that all rationality is 'self-deceptive'. It means merelycrctuar ol

that the derivation of comfort from supposed confirmation of a re-

peatedly assayed method, offers in point 9f -fact 
no more proof for

i.ality ihrn would be entailed by the Euclidean demonstration of a

principle through the use ofaxioms-
' Th; second io.rr.. of our comfort and gratification in the 'unity

of knowledge' curs deeper. The abstractions and predictions which

have come iro* the sciintific method do actually aPPear to indicate

that the brute stuff'out there' which rve cannot expect to know 'in

itself' somehow has at least consistency enough to be able to throw

shadows back to us which we can perceive. From the colour of a Pre-

cipitate we can predict what will happen T another modaliry of

eiperience such 
"i 

tmt. and smell, and even from new interactions as

inihe fashes and the sounds of explosions which come the first time

that a specific reagent reacts with another. A cross-checking and con--

fgmation tluoogh independent sense evidence and through the Y.Ii-
fication of predlctions satisfies us that there is a modicum of real in-

telligibiliryibo.rt the world order includirg that portion ofit which we

call 
-h"*"" life. Orrly t small fragment, perhaps, of human life is

knowable today in scientific terms; but more and more has beel Eained

in the scanr 3oo years of experimental science. Evolutionary biology

has only been with us for , ..rrtnry, yet-st1ch intimate and revealing

information as the neurophysiology and biochemistry of the brain

belong almost ro the discoveries of yesterday, and we are already learn-

ing 
"!ood 

deal by biochemical and electronic stimulation of nerve

..[r. flil. are begiruring to get corroborative evidence about some of

the physical subslrates acrivated when various sensory, intellectual and

.*otional aspects of our nature are aroused. We do not know how

f* the scieniific method is applicable, but we know that it can be

applied more today ,hT yesterday and thlt the trend is accelerating.
^ th. issue is not whether our reasoning is redundant or even

circular, for it surely is; nor does it lie in the question whether we can

cross-check and predict behaviour, for we certainly can. These prololi-

dons, which r phitosopher might assume to be contradictory-firstly

that nature is unknowable, andsecondly that it permits more and more

precise preficrions-are both manifestly true, and it is uP to us to
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contrive a philosophy in which the truth of both can be accepted and

t reconciliation clearly stated. It is in this directior, of course, that

most of the philosophy of science is tending. No great prohibitions

seem to be experienced as a result of the inherent subject-matter itself,

The issue lies at another point altogether; it lies in the questions 'have

we created in our own little way a "block trniverse", a system ofrealiry
regarding which we must pursue those methods which give more and

more of the kind oJ reality we already have?' and 'Must we create an

image ofman who is more and more like the thought-forms expressive

of our momentary vantage-point?' The question is not whether we

shall find 'absolute' truth, whatever that may be. The question is how
far we consciously or unconsciously distort or exclude the many ffirent kinds

oJ pictures of man which are suggested by the Jringe euidence of euery erd.

It is well worth while to remind ourselves of what the historians

of science have so beautifully documented; namely, that each new

fictual discov ery must wait for a long time before e, new coherent

theory can be constructed in which to lodge it, because men would
rather reject the new evidence than forage about to try to find t
completely new frame of reference-the old frame of reference is for
them 'home'. If the wandering lonely facts do not come like snails

carrying their own houses upon their shoulders, and they seldom do,

they must wait for years or for decades. The discovery of orygen by
Priestley, as Conant has shown us, did not disrupt or discourage the

predominant belief in phlogiston, because the phlogiston theory was

systematically buttressed by all sorts of evidence and cross-arguments,

and solitary facts about oxidation could always be squeezed, fussed

with, or even excluded until the new system was all constructed and

ready in which to house the new small 6cts. At Yale College, founded

in r7or, xs the early catalogues show, astronomy could be taught

either by the Ptolemaic or the Copernican system of assumptions.

In Dayton, Tennessee, in 1925, the court held that evolution I la

Darwin could be hught as a theory but not as a fect.In such cases the

old theory could not be put to rest, because there was too large an

investment in it. Since the new about human nature is almost cer-

tein to be felt alien, unsound, absurd and irrational, it is not surpris-

ing that the derivation of man from simpler animals was adjudged

doubly irrational, first because it was contrary to accepted common
sense, and second because it made man the descendant of relatively

stupid creatures. This was not the image of rational man to which

Plato and Aristotle, the ancient philosophy of lndia, the wisdom
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of the Church Fathers, and the rationaliry of the Enlightenment, had

all pointed. The intelligibiliry of a system in which the earth is not

the centre is obviotrsly lower than the intelligibiliry of one in which

the earth is the centre, at least so judged the age of Copernicus. The

intelligibiliry of a picture of man which again makes him eccentric to

an evolutionary process, and by no means a safe or eternal resident of
this earth, is still harder. The rationaliry of a world in which light

curves round a large mass, as in Einstein's system, is obviously lower

than that of the Newtonian cosmology. 'Worst of all, so far, are the

psychological absurdides involved in making man largely blind and

ururware, as the psycho-analysts say he is, and in finding even the cosmic

orders reladng to human conduct derived in considerable measure not

so much from e 'ceteqorical imperative' as from an unconscious pro-

cess by which the images of parents are early incorporated into the

striving instinct-ridden mind of the small child. Men feared irra-
tionality partly because it left this safe universe much less saG, and

partly because it pointed to possible irrationalities within themselves,

which they could hardly bring themselves to recognize. One might

even look up from one's readirg and wonder whether the rationaliry

of one's analysis of this whole situation is necessarily et t higher level

than rhat of the other steps already considered, and wonder what will
happen if still other concepts of human nature arise in the next centur|,

constituting similar assaults upon fundamental assumptions, fundamen-

tal rationalides.

There are fwo additional difficulties cotfronted by efforts to extend

our knowledge of man, both rooted to some degree in this general

feer of the unintelligible but both extending considerably beyond it.

The first is the belief that the intelligible, being consistent and intellec-

tually respectable, has to be real, has to be true; the second the belief

that the particular criteria of intelligibiliry which have arisen in modern

science qrn be equated with a universal law ofintelligibiliry; that which

is unintelligible within the scientific frame of reference of recent cen-

turies is universally and absolutely unintelligible. This needs only to
be stated in order to become a fresh source of anxiety. Intelligibility
became a hallmark of the geometric-mechanical conception of world

order which, though derived from Democritus and Lucretius, was

enormously solidified by Newton and by Voltaire and the rationalists

of the eighteenth century, So that that which was unintelligible from

the specific geometric-mechanical frame of reference became the

supreme example of unintelligibility. 'Give me,' said Archimedes,
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a place ro stand and I will move the earth' (by the action of a levgi)'

'Give me,' said Clark Maxwell, 'a world of which I can make a model.'

That ofwhich you can make a model is intelligible. Modernconceptsof

the atom have, of course, struggled against the geometric-mechanical

models, and with considerable success in the limited domain of rru-

clear physics; but their deep acceptance and internalization by rational

men in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries leaves them as part

of the general baggage of the rational man of the mid-twentieth

century,'W'e allow the nuclear physicist to go lris strange way into his

own special sub-microscopic world, but it is assumed that the world

not orly of physico-chemical reality but the world of biology-Psy-

chology-and-social realiqy must in some sense sdll be modelled uPon

a geometric-mechanical super model.

Wh.r, this is realized there is again trneasiness, but there is comfort

in the protective device of separating two universes of discourse, in

one of which we allow the nuclear physicist his own unique task, while

for the rest of us-that is, the practical scientists and practical men of
realiry-the saG orderly rvorld of yesterday's thought is maintained.

Evidently the threat to our own rationaliry is still serious. Aware of
such issues as these, a vast literary and philosophical school of anti-

geometrism and anti-mechanism has fourished, if not in science, tt
[."rt in the outposts of science known as existentialism. Anti-intellec-

tualism, too, has begtrn to raise its head with increasirg confidence.

Whether, in terms of some ultimate or absolute rationality, if there be

such a thing, this anti-intellectualism is itself a 'sound' logical Ploy
can hardly be debated within our present small comPass. It must, how-

ever, be noted that we are now at the cross-roads of an imperious

new pan-rationalism and an imperious counter-rational movement

which make up much of the substance of today's philosophical

struggle about man, taking the place of the older mechanism-vitalism

argument. At perhaps a more sophisticated, but certainly 
" 

very much

less comforting level, the simple ad hominem erg:uments of mechanists

and vitalists take the form of abstruse definitions of space, time, causa-

lity, which will not rob the irrational of its right to exist and will at the

same time appeal to those who must be rational at all costs.

Imagine then what will happen to empirical findings, if they should

come to light, which indicated realities in human nature that by their

very definition have to be accepted as real and incorporated within

a somehow intelligible scheme of man, and at the same time patently
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involve radical rejection of the geometric-mechanical conception of
rnatter, time, space and energy. 

'W'orse 
yet, imagine at the same time

that they appear to use little or nothing of the 'new physics' which
was given its right to emerge from the 'old physics'. If there be such

empirical findhgt, let us by all means turn away from them, v/e may
say i let us push their heads under the water; we have trouble enough
philosophically with the anti-intellectualism problem, trouble enough
in accepting the new complexities without giving up such clarity and

order as the old time-space system permitred.
This is exacdy the kind of issue which arises when psychical re-

search or para-psychology is confronted. It would be such labour, such

unbearable toil and trouble to dig into such events, such observations,

no matter how skilfully made. Helmh oltz told Barrett that not even

the united testimony of all the members of the British Associarion,

and not even the evidence of his own senses, could convince him of
telepathy because it was 'manifestly impossible'. That way madness

lies, thought Helmholtz, for the scientist who is also a serious philo-
sopher living in an enlightened era. No amount of spont"niously
occurring material studied by the methods of anthropology or clinical

psychology can suffice when the weight of counter-assumptions is

so great. Recourse must therefore be to experiment. When the eX-

periment is concluded and the data published, the normal response

is the response of Donald Hebb, 'If it were e question of evidence

we would accept ESP; we cannot accept it because it does not make
sense.' The irresistible force strikes the immovable object and we

have the old question, what will happen? I{, of course, there is such

a thing as an irresistible force, there is no such thing as an immovable
object. If there is such a thing as an immovable object, there is no
such thirg as an irrestible force. There is, however, in the mind of
a modern scientist or scientifically-trained observer of human life, no
such thitg as extrasensory perception, and the irnrnovable object,
which exists in the form of the modern scientific mind, stands firm,
showing that there can be no such thirg as an irresistible force, i.e.

satis6ctory proof of the paranormal.

But can we be sure?'When stated in this walr is it not possible that
with improving experimental control, and more and more successful

replication of the experimental techniques of recent years, there may
actually be an ocular demonstration repeatable in an individual labora-
tory or in many laboratories that may in the course of time do what
has so often been done before (as with the oxygen theory), namely,
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begin to have an erosive effect upon the rich and orderly conceptrnl
system which had pre-empted the field? Stating it all conseryatively,
it is only necessary to point out that in the empirical temper of modern
science, certain levels of replicabiliry of experimental observations can

be conceived which will alter even the redundant and solidly-built
structure of the modern world system. 

'Whether it toppens to come

through the gate of para-psychology or through some of the other
gates of the walled ciry, there will be new knowledges about man.

They will be hard to come by, and they will entail not only much

replication of experimental method, much reconceptualization and a

great deal of emotional wear and tear on all involved, but they will
gradmlly recolour the tableau, the mural paintirg of man, then alter
the shadings, then the 6inter contours, and finally the large contours
themselves, until the whole meaning has been restructured. The result
wiil be a very disturbing, probably frightening, exhilarating, maddening

new image.'What will this new image be?

Despite obvious shortcomings we find ourselves cast into e, pro-
phet's role-or, indeed, we might say into a prophet's pool, to see if
we can swim. This means that we must attempt to say something more
specific about man's future. And, since I am neither a nuclear physicist,

nor a general, nor a statesman, but only a psychologist, By attempt to
look into the future will be made only in psychological terms.

I shall aftempt to deal with human futures in terms of three corr-
cepts. First, the genetic modifiability of man; second, the envirorlrrren-
tal-including the socio-cultural-modification of man; and third,
certain types of interaction or potentiation of the biological by the

cultural, or vice versa.

Only a few years ago it was still common to encounter the state-

ment that man's basic physical structure has not changed much in

3orooO or 5O,Ooo years, or some other such enormous span. The evi-
dence for such statements was based partly upon the study of skeletal

remains and partly upon the general analogical reasoning which allows

genuine genetic changes to occur primarily as a result of occasional

mutatiolls. Evidence in recent years seems, however, to have supported
the view that each newly-conceived individual contains several mut-
ant genes; that occasionally these produce visible (phenotypic) effects,

and that the experimental production of such mutations, already

achieved in research with Drosophila and with rodents and other
mammals, may well give, within a few more years, some rather funda-
mental information about the modifiabiliry of the hurnan gene par-
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tern. Over and above the experimental change in human nature which
should be feasible within a century or two, there is obviously a great

deal of biological change which comes from new forms of hybridiza-
tion going on all over the world at a very rapid pace. Not very much is

known about these resul$, but massive alteration of the characteristics

of the human gene pool is certainly likely to increase the reladve

frequency of certain attributes and reduce the frequenry of others. [t
may well be that there has not been much biological change in the

last 3o,ooo years, but by the same attention to science one may say

that it is highly probable that there will be massive changes in the next

3,ooo or even ioo years. As Sewall'Wright has well said,'Evolution is

still going on.' It will be noted that none of this assumes the inheritance

of acquired characters nor has to do with the immediate short-term

effects of changes in diet, reginren, protection against fisease, etc.,

which u'ill certainly have complex and important biological effecm.
'lVe 

trLay treat these last-narned phenomena as expressions of social

forces interacting with biological forces.

If we ask ourselves what kinds of changes in human nature can come

about uery rapidly, we may point to Margaret Mead's observation of
people passing from Old Stone Ag. culture through machine culture to

the atomic and space age in one generation, and reply that we

should expect f,wo fundamental changes to come in seven-league boots:

r. science-technology; and 2. value systems (in art, religion, words and

the feeling for the 'good lif.').
'V7hen 

we ask what types of social changes, what types of accelerated

socio-cultural movement in the direction of science for the establish-

ment of new value systems may be expected, we may say fust that it is
not true that all thinking, all abstractions are a dual expression of vis-

ceral needs. Man in each generation develops a real craving for thought

and understanding. The childing's craving to understand can be chan-

nelled, cathected, imprinted or otherwise guided and controlled so as

to give from early life onwards very specific intellectual cravings,

interests, wanfs, around which the meaning of life is orgurvzed. [n the

same way, the early sensory-aesthetic needs are channelled, and a value

system is acquired.

The craving to understand and the craving for sensory-aesthetic

expression tend to coalesce. The predicament in which man is placed

in this universe, which he can understand and control largely by the use

of his brain rather than his brawn or his vital organs, is forcing upon

him cultural developments which will entail more and more interest
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in and 6scination by the world of knowledge, the world of curiosiry,

of question-answering and question-setting, a world satisfying to an

aesthetic craving as well as to our curiosity. There is apparently no

escape from the conclusion that if mankind is to survive at all it will
be a rype of mankind pre-occupied with making sense out of this world

and oJ himsef in relation to it, and a world satisfying to his law of order

and beaury. He may do an enormous amount of damage to his fellows

and to himself in the meantime. In fact, h. may cease to exist. If he

does exist, however, it will be on the basis of intensive cultivation

of a motive to perceive, judge, thinl< in accordance with the inex-

orable laws of the universe around him. If he cannot make this lcind

of adaphtion, he cannot make any adaptation at all. I{, moreover, we

are right in arguing that the socio-cultural world is ultimately of one

piece with the stuffof which the universe is made, there will be no ul-
timate incompatibiliry between his learning how to navigate in the

physical world and his learning how to navigate in a somewhat more

complex but not essentially dissimilar socio-cultural world. Our
answer then to the question of the direction in which social evoludon

must move is that itwillmove by virtue of the channelling or cathecdc

principle, by giving each generation t stronger and sfionger value

patterning in the directioning of essentially high-level perceptual-cog-

nitive aesthetic functions. This does not mean obliterating any of man's

vital drives; rather, it is likely to enhance them, since the organism is not
built in terms of basic incompatibilities between cognitive and vital
functions. It will mean, however, that only a humaniry moving to-
wards greater rationaliry is conceivable as a denizen of this trniverse a

thousand years hence.

Finally, in this prophet-role to which we have been assigned, we

have to note that relatively littlearises directlyfrom raw genetic poten-
tialides in the way in which birth-marks or notched wings appear

from genetic predispositions, and relatively few things arise simply

from a cultural moulding process which regards thc child as clay in the

hands of the potter. Rather, there is a continuous process of pushing,

pulling, buffeting, squeezing, pounding or, if you like, comforting,

punishing, hugging, tantalizing and gratifting the young until they

take on patterns which are more or less in keepirg with the value world
of which they are a part. Most of the physical changes in man's life are

not due any longer to natural selecdon but to the fact that social evolu-

tion has crcated medical and industrial techniques for the prevention

of disease. Nutrition makesJapanese taller, and Tennessee mountaineers
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less subject to pelltgre. Human physical rypes are changmg with extra-

ordinary rapidiry as e result of nutrition and immunology and it is

Iikely that psychogenic mental retardation and many other rypes of
mental malftrnction will in the same way be caught by 

" 
kind of back-

door process in which social discoveries lead to different physical hand-

lirg of the human young and the release of their potendalities in new

directions. So, likewise, human cultural rypes are being driven to

change; they have no choice. Or, if you prefer, those that go on re-
jecting the mind-stretching opportunities of today will cease to exist.

This is a way of saying that those that can't exist will cease to exist;

those who remain will be a humanity that can exist in the new world

which is comitg into being.
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Max Hamilton

Prediction in Practice

The theoretical solutions of prediction have been known for a long

time, yet very little application of predictive methods is made in the

social and psychological sciences. The reason is not 6r to seek: the gap

betrnreen what is practicable and what is required theoretically is very

great, and there are no simple methods for reducing it. An accotrnt of
some ofthe fficulties involved in the application ofpredictive methods

cannot but be of some use. This paper is concerned with psychiatric

data, which are psychological and medical rather than psychological

and social. Although they have their own special problems, they cxerr-
plify some of the general difficuldes.

hr statistics, 'prediction' covers a number of procedures which are

given different names in practical life. When a patient goes to a phy-

sician for treatment, h. submits himself to a procedure which starts

with the taking of a medical history, goes on tda physical examination

and may continue with various physical and chemical investigations.

On this basis the physician endeavours to make a diagnosis, allocates

to the patient a course of ffeatment and finally makes a prognosis, an

estimate of the eventual outcome. From the statistical point of view
these three are formally identical, although in common speech only
the last would be regarded as 'prefiction', for statistical prediction is

concerned with the reladons between a set of variates. Data are rc-
corded for a set of objects or persons, either as qualitative categories or
as quantitative variables, and it is required to estimate one of them or
a composite of more than one, from the information provided by the

others. Once the 'prediction' formula is established it can be used to

estimate the predicted (dependent) variable in further examples, e.g.

for other patients. Since the three steps of making a diagnosis, allotdng

a treatment and malcing a prognosis are formally idendcal, then theo-

retically it is not necessary to go through these three states in the correct

order: the second and third can be carried out independently of the
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preceding ones. This is not done in clinical practice because the actual

procedure differs from this theoretical model, though the details of
this are irrelevant here. The relations between diagnosis, treatment,

prognosis and the data available, lo"irg been ascertained in the pastn

can then be used to allocate new patients to appropriate categories.

Since the data may be qualitative or quantitative, there are four dis-

tinct rypes of statistical prediction. The mixed data obtained by the

physician is handled in e semi-intuitive nuurner, but the statistician

works by converting all the &ta into one type or the other. Quanti-
tative data may be handled as qualibdve, for example, by the method of
dichotomizing the variable into two categories above or below a given

thrcshold. The reverse method, ofallotting a quantiry to the qualitative

categories, is preferable, since quantitative methods are usually more

eccurate or sensitive. It will be worth while here to consider the ele-

ments of quantitative prediction to develop their implications clearly.

The simplest type of predicdon is embodied in the linear regression

equation. If Y' is the estimated dependent (predicted) variable, X the

predictor (independent variable), and B the determined coefficient, th.
linear regression is

f'- A+ BX,

z{ being an appropriate constant, to take into account the means of the

two variables. If the variables be measured as deviates from the means,

the equation becomes

f'- Bx.

If the variables are put into standard form, i.e. if they have a shndard

der" ion of unity, the equation is usually expressed in the form

!' : rx,

rS, under these conditions, the coefiicient of x is identical with the

correlation coefficient ber'ween the two variables. The last form of the

regression equation brings out clearly two important aspects of pre-

fiction.
If we consider the case where we wish to estimate Y for a given

individual but have no information about him, then the best estimate,

the one which will give least errors in the long run, is to estimate him

as having the mean Y. This is not sadsfictory as it stands, since it is
always better to give e range of scores rather than one figure. The

estimate then becomes Y plus or minus two shndard deviatios,

Y + 2 S.D. This is the 9j per cent confidence level, for in a normal
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distribudon, it covers gS per cerrt of the distriburion. Obviously, ro
Predict that an unknown infividual will generally have a score *ithin
the range where most individuals are to bi foundis nothing more than
a long-win-d9d way ofdescribing complete ignorance. Ifsoire inforrrr-
tion is available on the individual, e.g. his score in the variable X then
it is possible to shift away from the mean, according to rhe fistance of
his X score from its mean. PerGct prediction *."rir that the scores in
Y and X, in standard units, are identical; and this is shown by r corre-
ladon of one. Nil predicdon comes from a correlation of 

'zero, 
and

the regression equation shows that whatever the value of x, the value

2f y' is zero, i..e. the mean. fmperfect prediction, a correlation of less

than one, shows that the estimated y' *ill always be less than the tru e y.
The variance of / scores can therifore be fivided into that which is
predicted, 12, and that which is not, the residual variance, r 

-72. 
The

standard error of prediction is the square root of this variance, i.e.

\ffi.
A simple example will make the point clear and indicate the pracrical

limitations of the method. If the correlation between the variables
be o'6, a figure which is regarded as quite high in research into per-
sonality, then the error of prediction is 1/ L s1lz, which comes ro
o'8, and this reduces the error of predicdon froom * z,S.D. to + r.6
,S.D., a very minor reduction. Fig. r is e scattergram illustrating,
for two imagit.ry variables, the relation berween pr-.di.ted scor. .rid
trnal score obtained from a correladon of o.64. A correlation of zero
means that whakver the obtained score on Y, the predicted score of Y
will be the mean, and all predicted points will lie on the horizontal
line drawn through the mean of y1s shown. A perGct prediction
means that whatever the predicted y, the obtained i will be identical,
and all-points will lie on a line passing through the origin and making
an angle 

-of 45" with the rwo axes. Imperfeit prediction will be ,.--
Pres-ent.-d by dots-scattered around a line lyirg b.t*..n these rwo.*

^ 
The diagram shows that although there i a gain over complete

ignoralce, the result cannot be regarded as satis6itorlr for theri 
"r.many large errors. Correlations have to be .*tr.rrr.iy high before

:rrors -of gredicdon become small enough to be of ,rsi in predicting
6r individual cases.

The usual test of the significance of a correlation is designed to tesr
whether the reduction in error variance by the ,.gr.rrloo can be

* 
Th" regression line of r - 0'64 is not drawn, to avoid making the d.iagram

confusing. Negative correlations bave not been considered.
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regarded as significantly different from zero,and even the most trivial

reduction *iU be significant if the sample be large enough. If a correla-

tion is to be used for prediction, what is required is to reduce the error

of prediction to as close to zero as possible. The only way to test this

is to set up an arbitrary maximum error, and to test whether the ob-

tained error differs significantly from it.
A good deal of research in clinical psychology in recent years has

been devoted to devising tests which will distinguish between neurotic

parients and normal subjects, or berween neurotics and Psyc-hol.:.

Such tests can be combined to glve a multiple correlation which is

6irlyhighbutusually below o.T. tf these tests are to be used for dia-

grroiti" [.rrpores, foi 'prediction', then it is clear that they are still far

fto* being bf pr"rtical value. The actual siruation is much worse, how-

ever. To show whether the tests do differentiate between the various

groups, it is customery to try them out on clearly defrned groups of
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'normals', neurotics and psychotics, but actually fie tests will not be

used on obvious psychotics to determine whether they are psychodc.

To be of any practical use, they should be app[cable to the doubtful
cases, for if the errors are large with obvious psychotics, they will be

even larger with the doubtful cases. Similar techniques have been used

to predict recidivism in persons convicted of offences. Since this sort

of prediction is about events literally in the future, even a small gain

over complete ignorance is worth having, but it is not likely to make

much practical difference.

So far only linear correlation, f ' - Ao * ArX, has been considered,

and this includes the extension to multiple correlation Y': Ao*
ArXr* ArXr* ArXs+. . . fn psychology, the reladon between the

variables is usually represented adequately in this wsl, and where it is

not, then some simple transformation, e.B. logarithmic or square root,
will give linearity. Obviously, exceptions are bound to occur, and the

non-linearity may be so marked that it cannot be ignored. Table I
shows the relation berween ratings of gastro-intestinal symptoms

(rturning from none _ e to severe loss ofappetite and constipation :4)
and outcome of treatment of depressives by electro-shock. This is
measured by rating the patients before and one month after the end of
treatment, and expressing the latter as a percentage of the former. The

statistical test shows that t simple linear regression is insufficient to
show the reladon between the variables, since the non-linear compor-
ent is significant. The parabolic regression equation shows that linear-
iry can be restored by putting in a 'new' variabl e , X2.If it is intended to
use this variable with others in a multiple regression formula, then two
alternatives are available: either the original variable X is replaced by
the transformed variable Y', where !' - 3o.r * 24.6X - 7.t)(?, or
else both X and Xs are included as two variables with the others, in thc

correladon matrix used for calculatirg the final regression equation.

There is no difficulty here, but if more than one of the predictors show

non-linear relations with the dependent variable, the matrix (and the

regression equation) rapidly becomes unwieldy with an accumulation

of powers and cross-products of powers. From the statistical point of
view this signifies nothing more than a laborious task in computing,
but from the clinician's standpoint it may signify that disparate sub-

classes are being lumped together in an overall approach. [n such cases,

it behoves the investigator to consider whether it would not be better
to examine his material carefully to see if it might not be possible to
distinguish such sub-cbsses and ro rreat them r.p.r"tely.
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Tanrr I

Relation between Gastwintestinal Symptoms and reilts of
Tre atment by Electro-shock

Male Depressiues

Rating on symptom

Mean rating after treatment

Number of cases

Xorz34Total
Y 30' j 24'o 56'2 z7'o 16' j 34'T

2 r t2 5 rr 3r

- o.35

Yt-6r.0-9.7X
Y:3o.r * 24.6X- Z.tXz

Correlation Coefficient

Linear Regression

Parabolic Regression

Analysis of Variance

Source

Linear Regression

Parabolic Component

Residual

Total

d.f. s.s.

I 3,99T'46
r t3,566'29

zB 15,136.19

30 32,693.94

M.S.

3,99r'46
t3,566.29

540'58

F.

738
25.tO

P.

'or
('oor

SEtE CTI ON
'When it is desired to devise a predicdon formula which will allocate

patients to some form of treatment, e.g. operation in a surgical disease,

or electro-shock in psychiefilr it is obviously impossible to use the

standard procedure, i.e. to take a random sample of all padents, sub-

mit them to the treatment and then analyse the data. In practice, it is
possible only to take those cases considered suitable, on clinical grotrnds,

for the treatment. If the data on which the clinical judgement is based

are highly efficient, then only those patients who will respond to treat-

ment will be selected for it. In such a case, the correlations between

predictors and outcome of treatment will be very small, and it *y
sample of reasonable size are likely to be non-significant. Thus good

selection may give rise to low correlations but, obviously, low correla-

tions may still signify nothing more than that the predictors selected are

irrelevant.'When correlations are small, it is useful to divide the sample

into rwo halves, by random allocation of the cases, and to calculate

the correlations separately. Then, if the correlations are in the same

direction (both positive or both negative) it is legitimate to use a orre-

tailed test of significance. [f the group is small, then another sample of
cases will have to be obtained for this purpose.
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A second sample will be necessary anyway. In the first place,
another group of cases is required to see how much the corrdation will

{top from its first value. Methods have been devised for estimating
the extent of the drop, but it needs to be confirmed empirically. This
decrease in the correladon furnishes anotiher reason whylt is necessary

for the correlation to be extremely high in the first place. In any case,

if the prefiction formula is not to remain a theoretical exercise, it
must be used and tested on further cases. Here anorher difficulry
aPPears, for it is implicit in the whole procedure that the new cases and

the old are all sampled from one population. It is known thar this is
not true in clinical medicine.

It is notorious that after a rare disease is first described, it soon be-
comes aPParent that it is not as rare as was first thought. The reason is
that once the particular pattern of symptoms is described and becomes

known, it becomes more and more readily recognized. Furthermore,
the original description is usually, and in fact must be, based on extreme,
severe, outstanditg cases, which become the 'classical' type. Once the
'typical' syndrome is known, other cases c:ur be recognized which are

not of that ilk. In due course new and improved methods of diagnosis
may aPPear, and therefore the new cases will resemble the classical

tyPe even less. Diphtheria and pulmonary tuberculosis are simple
examPles: once the causative organism had been discovered, it became

possible to diagnose these diseases in patients who did nor present the
classical symptoms. A less obvious example is the finding tlirt diabetic
women gave birth to infants that were very much overweight. It was
subsequendy found that many women who were delivered of over-
weight infints later developed the symptoms of diabetes; they were
in a 'pre-diabetic' condition.

The development of new and simpler methods of trearmenr also

produces a change in the type of case seen. Thus, the discovery of and-
depressive &ugs has meant that the general practitioner c:rn treat
without difficulry a large number of the patients he sees suffering from
this disorder. More and more, the psychiatrist now tends to have

referred to him only those cases who have failed to respond to the drugs
or who are severely ill and suicidal. The consultant physician sees

patients selected according to two different and changing criteria.
In the first place, patients 'select' themselves for treatment: the develop-
ment of Wel6re Services relieves patients from the financial burden
of treatment and they can seek it before they are desperate. They may
learn that their disabilides are now treatable, or that the terrors of treat-
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ment are less than the terrors of the disease. In the second place, the

general practitioner may change his criteria for senditg patients to a

ionsultant: either new rnethods of treatment enable him to treat his

patients himself (which reduces the number referr"d), or new methods

of di"gnosis and treatment appear (which increase the number). It
may also be added that some diseases appear to undergo changes in the

course of time: scarlet fever used to be a dangerous disease, but is now

very mild; the classical typ. of depressive illness is now extremely rare.

In predicting recidiviSm, it is likely that the increasitg incidence of
crime signifies a change in the'disorder' or the 'population'.

For these reasons, when the prediction formula is tried out on a new

group of cases, it is necessary to test whether the new group may be

considered to be comparable with the old.

Tesrr II

Means of Two Samples

Male Depressives

Factor

Ag, Rating Scores Weight N.

Sample r i r'o M1 5o'2 66'z 77

Sample z Jo'6 46'0 4g'4 65'o 42

The problem is to decide which variables to choose for making com-

parisons. The most obvious choice is to examine those that are known

to be related to the criterion which is being predicted. It is also advisable

to test those variables (not necessarily correlated with the criterion)

which are relevant to the classification of the subjects or the diaguosis.

In Table II, comparisons are made berween two grouPs of male

depressives for age (for depression tends to occur more frequently

with increasing age), on a rating score of severiry ofillness, on a general

6ctor score derived from the rathgt, and for weight, which has been

found to be correlated with the outcome after treatment. Statistical

analysis, by means of ,-tests, showed that the differences between the

means were non-significant; in fect, the grouPs are so alike that statisti-

cal testing is sc"rc.ly necessary. The two groups were then classified

according to whether the illness had been precipitated by ptychologi-cal

stress (Reactive, R) or had developed without detectable stress (Endo-

genous, E) and into two doubtful groups (DR and DE). The distri-

6udon of cases in the rwo samples (Table III) is obviously very different:
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Sample r
Sample z

Tanrs trI

Types of Aetiology: Distribution

EDEDRR
16 tz rj 34
23j68

Total

77

42

Totals 39 rT zt 42 r 19

^t: r5'r , d.f. - 3, 'or>P>'oor.

It is notoriously difficult to obtain accurate informarion about psy-
chological sresses, and it may well be that this is the cause of t[.
different distributions in the rwo samples.

If the criterion for classrfyirg the patients has changed in the course
of time, this might be detected by examining the chaiaceristics of the
sub-rypes of depression which showed ditfferences bennreen rhem.
For if some patients previously classified in one category were now to
be found in another, then the characteristics of the typeswould change
from one group to the next. Since endogenous depression tends io
occur et a later ege than reactive depression, then thJmean ages could
be compared.

Tanrs IV

Means of Groups: Age

D DE DR R Total

Sample r J3'6 54,4 48.9 49.6 jr.o
Sample z St.T 48.o 45.3 53.2 jo.6

This has been done in Table IV, and statistical tests confirm what is
obvious: that the mean age of the sub-types is about the same in the two
samples. The inGrence frorn this is that, there being no evidence that the
sub-rypes differ in the two samples, there has probably been a real

**g" in the distribudon of cases. This is made plausible by the fact
that the first sample was obtained before the arrival of the ,oii-d.pres-
sive drugs, and the second sample after these &ugs had come to be
used extensively. Nevertheless, when comparisoni are made of the

T1fugt 
for severity ofillness,-the rype that has diminished in frequcDclr

(the DBtype) is now seen to be significantly *ilder in the r..ood group
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than in the first. If it is considered that the change in the distributions is

due to the 'selection' arising from the use of drugs, it would i*ply
that the severer cases in the DBtype respond to drug treatment, but not

those in the other types. There is no evidence available to confrm this,

and to test this hypothesis would be very difficult indeed (Table V).

Tanrr V

Means of Groups: Rating

D DE DR R Total

Sample r ir'8 52'6 39'r 4r't 44'7

Sample z io'9 34'4* 42'2 4T'6 46'0

If sufficient variables are tested, then some will show significant

differences, but it is impracticable to test enough variables to make it
plausible, or otherwise, that the differences are due to chance. fn any

i"r., the tests of significance are not independent. As a matter of interest,

the second sampli did much better efter treatment than the first, which

suggesm that the two samples are not strictly comParable, i.e. cannot

be ..garded as having been drawn from the same 'population'.

It n ust be concluded that there are many pitfalls in the practical

application of the theoretical methods of prediction. It is necessaty lo
*or. slowly and to test each step. It is necessary, too, to be aware of the

assumptioni underlylng the theory of prediction and to make sure that

practical procedures are in conformiry with them.

SU M MARY

A simplc outline of the theory of statistical prediction has been given,

and ro*. of the practical problems met when applying the {eory in a

medical field hrve been discribed. It has been shown that these prob-

lems are very difftcult to deal with, and this probably goe.s 6r to elplain

the paucity of work on prediction in the field of clinical research.
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J. A. Fraser Roberts and Elizabeth Sedgley

lntelligence Testirg of Full-term and

Premature Children by Repeated

Assessments

The plan of this investigation was to make observations on groups of
full-term and premature babies during the first weeks of life, and then
to administer tests at intervals up to the age of seven years, first the

Grffiths scale and then the Terman-Merrill Revision of the Binet
Scale. It is hoped to describe the neonatal observations later, and also to
examine the premature group in more detail. In this paper attention
is confined to the test results, their means, their standard deviations and

inter-correladolls. Consequently the figures for the premattre group
are given in total only, prematuriry having been assessed by the

conventional criterion of a weight at birth of less than jt lb.
It is of particular interest to make comparisons with the findings of

Hindley,l in e compaf,able study on the Gffiths scale over e range

of I to 18 months.

SBTBCTION OF THE SAMPLES

The children were born at Southmead Hospital, where a high propor-
tion of births in the City and County of Bristol take place. They were
chosen during the first days of life from infants judged to be viable,

those with gross deformities being excluded. The numbers were limited
by the capacity of one worker to make the observations. 

'Where 
pos-

sible those whose homes were in or near the Ciqy were chosen. Other-
wise there was no selection of cases, and it is hoped that these children
represent a random sample of full-term and preuuture children born
at the hospital. A few children were inevitably lost to the investigation

owing to removal of the f.*ily to distant areas. Finally, those followed
up comprised i4 children in each group.
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THE TIMING AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE TESTS

It was, of course, impossible to test all the children at rigidly Pre-
determined intervals, so that some spread of chronological ages at

testing was inevitable. Thus, with the Grifftths scale somewhat broad

intervals have had to be used-they are as follows:

3 months. (At this tgethe children were in fact tested quite close

to the target chronological age.)

@ months.

tz-r,5 months.

t8-zr months.

It was intended to test the children with the Terman-Merrill scale as

soon as possible after they atained the ages of z, 3, 4,5 and 7 1rears.

Ag"ir ro*. spread was inevitable; with little variation the average

chro.ological age was about z$ months in excess of these ages.

All testi *.r. given by one of us (E.S.) with the exception of three

seven-year Terman-Merrill tests which were kitdly carried out byJVIrs.

M. M. L. Dickinson, Educational Psychologist at the Child Guidance

Centre, 
'W'eston-super-Mare. frp to school age the testing was carried

out in the homes, and thereafter at the schools.

In making the comparisons described in this paper a ffi9ulry arises

owing to th. inevitabli overlap ofthe tvvo scales, bright children reach-

ing the ceiling ofthe Griffiths scale before the age oftwo years, and some

dull chil&en h"rir,g to be scored on the Griffiths scale instead of the

Terman-Merrill scale at the age of z{ years. This has meant sacrificing

some later Grffiths tests, and also basing the Terman-Merrill tests at

z* years on a ratiher smaller number, as is described below.

THE COMPTETENESS OF THE TESTING

With the full-rerm children all the Griffiths tests at the ages shown

were complered. One child missed the S* year test with the Terrrr?r-

Merrill r.rl. ftis intelligence quotient at seven years was 99). Two

children could not be scored on that scale et zl years. Their Griffiths

quorient at that time were 88 and 92, and their final intelligence

quotients at age 7+ were ro8 and r ro.

With the premature group all the Griffiths tests were completed.

There were some losses later, however. They are as follows:

at age z*, r child missed. I.Q. tt T+ i rzg.

at age 3+, r child missed. I.Q. at7+: r37.
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,r;T 
{,*;!.rl*rren 

missed. r.Q." at z*: roz, rr2, tae, l;r

at age Z*, 7 cMdren missed. f.Q." at j* :9T, roo, ror, ro3, ro9,
rr2, rr4; mean ro5,r.

Seven children were unable to complete a satisfactory Terman-Merrill
test at z{. Their Griffifis quorienrs ar that age were J9, 67, 79, go,

93,94,96, with a mean of 82.6; and their final I.Q.s at age 7+ were
69, 89, 96, roz, roz, lo8, r34, with a mean of roo.o.

These omissioru, particularly those * z{, must be borne in mind
when considering some of the resulm, though the effect on the figures
shown should not be serious. It follows that the means, standard divia-
tions and inter-correladons in Tables I-V are sometimes based on num-
bers smaller than the full j4 comprising each group.

THE MEANS

The means of the results for both scales are shown in Table f. These

Tenr"E I

Means and Standard Errors of Intelligence Quotients

C,A,

3 months

69 ))

12,-15 ,,

r8-zr ,,

z { years

3+ ,,

4+ ,,

5+ ))

7),

Full-term Group

Mean .S.E

Griffths

IO3.3 t.32

ro6.t r.36
106. j !.rz
rcl2,6 r.oo

Termdn-Menill

to3.8 r .9o

105.7 2,35

to5.2 2.35

106.0 2.lo
roJ.9 2.06

Premature Group

Mean ,S.E

r'63

r'46
1,49

I.5I

92'O

94'5

96,7

IOO.I

IOO'O

8r'9
8T'g

89'z

89'o

r'48

2'14

2,37

2'07

2'49

seem satisfactory. [t is well known that the mean Terman-Merrill
intelligence quotients of random samples of English children ex-
ceeds roo, usudly by some five points or so, which is just the result
yielded by the full-term group. It is also to be noted ihat the mean

Griffiths guotients are very similar to the subsequent mean intelligence
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quotients. In fact there are only two significant differences amongst

th. 16 possible comparisons. These are between the Griffiths quotient

at age r8-zr rnonths and that at q months, which is barely sig-

nificant at the five per cent level, and benueen the GriIfiths quotients

at r 8-zt months and at r z-rJ months. This is entirely due to the low
figure at t8-zt months. Hindleyr reports exactly the same result at

r 8 months; apparently the scale is a little too difficult et about this

tge, compared with other parts of the range.

The Grilfiths and Terman intelligence quotients for the premature

group show what might be expected, narnely, a steady rise undl t
ceiling is reached. This has been attained by five years. Thus, remember-

ing the nature of the premature groupr defined simply by t birth-
weight of less than S+ lb., premature children start, compared with
full-term children, et r disadvantage of a little more than zo points.

The gap narrows steadily, however, undl it stabilizes at about six

points * age five.

The same conclusion about the slightly lower mean Griffiths

quotient at r8-zr months emerges clear1y. The steady rise is tempor-

arily halted, which reinforces the evidence from the full-term group

and from Hindley's resulm.

Ofcourse, with numbers such as these the size of the final gap between

full-term and premature children cannot be determined at all pre-

Tanrs [[

Comparison of Full-tum and Premature Groups.

Distribution of Intelligence Quotients at 5+ Years

f.Q. Full-term Group Premature Group

50- 59 r

@@ r 3

7;,-79 3 r

8o-89 4 3

90-.99 2 12

rorr@ 23* 23

r ro-r 19 14 7

r2o-t29 5 4

Iiffi2
s4 54

* One child missed at S years, 7-ye$ [.Q. substituted.
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cisely. In fact the difference is not quite significant at the five per cent
level, either at five or at seven years. In t recent paper Miall and

Oldhamz give an interesting discussion of the Eeatment of measure-

ments repeated after an interyal. They were dealing with arterial blood

Pressures, but the problems are analogous. Following their treatment,
we can take the mean of the measurements for each subject at five and
at seven years (fot those for whom both measurements are available).

This reduces the error variance, with the result that the difference is

now significant. It becomes 6.38 points, with a standard error of l.o8;
thus the difference is z.o7 times its standard error.

Table II shorvs that the final avertge difference between full-term
children and prematures (as here defined) it not due to an excess of
very low values in the lamer group. It is clearly almost entirely due to a
shifting of the whole curve. In this table the five-year results are shown,
as they are more complete than the seven-year resul$. In fact they are

complete, except for one missing child, for whom the seven-year

result has been substituted.

THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS

The standard deviations are shown in Table III. There does nor 6eem

Tesr^E III

Standard Deuiations of Intelligence Quotients

Age Full-term Group Premature Group

Grffihs

3 montk g.7z r2.oo

G-g ,, 9.96 to.76
I,2,-I5 ,, 8.2I IO.93

r8-zr ,, 2.37 rr.rr

Tuman-Menill

z { years 13.63 10.06

iI ',', :i:::r :2':r:r
j + ,) tS.zT r1.2r

T + ,, rj.rj tT,oT

to be much to say about this table. In general the dispersion on the

Griffiths scale is considerably narrower than on the Terman-Merrill;
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perhaps this is inevitable. The Binet standard deviations at z*
years are dso low, The standard deviations for the Grif6ths scale seem

satis6ctorily uniform, bearing in mind the small numbers of subjects.

They are very similar to those found by Hindley.

THE INTER-CORRETATIONS

The inter-correlations for the full-term and premature groups re-

specrivelyareshowninTable [V. The fullsymmetrical table is filled in to

Tenru [V

Inter-conelations between Successiue Tests

Uppn rtgures Full-term Group;

Louu figure\ in italics, kemature Group

Chronologkal Age

Gnffths (months)

3 q r2-r1 r8-zr

Terman-Menill (year)

z* 3+ 4+ i+ r+

As explained in the text, totals are sometimes less than the full number of 54.

Correlations exceeding about'27 are significant at the i per cent level, and

those exceeding about'3i at the r Per cent level.

3

6n

r2-r5

r8-zr

'16 'ro 'o4 -'oi 'oo
.15 '7 r 'oS 'l I '16
.54 '3o '36 '27 'zz
.42 '34 '26 '32 '26

'62 '6r 'ii '47 '39
.62 .58 '43 '36 '24

'67 '63 '60 'io '49
.75 '64 '43 '41 '29

'54 '47
.62 

51

'72 '66

'75 '65

'84 '84

'84 '7i
.86

.83

.96

.E3

.68 '63

'77 '66
.68 '8 r

'77 '82

'63 '8 r

'66 '82

'54 '72 '84
.62 'ZS '84

'47 '66 '84

'51 '65 '73

z{

3+

4+

5+

7+

'rr -'06 'o3
.44 .40 .22

'rr '48 '54
'44 '71 '62

- '06 '48 '75

'40 '71 '61

'o3 '54 '7 5

.zz .62 '8r

'62 '67

'62 'zS

'6r '63
,56 ,64

'J J '60

'43 '43

'47 '50

j6 '47

'39 '49

'24 '29

'16 '54

'15 '47
. ro '3o

'77 '34

'o4 '36
. oS .26

- 'o5 '27

'77 '32

'oo '22

'16 '26
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6cilitate examination. It is probably unsafe to pool the individul
results to obtain a combined single table.'\Me have, therefore, averaged

the correlations using Fisher's z-transformation. The results are shown

in Table V.
The lessons of these tables are plain. There is a remarkably uniform

progression. The magnitude of the correlations is a ftrnction first of
igr, and secondly of the interval between the tests. In other words, the

"ic*"cy 
of prediction increases steafily with age and decreases steadily

as the interval berween tests increases.

The inter-correladons for the Griffiths scale are broadly similar to

those found by Hindley.r His inter-correlations of the three-month

tests with those at 6, n end 18 montls are somewhat higher than ours,

and it may well be that Dr. Hindley and Mr. Moore (who carried

out the testing) were more successful in applying the scale at that

early ege. Ourinter-correlations at laterages, however, are appreciably,

though probably not significantly, higher.

Hi"Aiy found lower correlations with the tz-month tests. This does

not aPPear in our figures.

TasrE V

Combined Intu-correlations, both Group s

Grffiths (montls) Tuman-Murill (year$

As explained in the text totals are sometimes less than the full number of ro8.

Correlations exceeding about.rg are significant at the 5 per cent level and those

cxceeding about 'zS et the r per cent level.

3

Ca
r2-r5
r8-zr

+
+
+
+
+

t/l
-SlrB

rL,
o-rLrL
lr)
ts
ta

cb
.rl\
U

C
ltq)\
x
F;

2

3

4

J

7

C+ rz-r1 r8-zr
.28o 'r7g 'tzz

'6o6'i83
.6o6 .779

' j 83 '279

3

.280

'r79
'r27

z* 3+ 4+ i+
. rJ4 . ro4 'o44 'o28
. jog '323 '3 r j + 'zg7

'6t8'J93 '493 '4t6
.ZoT '63 j * '524 '4Sg

7+
'o75-
'239

'322

'4o,4

'r 54 . jo9 '6t 8

.ro4 .323 '593

'oM '3 r5 *'493
.o28 ,zg7 '416

'o75-'239 '322

'707

'63J *
'524

'459

'4o.4

'724 '6j r 'i8o '489
.724 '8r j * '735 -'6i9.6Jr .8rj * '84t '8or
.j8o .Z3S 

- '84r '848
.489.6j9 '8or '848
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DIS CUS SION

What impresses us most about the results is the stabiliry of the means.

This is shown by the remarkable constancy of the full-term group, even

from three months. It is also shown by the smooth progression of the

prenurture group, which steadily rurrows the gep ber'ween the pre-
mature and the full-term children. Even if the ultimate predicdve

M ea n G' Q'' 
lli::'.I' fl iJ:J.',l :' l-,'"'ffi T :,1 ff131 f i:::3' 

of c h i r d ren
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345678
80

0 12
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FrG. t

value of tests for very youlg children tends to be low, there would
seem to be good reasons for confidence in applfng the tests when
what is wanredisthe comparison of larg. groopr.'ThIs is well illustra-
ted by the preliminary comparison of the full-term and premarure
groups. When it is important to compare groups at very young ages,

and it often must be, the Griffiths scale seerns to be an excellent instru-
ment for the purpose. For example, it could be used to extrapolate
backwards in studies on rwins.

Hindley (whom we have quoted repeatedly) gives a briefbut valuable
review of the reasons why infant tests should show almost universally
such reladvely low predictive values. It seems to us that the most likely
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explanation is that it is an inevitable concomitant of the growth pro-
cess itself. Thus, it has been shown that with physical measurements,

where questions of reliabiliry and validiry hardly obtain, the same

phenomenon occurs. For example, Tanner et al.s fotrnd very poor
predictive values for physical measurements made before the age of
r2 months.

A rather strildng feattue of the tables showing inter-correlations is
the smooth transition from the Griffiths to the Terman-Merrill scale.

For example, there is no sign of any sudden improvement on passing

to the Terman-Merrill test at z{ years. The Griffiths scale appears to
be workingjust as efficiently, allowing for the inevitable improvement
in predicdve value as age increases. fn other words, allowing for this

factor, the Griffiths scale correlates as well with the Terman-Merrill
as the latter does with itself, It seems to us impressive that the correla-
tion bennreen the Griffiths quotients at rz-rs months should be as

high as '62 with the Terman-Merrill z* year tests, .4g with the

Terman-Merrill scale et 4+ years and .32 tt 7+ years. Similarly, the

Griffiths quotients for the r8-er month children give correlations with
Terman-Merrill of .64 at 3+ years and ,4o tt T+ years.

SUMMARY

r. 54 full-term chil&en and s4 premature children (birth weight
less than i+ lb.) were tested rt intervals, first with the Grifrths
scale up to the age of two years, then with the Terman-Merrill scale

up to T+ years.

z. The mean Grifiiths and Terman-Merrill quotients of the full-term
group were remarkably constant throughout, being about 106. The
mean given by the Grifiths scale for the prenuture group was 8z at
three months, then it increased steadily to an I.Q. of roo at j+ years.

There was no further rise at Z+ years.

3. The final difference berween the full-term and premarure groups
was not due to an excess of low values in the former group; it was due
to a shift of the whole currre.

4. The stabiliry of the full-term means, even from three monrhs,
and the steady progression of the premature means, show that even

if the reliability of the test results is rather low at the younger ages the

tests can still be very useful for the comparison of groups of subjects.

J. The inter-correlations improve steadily with increasing age and

decrease steadily with increasing intervals between tests. There is no
break berrveen the Griffitlx and Terman-Merrill inter-correlatiorls.
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Bearing in mind the increasing reliabiliry as chronological age advances,

the Griffiths scale correlates as well with the Terman-Merrill as that

scale does with itself.

6. It seems likely that the relatively low predictive value of mental

tests at very young ages is a consequence of the growth process itsel(,

for it is also characteristic of physical measurements.
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Gertrude Keir

The Psychological Assessment of the
Children from the lsland of Tristan da Cunha

Introduction

In the autumn of r g6t the volcano forming the central core of the

Island of Tristan da Cunha erupteC. After several days of anxiery the

two hundred and sixty-four lslandcrs were forced to abandon their
homes, their animals and their fields. By way of South Africa they
finally c-ame to England and were taken first to Pendle Camp in Surrey
where they remained in conditions of some discomfort for about three
months. They were eventually found homes in an R.A.F. camp near

Southampton.

The contrast between the r'wo envirorunents-England and Tristan
da Cunha-could hardly have been greater. An article by Mr.'W'heelcr,
the Island Administrator, in the Geographical Magazine,r gives a vivid
account of life on the Island.

'When I arrived on Tristan, Ifounda land bypassed by the twentieth
century. Huddled in a single village on a plateau overlooking the sea,

the thatched houses resembled Scottish crofters' cotrages of the 'W'es-

tern Isles. The way oflife, simple and severe, had changed little in r5o
years. The Islanders knew of motor-cars and television only from
pictures. Their language is old-6shioned English with local quirks.
"How you is?" queries the Islander. "I's fine," you answer.'

There are various sources of information about the way of life, the

characteristics of the Islanders and the island itself, Over a fairly long
period outsiders have gone there for longer or shorter srays-the doctoi
the clergyman, the teacher, the agricultural officer, the radio officer,
the Administrator-and reports in various forms have been available,

not infrequently in published form. Information on recenr conditions
in the Island will be found in the short but informative ardcle by Sam-
uels,z medical officer on Tristan da Cunha for six months prior to the

s.P.-9 rry



evacuation. The only large-scale sciendfic ressarch, however, has been

that of the Norwegian E*pedition of 1937-388 which reported its

findings in detail.

Noteworthy features of this particular environment appear to be:

r. Its exrreme geographical isolation. Tristan da Cturha is the

largest and the oJy i"t rUited one of five small islands of volcanic

ori-gin, lf"g half-way beRreen South America and Africa. Its

nearest neighbour is St. Helena, about r,7oo miles away. Clne

Town lies some 2,ooo miles to the west, while the nearest shipping

roure is aboutzoomiles to the north. In the old d"yt of sailing ships

the Island used to be visited regularly, as it lay in the path of the

Trade Winds. For many years past, however, only three or four

ships e, year had visited it, io bring supplies. Recently, with the set-

d"-g up of a canning 6ctory on the island, regular communication

wiih South Africa has been established.

z. The smallness of the Island. [t consists of a huge volcanic cone

rising steeply our of the ocean to a height-of some 6,ooo-7,000 feet.

Theie is some littoral round it and a fat plritt at one side, where the

township was built, but the island measures only some T-ro miles

across.

It provides therefore an isolated and restricted environment which,

as might be imagined, appears to have fostered e narrow and

resrri;d outlookln the part of its inhabitants. T!.y aPPare$ly

have little interesr in the ditant world, a noticeable feature of their

general outlook when they arrived h 
-Eogland.'/' 

3. The way of life on th. Island. This consists mainly o{ sm.all

.rofrirrg activiries, a few animals, some crops, fishing. Just after the

war e canning factory was set up by the newly-formed Island

Development Co*parrl, but it is, of course, a small one. This was

the Istanders' only gti*pre of modern industrial conditions before

they came to Engi*d. Such a way 9f lit, resembling Yery 
strongly

th"i, for exa*pl; of the 
'Western Isles of Scotland, tends to produce

certain habits 
"nd 

attitudes of which only one or rwo can be men-

doned here. Though the members of the communiry Try be inter-

dependenr, the independent activities of the individual 6milies are

*"int"irred. While fishing may be a corporate enterprise the families

themselves work their irofts, the children helping them when

practicable. This individual work and respon{biliry was contrasted

Ly the Islanders with conditionl in England, sununarlzed in the

shtement given m.any times that 'here, you'se not your own boss'.
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The sense of time, too, becomes geared to natural events and not
(as in England) to the hours of a working dry laid down by others,

and extended for most by the journey to work, which often resulted

in such long hours away from home as 6.rj a.m. to Z.3o p.m. M*y
of them found it difficult to modi$ their concepts of time, though in
practice they did adapt to the changed working hours. They found
them a strain, however, and disliked them.

On Tristan da Cunha, where natural and often unmodifiable
condidons dercrmined so much of their working activiry, feelings of
initiative were unlik.ly to be sdmulated. The actual stresses of living
tended to lower energy, in particular the stresses resulting from the

incessant struggle to maintain life where the soil is poor, the areas

for cultivation small, and the climate at times hostile. The impetus of
competition, while not unknown, seems to have been largely absent;

and thus the majoriry of Islanders wexe unprepared for the transla-
tion to a highly-organi zed competitive society.

This general way ofliving afGcted their outlook towards money and

the goods it could buy. During their period in Britain both children

and adults spokefrequentlyof th e factthat money was sonecessaryhere,

contrastitg-this with conditions on Tristan where so much coold be

obtained without money. In fact, they had over a period of many years

received e considerable amount of assistance in their endeavours to
maintain themselves, but they had been bred up to regard this as a

natural feature of their way of life. Their thinking on this point re-
mained unrealisdc all the time they were in England. The fectthat they
enjoyed very different shopping facilities here and reali-ed the sub-

standal rewards which money could bring them, co-existed side by side

with two beliefs: that things were all round much better on Tristan
and that goods could somehow be obtained there without money,
even those which th.y agreed in discussion could only be procured with
it.

The lack of competition and their acceptance of themselves as they
were resulted, on the positive side, in a relative freedom from anxiety,
noticeable in the school children, and in the strikin gly tranquil
atmosphere in the homes when the pre-school children were being
tested. They were usually srurounded by r group of interested adults

whose pt.t.rce how.r.i did not seem to prodo.. any tension in the

children-an atmosphere very different from that in most British
homes trnder the same circumstances.
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4. The close blood relatiorrship of the Island people.

The present inhabitants are descended from eight men and seven

women who seftled there at different times during the nineteenth and

early hil/entieth centuries. A community was first established (in con-

tinuiry) in 1816, though visits had been paid to Tristan da Cunha

and whaling and other parties had stayed there from time to time

before that. During the Napoleonic war it had been a British naval

garrison and when this left a Corporal'William Glass asked perrnission

to stay behind, togetiher with his wife, a Cape coloured girl, and their

baby son. A very full history of the comings and goings of the early

settlers will be found in the report of the Norwegian Expedition.s

Sufftce it to say that Corporal Glass is regarded as the fotrnder of
the commtrniry, and that the family names are those of the seven

men who joined it atvarying times from r}zr to r9o8. There are thus

only eight names-Glass, Cotton (of whom there are now no named

descendants), Swain, Green, Rogers, Hagan, Repetto and Lavarello.

Their countries of origin were somewhat diverse-Scotland (Glass),

England (Cotton and Swain), Holland (Green, Groen), America

(Rogers and Hagan), ttaly (Repetto and Lavarello). The men inter-

married with coloured women from St. Helena, a Cape woman and

two lrish women, one of them Cape born. These marriages and the

intermxiages among the small population have led to several differ-

ent kinds of physique. Three rypes can broadly be distinguished by

their colotuing: a fair rype with blue eyes and a white skin; an

Italian type with dark eyes, dark hair and olive skin; and a coloured

type with dark eyes, frwry hair and dark skin. Although the Islan-

ders differ in this walr they ile, however, highly conscious of their

own blood kinship and to the outside world they speak of themselves

as one family, whatever their individual differences and disagree-

ments may be. Thus, though there may be as many as 40 people

from the outside world resident at any one time on the Island, the

Islanders tend to regard them as outsiders in contrast to their own

communiry. As can be imagined, many consequences follow from

this closeness of ki"rhip. In all likelihood it operates in conjunction

with isolation, restricted opporttmiry and climatic condidons in

heightening inner resistance to suggestions and advice from outside

the communiry. It is true that war-time conditions brought er-

forced changes to which they had to adapt, and which on the

whole they seemed to have liked; but the fresh adapations required

by lif. in England were demanded of them et t time when the com-
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muniry was threatened with dissolution. Nevertheless, rn:rny

attitudes, ways of thinking and practices had to be altered if they

were to become integrated into their new environment. What was

their new environment like?

r. The site, an R.A.F. camp at Fawley, near Southampton-was
chosen primarily because it contained many vacant dwellings. AU

the Tristans could therefore be accommo&ted in the same place.

This was an advantage, md probably one of the few. Although the

horses themselves were for the most part reasonably good, and were

furnished for the Tristans by the kindness of many interested people,

the camp itself was far from homelike and the type of commtrniry
it provided was an uncomfortable sort of one. There was no real

comm,*ity into which the Tristans could be integrated, nor, on the

other hand, were they sufficiently on their own to function as e

selGcontained group.

The general neighbourhood is one of fast expanding technology

centred round Esso and its subsidiary companies. Few of the original

New Forest people remain in that particul er erea; new estates hous-

ing people from all parts ofBritain proliGrarc for miles and the whole
aspect is stragglitg and lacks structure. The schools contained many

children whose parents had moved into the area recently, while
the camp itself for the first yeau- or so contained that special {pe of
communiry known as 'headless fimilies'-wives and children of
R.A.F. personnel waiting to join them elsewhere. This general

fa*ily mobiliry produced a rather restless attitude, particularly
among the R.A.F. children.

The society was also socially mobile, the families being attracted

south by the opening up of technological jobs, and there was t
certain amount of emphasis on material rewards and social status.

Much kindness was shown to the Islanders and after a while some

made local friends, but differences in dress, appearance and way of
life were to some extent highlighted by the social climate around

them. To give a simple instance, very few Tristan adults and not
many of the children ever went near the beach, although this was

not far from the camp-and the long boat brought from Tristan
was never launched. The real explanation for this seemed to be

that the local inhabitants who hireJ the beach huts, x sign of social

prestige, did not welcome their presence.

2. The British climate proved trying for nearly all the Islanders.

The two winters spent in thir country were both severe. The camp
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itself is very exposed, while conditions at Pendle had also been dim-

cult. Coughs and colds were prevalent all the time, even in summer.

Some Islanders died from pneumonia at the outset of their st{, and

their loss was keenly felt. Details of health and illness, both on and

off the lsland, wilt be found in Samuelsz and in a recent report on

medical work carried out as part of the current large-scale investi ga-

tion of the Islanders.

3. Space forbids more than a very brief mention of the consider-

able ,d3ort*ent to work required of the adults, to which reference

has already been made. The employment officers and the local

employers showed interest, understanding and kindness, and were

rewarded for their efforts in a very good work record on the part of
the Islanders. A number of men found employment similar to what

they had known on the Island, for example, some of the younggr

ones obtained work with the shipping lines, usually as deck hands,

while one or two found jobs in local boat-building firms. Most,

however, had to go into relatively unfamiliar kinds ofjobs, usually

nor very highly skilled. The men contrasted employment on the

Island with that in Britain to the disadvantage of the latter, but in

spite of this they were reckoned to be good workers, willing Pd
ctnscientious, and they were proud of this. At the same time they

found the hours long; and they were very conscious of not know-

iog how to dealwitlithevarious ramifications of a modern industrial

roli.ry-Union Cards, tlnemployment Benefit, National lnsurance,

tax affairs and the like.

4. The children had their own problems. These may be summar-

izedbriefy as follows:

a. The journey to school and separation from home and from

their brotliers and sisters, where differences in age made this

inevitable.

b. The change to much larger classes and schools.

c. The adaptation to different teachers and to strange children.

d. The differences in curricula and teaching methods.

a. The journey to school meant, for the infants especially, their

first separation from home, doubly trying in a strange country. It
was orrfortunate that the first tvyo classes of the infant school (.t-

tended tn 196z by 
"11 

those aged S-7il were housed in an annexe

about a mile away from the camp and two miles distant from the rest

of the primary school. This isolated the yotrngest children from their
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elder brothers and sisters, as well as from their mothers, and the

double separation was refected in consistent shyness, with&awal

and extreme dependence upon the eldest child in their age group, atti-

tudes still in evidence months after their first attendance at the end of

January 1962.

This contrast with life in the single village school on the tsland

was heightened for all children by the 6ct that while thejuniors went

on to the primary school some two miles rwol, those over eleven

plus were taken a further distance of two miles to the secondery

modern school. All the age groups, infants,juniors and seniors, were

thus separated.

b. The schools and the numbers of classes were much larger than

on the Island. For example there were 7i children in two classes in
the infant annexe (39 infants were in the top infant class housed in the

junior school) , 2r4 children in six classes in the junior school and

sT6 children tn zr classes in the secondary school. The school on

Tristan consisted only of some 40 children taught in small

grouPS.

How did the children fue in these changed conditions? The junior

school was able to create for them the best possible conditions by

assigning them to two backward classes, the lower one catering for

the backward children in the fust two years, the second backward

class catering for the third- and fourth-year children. From the first

the majoriry of the Island children were placed in one or other of
these classes, and eventually only one girl remained in the normal

class. Conditions were somewhat less favotrrable in the secondery

school. The 18 chil&en were fistributed among eight different

classes, being placed, with one exception, in the third and fourth

streams of their years. Several found themselves alone, facing classes

of some thirry English children.

c. Unlike those in the primary school, who remained with the same

teacher for all subjects except needlework and handicraft, the older

children had to cope with the organi,ation of the secondary modern

school, where specialist teaching resulted in frequent changes during

the day from teacher to teacher. Thus efforts of adjustment to many

fifferent people were required of them from the start. This coll-
trasted with conditions in the Island school, where the single teacher

in charge was assisted by mo Island girls and from time to time by

the chapl"io. The elder girls particularly had a difficult time meeting

en bloc the English girls of their own ages. They had to be got out
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of their own clothes and into school uniform, which at first th.y
resisted. For some time, too, they found it hard to change into the

clothes for Physical Education (especially as the conditions for chang-

ing were poor), the Island habits of personal modesry providing e

source of confict. Their hair sryles were different from those of the

British girls, their pronunciation and idioms of speech were ditffer-

ent and all in all they felt very much out of things. They were, in

some respects, forrunate in having with them, attached to the school

for the purpose, t teacher who had formerly been with them on the

Island. She remained in the school until the end ofJuly, staying in the

camp, travelling on the bus with them and available for advice and

guidance at dl times. Nevertheless, the day-to-day stresses in school

had to be met by the girls themselves.

The attitudes of the other children to the Islanders were at the

start very 6vourable, especially in the junior school. The same is

probably true of thor. ii th. r.condrrf school, though it is more

difficult to judge, since the large numbers of children and of classes

precluded the close srudy and knowledge which the junior school

afforded.

d. The curriculum also presented special problems, especially for
the older children. These will be referred to later in the discussion of
generd educational progress. Among these problems was that of
learning many subjects which were quite unfandliar to the Tristan

children, md taught, moreover, by different specialist teachers.

Even those in thejunior school felt somewhat at sea and relied a good

deal upon each other for surreptitious help, which might have been

called cheating if it had not been so open and naive.

This brief summary gives t very general oudine of some of the

conditions which the Islanders met and which th.y were to find

particularly diPficult during the first six months of their stay.

The Present Study

Just before the Islanders moved to Pendle Camp the Department of
Prychology at University College, London, was asked to interest it-
self in the psychological assessment of the children of school age. The

study, as origir.lly planned, had two main aims:

r. To study selected characteristics of the children as soon as

possible before adaptation took place, in order to evaluate the
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effects of a small closed and isolated conrmtrniry upon the

psychological developmenr of its children.
2. By means of repeated assessments during the first two years of

their liG in England to observe modificadons of behaviour that
might be due primarily to the changed environment.

The characteristics to be invesrigated were as follows:

A. General intelligence, specific abilities and disabiliries.

The literature and personal opinions of those who krrow the
Islanders present somewhat conficting evidence as to their
level of intelligence and specific aptitudes. However, previous
psychological studies of intelligence in isolated .o*muniries
provide evidence suggestirg that social and geographical iso-
lation and reduced opportunities such as were found bn Tristan
da Cunha are likely to result in lowered intellectual functioning.

b. Personality, 6mily and social attitudes and social interactions.
These were likely to be of interest and to form suitable subjects

for investigation.

Methods of Research

The whole investigation has had to be carried out ad hoc. tt was
essential to study the children as soon as possible after they landed in
this countryr /et at the time when the project was first mooted nearly
three *orrihs had already elapsed. Foitunately the children had re-
mained fairly well segregated from British children and had nor
attended school. They were first seen for a brief visit only two d"yt

flt they went to their schools at Fawley. But the projecr ar thar time

lr.4 not ),et been initiated officially, and two monthi *.r. to elapse

before it was approved and testing could start. 
'When it was possibl. to

begin itr earnest, time was short and only techniques of which some-
thing was already known could be employed. Any planning and rry-
irg out of tests in an experimenhl fishion was not feasible. 

'W. 
had to

make do with what was available: a state of affairs that is always somr
what unsatis6ctory, particularly so when applied to e communiry
such as this, of which we knew so little. [r some respects it was a par-
ticularly difficult population to attempt to assess. The Island comm-un-
ity had its begi*itgs in nineteenth-century stock and the development
of the communiry was strongly influenced by the British and Amirican
settlers. The language is English, but with its own variations of pro-
nunciation and idiom, sometimes recognizable as early nineteentL
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cenrury vintage. Links with Britain have been stronger than with Ty
other ioootry-t the various people in special posts on the Island have for

the mosr part come from this country; the education of the children

was carried out until r9j8 by the chaplain, and subsequently by Bridsh

rcachers sent by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. Dryitg

the Second 
'World War e British naval garrison was stationed on

Tristan-hence the Island people have had tht opportuniry of contact

with British men, wo*en and children.* On the other hand they

have been brought up in a way of liG of which only a few examples

sunrive in this 
-country 

today in very isolated rural communities.

Tests suitable for British children were likely to be inadequate, and

there was no time to prepare any which might be more aPPropriate.

The main techniques used were as follows:

r. Objective, shndar daed tests of intelligence and educational at-

tainment, and of attitudes and Personaliry.
2. Observation of behaviour.

3. Ratings and corrments from class teachers.

4. Interviews.

Sample

In March :196z when the field work began there were 4o children of

school egein the Island communiry. These were distributed as follows:

Auending Infant School Total Boys Girk

Agesl yi.tt 8 months-T yearc 3 months 7 3 4t

Attending Junior School

Ago 7 y..* 7 months-rr years 4 months ri 5 ro+

Auending Seconikry Modern School

Ages rr years 9 months-r5 years 18 rr 7

Total 40 19 2r

These 4o children were teshd individually in March; the four who

came to the school later were tested i" J"ly, when ftrther assessments

* A regular school was established on the Island as a result.

f Three more girls joined in May and were present for the J"ly testing.

i a girl of ro joined in May, coming from the Falkland Islands-present in

July.
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were made for all the group. However, the totd number of chil&en
tested was very much larger. hr order to see how the Tristan children

settled down in their new schools and adjusted themselves both educa-

tionally and socially, it was necessary to make a study of the school

children among whom they found themselves. It would not, for ex-

ample, be very productive to find that the scores of the Tristan children

in certain tests of,, salr educational attainment, altered from one year

to another, unless one were also able to estimate the amount of change

in the perforrunce of the other children in their classes. Hence, what

might at first sight appear a considerable but nevertheless not over-

whelming task, namely, the assessment ofless than 5o children, became

e task of much greater magnitude when to this was added the test-

ing of intelligence, educational attainments and attitudes of the non-

Tristan children in the two schools, one of some z1o children and the

other of over jjo. It was obvious that group tests would have to be

employed for this, with all their attendant drawbacks. Their use, how-

ever, had one distinct advantage. Dtrring the fiscussions which preceded

the initiation of the research, it had been feared that testing the children

from Tristan da Cunha would serve to attract the attention of their

classmates to them and thus make them feel singled out for specid

and possibly unwelcome attention. To test the whole school first

would not only 6cilitate the comparisons that we wished to make, but

would have the useful effect of making the Islanders feel that the others

were being tested too.

TESTS USED

Infdn* Intelligence Attainment Personality

Group Kelvin Southgate Reading

Draw a man: house: Test

Iniliviilual t-[]"rm L Rorschach

Porteus Maze 3 wishes

TRISTANS Rigney Classification

ONLY Test (Bruner)*

Piaget (conservation,

etc.)

Harris lateraliry test

* 'We 
are indebted to the kindness of Professor Brtrner and MissJoan C. Rigney,

Center for Cognitive Studies, Harvard, for the loan of the pictures for the classifi-

cation test which we modified to suit British conditions, and for the loan of the

thesis in which results of its use with American children are contained.
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Junior
Group Moray House P.T,z

(z-s yean)

All Children Primary Verbal z

(depending (N.F.E.R.)

on age) Non-verbal 5

(N.F.E.R.)

Draw a man: house

tree

Piaget Causal

Reasoning

Indiuidual S-8, Form L
\MISC Performance

TRISTANS Porteus Maze

ONLY Classificadon

Bender-Gestalt

Harris Laterality

Vocabulary

English Progress Bz

Reading:

Schonell A or

Gates Prim.

Arithmetic:

Staffordshire

Spelling:

Schonell rA
Schonell rB

Reading:

Burt-Vernon

Graded

Vocabul^ry

or

Schonell Graded
'Word Reading

Test

Sentence

Completion

3 wishes

Sociometric

choice

Rorschach

Jackson Family

Attitudes (1962

only)

Raven's

Controlled
Projection

Gibson Spiral

Meze (rq6l)

Secondary

Group Morrisby GATV Mill Hill Voc. Sentence

(Tristan classes) Reading; Completion

All Children Progressive Mat Schonell B Anderson Story

196o Spelling: Completion

Draw a man: house: Schonell rA (Tristans and

tree Schonell rB controls)*

,4rithnrctic: 3 wishes

Staffordshire Sociometric

choice

Indiuidual S-8, Form L Burt-Vef,non Rorschach

Kohs' Blocks (Alex.) Holborn Reading Raven's

TRISTANS Porteus Maze Scale Controlled

ONLY Cube Imitation & Projection

Cube Construction Gibson Spiral
'Woodworth'Wells 

Maze (rg6l)

$e6z only)

Classification

Bender Gestalt

Harris Lateraliry Test

* 'We 
are very grateful to Professor FI. H. Anderson of Michigan State LIniver-

sity, lLr.S.A., for the interest he has shown in the project.
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GENERAL PROCEDURE

a. The testing periods in March 196z and March 1963 consisted of
some three weeks, during which group tests were administered to
each class, followed by individual testing of the Tristan children. It
was fortunate that the schools in Hampshire remained open for this

period after the college had closed for the Easter vacation, for this
enabled the test team to move down from London to Fawley. During
the first year some assistance with the group testing was given by the

counry psychologists, who made themselves responsible for giving the

Arithmedc tests in the secondxy modern school, and who also

carried out some other group testing of the non-Tristan classes.*

During the second year all the group testing in the secondxy modern
school (*ith the exception of one test) was carried out by the writer,
who also tested most of the classes in the jtrnior school.

As 6r as possible, conditions were kept constant for the nnro years.

The same members of the team tested the same children both times

(with one or f,wo exceptions). The March-April periods were the

main ones for both group and individual tests. Further assessments

were carried out in June and J"ly of both years. These comprised the

individual classification tests, the Porteus Maze and in 1963 the Spiral
Maze Test.t The Performance Tests given in the secondary school in
the spring of ry62 could not be readministered undl Jnly 1964. The

Rorschach test was given in the third term of each year, as were the

sociometric assessments.

b. Observations of behaviour were carried out during these testing
periods, and at one or two other times when the writer was paying

short visits to the school.

c. Ratings from class teachers were obtained in both summers,

while coulments were recorded during all visits.

Towards the end ofJuly and in September and October 1963, visits

were made to the homes to test pre-school children, the Merrill-
Palmer being used for this purpose. At this time the homes of all the

school children were visited and many of the older Islanders were

* We are much indebted to the Senior Psychologist, IvIr. A. 'W'. M. Flarborth,
and members of the School Psychological Services in Hampshire for testing
assistance in tg6z and for help in marking certain group tests; also to the
Statistical Branch of the Service for assistance in 196z.

f Copies of this were kirdly made available by Dr. I{. B. Gibson of the Family
Development Study, Cambridge House, London, who scored the results.

seen.
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lt was possible to take both sdll and moving pictures of the ctrildren's

behaviour in the playground. Unfortunately the films of day-to-day

behaviour could not be made until the spring and summer of 1963.

It was turfortunate, too, that no camera was available the very frrst

day the schools were visited, two d"yr after the chil&en's first atten-

dance. The scene in the pbyground of the jtrnior school was Par-
ticularly striking, both during the morning and the dinner breaks: the

Tristan children, es a whole, tended to be physically small and thin,

and the coldness of the day-there was a powdering of snow on the

grotrnd and a keen iry wind-made them appear even smaller and

thi*.r than th.y'were. They shivered in their thin, inadequate clothes,

still with the Tristan molly caps and white knitted socks with coloured

bands round the top (probably both responsible for whatever warmth

the chil&en might f..l). They huddled together in mute, wondering

and rather frightened groups, eyeing their new companions aPPre-

hensively. The Tristan guls in the secondary school group were easily

picked out too, partly because of their sryle of hair dressing, partly

on account of their long mid-calf length dresses which stood out from

the school trniforms of short skirts and blouses worn by th. other girls.

It was to be some time and involve considerable efforts on the part of
others before the Tristan children adopted the clothes and took on

the general appearance of the other school children.

Resuhs

The results are presented here in summary form only and for a limited

number of the assessments made. The following measures have been

selected:

r. Level of intelligence.

z. Educational progress.

3. Some features of personaliry and the chil&en's social interaction

within the school.

LEVEL OF I NTELLIGENCE

As stated, group tests of intelligence were given (a) to obtain an indica-

tion of thi level of intelligence of the children among whom the

Islanders were placed , (b) to yield some information on what the Tristan

children could and could not do, and (r) to enable comparisons to be

made berween successive testings which might throw light on Possible

adaptation and learning. As origitrlly planned, the investigation was
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to have included a two-years' follow up: but this proved impossible as

the children returned to Tristan in October 1961,. More intensive study

was carried out of the Island children with individual intelligence tests.

CHOICE OF TESTS

r. Group Tests

An important drawback of the majoriry of group tests lies in their

restricted age range. This had two consequences for the present study:

a. children in the infant and junior school could not all be tested

with the same tests io *y one yetr, hence valid comparisons could

not be made within the Tristan group as a whole ;

b. some of the children moved out of the appropriate ege for
the test between the period March 196z and March 1963. This

did not eftect consideration of their results relative to those of the

rest of their class, since all were given both tests, but it made esti-

mation of individual children's adaptation more difficult. It would
have been neater if we could have obtained successive scores on the

same test. 
'We 

were able to do this for a fair number of the junior
school children but not for all. A further complication lay in the fact
that three children moved up into the secondary modern school in
Septemb er 196z. They had to be tested along with the other children,

using the tests selected for that school. Time precluded special re-

testing on the old test: in any case they lnd all moved out of the age

range.

Gaps occur in the group test results through absence. Although the

attendance record of the Island children was on the whole good, there

were a number of children absent either in ;96z or 1966 when the

group tests were given. Colds, asthma and odd dryr off for other

reasons meant that our group test records are not complete.

z. Indiuidual Tests
'W'e 

were well aware of the problems inherent in giving the Stanford-

Binet to children such as these. The decision to do so was taken on
several grounds: (o) the test itse[, like any other intelligence test,

is affected by cultural conditions, but it samples e wide variety of
cognitive firnctions and often yields qualitative data of value; (D) we
were interested to discover any changes occurring over the period of
study, and though there is some difference of items in the different
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Tenrr I

TRIST/1N CHILDREN

Results of tntelligence Tests: Intelligence Quotients

(Chronologkal ages in years and months)

Infants Group Tests

Boys: r96z

Moray

House

t963

g6 absent

Grrb;

Individual Tests

Ag,
r96z

t96z 1963

conected corrected

5'9
6.3

6.6

6.3

6.rr

7'O

7'3

87

8z

IIO
ro8

roo

r04
g6

92

9o

95

94

92

II5

92

86

absent

absent

NVS 96

r03

NV5 ro7

r05

ro2

8r

9z

ro8

IOI

92
ro6

roo

99

99
87

84

*Boys:

Ag,
6.o

*Girls;

Ag,

6'r
6.3

6,4

6.4

* These children were not in school in 1962.
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Juniors

Girls:

Group Tests

Non-uerbal 5

196z 1963

Indiyidual Tests

"''i;l;;j;;a-ni;';; "

t96z 1963

conected conected

WISC
Ag,

r96zBoys:

;:;
9'7

ro'6

ro'8

Performance

r96z

absent

absent

9o

<7o
74

secondary

school

secondary

school

88 88

86

85t

79

9o
63

8o

93

93

6r

87

79

93

6+

Z6

74

76

.:r:
90

7r
83

74

8s 90

86 left

r2o r 13

6g 76

86 rr3

94 92

79 92

90 92

ro4 rro
65 64

92 86

84

79

II5

78

roo

r04

87

84

rog

tB

9r

9o

8o

roo

75

roz
85

85

7r
ro.2

7r
8:

79r r'4

7'7

7'll
8.6

8'r r

9'2

9.8

9'8

9.I I
ro'3

ro'5

ro'9

MH 7e

absent

MH ro9

NV 7e

ro8

t02

93

8r

z6
g6

92

left

TI2

75

rr4
r03

86

8o

IIO

<75
secondary

school

NV

NV

f This boy received some help with the test in 1962, but none in 1963.
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years, the test as a whole would be likely to give reliable information

"boor 
such changes; (c) we used the L form rather than the new LM

since a good deJ of data on Forrl L, based on the results of English

childreri, *m already available. The Fraser Robcrts Correction Tables

enabled us ro compare the Tristan with British children 9f ,ll ages.

The newly-publishid American LM form of the test, which some

might .oort., preferable, seems even more heavily loaded with

ver-bal items than the old L form, md hence was more likely to be

unsuitable for the Island childrerr. 
'We 

used the Performance Scale of

the 
'WISC with children berween 8 and r r years, but not for the older

and younger, since there is reason to believe that its use with either

*ooid oot be enrirely satisfactory. In :.96z the Island children were

hopelessly et sea in lh. Picture Arrangement (a point of interest).

In lg6l th.y all obtained some sort of score in it, but to Permit of

comparison berween the two years we omitted to score this test in

eithei year and prorated the other scores. Table I gives the results for

both years in:

i. the non-verbal grouP tests for all ages;

ii. the verbal test for the secondary school children;

iii. the Stanford-Binet and the WISC Performance.

COMMENTS ON INTELTIGENCB TEST RESUTTS

:96z Individual Tests

r. One of the most noriceable feanues of the Stanford-Binet results

is the decrease ofintelligence quotients with age. While six of the seven

infants tested and r.r* of the 16 junior school children fell within the

average range, the same is true of only six of the r 8 secondary school

childrL. Tf,is might be thought to have been due to the particular

nature of the items assigned tothe various age groups, some penalizing

the older children mori, but inspection of the successes and failtues in

dilFerent items in the records of the secondary school did not suPPort

this. It was possible that the older children may have 
-been 

less at

ease in an individual test situation, especially the older girls who were

tested by 
" 

man. This may have been true of one or two older girls,

just as ii was tnre of one or two younger girls-in the junior school.

ft. opinion of the teacher who had been with them on the Island and

who kir.* thc children well was sought. She expressed the view, based

on her experience of teaching a[ the seniors and most of the juniors,
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that the older group was in fact less intelligent than the younger one.
z. Mention has already been made of the inabiliry of the junior

school children to do the Picture Arrangement in rhe WISC. They
seemed trnable to grasp the general principle, but this may have been
largely due to the fect that the {pe of siruitions depicted were outside
their range of experience. The I.Q.s in the WISC p"r"lt.led those in the
Stanford-Binet rather closely. Table II shows thi level of intelligence
of the children in both tesrs, grouped into caregories.*

Tasrr II

Categories of Intelligence as shown by I.Q.r.

r96z r963

Stdtord-Binet WISC Stanfod-Binet WISC

Boys: Low average

Inferior intelli-
gence (ESN)

Limited intelli-
gence

Low average

Low average

Low average

Limited

Average

Low average

Low average

Limited
Average

Limited

Limited

Average

Mental deGctive

Borderline

Borderline

Dull normal

Dull normal
Superior

Mental defective

Dull normal

Average

Borderline

Average

Average

Mental deGctive

Average

Iow average

Inferior (ESN)

Limited

Low average

Limited
Limited
Above average

Limited

Average

Average

Low average

Limited

High average

Limited
Low average

Average

Borderline

Borderline

Borderline

Average

left
Bright norma

Borderline

Bright norma

Average

Average

Average

Bright norma

Mental defective

Dull normal

Borderline Low average Dull normal

Girls:

Average

Limited

Note: 'Mental defective' in WISC is approximately equivalent to 'inferior
intelligence' or 'in need of special educational treatment' @.S.N.) in the Binet;
'borderline' to 'limited'; 'dull normal' to 'low average'; 'superior' to 'above
average'.

* For the Stanford-Binet the categories agreed upon by the British Psycho-
logical Society are used; for the WISC those presented by Wechsler (for the
full Scale), p. 16 of the Manual.
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The results for the group as a whole in 196z indicate that a Per-

formance Test such ,r ih. WISC did not give a more valid indication

of level of intelligence than a verbal test of the Stanford-ninej ry-Pe, in

terms of a higher-assessment. Nine children obtained I.q.s in both tests

of much rhe- same order: fotu were higher in the 
'WISC and three

higher in the Stanford-Binet.

ilthough the results are not presented here, the same obtains for

the old., [roop. The majoriry dia no better in the performance battery

than in the Stanford-Binet.

196z Group Tests

A similar decrease of I.q. with ege is seen in the results of the- grouP

tests. The infants were all of aviruge I.Q. while the I.Q.s of many

of the juniors were of the same ord&. This was not the case with the

s.niors", who as a group fid poorly in rg6z both in the Raven's Mat-

rices and in GATV. They *ir. not good at Perceptual tests, a num-

ber 6iling in the Stanfoia-ni"er in M*9ry for Designs and Paper

Cutting. fr*h 
"11were 

poo-r in Kohs' Blocks and Cube Construcdon,

while iireir mental ages in the Draw-a-Man Test were usually below

their mental ages in the Shnford-Binet.

The eviden.". fro* group testing therefore confirmed, on the whole,

the later results in individual tests.

How inefficient were the tests in 196z in assessing the children's

capaciry? By March 1963 they lrad been in school in this cotrntry for

"boo, 
hft.* monrhs. They'had been tested several times and the

seniors had also tmdergone school examinations.

1963 Individual Tests

r. The increase in Stanford-ninet I.Q.s for the grouP as a whole is not

sratisrically significant, although four children among infants and

juniors show increases of over rz points.r 
There was no such improvement in the senior group. This confirms

the suggestion thar the older children were in factof lower intelligence

than frI y"unger children. In tg6z the vocabulary scores were low, as

might be expJcted. These did not improve substantially in the inter-

,r.iirg period, and there is no correlation between increase in [.Q.

and in-criase in knowledge of words, whether shown in the vocabul.ry

test of the Stanford-Binet or in other measures of vocabulary used.

In 1963 scores on memory items were higher for certain children, md

whereas reasoning tests proved difficult for many in t96z some suc-
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ceeded much better with these in 1961,. But their general pattenr of
success and fiilure did not show consistent trends for the group, either
io *y one yeer, or from one yeal- to the other.

2. The \[/ISC [.Q.s of the jtrnior children remained constant for
six of the rs children tested, decreased slightly for two, and improved
for seven. In five of these cases, the increase was seven points or more.
One of these was an autistic boy whose verbal output was very poor.
For the remaining four the result was in line wirh ihat obained in the
Stanford-Rinet. For three children the Sanford-Binet in both years
gave a higher assessment. The Stanford-Binet results taken for the group
as a whole gave a somewhat better (in the sense of more coniistent
and high.{ set ofassessments than theWISC.

1966 Group Tests

The [.Q.s of the infants lrad dropped, but a different group tesr had
been used, so little comment can be made about theie reiults. The
juniors remained very much where they had been. It is obvious that
most of the seniors still obtained poor results in the Matrices, though
one or two had gone up, one quite strikingly. The results in GAfV
also show that fi.y were all sdll somewhat handicapped in verbd
knowledge and expression.

r. In summary it can be said that the decrease of I.q. with alge was
evident in both individrnl and group test results for both y*i *itf
some exceptions. The 1966 testing confirmed the l,96z results and the
observations of the Island teacher (*d also those of members of the
testing team who had had occasion to observe both younger and older
children).

z. Taking the highest result in any individtral test in either year as the
most valid assessment, only three children out of the total 4j assessed

in one or both years* were of good average intelligence, and in only
one test (\VISC Performance, tg6z) was there an I.Q. above average.

Two of these three children were brothers, the eliler being the most
intelligent of the secondary school group. This fa*ily was an interest-
ing one; its nine members included three defectives, ofwhich the young-
est one, a boy of six years, wel non-ambulant. A boy of 18 years
attended an Occupation Centre, while a girl of r 3, ttschool, obtained
very Poor scores in all tests. The two brothers mentioned here were
both intelligent and lively and the elder one particularly took to school
work very well.

* Three secondary school children Ieft before the second testing; five infants
wese presmt only for the second testing.
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EDUCATIO NAL PROGRESS

Somc of the educational problems confronting the Island children

have already been mentioned: altered conditions of learning in much

bigger classes, md, in the case of the secondary school .hildt.rr, fre
quent adjustment to different specialist teachers. The range and variery

of subjects in the curriculum were pruzhng to them, quite apart from
the inadequate knowledge which they themselves brought to the situa-

tion. The marked contrast between their two educational environ-

ments is emphasized vividly in notes made by the former Island

teacher,* who helped the Islanders dtring their first six months here.

They are summarized below:
On the Island, undl about 196o, there was little suitable reading

material in the school and even when sets of simple reading books were

introduced from England, much time lnd to be spent trying to explain

situations described in them that were outside the children's ex-

perience. Poetry, except about mountains and sea and simple ballads,

was beyond them, though they have a keen sense of rhythm. To read-

ing they brought limited experience, limited vocabulary, a language

which contained words and idioms peculiar to the Island, and orr ur-
certain grasp of the past tense. History, geography and general know-
ledge were regarded dmost as fr$ hles, and only began to make

sense after the children had been some months in Briain. Arithmedcal

problems based on unknown experiences caused them considerable

difficulry, increased by the introducdont to Tristan, in April 196r, of
the decimal monetary system. The change back to the English system

complicated matters and a frequent comment made by teachers here

was, 'finds arithmetic difficult'. This was especially true of the seniors.

Their art work on the Island was f.ir, their design being original and

varied, but artistic development was hampered by limited supplies due

to cost of transport. Some of the children were to develop quite well
in art while in this country. Games proved less difficult to cope with
than academic subjects, for rounders had been *joy.d by all while on the

Island, though played with their own set oi *l.r and equipment.

Netball and tennis, however, were impossible due to unusually high

winds and frequent gales. At times, too, when the children were suffer-

ing from food deficiencies, games that entailed much running about

and physical effort had to be curtailed, especially as many of the

* I am most grateful to this teacher for her ready assistance and the valuable

information she gave about conditions on the Island and about the chil&en.

f From South Africa.
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children were prone to asthma. The boys played football and both
girls and boys played hockey on the football pitch, amid large out-
crops of rock and a fourteen foot drop to the sea. Despite this previous

limited experience, the children took to games and Physical Education

in their British schools, many being rated as avertgeand one or rwo
as good.

STANDARDS OF ATTAINMENT

The information about the children's educational aftainments tt the

beginning and during their period of stay comes from the following
sources:

a. Resultsofstandardized tests in Reading, Spelling and Arithmetic.
b. Teachers' estimates rated on a five-point scale.

c. Examination results and comments on report car& for the

secondary school children.

(r) Results oJ Standardized Group Tests

Reading

Infants ln ry64 sk of the seven children in the infant school were
given a group test. One girl was e year retarded, while the youngest

boy obtained a score of only two points, but four of the seven obtained

reading ages close to their chronological age. This was a good start,

but Progress during the next year, though made by all, was slow for
most of them.* Two made reasonable gains, especially the non-
reader of ry6a whose reading age in 1963 was six years three months.

Juniors Scores were obtained for 14 jtrniors in 196z, using the

Gates Primary Reading Test for the youngest children and Schonell

Silent Reading Test A for the remainder. The results were good.
Eight girls were average, two making scores more commensurate
with their chronological than their mental age as measured by the

Stanford-Binet. One of these girls had an average I.Q. in the \I/ISC
Performance Scale, though she obtained lower results in all other
intelligence tests. None of the children was seriously backward except

one boy and one girl, both non-readers.

How did the ctrildren farc in rg63 ? A number were absent for the

reading test and three had moved to the secondary school. For most

* They were all assessed below average in an individual test in 1963 (Schonell
Graded'I[/ord).
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of those remaining progress trad been slow, but there were some strik-
ing exceptions. One girl (whose I.Q. in a verbal test altered strikingly
from 8o in ry62 to roi in 1963) raised her reading ege from nine years

five months, to 12 years. Another improved by 17 months, while a

boy pulled himself up from eight years 7 months to ro years three

months (after a second year in the same class). One of the non-readers

\ /as just begiruring to read, but the other remained stationary. He was

not to begin reading until Septemb er 1963 when his general emotional

confition improved. However the general slow progress must be

considered in relation to the other chil&en in the classes. The few ron-
Tristan children in the older special class were very backward, and some

made even slower progress than the Tristan children.

Seniors The reading scores ofthe seniors will be considered in more

detail. Table III shows their results for 196 z md 1966 in the Schonell

Silent Reading Test B. Mental ages in the Stanford-Binet are also

Tanrs III

Reading Ages (in years and montls)

c.A. ;il..;. R.A. c.A. ;i:;. R.A.

J.

h
14

B

G

B

B

B

G

G

B

G

B

B

B

G

G

B

G

B

B

Rem.

IIs

II4

Itrr

m,

nrP

I3.I
14'r I
r 3'o
12'8

r3'5

12.lI
T4'3

r3'8

r 3'9
14'ro

r4,6

14'rI
r4. ro
14. ro

14'ro

9'4
6'z

r4,g

ro'Io
ll'2
g'6

rr.8

9'6
8'z

I I.O

I2.IO

IO.IO

9'4
TT.2

lr'2
left
left

left

7.2

7.O

r3'9

9'ro
IO.IO

ro'3

r3'r
8.2

8.r

8.4

9.8

ll.2

II.I I

9'5
rl'4

12.2

r3'r r
12'3

I I.9
rz'6
I,2'o

r3'3

r2'8

rz'8
13'r r
T3'7

r4'o

13'r r

r3'ro
r3.ro
\4'2
14'ro

rr'r

8. ro

5'ro
r 3'o

9'2
T.T.2

9'2
rr'6
8.8

7.8
IO.IO

12'6

9'ro
7'6

9'ro
9'8

9'ro
ro'o

I I.O

7'2*
7'O*

r 3'o
8'7

IO.I

IO.I

r r.8

7'rl
7'8

7'9

9'ro
ro'8

rr'6
7'8

IO.IO

ro'3

7'lr
7'lr
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given. Though mental aige and reading age are by no means perfectly

correlated, e reading test which measures comprehension as well as

fuenry and accurary bears some relation to general intelligence. It is
therefore more meaningful to consider the children's results in rela-

tion to their general mental level.

Comments Inrg6zall but one ofthe Island children were backward

in reading in comparison with the average children of their chrono-

logical ege. The exception was a boy, the most intelligent of all in the

secondary group.

One third of the chil&en were dso retarded (iudged by the rather

generous bordedine of a reading ege eighteen months or more lower

than mental age). Five had reading ages above their mental age.

One of these was a girl of very low intelligence (probably brain dam-

aged), whose score of three represents a somewhat ardficial reading

age of seven years two months: the second was a rathet puzzling gitl
who failed to increase her score in reading in 1963, or to raise her I.Q.

in the Stanford-Binet, but whose written English was quite good

and who made a significant gain in GATV. The third girl, whose in-

telligence was almost certainly trnderestimated in the Stanford-Rinet,

obained scores above her mental age in both years.
'What sort of progress wasmade during the yeff that lay between the

two tests? Most hadmade some, thoughfor many it was less than ayear

of reading age. Indeed, ofthe 15 retested, only seven made gains of half

e yexrr or more. Two children belonging to the same fr*ily improved

very strikingly. These were brother and sister. The boy, in Class Ia

in 1962, whose reading age was t}en eight years seven months, made

fifteen months' gain by 1963. He was a cheerful, overactive extravert

who setded down very well during his second year in school and

whose improved level both in reading and intelligence refects a real

adjustment. His sister, in Class IIIe rn 1962. made progress of the same

order. Another girl in Class [a rn r96a though not bright, was a par-

dcularly hard worker and made good educational progress all round,

including reading.

Much depends upon the school environment in attempting to assess

progress, hence it will be converrient to look at the results in Table [V,

which gives the scores of each Tristan child together with the mean

and s.d. of the class scores.

The class means both in 196z end 1966 are low, class progress being

slow, as may be expected from children allocated to streams for slow

leanrers.
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Tenn [V

Schonell Silent Reading Test B

Scores of Tristan Children, Clus Means and S.D.

Clcris in

t96z

J. Rem. B

G

r96z

Tristan Class

score mean*

3 3'O

19'2

19'2

rg'2

3r'4
24'7

24'7

29'2

29'2

29'2

29'2

29'2

29'2

29'2

29'3

29'3

,S.D.

r963

Tristan Clrcs

score mean*

6.4

6'4

37'5
22'3

22'3

22'3

35'2
28'4

z8'4

3r'4
3r'4
3r'4
32'6

32'6

3r'4
left
left

left

.S.D.

4.8

5'J

5'5

J.J

5'4
8.3

8'3

7'2

7.2

7'2

J'3

5'3

7'2

3

3

5'r
J'r

5'7

3'7

3'7

3'7
6,5

5'7

5'7

7'O

7'O

7'O

7'O

7'O

7'O

7'O

7'5

7'5

9'9

9'9

3

3

J.6

J.6

39

20

25

23

37

IO

t2
II
r9

27

32

r9

29

l6
r3

2T

22

3r

9

9

7

20

24

3o

9

25

23

9

9

B
B

B

G

G

B

G

B
B

B

G

G

B

G

B

B

12

I4

IIs

I14

IIII

trIu

nrP

* Calcrrlated without the Tristan scores.

The results of the Island children, when compared with those of the
English children, show that when they entered the secondary school

in tg6z, eight were around the mean of their class, three were about
r s.d. and seven about 2 s.d. below the average. In r963t ,ll those near

the mean had maintained their position and some reladve improvement
had been made by the brother and sister already mentioned. The in-
creases in reading ages, noted in Table II[, are to be considered as

crefitable. As in the junior school, one or rwo children had profited
considerably from their new educational environment.

f Unforturatd three children had left before the tg(6 testing, hence the group
has shrunk to ftfteen.
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A good deal of space has been devoted to reading, since this is the

most pervasive subject in the school curriculum, especially ir the sec-

ondary school. What of the other two basic subjects?

SPELLING

Nearly all the Tristan children were weak in spelling, even when they

were not noticeably backward in reading. A comment made by e,

teacher in thejunior schoolpoints to one of the reasons for this, namely,
that their spelling was affected by their own idiom and pronunciation.
One child's essay on Christmas, written in December 196z (*d given

below) shows this difficulry very clearly and provides a good example

of the handicaps that most of the children laboured under when trying
to express themselves orally or in free written work.

,

t7 tlT,
,

W

-lD?a e)- ry

FIG. I

ARITHMETI C

The majority of children were weak in arithmedc, in the case of the

secondary school children this weakness being the most frequent

conrment in the teachers' reports. Only one girl was above the average
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of her class. By 1963 some progress had been made, dthough most of
the secondary school children were still below the mealls of their

classes. A brother and sister, already referred to, showed considerable

improvement, however, raising their reladve position from about

-r 
s.d. to about * r s.d. The others remained in the same relative

position below the mean, or dropped still lower. The seniors trndoubt-

edly did find the rype of work in school beyond them.

The jtrniors did somewhat better, fo,r children making good pro-

gress; one of these, however, was repeating the work of the class for
the second year.

(A) Teachers' Estirnates*

The teachers' estimates were given with reference to the work of the

class as a whole, md mention has already been made of the fect that

only one girl in the junior school was placed in the ordinary class for

her tge, and kept herself in it, while this was true of only one boy

in the secon&ry modern school, in the second of a fotrr-strearn year.

Teachers' estimates, in thejunior school, take into account all the work
of the children, not only their attairunent in the basic subjects, hence

they amplify dete yielded by the shndard tests. In the secondary

modern school, however, the teachers' estimates are more specialized.

The class teacher often had little first-hand knowledge of how the

children fued, md the opinions of the specialist teachers referred only

to attainment in their own subjects. It was therefore difficult to get an

assessment of the all-rotmd standards of work of the Islanders. Fifteen

jtrnior school children were assessed. Of these, two were rated average,

seven as 'poor', and six as 'r.ry poor'. Fotrr of the 16 children rated in

the secondary school were said to be 'average', r r were rated 'poor'

and one girl in the junior remedial class was rated 'rr.ry poor'. Thus,

only six of the 3r children were rated as'average'for their classes.

Did this picture alter in any way dtrring their second year? The

answer is yes, for quite a number of the children. For instance, e

girl in the junior school maintained her position in the ordinxy class

and though sdll rated as poor was stated to have improved. Her teacher

said 'she has done quite well at mechanical arithmetic'. One boy had

also improved. The older children had also made some progress, though

none were transferred into a higher stream.

* All the secondary school and most of thejunior school children were rated by

two teachers. 
'$Vhere two assessments placed a child in di:trerent categories, the

higher has been given here. This happened in only two cases.
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Three children, two boys and a girl, rated 'average' the fir$ year,

had achieved a rating in 1963 of 'good'. Two had pulled themselves up

from 'poor' to 'average', and one of these received the comments:
'A. works fairly well h [n. He works sensibly in practical subjects and

gets on with the job in hand. He likes doing jobs about the school
and in the class room.' This was an active, strong boy, rather more
aggressive than the other Island children. This emerged in the teacher's

further statement tlat 'He likes the competition in school work'.

(c) Examination Resuhs

A study of exanrination results shows the same overall improvement
for many of the secondary school children. These are given in Table V,
whictr gives class positions in three sets of examinatiorrs. Information
is available for 13 out of the 18 in 196z.* Unfortunately, the numbers
have shrunk by r963.t

Tesm V

Position in class examinations

r963r96z

No.

place

23

9

23

t2

3o

z8

27

z6

29

3o

27

z8

r5

classin

3o

25

r6

B

B
B

G

G

B

G

B

B

B

G

G

B

Class

12

14

IIB

u4

Itr4

f\IPr.

Sumruu

rcl36
6lz6

r6

7

ryltz
absent

29132

3o graded as average on year's work
left for Tristan

absent for part of exams.

glry absent

rylu left

left

* Two children in a special class (Junior Remedial), did not sit examinations,
one boy had left at Easter and there are no records for two others.

f Three had left, one to go back to Tristan in March, three were absent, and for
one only grade placement was made.

33

z8

Class

tr,
II4

ru,
Itrn

f\IPr.

Spring

18l t+
filz5
I5

7

ryl$
zsl3o
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ln ry64 ro of the 13 were near the bottom in the class examinations.

In 1963 all but three had pulled themselves up, with one boy, the most

intelligent of the Tristan group, showing the most striking change.

Two more, of low average intelligence, made excellent progress by

great determination and application.

It is difficult to know how much of this improvement was due to

increasing fimiliariry with the lessons and how much to adaphtion to

the different sort of teaching environment. There is some slight

evidence on this point, not from the origirrrl group placed in the secon-

dary modern school, but from the progress of three Tristans who
moved into it during the next school year. Two of them were upset

about changing schools when first seen in December t962. One was

the only Tristan in her new class. She said that she had made no friends

and missed her own friends (all Tristans) in thejunior school very much.

She had seftled somewhatby March, but was second bottom and bottom
in her class in both sets of 1963 examinations. It was not until Septem-

ber 1963 that she had really begun to settle down, and trnforttrnately

there are no examination results to show whether this social adaptation

was refected in improved class position. The work of a second child

was also poor. Though his class teacher did not comment adversely

on his general attirude, it was apparent to two members of the

psychological team who saw him in his new school that his behaviour

had deteriorated considerably. He had become moody and quite ag-

gressive. It is possible that the change of environment from a small and

more personal junior school to the impersonaliry of the larger school

was something to which the previous experience of the Tristans made

it difficult to adapt. Observation of these changes in children whom we

knew quite well showed that they did have difficulties in adapdng

to the second*y school environment and we may conclude that this

also affected the work of some of the older children in 196z, about

whom at that time it was difficult to obtain accurate knowledge.

It would obviously be unsafe to venture t firm opinion on what

aspect of their new educational environment presented most difficulry

to the older Tristan children. The relation between work progress and

social adjustment both to peers and teachers is e close one, but the

number of problems facing the Tristens was considerable, and without

v.ry intiyate knowledge of each child in t96z it would be fficult
to hazard even e guess as to their interaction. The examination

system itself constituted a new problem. 
'W'e 

can be definite, how-

ever, about the time it took for these difficuldes to be tackled and
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there is evidence that by rg6llthe Tristans were on the way to doing
this.

Space precludes more deailed discussion of the efforts of the

Tristans to adjust to school. The changes noted in particular children in
both schools depended greatly upon differences in application and
interest. The acceptance of changed standards and demands was on the
whole more striking among the second{y school children than among
the juniors, who contrived in their tightly-knit groups to preserve rhe

somewhat lethargic approach to self-improvement that had charac-

terized most of them on arrival. One of the main stumbling blocks
in both schools continued to be language, both oral and written work,
in which they were still handicapped when they left in October 1963.

PERSO NALITY C HARACTERISTICS

What were the children like when they arrived, md what were the

changes that were noticed in them during the succeedin g yeu? The
information summanzed here is drawn from teachers' comments and
ratings, md from the Rorschach test, results of which will be presented
in a very general form.

TEACHERS' coMMENTs AND RATINGS

The teachers were asked to filI in two schedules, the first consisting of
general points about the Island children as a group, the second about

each Island child. On the second form the teachers were asked to rate

the child's attitude to work, reactions to discipline, and to the teacher;

and his social relationships.-both with Island and non-Island children.

Space was left for the teachers' own corrments, in addition to their
replies to the standard queries and ratings. It proved comparatir.h
easy to obtain data from the teachers in the primary school who were
in constant touch with the children and who had many opporttrnities
of seeing them not only in the class room, but also in the playgrotrnd.
lt proved much more difficult to obtain such ffirmation in the secon-

dary modern school. The teachers there had far fewer opportunities

of getting to know the children in ditrerent learning situations and even

fewer of seeing them in the playground. Hence, fi.y felt that they tnd
to confine their assessments to rather general shtements which often
did not say very much about the personalides of the children.'\Mhereas
in the primary school the schedules were supplemented by special

ratings for five personality variables, this procedure could not be carried
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out by the secondary school teachers, who did not feel th.y knew the

chil&en well enough.

The information collected has been condensed as follows:

d. In 196z all the teachers in the infant, junior and secondary schools

mentioned as one of the most striking features of the children their

appearance and their dress. They are mentioned often as 'looking like

gypsies', and the younger ones especially as being small and thin. Both

appearance and dress had altered to a very great extent by 1963. The

children in the jtrnior school tnd filled out noticeably, and all the

children had adopted the dress and hair-sryles of the non-Island child-
ren. Their physical characteristics had not changed, of course, but had

become less noticeably different following their adoption of Bridsh

clothes. They had, too, become more 6miliar by this time to the Eog-

lish teachers.

b.'When they first arrived they were all very silent and shy. This

persisted for some months, but most of the children altered a good

deal during the first year. Their silence seemed to be connected with
two things--first, the fact that in general the adult Islanders are not very

loquacious, though some do talk readily and at length: the second that

the adults were often heard (oo visits to their homes to test preschool

children) to say to a child 'yoo talk too much'. Hence their quietness

may have arisen from the adult belief that 'children should be seen and

not heard'. Though the children during the second yerir were much

more ready to talk, whether in a group or alone with an examiner, they

continued to find it difficult to express themselves well and fuently.

This lack of skill, xs distinct from an inclination to hlk, is no doubt

attributable to their hitherto very restricted environment. Some of the

secondery school children had just begun to use the school library and

read for pleasure when the dme came for them to return to the lsland.

But whatever the school opportunities, Bily were in homes where

their parents were ill educated, an important factor.

c. As a group they showed a good deal of passirity. This was corr-
mented upon both by j*ior and senior teachers, e.g. 'They ask for
help even when it is not really necessary'. Those who seemed reluctant

or afraid to ask others for help would try to copy or imitate another

Island child.

d. In general the children did not show much aggression either to-
wards each other or to the non-Tristan children. Indeed, aggresssion

was one of the characteristics th.y most disliked, according to their

own statements. [t was shown, however, early on by one or two of the
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older girls who became definitely hostile towards the non-Island girls.
A domestic science teacher reported, ''When they first came th.y were
*i*itg well, and the others were all over them. After two months

they worked on their own . . . and one of them was very spiteful.

The other girls came to me and said, "They hate us, Miss".' At a later
stage it was noticed by the writer and confirmed by the teachers that
these negative attitudes were displayed by nearly all the Tristan children.
This was in December rg6zwhen the Islanders were about to hold their
poll to determine whether they should return to Tristan. The Island

children, no doubt reacting to tension in their homes, could not run
down life in England enough and they retreated from social reladons

with the non-Island children. This hostiliry was mainly confined to
speech, and diminished when, sdil later on, return to the Island became

definite. Their social relations for the most part were marked by with-
drawal rather than aggresssion.

€. They were generally neat and tidy in their work and accepted class

room discipline very well. Their conduct was good and during the
period berween 196z and 1963 marry developed into willing and help-
ful members of their class. Most took pleasure in trying ro work well,
an attitude which paralleled their parents' pleasure in being thought
well of at work. This was more evident among the older group.

SPECIAL RATINGS IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOT

Ratings on e five-point scale were obtained from primary school

teachers for the following variables: curiosiry, irrdependence, aggresF

sion, competitiveness and gregariousness. The five categories of be-
haviour, A to E, were carefully defined for each trait, A being the
highest, with an anticipated 5 per cent at the extremes. The results are

given in Table VI.

TesLB VI

Category N:23
ABCDE

Curiosity

Independence

Aggression

Competitiveness

Gregariousness

r63

Trait

7
2

8

o

I

oz6
217
oo4
o212
6 4 rr

8

II
II

9
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It will be seen that the Island children were rated low for ctriosity.
This is in accord with what has been noted by obseryers living on the

Island. Of the two children rated above average, the behaviotr of
one, a boy, showed outward srgns ofcuriosity in the form of explora-

tory poking about, but this was not true curiosity, for it consisted mainly

ofaimless random movements. He was a boy with a history ofepilepsy,

whose effective inte[igence was low and who was in e, somewhat

autistic state during the period of stay. He improved a good deal in the

course of the month prior to departure. The girl rated above average

was a girl of good intelligence whose behaviour was redly e4ploratory
and goal-directed.

More than half were rated below average for independence, the two

in category A being infants. (Of these, one girl, the eldest in the infant

group, was really in charge of the other infants, who clung to her a

great deal in the early months.) The general result, like that for curio-

siry and aggression, confirms the picture of the Island community as

lacking in interest in the outside world, and being generally rather

passive, dependent, peaceloving and non-aggressive.

The rather high radngs for gregariousness arise from the 6a that the

children sought each other's company and took obvious pleasure in
being together; they do not relate to their social interaction with rror-
Island children.

By tg63 the children had moved into other classes, and some had

moved into the secondary school. Teachers of the special classes had

come and gone and it was impossible to obtain ratings for the children

from the same teachers who lnd rated them in 1962.

However, a second set of ratings were obtained for ro children who

were in a special class in the junior school. Their teacher knew them

fairly well, bff had not r.t.J any of them previously, having joined

the staff in the intervening period. The ratings are given below and

rnay indicate genuine trends in behaviour development.

The ratings suggest that the Island children dtring this second year

were showing more interest in their environment, were somewhat less

dependent than th.y had been and were more aggressive than before.

There were, of course, individual differences among them, brought

out not only in the ratings and teachers' coulments, but also in the

observations made by th. team of psychologists. There was the boy

already noted as highly autistic, whose high rating for independence

meant only that he was an isolate both in the class and the play-

grotrnd; there were also children who seemed anniots; one little girl,
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Tesl: VII

Trait Category

Curiosiry
Independence

Aggresion

Competitiveness

Gregariousness

for example, suffered from asthma a good deal in the first year, was

very thy and withdrawing and was often away from school. A
history was obained from her mother which confirmed rhy and

withdrawing behaviour even at home. Happily she improved both

physically and emotionally. One of her sisters went throogh a diffi-
cult stage on transfer to the secondary school and even h the junior
school was easily upset and at times aggressive towards the other Island

chil&en.

The Rorschach test throws further light on general personality

trends and on the presence of arrxiety among the Tristan children.

RESULTS OF THB RORSCHACTI TEST*

The Rorschach Test was administered nn ice at an interval of a yeer

to 3i of the children. Of these 35,2r belonged to th. primary school

and 14 were in the secondary modern school, the ntrmbers of older

children being depleted since some had left and could not be tested in
1963.

As with the other individual tests, ro control group from the sctrool

could be assessed. The Rorschach is known to be influenced by cultural
and social condidons, but to select a suiable control group would have

been very diffictilt, even if time had permitted. The most nahral rype

of control in this country for the Island cfrildren would seem to be

children from a remote crofting t)?e ofcommtrniy,fir removed from
the environment of Fawley.

Since the children in the primary and secondary schools were tested

* The Rorschach testing in both yeanl was carried out by Miss Silver and Miss

Kingerlee of St. James' Hospital, Portsmouth. Grateful acknowledgemant is

made of their invaltuble help.
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by nnro different examiners, the results are present€d separately. How-
ever, thry have a lot in common.

Primary School Children, 196z

These children adjusted well to the test situation, being by that time

accustomed to test procedure. They were pleasant, smiled readily,

were compliant, did what was asked and answered questions, but

rarely volunteered remarks or questions of their own.

FBATURES OF THEIR RECORDS

Popular responses were as frequent as might be the case from a British

sample of the same age range, while the same cards tended to be re-

jected. The differences were as follows:

r. The records were shorter.

2. They contained fewer whole responses and more detail.

3. \Meli orgerrvzed whole responses were very rare.

4. The content of their responses differed from those of English

children in that human movement was less corrmon and the

animal movement was conventional or passive. Natural pheno-

mena played a larger part but the content was limited. There

was, as might be expected, some reference to the Tristan way of
liG, though Gw direct references to the volcanic disaster. Fan-

tasy figures were missing, there were no fairies, giants or
witches, and no reftrences to children's story books. Thus,

though the children's perception appeared sharpened where

nature was concerned, their records show a rather poor imagi-

native life when judged by our shndards. Th.r. ,J.med to 1.
Gw differences due to age, though the small numbers preclude

any definite conclusions about this.

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

On the whole the records were like those of younger children. Colotr
was used simply and crudely; there was a good deal of perseveration,

smoke, fire, blood (perhaps due to the disaster). They seemed to have

difficulty in the organization of the parts of the blots, even when these

were recognized; and they showed a, sads6ction with an obviously

incomplete concept not usual in children over five. Several records

appear to denote emotional disturbance, shown in many ways, for

example by 'rn' responses of a sinister kind, by extreme restriction, by
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very crude colour, by rejections, by anxious use of shading and lack of
energetic'm' resPonses.

It seems possible that the whole group in frct was showing in these

records theresult ofshock anduprooting, but that some children showed

this more than others. In general, it was difficult to pick out ruuty re-

cords which give an impression of active, outgoing and imaginative

childhood, such as we think of as 'normal'.

Secondary School Children, 196z

The records of the two age groups are similar in their relative brevity,

stereotypy of content, and relative lack of organization and originaliry.

Preoccupation with nattual phenomena is revealed by the older child-

ren, and an apparent &fficulty in establishing human reladonships.

However, as might be expected of adolescent and pre-adolescent

records, they show a wide range of variability in many scoring cate-

gories. Six of the rwelve children over r 3 years of age gave records

suggestive of considerable emotional disttrbaltce.

fh. disturbed children's records indicated some tension, anxiety and

impulsiveness. Natural phenomena and animal anatomy occurred with
even greater frequency in the fanhsy of this group. 

'Whether 
current

adolescent imbalance can explain this or whether the children of this

age were more vulnerable to upheaval and had consequently reacted

more strongly, it is impossible to say.

There were Gw positive signs of maturational change benveen

the years. There was little evidence of any increase in the ability to

conceptualize nor did any greater capaciry seem to be emerging for

forming relationships. On the whole the records were poorly organized

and immature-and suggest passive dependent personalides, lacking

drive. However, they give evidence of self sufficietrcy, suited to a,

simple environment where there is easy gratification of instinctual

needs and where there are realistic outlets for unruly fantasy.

1963 Records

In the primary school sample zr children were tested twice. Five of
the yoorrg.rt children's resulm are excluded from this report, since ,!.y
were too individual and different to be grouped with those of the other

clrildren. Even so, it is still difiicult to generahze about the remaining

sixteen. Ten children gave records of the same length both times, with-

in one response plus or minus; three were considerably longer and three
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considerably shorter. 'When all the categories are andysed, there are

few consistent differences bernreen the nnro sets of resulm. The main
changes were an increase in animal and animal movement responses, a

decrease in natue responses, and a decrease in shading as &fforion.
There were also fewer references to Tristan da Cunha (with one or two
marked exceptions).

There seems to be some relation berween ege, and kind and degree

of change. The records of the nine- and ten-year-olds, which werJthe
most meagre and restricted, showed little change, md tended on the

second test to remain bare, short and lacking in organi zetronand origi-
nality. The records of the younger ones, aged eight in 1963, had
changed more, showing rather more form and less crude colour, md
some slight aftempt at organization where none lrad been obvious
before. One or two of these children gave more overtly anxious re-
sPonses.

Some ofthese difrculties may be due to maturation; the seven-year-

olds in 196 z geve records with colour naming or colour descriprion,
and babyish concepts, and in 1963 used more form, which is a change

one would expect with normal development, except that with our
children this tends to take place about fwo or three years earlier.

The records of 14 children in the secondary modern school were
available for comparison between the two years.

The following irends were observed; some of which are as likely to
be due to maturation as to modifications brought about by e yeer in a
new environment.

o. There was a slight but insignificant decrease in the time of re-
sPonse and in reaction times to both chromatic and achromatic cards.

b. There was a slight overall increase in the number of responses.

c. There was 
" 

rlight overall increase in F per cent.

The last rwo tt.nds suggest that productiviry had risen but that there

was more constriction.

d. An interesting change was the decrease in the number of 'm'
resPonses. In ry62 six children produced some 'm' while only one did
so in 1963. Two boys and a girl aged rz-r3 years gave considerably
more FM in 1963.

e. There was a marked reduction in the use of Nature responses in
the content of the records. fn 196z eleven children gave from r-8
Nature responses. In 1966 five gave none at all.

This refects the abiliry of most of the children to acquire a new
frame of reference for their fantasy. The results i" (/) 

"nd 
(r) above
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suggest a diminution in the free foating anxi ety and tension which
these types of response are held to represent. These two features were

not related to age and maturational level, and seem to be the only ones

which can be considered to refect tdeptrtions which took place in
these children dtring their stay ir E gland.

f. The other changes that were noted appear to be related to age,

the early adolescents showing them more clearly than children at

the stage of late latency or well into adolescence. Such changes may

be due either to the children's particular stage of maturational develop-

ment, or to particular effects of the new environment to which child-
ren of this age reacted differently from either the younger or the older.

The only clear evidence of adaptation to the new environment is

given by those variables found in the records of the group at all ages,

namely: the decrease in Nature responses and the decrease in 'm'.

SOCIAL I NTERACTION

How did the Island children mix with the English children? Inforrrrx-
tion on this was obtained from the comments of the teachers, by play-
ground obsenration and by the sociometric assessments carried out in

J"ly of each year. In the junior school two such assessments were made,

at an interval of about a week, involving the answers to simple ques-

tions such as, ''Who would you like best to ask to a parry?' and so on.

In general it is true to say that the Tristan children did not mix. This

was not only observed constantly in the playground of the junior
school, but also emerged in the sociometric results. There was little
change during the time they were here until well into the summer of
rg8:,, when some of the older girls in the jtrnior school could be seen

in small groups with one or two English children. But these tended to
be transitory in nature.

Fig. z shows the constellation of Tristan girls and non-Tristan girls
in the summer of 1963. Fig. 3 shows the interaction among boys in
the summer of 1963.

In the senior school much the same state prevailed, although one

girl, the only Tristan girl in her class and the youngest of the group,
mixed well from the start. As always tihere were some infividual
chil&en who formed exceptions to the general rule. The dispersal

among classes in the secondtry school played an important part in
making them seek wider contacts among non-Tristan children.

However, when observing groups in the playground of the secondary
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(lnvite to a party)

Girls' choices : --D;= 1r, choice

L- 2nd choice

T - Tristan girl

Boy

Frc. 2

school, the Tristans were more often than not to be seen in their original

strongly integrated groups.

Final Corunents

It is fifficult to sum up impressions and results in t word or two.
There is no doubt that all the Island children, even the youngest,

laboured trnder disadvantages when they first arrived here. They were

ill-equipped to deal with the educational setting in which they found

themselves. This was especially true of the senior children whose melr-

tal capacity was lower than that of the juniors and infants, the results

of the intelligence tests being confirmed by informed opinion and ob-

servation of the seniors in learning situations. The problems with which

they had to deal were substantially greater than those of the younger

group. It is clear that t certain number made full use of their new

environment, after e rather slow start. It is equally clear that many

lacked the capacity to make more than very slow progress. The jobs
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Boys' choices: --DD-lst choice

--r-D>- 2nd ChOiCe

T - Tristan boy

Girl

Ftc. 3

which the school leavers fotmd were of the trnskilled sort, with which
they were perfectly content. With but few exceptions they gave no
evidence of definitive goals, vocational or otherwise, and their stay

in England had not brought out initiative or drive. It is possible, of
course, that the dme may have been too short for such forces to become

operative. It must be remembered, too, that the children, like the

adults,never thoughtoftheir stay inEngland as anything but tempo tartlt
a fect which might well have reduced *y incentives to adapt more
fully.

The younger children presented a similar picture, although many
of them by reason of higher intelligence and a good start in readhg,
were better fitted to adapt educationally and perhaps socially. Some

indeed, seemed to benefit less than the older children. It may be that
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the closeness of their integration with their own group, inside and out-

side the class room, miliated against adaptation.

They showed individual dilfferences, however, which it is impossible

to amplify here. Taking the group as a whole they remained for the

most part closely integrated, rather passive, peace-loving children,

nor outstandi"g in abilitlr, content with their own company and their

own ways of life.
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Boys in Detention Centres

The research reported here forms part of a larger investigarion carried
out by psychologists at University College, the aims of which are (a)

to describe and compare boys bewveen the ages of 16 and zo sent to
prison, to Borstal and to detention centres ; (b) to investigate social and

psychological characteristics related to reconviction after these punish-
ments; and (r) to compare the effectiveness of the three types of punish-
ment in terms of the numbers of boys not subsequendy reconvicted
after sojourn in each, while taking into account any differences bennreen

the kinds of boys sent to these three types of penal institution.
This paper is concerned mainly with 3oz boys in senior detention

centres* who were interviewed and tested betweenJnly 196o and Feb-
ruary 1962. They were aged from 16 to zo, ceme from London and the
Home Cotmties and were serving sentences of three months, with one
sixth remission.t

The first detention centre for jtrnior boys aged 14 to 16 was opened

in r95z; the first centre for senior boys aged rT to zo in rgs4. Unlike
prison or Borsd, where'trade training' is emphasized, no such training
is provided in detention. The rdgime was originally intended as e,

'short sharp shock'andlives up to this name; it consists ofhard chores,

strict discipline and vigorous athledcs. It would appear, and indeed it
is generally agreed, that boys need to be menally and physicr[y
healthy to fit into the r6gime satisfactorily. The number ofcentres is

at present increasing fairly rapidly, in accor&nce with the Govern-
ment's intention, embodied in the Criminal Jusrice Act of 196r, ro

* The total sample is made up of 9r4 boys-3oz from detention, 3o4 from
prison and 3o8 from Borstal.

f The maximum single sentence that can be given is six months, but about 84
per cent of the boys committed to detention are sentenced to three months.
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abolish short prison sentences for boys of this t1e, and to substitute

detention wherever possible.

At the time when this research was begtrn, there was only one de-

tention centre for senior boys, Blanryre House in Kent; Aylesbury

and Aldington were opened in 196r. These were the first three centres

available for senior boys in the South of England. By the end of 196r,

the year when most of our work was carried out, there were altogether

five senior centres in England and 'W'ales, and in that year r,676 boys

went to them, compared with 2,565 who went to prison, and 3,588

who were sent to Borstal. With such a small number of senior centres

(three in the South of England and two in the North) and such a

large number of boys to choose from (z,szg), it is not unreasonable

to suppose that at that time the courts were selecting, on the whole,

boys suitable for this rype of institution. Unfortunately, however, no

specialist's report-medical or otherwise-is required by law before a

boyis sosentenced; thus, the policies of courts are bound to difGr, and

their success almost certain to depend on the amount of personal

information they are prepared or able to elicit about a boy before

consigning him to this form of punishment.

The present research is essentially psychological, based on case-

studies, as6r as time allowed; it depends largely on the results of per-

sonal interviews and standard tests administered individually.* Three

independent sources of ffirmation were available to us: the boys

themselves, the homes of 8o per cent of them and official files.t The

data obtained in the interviews with the boys has provided the basis

for this paper, md has been checked, wherever possible, with that from

the other two sources.

The plan of the psychological work and the methods owe much

to the original and classic investigation of Professor Burt in rgzz;2

indeed, in some ways, the present research could be said to fall short

of his. For example, Burt made psychological assessments of his

delinquents on the basis of evidence obtained by him personally from

the child, his home, his school and so on. Thus he was able to make

his final decisions on first-hand ffirmation in every case. 
'We, on

the other hand, have had to be content with data obtained by &fferent

investigators from ditfferent sources-by prychologists from the boys

* Each boy was seen for approximately five hours during a single d"y.

t We were extremely fornrnate in having interviewers from Government

Social Survey to visit the boys' homes and the permission of the Prison Crm-
misioners and Home Office to obtain information from recor&.
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themselves, 
- 
by 

_ 
Government Survey interviewers from the boys'

homes, md by the wholejumble of people who contribute from vary-
iog 

-sources 
to the ffirmation contained in official records. M*y

modern students of criminology, and indeed of psychology, would
think this a gain in 'objectiviry' over more 'subjeirive' *.thods, and
to be applauded. However, it is arguable that criminology is not at

Present a field where the modern passion for objectiviry ai all costs is
of paramount value. A gl"tce over present-d"y i.r..r.h suggests that
the more objecllve psychological methods, questionnaires, l"tor.rory
gxperirnents and so forth, when looked at 6ir and square, have corrrri-
buted relatively little as yet to criminological knowledge; in 6cr, an
alarming gap in present work in this field appears ro be the lack of a

psychological approach to criminals as individuals, combined with
systematic recording and sotrnd satistical techniques. There are, of
course' a number of psychiatric studies of criminals, individual studies of
great intereste where the criminals fit into currently defined abnormal,
or semi-abnormal categories; but Gw psychologists, or psychiatrists
for that matter, would claim this of more than 20 ro 3o pir cent of
cases at most.

\Ve do not, then, apologizefor the more subjective and psychologi-
cal aspects of our research-the interviews and the rati"gr'based on
them; we regret only that we could not have followed Burt's merhods
more closely. His work is still spoken highly of to this day, yer much
of its intrinsic value-particularly the skilled study of 

'cases-is 
in

practice conveniently ignored.

The results reported here 6ll broadly under two headings-on the
one hand, descriptive information about the boys and a brief compari-
son of this with similar results from other investigarions; on the other,
preliminary results of two years' 'follow-up' of the boys' convictions
subsequent upon their sojourns in detention and the relation of these

to the characteristics studied.

D e s cr ip tiu e Inform ati on

For purposes of this paper the descriptive informarion 6lls into three
broad classes-first, the boys' offences and their criminal potendalities;
secondln their home backgrounds; and thirdly, the unsuitability of
some ofthemfor detention, mainly on the grounds of mental or physical
ill-health.
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I. OFFENCES AND CRIMINAL BACKGROUND

OFFBNCBS

\Mhat sort of boys had we to choose from? What crimes had th.y
committed?

In Table I below are all receptions into prison, borstal and senior

detention centres in England and'Wales in 196r, the year when most of
the field work in the present research was carried out. 7,829 boys

were received, and were classified according to the offences for which

they had been sentenced (Rep ort of the Commissioners of Prisons, 196r,

slightly modifi.d).

TesrE I

Receptions in l.96r classifed according to offences

England

and Wala
Detention fuisons* Borstal Total

Murder

Other violence against the person

Sonral offences

Breaking and entering

Larceny

Receiving

Frauds and 6he pretences

Other indictable offences

Assaults

Prevention of CrimCI Act

Taking motor vehicle without
consent

Malicious damage

Indecent exposure

Cruelry to children

Living on immoral earnings, etc.

Drunkenness

Highway Acts offences (Driving)

Begging, sleeping out

Other non-indicable offences

I9I

32

308

52(J^

27

T2

56

53

25

222

27

6

r66

3r

2

314

\24

477

s8g

44

29

I64

t24
6o

274

3I
6

2

6

25

tz8
2

r64

22(J^

73

zrt84

682

u
24

r39

8

r6

r69

3

2

725

229

2,969

I,79I
II5
6S

359

r85

IOI

2

66s

6r

T2

2

8

25

307

3

205

r3

I
IO

r,676 2,565 3,588 7,829

* The figtrres include boys with prison sentences of less than tfuee months and

more than three years who were not included in the present research. They

number approximately Soo.
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The fourth column in Table I gives the toal numbers of boys
received into these institutions during the year 196r, who committed
the various offences. For indictable offences we can compare, with the
help of Criminal Statistics, the number of boys incarcerated with the
total number of boys of this age who were convicted of the offences,
not all of whom were sent to penal institutions. For example, to talce

the more frequent of the indictable offences, the figure for bieaking and

enterin g, 2,969, represents about 45 per cent of all the boys who were
convicted of this offence ; T2S represents abo at zS per cent of those
convicted of indictable wotrndings and assaults (mostly in fighm) ; zzg
represents 2r per cent ofall those convicted ofsexud offences and finally,
t,72r rePresents rz P$ cent of those convicted for larceny. As these

offences are in order of the proportions convicted who are sent to
these institutions (th. main penal places for boys of this age), we ger
breaking and entering first, followed by violence, sex and l"rc.ny, an
order which may (or may not) be indicative of the relative seriousness

with which we, the Bridsh, regard these offences.

Table II gives the figures in percentages, and permits comparisons

to be made of the offences committed by boys in the present sample,

and by boys in the population from which they w.rJ drawn,* with
those for the whole country and for prison and Borstal.

The main contrast in the table is provided by the much larger pro-
portion of Borstal than of other boys who had been fotrnd guilty of
breaking into premises in order to steal. It appears that the courts
sent T4 per cent of the 2,969'breakers and enterers' to Borsal rather
than to prison or to detention. Boys sent to Borstal are considered to
be primarily i, need of 'ffaining'. In accordance wirh the Criminal

Justice Act of 196r these lads serye an indeterminate sentence, of which
between six months and two years may be spent in the Borstal in-
stirudon, depending on their behaviour while th.y are rhere, followed,
on relese, by two years under the eye of After-Care-usually a pro-
badon officer. According to official figures, about 6o per cent of noistal
boys are uldmatety reconvicted after release,t a sornewhat disappoint-
ing proportion, as the emphasis in Borstal more than in either prison

* The population is defined as all boys from London and the Home Cotrnries,
sentenced to three months' detention and sent to Goudhurst, Aylesbtrry or
Aldington bennreenJ"ly 196o and February reflz.

f See Report of the Prison Commissioners, 196r. Otrr own reconviction rates,
one year after each boy's release, are for 3oz boys in detention, 36 per cent; for
3o8 prisoners, 55 per cent and for 246 Borstal boys, 46 per cent. (There are still
6z Borstal boys who have not yet been 'out' for a year.)
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Tasrn II

Numbers of boys (expressed as percentages) committed to iletention. prison and

Borstal ii England and Wales,o;rfr, conuicted of uarious ofences*

Iandon

Present and Home England anil Wales, 196r

Sample Counties Detention kison Botstal Total

Murder

Other violence against

the person 6

Sexual offences ( r
Breaking and entering 2r

Larceny 30

Receiving 4

Frauds and falsc pretences

Other indictable offences 3

Assaults z

Prevention of Crimes Act r

Taking and &iving a

motor vehicle 14

Malicious damage 3

Indecent e4posure

Cruelty to chil&en

Living on immoral earnings

Drunkenness ( r

Highway Acts (driving,

erc.) t2

5

(r
20

zet

3

I
zl

3

(r

r6

2

2

(r

IO

(r(r

T2

5

r9

23

2

I
6

5

2

r8

3

II
2

6

2

6r

r9

I
(r

3

(r
(r

(r
(r

9

3

l8
23

8

I
(r
(r
(r
(r

5

(r

<I

r3

2

I

II
I

(r
(r
(r

5

(r
5

(r
IO

Begging, sleeping out

Other non-indictable

offences 3 j 2 6 (r 3

Per cent Ioo IoO Ioo IOo IOO IOO

Numbers 3o2 478 r,676 2,565 3,588 7,829

* This table is a modified version of one that has already aPPeared in Current

Legal fuoblems.t

or detention is on reform rather than punishment. However, boys

convicted of brealcing and entering are rather more likely to- be

subsequently reconvicted, whatever punishq.nt they receive, than

are th6se who commit other kinds ofoffence. This may have something

to do with the disappointing resulm.

One other diffeience should be noted in Table II, namely the
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relatively low figures, among detention cenrre boys, for indicable
violence against the person, both in our sample and in the population
of boys to* London and the Home Counties (columnt r- and z)
cgmpared with that for England and 'VTales 

as a whole (column 3).
This is not, as might appear, a regional difference due to variations in
the criminal behaviour of boys in and outside London and the Home
Counties, nor is it likely to have anything to do with variations in the
sentencing policy of the courts in these two areas. Our random sample,
and the population from which it was selected, contained only boys
sentenced to three months' detention, who constituted about 8a plr
cent of the total number committed. Of the remaining 16 per ..ot,
nearly all had bgen given sentences of six months, and a rather higher

ProPortion of these boys had been convicted of indictable wotrndings
against the persorr.

However, the present sample proved not to differ signific*ntly
from boys in London and the Home Counties who were oot chosen,

Td- the population of boys from this area may be said ro correspond
f"itly closely to that for ihe country as a whole, &s far as crimes are

concerned.

It is worthy of note that 33 of the 3oz boys asserred their innocence
of the offences of which they had been conviced. 'We 

believed rb of
them.

CRIMINAT BACKGROUND

By criminal background we mean first, the number of occasions

on which the boys have been convicted in the past, and secondly, their
criminal associates-relatives and others-and their attitudes to their
ofbnces.

Number oJ Preuious Conuictions
'V[e 

have two sources of information about previous convictions-
the boys' own statements and official reports baied on c'riminal records
from Scotland Yard.* Below, irTable III, the data from the nnro sources

"are compared. The correlation between th.em is .7r.

It can be seen that, on average, the boys claimed more previous'
convictions than were allotted to them by official sources. Twenry-four
understated their previous record, r43 gave numbers identical with the
official ones, while r3j appeared to over-state the case. No such bias is

* We are most grateful to the Home Office Research Unit and the Criminal
Record Office for obtaining these details for us.
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observable in the results for the 3o4 young prisoners, although the

corresponding correlation is virtually identical. The boys in detention

were, in general, 1rourger than the prisoners, had Gwer previous

convictions, and were considered by the psyc,hologists to be less crimin-

ally inclined. They showed, too, a, mucl lower reconviction rate e

year after release, 33 compared with ii per cent of prisoners. It is

highly lik"ly that they were more honest in recounting their Past

convictions and may have owned up to minor incidents that had not

reached Scotland Yard at all. In addidon, a few were lrish and claimed

offences committed in that country that were trnknown to the British

police. h *y case, it is not as easy as might at first appear for a boy to

give a completely accurate account of his criminal record, even if he

wishes to bi honest, for he may confuse offences committed or tried

Tanrs III

Numbq of previous conyictions (a) claimed by the boys, and (b) auailable in

uiminal recorils

Nunrhers in oficial fiks
o r z 3 4 5 6 7 89

Numbus

claimed

by the boys

54 96 61 50 19 13 4 2 2 r 3oz

on the same and on different occasions, especially if these go back to

the age of eight or ten.

Criminal ,4ssociates and Auitudes

These are perhaps best sbown by the correlation table on Page r8r
(Table tV)- This table does not include dl the characteristics assessed,

but it gives what appear to be the main fittdi"gs, and indicates briefy

an intelligible pattern of clusters and corresponding factors.

3

4
I

7
r8

T2

38

56

6r

69

33

IO

9
8

7
6

5

4

3

2

I
o

2

II
2

2

3

I II
2

3

t4

2

3

3

4
2

r5

I

3

I
2

5

I

I2

3

4

2

I
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At the foot of the table are the numbers of boys claiming each

characteristic, and in Table V are the 6ctor r"tor"dons obtained by
simple suuunetion.s
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2. HOME BACKGROUND

We have defined an 'trnbroken home' as a home where both the boy's

own parents, married to each other, are living together, whether or not

Tenrs VI
Boys in

Detention

Mother known to be dead 19

Father known to be dead 39

(Father ded of war injuries) (ro)

Both known to be dead 
_!.
6z

Parent(s) deserted, separated or divorced

Mother deserted

Father deserted

Both deserted

Parents separated

Mother left

Father left

or divorced:

85

J

6

8

r9

23

43

66

9

t2

2l

8

IO

,8

6z

29

3J

9

:

Boy is illegitimate

Boy suspects he is illegitimate

Adopted

Fostered

Has mother and stepfither

Has 6ther and stepmother

Has only mother

Has only father

Has only substitute parents

Total number of boys with:
Broken homes

Unbroken

134

r68

Pa

cen

(++)

(so)

r83



the boy lives with them. Any other states of affairs we havejudged as

'broken homes'. Homes may be broken in a number of different ways

-death, 
desertion, divorce and so on; and some of these occurrences

may overlap. A boy's 6ther may have deserted and since died, or the
mother who did not desert the boy may have remarried and tJren died
herself,, or both parents, after divorce may have remarried and so on
(Table VI).

An interesting 6ct emerges on comparing the ntrmbers ofboys living
away from broken and from trnbroken homes. If for this purpose we
exclude the married boys, we are left with zg4. Table VII below gives
the resulB.

Taarn VII

Home not Broken

broken home

Away from home

Not away

The figures are significant (X' gives p<'o2) and suggest an associa-

tion between hr"itg a broken home and li"irg away frorn it.
Dr. Mannheim and Mr. Wilkins? found that although more boys

entered Borstal from broken homes than were to be expected, those

from broken homes were no more likely to be reconvicted after

release than those from ordinary homes. Our own results support
these conclusions.

An association betrnreen 'broken home' and delinquency has been

well known to psychologists for many years and appears to sand the

test of time. Unfortunately, however, neither in Mannheim's and

Wilkins' research nor in the present investigation was a non-delinquent

control group available. Mannheim and Wilkins compared the homes

of their Borstal boys with those of r,39o adolescents, subjects of an

investigation carried out by Government Social Survey, the results of
which were reported by \Milkins in r9ii.10 Approximately zz per cenr

of the Borstal boys had a 'broken home' compared with 14 per cent

in the adolescent sample. However a 'broken home' was defined as a

home from which one parent (or subsdtute parent) is missing-a home,

in 6ct, which contains only a 6ther (or step-father) or a mother (or
stePmother). Thus, a home containing a mother, step- or subsdtute

6ther and siblings was classified as 
ntrnbroken'. 

This is unforhrnate, for

r84

45

t-

t29

35

r30

r65

8o

214

294



as long ago es rgzs Burt in his study of young delinquents drew atren-
tion to the 'marked recurrence of . . . the presence ofa foster-parent . . .
in most instances a step-mother, in others, a step-6ther . . .'. In addidon,
the Social Sunrey classification, although headed 'family sructure',
dealt- only with the fa*ily structure of homes in which the young
people were living. As dl but three per cent of the ordinary adoles-

cent sample uere liriog at home, this was ofsmall importance for them;

!o, as many es 27 per cent of the Borstal boys wer" lirrirg ewey from
home, thus, in their case, this classification led to a consideiable amotrnr
of information being lost.InTable VIII below are percentages given by
Social Survey and by Dr. Mannheim and Mr. Wilkins; our own figures
for boys in detention have been included for comparison.

Tesrr VtrI

Family structure

Only child with both parents

Mother, 6ther and siblings l
Father and stepmother I
Mother and step6ther )

)frr"ten 
home

Normdl

adolescents

t7

6z

II

3

7

Borstal

boys

6

45

Boys in

detention centres

2

No 6ther
No mother

Not living with either parent

53

)'n nj* 'i)',
3o27

per cent

numbers

roo

I1390

roo

3o,2

roo

572

There are even fewer 'only children' among the boys in detention
than in the normal sample; the percentage (ss) of detention centre
boys lititg in 'unbroken homes' is very close to that of Borstal

!oyt, lower than the figure for adolescents; and the number of boys
from homes where one parent is missing is almost idendcal with that
in the normal group. Acceptingr xs we have done in this instance, the
rather narrow definition of 'broken home', \Me get a figure of r j per
cent, almost idendcal with that of the Social Strvey adolesc.nrs.
But our results, when compared with the figures for the adolescents,

show a significant difference over the whole table, due largely ro
the much greater number of boys not lirirg with either p"r.or.*-

*'W'e have classified'only children at home' with 'unbroken homes' and des-
scribed boys who have only substitute parents as 'not living with either parent'.
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However, ifwe use the definitionofabroken homegivenonpage r84

of this paper, a definidon customarily used by psychologists, psychia-

trists and social workers, namely-a broken home is one which does

not conain both nanrral, married parents'-then we obtain interesting

results, comparable with those of other investigators. Our over-all
figure for broken homes becomes 44per cent, very close to the +6 and

45 per cent obtained by Dr. Gibbens6 and by Dr. Roses for Borstal

boys. Dr. Gibbens subfivides broken homes into tihose broken by death

and those due to separation or divorce. 'W'e give below, in Table IX,
figures (in percentages) based on this broad classificadon &om t
number of investigations, some with control groups, some not, and

in addition the results of a recent survey in Bethnal Green reported

by Dr. Michael Young and Mr. 'Wilmottu md, more recent still,

unpublished figures from a national survey carried out by Dr. R. J.'W'.
Douglas.*

There are two obvious trends observable in the table; first, judging

by dates ofbirth, the steady decrease among the 'non-delinquent' groups

in the percentage of homes broken by death, from the beginning to the

middle of the century; and secondly, the considerably larger percentage

of homes broken by separation or divorce among the delinquents than

among the other groups.

IIOMBS BROKBN BY DEATH

Of the 'non-delinquent' subjectst born early in this century and seen

by Burt and by Young and 'Wilmott, 17 ard 19 per cent came from
homes broken by death; by the time Rhodes' control group is reached

the figure has dropped to ro per cerrt, and in the national sample, born

in 1946, it is as low as 4 or j per cent. This rather striking decrease has

a considerable effect on the coffesponding total percentages of broken
homes, to which death seems to have contributed so much more in
the earlier days; and it seems to illustrate Professor Titmus' assertion,

quoted by Young and'Wilmott, that 'it is highly probable that the

proportion of broken marriages . . . i,s, in total, smaller today than at
* I am mucfr indebted to Dr. R.J.'W'. Douglas ofthe M.R.C. unit at the London

School of Economics, and to Dr. Flammond, of the Home OfficeResearch tInit,
for the opportunity to use these results.

t Dr. Douglas' survey included some delinquent chil&en and no doubt there

were a few ex-delinquents in the Bethnal Green Group. The proportions, hory-
ever, are likely to be very small, I have called the samples 'non-delinquent' to
distinguish them from the specifically delinquent boys seen by Burt, Rhodes,

Gibbens and by *.
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any time this century'. As Young and'\Milmott go on to say, 'Dis-
ease is less deadly. Childbirth is less dangerous. The Second World'W'ar
killed fu fewer fathers than the First.' Thus, the numbers of broken
homes, in non-delinquent control groups and in the general populadon,
appear to have decreased considerably, entirely, it would seem, on
account of a marked decrease in the death-rate of parents.

HOMBS BROKEN BY SEPARATION OR DIVORCE

In Burt's and in Rhodes' groups considerably (*d significantly) more
delinquents than non-delinquents had homes broken by separation or
divorce. Can a similar, more up-to-date comparison be made, between
our own group of boys in detention and the recent figures from the

National Survey?

The percentage of boys in detention with homes broken by sep arta.-

tion or divorce is almost identical with that obtained among Dr.
Gibben's Borstal boys. Flowever, these are all incarcerated delinquents
(thus not strictly comparable with Burt's and Rhodes'); they erc older
than the boys in Dr. Douglas' survey, who were born after the'W'ar,

and who were only followed up to the age of 15; and they include

twhs and illegitimate boys who were not included in the National
Survey. fn our own sample, therefore, we have excluded boys whose

homes were broken after they were ffieen years of age, boys whose

6thers were killed in the'War and illegitimate boys.* Recalculation

of the percentages gives the figures in brackets in column 8.

Dr. Douglas took originally all the children born in England and
'Wdes 

between the 5th and 9th of March, in 1946, and then followed
uP, to the ege of 15, a randomly selected r in a of those who were
children of industrial manual workers (by fu the largest group) and

dl the rest. The percentages in the last three columns of Table IX are

given for: (r) all the boys followed up, those with fathers employed

in indusrial manual work represented as r in a (column g) ; P) all the

boys followed up, the numbers of children of industrial manual wor-
kers being muldplied by 4, to give a more representative proportion
(column ro) ; and G) "ll 

boys who were children of industrial manual
workers only (column rr). It is evident that it mal<es very little
ditfference to the percentages which group one takes for compari-
son.

It seems that the boys in detention, born a short time before the boys

*'We have no twins in the sample and the number of boys who have a rwin not
seen by * is less than r per cent.
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in the National S urvey, have among their numbers rather more than three

times as many whose homes have been broken by separation or divorce.

The difference in time-our boys were born on average about 4 years

before Dr. Douglas'-might have widened the gap a little, and it may
be, too, that the detention centre boys are drawn, o[ the whole, from
somewhat lower and less fortunate social strata than were the boys in
the National Survey. A further possibility must also be considered,

namely, that some of the 'separations' have been missed in the very
large National Survey, but not among the boys in detention, who are

smaller in number and perhaps better documented on the whole,
probably as a direct result of their offences. All three factors, if operat-

hg, would ardficially increase the observed difference, but it is hard

to see how their correction could reduce it to anything approaching

insignificance. They senre, however, to emphasize the advantage

of using matched control groups in addition to national figures such

as those of Dr. Douglas. Nevertheless, his data should prove invaluable

to all research workers wanting to compare their own results with a

large, representative sample such as his.

In conclusion, more research needs to be done to study what
appears to be a much larger proportion of homes broken by separation

and &vorce among delinquent boys in detention (and among Borstal
boyt) than that found in a large, natio,al sample.

DIFFBRBNCBS BBT\TBBN PERCBNTAGES OF HOMES BROKEN BY

DBATH AMONG DETINQUENTS AND NON-DELINQUENTS

Professor Burt and Dr. Rhodes found small differences of this kind in
6vour of non-delinquents. Our own figures, when compared with
those of the National Survey, show a bigger discrepancy in the same

direction-a difference of about ro per cent compared with one of 3.

However, older incarcerated delinquents (in detention or Borstal) may

well have a rather larger percentage of dead mothers and/or fatheis

than the younger, more representative delinquents of Burt and Rhodes,

md, in addition, the death rate of parents in the National Survey may
be somewhat lower than that which would be obtained in a matched

control group. Anomdies such as these could have contributed to the

observed difference and it is not possible at this stage of our research

to distinguish between them.

CON CTUSIONS

r. The deathrateof parentsin thegeneral population appears to have

decreased considerably during the first half of this century, ffid, since
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it contributed e greart deal in the early days to the break up of homes,

seems to have been accolnpanied by , fair-sized reduction in broken
homes.

z. There appears to be a generally low reladon betrnreen homes

broken by death and delinquency as defined by Burt and Rhodes, such

a relation being somewhat higher when boys in detention are compared

with recent national figures. The reasons for this increase, however,
cannot at this stage be established.

3. There seems littlc doubt that a high percentage of incarcerated

delinquent boys aged rT to 20 come from homes broken by separation

compared with boys in Dr. Douglas' National sample. Though the
National Survey is not an ideal control group for our own sample, it
is unlikely that this has substantially increased the Lrg. difference

observed.

4. Boys in detention tend to be away not just from their homes,

but from 'broken homes', ffid nearly a third of boys from such homes

have already been 'in care' for a year or more. Moreover, a greater

number of boys away from home tend to get themselves into Bor-
stalthanwould be expected (Dr. Mannheim and Mr. Willdns' sample).

All these 6cts suggest that special care is needed to fiscover the

nature of the home difficulties of younger boys who come before the

courts either for an ofllbnce, or beyond control or in need of care and

protection; to determine the effects of such fr*ily difficuldes on the

boys themselvesi md, fi""lly, to do the utmost possible to resolve the
problems at an early a,ge and to help the boys to steer clear of trouble.

Finally, this attempt to compare '6mily composition' in only a
small number ofresearches has made it quite clear to us that comparison

would be much easier if investigators would keep separate in their
analyses first, the fate of the natural parents, secondly, whether or not
the boy is away from home, and ,hirdly, the structure of what he

regards as his home whether or not he is away from it.

3. BOYS CONSIDERED U NSUITABLE FOR DETENTION

On the basis of all the evidence available-in most cases from the boy,
his home and from official records-we have classified those boys,

78 in number, whom we considered ought not to have been sent to a
detention centre. The details are given in Table X below.

Nearly all these boys presented a variery of conditions, but we have

tried to classify each according to the main characteristic that he
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Taarn X

A. Nof really criminal

i. believed to be innocenr of the offence(s)

of which th.y were convicted
ii. sentence considered too severe

IO

II

2T

B. Unsuitable for the rfgime in detention centres

i. Sufiering _fro* physkal handicaps

foot sores and swellings

limp
hand *j"qf (permanent effects)

asthma

asthma, eczema and history of T.B.
epilepdc*

probably epilepdc

severe head injuries possibly related to
gross instabiliry

ii. Sufering -fro* seuere psychological handkaps

psychotic 2

indications of psychosis 2

neurotic 23

hosdle and aggresive 8

very anxious and/or depress ed I
grossly deprived 4
very with&awn z

other z

very unstable

'psychopathic' (could be dangerous)

borderline defective

enuretic

took drugs regularly

Total

Percentage of 3oz

* One epileptic boy has been classified under Aii above, making four in all

I

4

I

I

I

3

3

5

r9

3

2

2

3

I

{
r
z6
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presented and have grven prioriry to the various features in the order
of the sub-divisions in which they are presented. For example, some

boys classified trnder A showed symptoms that feU under Bi or ii, or

both; and some with physical handicaps classified tmder Bi also prr
sented psychological symptoms classifiable under Bii but these secon-

d.ry feanres have bren omitted. Thus there is no overlap in the table,

that is to say no boy has been entered more than once. And we have

included only the more extreme cases of what we considered to be in-
justice or han&cap.'We have selected a few for fuller description by

way of illusffation.

The boys we considered innocent or whose sentences we thought

were too severe, need little explanation. A number of the latter had been

convicted of motoring offences (dri"i"g without insurance or while
disgnlifi.d), and were not suspected ofmore serious crimes. Some were

frst offenders, one an illiterate, menhlly defective, epileptic boy with
very bad sight, who had been described by a chief constable as 'a local

ringleader'. Another, who was almost completely dea{, dCIerves special

mention. He could hear virtually nothing, could only lip-read very

slowly, md was in constant difficulty et the centre because he couldn't

hear any of the orders. This was a perpetual source of anxiery to him.
His wife had had her fust baby a week after he came to detention. His

offence was dririog while disqualified. According to him his dis-

quelification was 'op' the day after he committed the offence. He had

been to fetch his motorbike and was pushing it home on a hot evening

when he succumbed to the temptation to ride it the rest of the way.
Fortunately, since this research was carried out, Section r ro of the

Road Traffic Act has been amended, t fect which ma/, it seems,

reduce the number of custodial sentences imposed for driving while

disqualified and facilitate the imposition of fines for this offence. This

should assist in keeping boys with nothing but convictions for motoring
offences out of instittrtions where they meet boys experienced in more

aiminal behaviour.

PHYSICAT HANDTCAPS

The most important group in Table X are undoubtedly the boys suffer-

ing from physical handicaps, for they form the most obvious group

who should not have been sent to a detention centre at all. Physical

handicaps are, or the whole, easier to obserye than innocence or psy-

chological abnormalities, and in the absence of mefical reports, courts

should, perhaps, make specid efform to detect them by asking the pro-
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badon service for information, or even watching the boy walk into the
dock. Of the four boys who limped badly, one had suffered from a

tubercular knee which was seriously scarred, another was a victim of
the after-effects of poliomyelitis (thit boy appeared, too, to be seriously

depressed). The boy with the history of tuberculosis, who had eczema,

and asthma as well, was recorded by the medical officer in the prison
where he was remanded as unfit for detention because he had a history
of spitting blood. He went to detention nevertheless.

The four epileptic boys had all been previously diagnosed as such.

This information was contained in their past records, md presumably
could have been made available to the courts who sentenced them.

\Me thought that one of them had been given too severe a senrence

quite apart from his epileptic condition. Two were illiterate, of very
low intelligence, and were, according to their own accounts, bullied
unmercifully by the tougher boys.

'W'e 
were of the opinion that boys with histories of 'black-outs' or

severe head injuries, who showed possible symptoms of brain damage

or uncontrollable behaviour, should have been investigated medically

before being committed to detention. To grr. but one example-a
boy whose responses in the interview were obviously delayed, and

who, according to him and his mother, had suffered from fizziness
and severe headaches since he sustained a serious head *jrry at the age

of seven. He had been plryrng on an old-fishioned iron mangle which
fell and 'scalped' him, alr accident which necessitated 48 stitches in his

head. He was in hospital for six weeks, and although his skull was not
fractured, he had suffered haemorrhage from eyes and nose.

PSYCHOLOGICAT HANDICAPS

Two boys we considered to be actually psychodc at the time of inter-
view. Both have since been reconvicted, put on probation and have

accepted condidons of residence at mental hospitals.
'W'e 

give below brief outlines of one of thes. boyr, md of others who
presented, in our view, prychological symptoms which made them

unsuitable for the r6gime in detention centres.

r. One of the boys considered by the psychologists to be definitely
psychodc showed schizophrenic symptoms. In the interview with him
it was impossible in the whole five hours to get a direct answer to any

question. His replies were full of irrelevancies on politics and literature,

and also 'wise' sayings-for example, when asked what made a person

a criminal, '[t depends on who bends the tree, not the tree itself,'
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Other replies were clearly delusional-he claimed to have 6llen 4o feet

once when climbing Ben Nevis, and he described how up to the age of
14 he was convinced he could live under water. He also said he had

attempted suicide on a number of occasions by throwing himself out

of *indows and by j*ping offa ship.

Little can befrmly establishedabout his early backgrotrnd. He makes

the unlikely claim of having being born in Alaska, but has an Irish

name and has lived in lreland. He appears to have been adopted. At
the age of six he went into a children's home for four years because,

he says, his parents 'were separated, and when he was ten he went to
live with friends, and finallyjoined the Royal Nary at sixteen. Here he

seems to have had a turbulent career, being put in naval detention, and

having some form of psychiatric oversight in a Royal Naval hospital.

He was finally discharged from the Navy as unsatisfactory. Since his

discharge he has drifted around with no fixed abode, having no contact

with friends or reladves and maintaining himself by doing oddjobs in

London. He has no record of previous offences, and his present offence

demonstrates his inadequary as a criminal. Having robbed the porter

of his hostel with a thr."t-of violence, he retu*"a quite op.oly to

the same hostel the following evening and stole some property while

the police were being called.

At the detention centre he was wild and uncontrollable and was placed

on report many times arrswerable to charges qf violent and insubordi-

nate behaviour. From the centre he was admitted to a mentd hospital,

where he received E.C.T. and drug therapy. Unforttrnately he dis-

charged himself at the end of his sentence before the compledon of his

treatment. The psychiatrist at the hospitd reported that he was very

anxious about the boy and foresaw th. possibiliry of a recrudescence

of criminality, violence and overt psychotic behaviour. In the event of
the boy being reconvicted, he was of the opinion that the question of
certification or committal to an institution like Broadmoor might have

to be considered. The psychiatrist concluded, 'he (the boy) unfortu-

nately belongs to a class of people who can only be dealt with after

some damage has been done, as at the moment we couldn't find

enough to certify him, nor would any tribund uphold a certificate.'

Fifteen months after his release from detention this boy was reconvicted

of breaking and entering, and taking and drirrirg a motor vehicle. He

was put on probation for two years and accepted a confition of resi-

dence in a mental hospital.

z. A neurotic boy, described by the psychologist as very aggresF
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sive, presenting so-called 'psychopathicn characteristics. He seemed to
be a pathetic victim of rejecting, violent parents who showed a com-
plete inabiliry to look after themselves, let alone their children. His
mother is dull and inadequate, his 6th er lazy, dnrnken and violent
and his elder brother mentally defecdve. At the age of nine the boy
was committed to the care of the local authoriry for being beyond
control, and was in children's homes for the next six years. In the homes

he app@rs to have been quite uncontrollable, fightirg with the staff

,*rirLg things and .br.inding (according to Jm.ii records) ,booi
r4o times. On his subsequent return home the same pattern ofviolence
was repeated, and this behaviour has led to dismissal from mosr of the

4i or so jobs he has held. He drinks every night and often gers drtmk,
a condidon in which he claims he is not violent. He confesses to fim-
culties with girls with whom, h. says, he is too rhy, and has a hatred

of homosexuals, who, he claims, have made advances to him. His
criminal career started early-at the age ofnine he appears to have been
a bold and accomplished shop-lifter-and he had three previous con-
victions prior to the current offence of breaking and entering. A very
deprived, aggressive, uncontrolled boy, he rejects his parents and th.y
reject him. He shows strong resentment against anyone who affempts
to assist him.

This lad was given a poor prognosis by the psychologist. He has

subsequently been reconvicted on five charges, including one of vio-
lence, and sent to Borstal.

3. One boy with a long history of fits, dtzzy spells and black-outs
had already been diagnosed as epileptic by a psychiatrist in an approved

school who recorrmended fieatment, which the boy epperently never
received. The psychologist thought that he showed psychotic and

psychopathic characteristics. He was an unwanted child who had been

denied any parental interest and affection. His 6ther fied in the war,
and he has had two step-fathers. The frst of these was cruel and violent,
assaulting the children and fficdng humiliadng ptrnishments on the

boy, f*"11y causing the family to be evicted by refusing to pay the

rent. The second step-6ther threw the boy out of home at the age of
13 or 14. The mother, described as keeping 'an intolerably filthy and

poorly furnished home', appears completely to have rejected him.
His two younger siblings have been taken into care under a'fitperson'
order and have been subsequendy convicted of offences and sent to
penal institutions. It would appear that for this boy nature has been

no kinder than nurture. Blind in one eye, he has a long record of
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severe hea&ches, discharging ears, 6inting spells, nightmares and

periods of extreme depression in which he has attempted suicide. He

h"r had severe pneumonia and was reported by e prison Medical

Officer as unfit for a detention centre because of a history of spitting

blood. His criminal record includes gross and apparently meaningless

offences-indecent assault on e, fiveyear-old girl, stealing t fishing

boat and so on-crimes which seem to bear witness to his mental

instability. He has drifted from job to job, until finally a 6mily be-

friended-hi* and took him into their home. He stole from them and

made their &ughter pregnant. Following release from detention he

committed two ftrrther offences and was sent to Borstal in t962.

The psychologist considered the boy extremely uns1abl9, oscillating

benn een periodi of severe depression and outbursts of violent and trrl-

controllable temper. A very deprived and withdrawn boy, he is quite

trnable to cope with the many adverse features of his liG. He was

thought to be in need of further investigation into his condition, and

of skilled medical and psychological attention.

4. A very deprived, enuretic boy considered to be in need of skilled

psychological attention for severe depression. He suffered from extreme

Iiottt"tion and bitterness at hr.rirrg no home and no 6mily interested

in him. He was an illegitimate child whose parents, though living

together, never married. Between the ages of 14 months and seven

y*r he was in hospital with coeliac fisease, dysentery_and mastoids'

He returned to t fiscor&nt home, to parents who often quarrelled

violently, and who deprived him of interest and affection. His father,

who *"r sent to prisoo for two years dtrring this period, inficted harsh

punishments oo the boy for trivial misdemeanours and sometimes for

roo. at all, and when he was eleven his mother had him placed in a

children's home because he stole. She seems to have had little effec-

tion for any of her nine children. She said, for example, that she did

not believe-in keeping any of the children at home unless 'absolutely

necessary' ; even 
"ft.. 

they had been to the dentist to have teeth out,

th.y *.t. not allowed to stay at home during the day. Th. boy's

mother subsequently left his father because of his cruelry, and married

another rruul.

Since leaving the children's home at seventeen the boy has leen
virtually nothing of his parents. He joined the Merchant Navy 

-for 
a

while, and afterwards lived in many different lodgings. He has t
hatred of his father and is bitter and resentful towards his mother,

fuli"g, rightly it would seem, that she has rejected him. His srsxling
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roney well be symptomatic of his personality difficulties. His mother
reports that in the hospital where he spent over six years the children
owned their toys in common, and on returning home he treated his

siblings' toys as his own-evidence, she says, that in hospiral he had been

'thoroughly spoiled'. She said this 'toy stealing' was the shrt of the
trouble. Shortly after being sent to the children's home the boy attended
a Child Guidance Clinic for a couple of years because of his habit of
stealing. His criminal record consists of smdl and apparently senseless

thefts from an employer and from a landlady who had rejected him,
crimes for which he made little attempt to avoid detection. Indeed,

there runs e strong self-ptrnitive element throughout his behaviour;

though a boy of rare abiliry, his ambition runs no higher then qps6[-

less labouring jobs. The psychologist thought him immature, with a

strong sense of inferioriry, but considered that his criminal habits

were not well established. Fortunately, in the year following his re-
lease from detention, this boy has not, according to criminal records,

been reconvicted of any further offences.

i. A boy with a history of l,4yeers institutiond cere, described as

very 'inadequtte' and 'deprived' and unable to cope with the di{fi-
culdes in his environment. Since the age of two, when first committed
to thecareof thelocdauthoriry, he had been in eight or more children's

homes, from some ofwhich he absconded. An attempt to place him in a
foster-home was a failure; so, too, was his attempt to return to his

mother when he was seventeen. His mother has spent nine years in
mental hospitals, and frequently her confition is such that she is in-
capable of iecognizng hei own son, an apparent rejection which the
boy finds deeply wotrnding. His 6ther, whom he hardly ever saw,

died when he was eight, and his mother's subsequent three 'husbands'

have shown no interest in him. Latterly he has drifted arotrnd with a

group of 'beatniks', frequently sleeping rough, taking drugs and rrrov-
iog from one casual job to another. He has had five previous convic-
tions of a very minor kind, mosdy loitering and vagrancy. A very
depressed boy, who has attempted suicide, he seems almost entirely
submerged by his problens, and was deemed by a psychiatrist at e
remand home to be in need of psychiatric care. The psychologist

wrote, 
nHe will aftach himself to anyone who shows any interest in

him. Not a criminal boy, but might be led by others into crime, or
steal in order to suryive'. Since his release from the detention centre

the boy has been sentenced to e month's imprisonment for stealing

a bottle of milk.
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Subsequent Conuiction

One hundred boys (l I per cent) were reconvicted within a

year after their release, r43 (+Z pu cent) within two years. Sixry-six

of the characteristics assessed in the interview and in the psychologist's

ratings were fotmd by X' to be significantly related to reconviction

one year after the boys' release from detention, and 64 were significant

after two years. Despite the frct that, during the second year 'at risk',

43 more boys werc added to the '6ilure s' , 75 per cent of the characteris-

tics signific ant after the first year remained so after the second. Briefy,
if only the characteristics significant beyond ? : 'o2 on both occasions

are included, then theboys reconvicted during a wrro-year periodfollow-

ing release from detention presented one or more of the following

feanrres.

CRIMINAT BACKGROUND AND ATTITUDE TO CRIMES

They thought their sentence (to detention) was fair, claimed to knovr

'receivers' and had previously been in a penal institution. The psycholo-

gists rated them as 'interested in ways of obtaining easy money'

considered that their criminal habits were unlikely to change and that

they were unlikely to achieve their ambitions within the framework

of the law.

SCHOOT

They hadn't gone regularly to school and had often truanted.

HOME

They had, at some time or other, been thrown out of home and had

slept rough; they hated or were indifferent to their fathers,* ,ndhad

no respect for their opinion or judgement. They had fathers who

were violent, and angry with the boys for 'getting into trouble'.

PERS ONALITY

They were rated by the psychologists as immature, opposed to all

forn:,s of authoriry, aggressive and liable to frequent temper outbursts.

They were thought to have been severely deprived of parental interest

and affecdon, to be self-centred and to have little regard for others.

They were probably evasive and not always honest in the interview

and seemed incapable of forming e normal close relationship with

someone else.

* 'Fathers' includes step- or srrbstitute fathers.
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The psychologists considered them unlikely to benefit from ordinary

penal training, and in need of individul attention with case work.

Both they and their parents were thought to be likely to need much

h.lp and support after the boys' release from detention.

PsYcHoLoGrsrs' PREDrcrroN

They were rated as likely to be convicted again.

It has not yet been possible to inter-relate dl these characteristics,

nor to relate them to others not significantly associated with recor-

viction. Thus, tt the present time we do not know (a) to what extent

they over-lap with each other, or (D) what wider clusters or 6ctors

they may represent.

Judged by the simple relation of each to subsequent conviction, the

general pattern would appear to include unsatisfactory situations at home,

particularly with regard to fathers and their substitutes; interest in, and

experience of crime for gain, coupled with crimind contacts; a good

deal of aggressive instability, and deprivation of afGction; and colr-

siderable need for more individual care during and after punishment

than is or can at present be provided by the ordinary detention centre

and statutory tftercare.

Dr. Max Grunhtito in his interesting analysis of the records of boys

in bothjunior and senior detention centres tested the reladon between,

on the one hand, subsequent conviction after a period of trn o years, and

on the other, number of previous convictions, rype of punishment

received for these, and personal background. He fotrnd all three of
these characteristics significantly associated with reconviction among

jtrnior boys, and the fust fwo significant among the seniors-the group

directly comparable with our own.

Our results confirm an association bennreen '6ilure' or reconviction

and past residence in penal institutions. However, we find ntrmbers of
previous convictions unrelated to subsequent'failure', both one and two

years after release; and our results provide, too, some evidence that

poor 6mily backgrotrnd is related to 'failure' among boys of this tge,,

whereas Dr. Grunhtit fotrnd 'personal background' so related among

junior, but not among senior boys. However, his assessment of 'p.t-
sonal background', which was based largely on probation reports,

combined facts about home, work and leisure, whereas our significant

figures are for home only. Thislcould easily account for the difference

between his furding and onr own. In addition, when his research was
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carried out, benreen rgsz and tg14, e sizeeble proportion of boys in
detention were from the Army, where fi.y had been doing their
national service, whereas our sample contained no boys of this kind.
ln this sense dhen, the rwo samples are barely comparable, e factwhich
might also contribute to the difference beRnreen our results and his.

General Conclusions and Suggestions

OFFENCES AND CRIMINAL ATTITUDES AND CONTACTS
Boys in detention tended to be younger and less criminal than young
prisoners. They had fewer previous convictions, and were more honest

about them. The results of a factor analysis gave a factor of general

criminality, best represented by confession of 'undetected' crimes and
acquaintance with adult criminals and receivers. Further 6ctors
suggested sub-classification into boys who accepted blame and punish-
*."t on the one hand and on the other thosJ*ith criminal Jontacts

in and outside the 6mily.

FAM I LY BACKG RO U N D

Nearly half the boys came from families broken by death or separarion,

a ProPortion almost identical with figures for Borstal boys. Compari-
son with results obtained by others indicates that death of one or
both parents has little to do with delinquency or with enrry into
Borstal, though it may be associated with committal ro detenrion.
Separation and divorce are certainly so related.

SUBSEGlUENT CONYICTION
The boys have been followtd op for one and two years after release.

Of 66 characteristics significandy related to 'failure' during the first
year after release, Jo remained so after two years. Twenty-seven of
these were significant beyon d p - 'o2 on both occasions. Broadly
speaking, boys reconvicted are characterized by wrsatisfactory home
relationships, particularly with 6thers; criminal contacts and interest in
and experience of crime for gain; by aggressive instabiliry, depriva-
tion of interest and affection, md need for more individual clre during
and after ptrnishment than is or can yer be provided.
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BOYS UNSUITABLE FOR PUNISHI.|ENT tN
DETENTION CENTRES

Perhaps the most disturbing fect of all is that the courts, when in
a position to select e small number of boys for detention centres (oo
account of the limited accommodation available in these places some
three years 

1go), mlneged, nevertheless, to send to them over 20 per
cent not well suited, it seems, for this kind of ptrnishment as then 

-de-

fined. The figures in Table X in&cate some over-severiry of punisL
rnent-even perhaps a few innocent boys, whose cases coulJ bear a

second looking into; and a succession of boys physically and prycho-
logica[y handicapped-trnro even mad, and two m.ore, possibiy so.

These results suggest two possible courses of action. Fimt, tiot the
courts should be discreetly inform ed post hoc of the boys whom they
have sent to detention who turn out to have been trnsuitable for ii,
on the old-{ashioned principle that one of the best ways of learning to
modi& one's behaviour is the knowledge of having made an erroi. It
would then soon become apparent what kinds of disabilides were being
over-looked, and courts could pay special attention to this problem.
Secondly, the bench might find that it needed more specializid infor-
mation in certain cases before coming to a decision. A good educational
psychologist, trained and experienced in recogni znghrndi."ps, work-
ing with the probadon service and h"ri"g diicretion to refei cases for
further medical 

-.od 
prychiatric investig"tion, could do a grear deal to

reduce the numbers of rather pathetic misfits who, ir r..*s, find their
y"y into a rdgime designed primarily for the mentally and physically
fit.

The question then arises, if such boys are unfit for detention, where
are they to go? At present, assuming they need only a short period of
penal training, they can go to a young prisoners' centre fd three or
four months, and serye about the same period oftime as they would in
detention, in a r6gime less strenuous and demandirg. But if ihe Queen,
by Order in Council (Criminal Justice Ac 196r, i (s)) abolishes short
prison sentences for boys of this tge,, the only custodial altenrative will
be Borstal, in which the minim"* time to be spent is six months, md
where most boys committed thereto stay for aniven longer period, or
average about ri months. Once the Order in Council is *rd., there
will, it seems, be no penal institution where a boy, physically or men-
tally handicapped in the sense we have described,- can serye a short
term.

Any attemPt to keep boys aged t6-zo out of ordinary prisons is to
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be commended, but it is only boys serving less than three months who

go to local prisons and mix with older prisoners. Boys sentenced to

three months or more go to young prisoners' centres, usually seParate

wings within ordinary prisons, where trade training is provided. [t is
a piry that the Act of t96r does not allow an Order in Council to be

made abolishing prison sentences of less than three months, a measure

which would allow sentences longer than this to be retained, specific-

ally perhaps for boys unsuitable for detention, until more suitable

rraining and accommodation could be introduced for them.

As for the small number ofboys who may be innocent, or too severely

punished: while boys remain inadequately or totally unrepresented in
lorrrt and unable themselves to speal< fuently in public, then only the

prosecution's side of the case is heard, and the huuran element is almost

intirely missing from the proceedings. Ov er Toper cent ofour 3ozboys

claimed that they were tmdefended. This, if true,* means that in at

least 70 out of roo times courts hear only one side of the case; t fact

which may well have a cumulatively adverse effect on their attitudes

towards the people that they judge.
'While 

courts can make decisions the results of which remain

hidden to them, they have, in fact, power without resPonsibiliry for

the consequences-an unsatisfactory state of affairs to say the least.

And nothing can bridge the gulf bewveen the bench and the accused-

separated aJ they are by social class, accent, culmral background and

so on-except greater understanding, first of the accused himself and

secondly of the effects upon him of the ptmishments meted out.

Finally, if the handicapped, the innocent and the not really criminal

boys could be distinguished at an early stage in the proceedings, thgn

the law and the penal system might progress more rapidly in the study

of criminal boyJfor whom, it is not unreasonable to suPPose, custodial

punishments were redly designed.
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P. L. Broadhurst and H. J. Eysenck,

Emotionality in the Rat:
a Problem of Response Specificity

INTRODUCTION

The concept of emotionaliry has a long and honotred history in the

psychology of personality. It appears already in the ancient doctrine
of the four temperaments, often attributed to Gden and later popular-
ized and extended by Kant and Wtrndt. This is what 'Wundrao 

has

to say about this rypoloW:
'The ancient differentiation into four temperaments. . . xrose from

acute psychological observations of individual differences between
people. The four-fold division can be justified if we agree to postulate
two principles in the individual reactiviry ofthe affects: oneoftheserefers
to the strength, the other to the speed of change of a person's feelings.

Cholerics and melancholics are inclined to strong affecm, while sxr-
guinics and phlegmatics are charecterrzed by weak ones. A high rate of
change is fotmd in sanguinics and cholerics, a slow rate in melancholics

and phlegmatics.

'It is well known that the strong temperaments are predesdned to-
wards the Unluststimmungen,while theweakones show a happier abiliry
to *joy life. . . . The two quickly changeable temperaments . . . are

more suscepdble to the impressions of the present; their mobiliry
makes them respond to eachiew idea. The t*6 slower temperaments,

on the other hand, are more concerned with the future; 6iling to
respond to each chance impression, they take time to pursue their olrtr
ideas.'(pp. $z-8.)

The theory of the four temperaments was based on trnaided obserya-

tion and arose, of course, from no form of statistical analysis. lndeed,

when 
'Wundt wrote the words quoted above the notions of correla-

tion and regression were just being worked out in statistical detail by
Galton and Pearsoq and Spearman wasjust beginning his fundamenal
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researches on factor analysis. At about the same time two Dutch

psychologists, G. Heymans and E. 'Wiersma,le were carrying out the

first extensive numerical studies on the ancient problem of tempera-

mental types. Their method of collecting d*a would not now be

exempt from criticism; th.y arranged for some 4oo doctors each to

pick oot a family and rate the members of it for a large number of
iraits by 

" 
simple method of turderlining or double-trnderlining. Nor

would their numerical treatment be acceptable by modern standards;

in their experimental work, too, th.y lacked some of the rigour which

would now be demanded. Nevertheless their studies constituted e

pioneering effort, many of the results of which have since been con-

firmed.
Details of their results, and of subsequent work, have been given

elsewhere.lo Fig. r gives e general idea of these resulm, and their

relation to the Galen-Kant-'Wundt system. The traits in the outer circle

are related to each other in the manner shown, i.e. the closer together

they ere, the higher is the correlation berween them (in technical terms

we are coo.ernld wirh their scalar products). The correlation berween

any rwo traits is equal to the cosinl of the angle separating th9m, so

that a right angle between two traits would indicat e e zero correlation,

and rogl.r hrger than a right angle a negative correlation. The dimen-

sion hLeled 
tstable-unstable' is also often referred to by the terms

'emotionaliry' or 'neuroticism'; it refers, in Wundt's terms, to the

strength of a person's feelings, or rhe kbility of his emotions. It is with

this dimension that we shall be concerned in the Present PaPer.

While the honour of having originated empirical work and numer-

ical analysis in this field belongs to the Dutch, 6ctor analysis and

correlational analysis in general were first applied to ratings of Person-

aliry by members of the London school. Burts reported in r9r5 an

invlstigation of eleven traits (riz. McDougall's primary emotions) for

both ,dol6 and chil&en; when the correlations between the assess-

ments were subjected to 6ctor analysis they revealed, first, a factor o

general emotiorr"liry (r), analogous in the personaliry 6eld to Spe3r-

ir*" norion of general intelligence in the cognitive field, and secondly,

two bipolar factors-one for-asthenic (i... introlerted) 
-versus 

sthenic

(i... 
"*ir"rerted) 

tendencies and the other for pleasurable versusi un-

pleasurable tendencies. He illustrated these factors-by a'cl-ock diagram'e

iirrit"r to Fig. r opposite, and drew attention to the similertty b-.-*.."
his 6aorr *d the ancient scheme of temperamental types. 

'W'ebb," in

the same year, reported his extensive studies which resulted in a stability
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6ctor (*), which is almost the inverse of emotionaliry, and also in an
extraversion factor, labelled 

"' 
by Garnettls who reanalysed 

'Webb's

data in r9r8. There is no doubt, therefore, that the notion of 'general
emotionaliry' as an important dimension of individual differences is
closely identified with Sir Cyril Burt and the London school; it is

altogether fitting, therefore, that we should have chosen an empirical
investigation of certain problems relating to this trait as our ctntri-
bution to this volume.

THE NATURE OF EMOTIONALITY
Since the days ofJames and Lange psychologists have been aware of
the fundamental relation between emotior, *d the funcrioning of the
autonomic neryous system. Although Cannon and later workers may
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have presented somewhat more acceptable versions of this relationship,

no one will doubt the early observations of the close dependence of
emotional experience on autonomic reactiviry. Any investigation of
emotionaliry, therefore, must pay attention to empirical work related

to the activity of the autonomic neryous rystem, and it should be

recognized that this has raised cerain important problems for the pry-

chologicd theory of emotionaliry.

Pre-eminent among these problems is that of response specificity. It
is inviting to think of the autonomic system, or at least of its sym-

pathetic branch, as acting in a trnified fishion in conditions of anger

and Gar, but the evidence adduced by such writers as Lacey and sum-

marized elsewhere by one of uslo shows that this view is very much

over-simplifred. When dilfferent rypes of stress, menal and physical,

are applied to different individuals, and their autonomic reactions

measured by means of a polygraph, it is fotrnd that each person tends

to be characterized by 
" 

highly specific pattern of responsiveness. In one

person the result of stress may be an increase in heart beat; in another it
may be a rapid increase in the electric conductivity of the skin; in the

third it may be a marked tensing of the skeletal musculature, while yet

other patterns are observed in a fotrth, fifth or sixth subject. lndeed,

reactiviry mey be even more specific than that; for the tensing of the

muscles is not general but restricted to one particular muscle grouP.

Thus in one person it may be the frontalis muscle which becomes tense,

while in another it may be the arm muscles, or the leg muscles, or the

back muscles. So, while each person produces an 'emotional' reaction,

this emotion expresses itself physiologically in different ways, making

it difficult to compare one person's reaction with another. In one wal,
of course, this specificiry is of considerable help to the clinical psycho-

logist in explaining why dilfferent neurotic patients show different types

ofsympto*. Patients who under stress show a tensing of the frontalis

muscle tend to complain of headaches, those who show a tensing of the

back muscle complain of backache. Patients who repress a great deal of
aggressiveness may complain ofaches of the muscles oftheir arms while

tliose with sexual problems often complain of aches in the muscles of
the legs. Similarly for the more directly autonomic reactions-the

specific reaction to experimentd sress preferred by the organism tends

to be related to the particular neurotic symPtom chosen.

This specificiry is also apparent in the factor analytic study of auton-

omic reactions, where inter-correlations bennreen different measures

tend to be very low indeed," and it is also fotrnd in the analysis of data
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t"q questionnaires and ratings where typi@l correlations between in-
dividual questions or ratings are below r"th.r than above o.3. Quest-
ionnaires on neuroticism and emotionaliry tend to have a high relia-
biliry and vali{T because they are built up of a l.rg. ooLb., of
questions; single items tend to be relatively useless.

It is not known whether this response specificiry is largely innate or
acquired throyg^h experience, or *tr.theiio fict both h-ereditery and
environmental factors have to be considered. It is obviously possible
that each olg1u!* it herits an autonomic nervous sysrem, th. irrdirid-
ual parts ofwhich difGr with respect to their lability, ro that one partic-
ular sub-system would tend to 6e the weakest md, therefor., tL one

through which stress is expressed most quickly and in the mosr extreme
form. It is equally plausible to imagin. th.t-a specific experience, in-
volving e tPg.ifi. response pattem, ffiey .orrfition the trganism to
resPond in this particular way to any future stress. While it-would be
our view that both these 6ctors are likely to co-operate in any particu-
lar neurotic symPtgm, there is at present too tittle evidence't6 justify

|ny confident conclusion. As long as experimental work is restriited to
human beings it will obviously be diffi;ul t, ffnor impossible, to arrive
et eny confident answer.

THE EXPERIMENT

It seemed to us that some interesting daterelating ro this problem could
be obtained by experimental work using rats. aa*itt.Uy the word
'emotion' has, to many people, arl .*p.ii.otial context wkch would
seem to make it inapplicable to animals who cannot commtrnicate, and
may not be able to feel, emotions in the same way as human beings. Such
e view would disregard the biological fotrndadons of psychology
which Burt has always so much siressed in his work, is'had M;
Dougall before him. Rats have an autonomic neryous system, md their
reactions to stress?roducing situations are similar to those of human
beinglin many ways. Thus, when subjected to fear-producing stimula-
do1, they 

lend to urinate and defecaie. Similerly,man also lor., con-
trol over elimination in fear-producing situations. Here, for instance,
is a-quotation from an eye-witness aicotmt (quoted by HalFr) of a
battle in ear[ Persian listory in which the Ueteviour of the enemy
corlmanders dtring flight is described as follows:

'To save their lives ,h.y trampled over the bodies of their soldiers
and fed. tik"-young captured birds fi.y lost courage, with their urine
they defiled their chariots and let fall their excremJnr.'
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Moreaccepable perhaps than this ancient epicisanempirical study by

Stouffer et ;1.28,2? who studied American sol&ers under battle condi-

tions during \Morld 'War II. From an investigation of the &fferent

physiological fear symptoms reported they concluded tlat '. . . the

qroptoms come from asingle universe and permit a rank ordering and

respondence along t single continutun. There is an intrinsic inter-

dependence among the different fear symPtoms which permit them to

bJordered from more to less severe. tn this case the trndolf"g con-

tinuum is probably physiological . . .'27 Loss ofcontrol over elimination

is found to be the extreme fear rymptom on this continutrm. Nine Per

cent of the men urinated in their pants, and twenty-one Per cent re-

ported loss of control over bowels when tmder fire, as compared with,

for e*r*ple, fifry-seven per cent feeling sick and eighry-four Per cent

experiencing violent pounding of the heart.

thir 'eliminarion' index of emotionality was originally used by

Hallro' 1?' 18 for his pioneer study of selective breeding, in which he

used it in the form ol the open-field test. This test has been restarrdard-

aedfor use in our departmentl'8 for the purpose of selecting strainsof

'emotional' or reactive and 'non-emotional' or non-reactive rats, and a

brief description of the rc$ in the form it was used in the present

e4periment will be gven here.

It .orrrists essenti"fly of an af,ena or 'open field' on the foor, in which

the rat is exposed in a strictly standardized manner to uniform sotrnd

and light nelds of controlled intensiry for two minutes , {l on four

ror..5irr. d"yr. The history of the procedure, the s&ndardization of
the test, and ihe eppaxatus used are discussed in detail by one of us else-

where.4 Two scores are obtained: the defecation score is simply the

daily average of the number of fecal boluses or pellets deposited by the

rat while in the arena, md the ambulation or 'walking around' score is

derived from observing th. number of marked rafial segments which

the rat enters, and is expressed in metres travelled Per day. The reliabili-

ties of the scores have been computed as o'82 and o'T s. It will be re-

called that it is the forrner, the defecation score, which has been the

criterion for selection in the establishment of the Maudsley Strains of
Reactive and Non-reactive rats; strains designated MR and MNR by

Jry-'o
The subjects for the experiment to be reported were taken from rats

selectivelybred on the bisis of this test. Details of the procedures used

in rearing and testing the successive generations for the PurPose of the

selectioni*p.riment are described in detail in the reference given above.
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An additional account of some aspects of the husbandry routinely em-
ployed in our laboratory will be fotmd in the appropriate enrries-
that is, l63f for the reactive strain and fi3g for the ,roo-r.active-in
the Laboratory Animals Catalogue.zt Briefy, tliese background conditions
Gature ,rot_ o"ly standardization of fiet, temper"torg lighr/dark rycle,
but also a fixed routine relating to the amo,*t of handJi"g each animal
is subjected to, the age at which this is done, the size oflage and the
number of its occuPants at each age. In this way it has been possible ro
ensure a reasonable constan cy of the background environ*intd vari-
ables, not 9"ly over individual animals in the same generation, as is
crucial to the success of any psychogenetic experiment, but also over
animals in difftrent generations, x constancy which is of especial im-

Portance in a selection experiment the term of which is *eastued in
years rather than months. The subjects for the present experiment were
reared strictly in accordance with these procedures, and in .orrrequence
were not only experimentally narve in the usual sense, but 

"lro 
the

product oq a uniform environment, both physical and, insofar as pre-
sent knowledge indicates, psychological.

The r6th glngration (Sru) of the selection experiment comprised 267

rats, 9o of which were from the emotionally reactive strai;, and rTT
from the non-reactive.s Of these, the 6o oldest animals, 30 male and 3o
female of each sffain, were assigned to each group studied, a total of
r2o altogether. They contained representativei of iz different limers in
each case. They were not selected in any way except by age (see later),
though a few animals of both sexes from the non-reactive strain were
omitted, tt e they were currently in use for breeding the next genera-
tion. It need not be anticipated that this factor introduced any bias into
what was intended to be a representative sample of our sele-cied strains,
since the breeders in question had been chosen by use of a table of
random numbers, instead of from a consideration of individual sub-
jects' scores. This was because selection for high and low defrcation as

such had been susPended after Sru. Reference to Fig. z which illustrates
the development of these strains will make this point clear.

Having formed groups of ram selectively bred for defecation, either
high or low, our primary interest was in the problem of whether tfiese

Eloups of rats would behave differently when subjected to other rests

rvhere previous experimentation had suggested tlat stress and emo-
tional connections Plry an important part. If such behaviour could be
reliably predicted from knowledge of a given rat's strain, then clearly
it would be permissible to argue that our genetic experiment had suc-
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ceeded in breeding truly emotional and non-emotional animals rather

rhan simply defecating and non-defecating animals. This point is

clearly important in relation to our discrrssion of 'response specificiry' ;

in its extreme form the doctrine of 'response specificiry'would seem to

suggest that breeding for one qFpe of response should not affect other

typ.r of autonomic risponse. From our previous work (see .-.g.u"l) Y.
fllt f"irly safe in predilting that 'response specificiry' would only^be

partial, liaving 
" 

.oosiderable amount of generaliry- to be accotrnted for.

bor prediction, therefore, was that the emotionally reactive and non-

,.".tir" rats would have different scores in some at least of the other

tests administered to them. Others had not been previously adminis-

tered to our selected strains but were nevertheless chosen with this

possibiliry in mind. Measurements from several tests in addition to

tt . open-field test already described were obtained. The tests are

described below.

ESCAPE-AVOIDANCE CONDITIONING

The present version of the shuttle box was develoP.q by Levin e.24 The

apparatus allows rhe fully-rutomated presentation of stimuli to the rat

;a the recording of its acquisition of the esape, md, later, the avoid-

ance response. TLe trnconditioo.d stimulus was an electric shock to the

feet of a maximum current densiry of o'25 mA. Its onset was preceded,

eight seconds before, by a buzzer, the conditioned stimulus (Cq)

oI *"fing an avoidance response during that time, terminated the
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CS and avoided the shock; fiilure to respond meant that e shock

was delivered to the grid foor of whichever compartment the rat
was in, and both shock and bazzer were then maintained until the

escape response was made terminating both. Twenty trids in this

apparatus were given in e single session at irregular intertrial inter-
vals averaging io seconds. Three scores derived from this test were

used: first, the number of the first trial on which the subject made

an avoidance reponse; secondly, the total number of avoidance

responses; and thirdly, the average latenry of these responses, computed

in seconds from the time marked on the associated recorder between

the onset of the CS and the crossing to the other side which terminated

it.

RUNWAY

The simple runway test has been employed in the present investigation

in the form of a 'conflict' situation of the approach-avoidance sort.25

Approach tendencies are set up by training the rat to run for a food re-

ward, after which it is given a single electric shock at the goal. The

decrease in speed on a subsequent run reveals the extent to which con-
fict between the approach and avoidance tendencies has thereby been

created. The rat, under a food deprivation schedule by which the task

was run after tilzo hours fasting, was trained on eight successive days

to run a threefoot runwey, peinted black and illuminated intemally,
for a food reward of two pellets, made of rat diet and sucrose in equal

proportions and weighing 20 mg. each. By the sixth day, ten trids per
dm.y were being given with an intertrial interval for each subject of
approximately 30 seconds. On the ninth day, by which dme dl animals

had had io approach trials of the sort described, the animal was given a

shock limited to e maximum of o'67 mA. current densiry through
three plates in the foor of the goal box which contained elecfiodes,

after it had saten the pellets. This constituted the avoi&nce training,
and five further approach trials (i.e. with food reward alone, as before)

were immediately given to test the strength of the confict. Timing was

accomplished automatically tlroughout: if the animal refused to leave

the start box on any of the five test trials for a period of five minutes,

testing was discontinued, ffid a latency of 3oo seconds scored for that
and any subsequent trials remaining. Two scores derived from this test

were used; first, the mean runway speed, in seconds, of the last ro of
the 5o approach trials given (which approximates directly to speed in
view of the standard distance run), and secondly, the confict decre-
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ment in secon&, measured as the decrease in speed shown by the mean

for the five test trials described.

SWIMMING SPEED

Rats readily learn to swim a channel underwater, md it has been shown

that the speed of swimming is a linear ftrnction of the amount of time

they are detained underwater before being released.z A ro-foot long

tank, 7$ inches wide, is filled to a depth of g inches with water main-

tained tt 2oo C. A stainless steel wire mesh 'ceiling'is fixed below the

water level, thus forcing the rat to swim eight feet under water from
the release cege to the ramp, where it can regain the suface and resume

normal breathing. Five successive days were spent in training the sub-

jects: two further dryr'trials, atotal of zo in all, were given and consti-

tute the test trials for determining the speed measure which, Iike rulr-

ning speed, is expressed in seconds, in view of the constant length

swum, and given as the mean speed per trial. The intertrial interval was

maintained relatively constant for all animals on a given dry.

S TARTTE

Measurement of the startle response in rodents has been used from time

to time as an inficator of emotional responsiveness. The method we

employed is adapted from that used by Brown.? A dietary spring

balance of ioo g. ctpeciry with a sensitirriry of z g. was fitted with a

plastic box covered with muslin. An additional pointer moved clock-

wise only, thus inficating on the scale the maximum excursion occa-

sioned by the jo*p the rat in the box makes when subjected to e

sudden intense sound, measured within the box as rzr db. ref o'ooo3

dyr"dsq. cm. This was made by firing a blank cartridge 5o ins. away

from the rat at the same height as the box. The rat was conveyed from

the colony room to the experimental room set aside for this test and its

weight, measured by this balance, was recorded before the stimulus

was applied. The staftle measure was obtained by noting the maximum

displacement recorded, and correcting by the body weight in roo g.

WATBR INTAKE

This is a simple test which is based on the rationale that feer will inter-

fere with consummatory action. The version we employed follows

Levineuz'Z} and the arrangements made forconducting the test involved

removirg the subjects from their home cages, weighing and placing

them in individual cages provided with food and water ad libiturn. At
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i p.m. on the evening of the same day the water botdes were removed

and not replaced until the following morning at rr a.m., r8 hours later.

The amount drunk by the rat in the next ten minutes was measured,

and tk bottles were allowed to remain in situ until i p.m. The proce-

dtrre was repeated on the following day, after which the rats were re-

caged in the usual groups of three per cage. The measure of water in-
take obtained is the average water consnmption in ml. on the two

successive days, corrected for body weight in roo g. from the measure

taken before the water deprivation was imposed, since this procedure

results in weight loss as the thirsty rat restricts its food intake.

WEIGHT LOSS

This is a combined physiological and behavioural measure which has

its rationale in the ferct that animals subjected to disturbance of various

kinds, all of which mightbeconsidered as mildly fear-provoking, will
tend to eat less than th.y normally would in their home cages and, in

consequence, to lose weight.

lt was decided to capitali ze onthe 6ct that our subjects had to be sent

by road from the Animd Psychology Laboratory at the Bethlem Royal

Hospital, where the major part of the investigation was carried out, to

the Maudsley Hospitd, some eight miles awel, for sacrifice for the

determination of gland weights, etc. (see below), to record the weight

loss noted between the last measurement, usually on the day they left

one laboratorl, and the weight at death in the other. The weight loss

mqxure obtained, as described above, was expressed as a percentage of
the original value taken before transportation.

\TBIGHT

Each animal was weighed before leaving the laboratory as described

above in connection with the loss measrlre. The weight is expressed in
grams.

PITUITARY, ADRENAL, TTIYROID AND GONADS

After sacrificing the subjects with an overdose of ether anaesthesia,

th"y were quickly dissected and the endocrine organs noted above

removed. The measures are in each case corrected for body weight in
roo g., the terminal weight at death being used for this purpose.l2'l8r 14

The alge of the groups was 88.6 + (SD) r'4 d"yt for the reactive

strain, and 88.9 * 1.6 for the non-reactive strain on the dey thry were
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rrcaged for the puqpose of the water-intake test, which was given first
in all clses. All the other tests, save for the physiological *e"s,nes which
were necessarily terminal, were administered in a partially balanced
sequence lasdng 27 &ys to minimize the possibility of order effects

infuencing the outcome.

RES U LTS

Table I gives the means and standard deviations of the two groups for
the measures, and the significance of the differences bewueen ih.m-. Not
all the distributions were normal, unfortunately, md consequently it
was necessary to resort to the transformations indicated. Signifi-
cance was tested by means of two-w ay t-tests. The table is divided into
two halves giving datafor male and female rats separarely; this was

done because previous work hed shown that sex often plays a very im-
portant part it, typ.s of emotional reactivity and it was suspected that
there might also be sex differences in 'response specifi ciry' and inherit-
abiliry of emotional responses.

It will be seen that our general hypothesis of response generality is

borne out very powerfully by the dah. Taking the males first, we find
that the reactive and non-reactive strains fiffer not only with respect to
defecation, as expected, but also in regard to ambulation, nu*1"r of
avoidances, confict, swimming speed, body weight and weight loss,

and thyroid and gonad weight. The females show significant differ-
ences bennreen reactive and non-reactive strains on rwo avoidance

meilsures, startle, weight and weight loss, and all four hormonal
indices. ft is clear, therefore, that genetically there is a considerable
degree of generaliry to the notion of 'emotionaliy', in that breeding
for one type ofresponse produces marked differences in other responses

as well.

It will dso be clear that the genetic pattern is by no mquls identical
for males and females. In several cases there is a significant difftrence
between the rwo strains for the males but not for the females, and uice

uers*. The following tests give significant fifferences for the males

only: ambulation, confict, swimming speed; the following give
significant differences for the females only: fust avoidance, staitle,
pituitary and adrenal weight. [t is not possible in the present srate of our
knowledge to do more than draw attention to these differences, and

indeed comment wodd probably be unwise trntil replicarion of the
experiment had shown them to be reliable.
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DlscussloN AND coNCLUSIONS
'We 

have in this paper discussed certain problems relating to the concept

of emotionaliry, regarded as one of the ftmdamental fimensions of
personaliry. Assuming that individual differences in emotionaliry are

closely related to physiological differences in the autonomic system,

and that these are largely of genetic origin, we have argued that many

of the problems which arise can best be answered by *imal experi-

mentation, in spite of the obvious restrictions which the choice of a rrolt-

human organism imposes on the experimenter.

Our main concern has been with the problem of spetifitity of
autonomic reaction, and the possibiliry of demonstrating at least some

degree of general emotional responsiveness. The particular method

adopted byus has been to breed selected strains of rats characterized by

a high and low defecation in fear-producing situations; it was argued

that trnder conditions of extreme 
uresponse 

specifi city' , selection for the

elimination response (Rr) would not lead to arLy differentiation be
tween the strains with respect to other emotional resPonses such as

ambulation (RJ, startl. (Rr), avoidance (R*), etc., or to differences in

physiological characteristics such as pituitery,adrenal, thyroid or gonad

weight. On the hypothesis of a general 6ctor of emotionaliff, how-

ever, it was predicted that selection for R, should lead to significant

differences in Rr, Rs, Ra . . . Rtr, as well. fn other words the hypothesis

we were testing has some similarities to Spearman's original conception

of general and specific factors; we were posrulating, indeed, the exist-

.r.i of a g.nerJ 6ctor of emotionaliry akin to that of Burt, h all the

situations used, as well as specific 6ctors confined to each situation

investigated. Such a hypothesis can be investigated either by means of
factor analysis (and some as yet unreported work'has indeed given rise

to inter-correlations and factors which could be interpreted in line with

our hypothesis) or by means of a genetic experiment of the tyPe out-

lined hlr., in which generaliry is shown by 
" 

spread of effect from the

particular test on which selection is practised to other tests essentially

independent and dissimilar to the selected instrument. Our dete seem

to rhow that 'response specifi.iry' is indeed a limiting concept rather

than a universally valid one; the tests used involve specific factors but

they also involve a general factor which can best be understood as one

of general emotionaliry. This work, therefore, essentially bears out the

early 6ctor analfic stufies ofBurt and others on humans, and suggests

the importance of emotionaliry as a frmdamental concePt in the des-

cription of personaliry.
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SUMMARY

A sample of tzo rats from the Maudsley Reactive and Non-reactive

Strains which have been bidirectionally selected for emotional elimina-

tion in the open-field test was given a battery ofother behavioural and

physiological tests. The results presented indicate a considerable gener-

ality of emotional responsiveness, h that the strains differ in several of
the other tests. fn adfidon marked variations bewveen the rwo sexes in

the patterning of these strain differences was observed.
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Raymond B. Cattell

Higher Order Factor Structures and

Reticular-ys-H ierarchical Formulae for
their lnterpretation

THE NATURE OF FACTORS

With the clear and comprehensive formulation by Sir Cyril Burts'6
of a hierarchical concept of ability structure in man, the stage was set

for the exploration of factor structures, and as a result many psycho-

logical concepts have been extended and amplified: for example, the

notion that there are not one, but two factors of general ability ('fuid'
and 'crystallized' intelligencels), md the emergence of important
theories concerning higher order structure in fictors of personality. In
this paper, illustrations will be mainly from the field of personaliT, but
the chief ptrrpose is to develop concepts and theoretical models for
higher order 6ctor structure in general. The ffeatment culminates in
new formulae, notably the Cattell-White alternative to the well-
known Schmid-Leiman transformation.

'What 
is the relevance to purely psychological inrcrests of this clarifi-

cation of theoretical and mathematical models? Although the average

sflrdent of personality and ability, particularly in the educational and

clinical arts, is prone to theorize and practise without explicidy stating

the formal model he uses, his theories cannot be taken very seriously

trntil he specifies their properties. 
'When 

criticrzed for not doing so, he

is unforttrnately apt to defend himself by saying that certain issues in
factor analysis are 'esoteric'; yet the fact remains that in this field the

fateful choice bewveen different psychological theories turns on highly
technical and statistical considerations. Social and educational psycho-

logists, while recognizngthat vast practical and political decisions on,

sr./, nuclear fall-out depend on complex technical calculations in nu-
clear physics, nevertheless act as if their own psychological advice,

affecting large numbers of children, patients and ctttzens, can be given
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without any effort to understand the true complexities of formulae

such as we 
'h"r" 

to consider here. This is not tJ say that the average

pry&ologist has to be an expert 6ctor analyst, but it means that, to be

considered qualified for his tasks, especially those dealing with the

assessment of personaliry and abiliry, he should have clear concepts of
the logfcal issues involved.

A deeply grateful student* of Professor Burt, the present writer finds

himself in disagreement with him on a few issues, one of which con-

cerns the relative advantages of orthogonal-vs-oblique factors. Sir

Cyril holds that the purpose of factor analysis is classification and that,

in the cognitive field particularly, the hierarchical arrangement of
factors obtained by 'principal axes' and by 'simple summation' often

gives not only a more economical but a truer picture of mental abilides

than do oblique factor methods.

Elsewhere8 [ have put forward arguments (perhaps, one might se],

as 'spokesman of the loyd opposition') for believing that simple struc-

ture is inherent in natual datt (Cattell and Dickman") and that, when

it is &scovered, and exacdy adhered to, it normally yields oblique

6ctors. These are free to 'go orthogonal' as t special case, but the

chances ofexactly zerc correlations between them, even ir populadons,

are infinitely small-iffictors are meant to model naflue. By the opera-

tional definirion of simple structure (Cattell8), a definition ro*"ivh"t
different from Thurstone's,t s afictor is given ih. properry of something

other than a mere classificatory principle. As part of a scientific model,

with more properties than a purely mathematical model, it is given the

status of an influence or cause, accounting for the covariation observed

in the manifest variables affected by it. (Notably, of course, in the

'salient' or 'marker' variables, loaded most higt ly and sigfficantly.)

Such an infuence ir lik"ly to leave untouched the majoriry of variables

io *y well-designed experiment, and to reveal, by leaving a galaxy of
points formin g t hyperplane of zero-loaded variables in hypersp ece,

the proper position to which it needs to be rotated.

However, the location of oblique 6ctors (*d therefore the proof
that thry are oblique) does not rest merely on the criterion of simple

structure. For the independent resolution of results of a correlational

research by the main alternative principle-con6ctor rotation (Cat-

telFa)-can also lead to the same result. Indeed, the notion that oblique

6ctors will be the corrmon outcome in sciendfic investigation does not

* It was a series of lectures by Professor Burt, in r9zi, which turned the writer
from post€raduate work in the physical sciences to a career in psychology.
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rest otly on exPerimental evidence in this narrow area itself It rests on
the general scientific proposition that in an interacrirg, unsegregated
universe most infuences will tend to show some correlation.- The
weight and volume of the planets, or the temperahre and pressure

taken at e hundred meteorologicd stations, 
-will 

normally show
siSyficTt correladons. It is the task of 6ctor analysis to reveal and
define these &sdnct, but correlated, concepts. If wi insist on enriries
which are statistically uncorrelated th.y mey well be conceptually
contaminated.

THE NATURE OF HIGHER ORDER FACTORS

If fictors can be correlated, then obviously one can find factors among
6ctors. Those derived from the primary matrix of correladons be-
tween factors we call second order or secondary factors. There is no
mathematical or logical reason why this process should not be repeared,

leading to tertiary and quaternary factors, etc. Indeed, it has already
been shown that one can get simple structure at these higher ordeis
(Cattell,lo Humphreyssl), md that such higher order 6"ton, like
primaries, are consistent in pattern from one experiment to another,
and correlated. It is an historical curiosity that pursuit of these higher
orders in the personaliry field has developed almost simultan.ourly
with similar work in the much older realm of research into abilities.

There are now no fewer than fotrrteen researches, recently strnreyed
and critically compared by Gorsuch,'u on higher order fictors among'the

Primary factors fixed by the Sixteen Persondiry Factor Questionnaire.
They agree extrem.h *.11 in defrning five second order 6ctors, rwo
ofwhich, amiety and e>nria-invia (the precise extraversion-introversion
6ctor defined by V[arburton, ry62) are very easily recognizedin terms
of the classical Freudian and J*gi* concepts. Moreover, they have
been confirmed by clinical evidence and by their good 

"lig*ent 
with

first order 6ctors obtained from objective rests (O-A Battiry Cartellro)
and factors LJ.f. z4 and [.J.f. 3z (Universal Index Numb.rt, CattelFo).

In this quick glance at the substantive illusration of these srructural
concePts we may note that Krr.pp, Cattell and ScheieCs have explored
second-order structure in the zr objective test fictors extending from
t .I. 16 to I.r.I. 36 and have reached agreement on seven second order
6ctors. Some of these make good sense in terms of psychoanalydc
concePts, while others present new constructs around which post-
psychoanalytic theories of personaliry can be developed. Recently,
Pawlik and Cattellss have carried the O-A Battery studies to the third
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order analysis and have found, at what may be e final level, llr-
ambiguous structure in three major 6ctors, which bear e, distinct

resemblance to the Freufian trio of id, ego and super ego.

Unforttrnately, psychologists working in leanring theory, clinical

psychology, perception, etc., who are turfamiliar with 6ctor analysis,

have 6iled to avail themselves of the theoreticd and experimental

possibilities which the measurement of these definite 6ctors would

bring to their work. tt would appear that they are confused by the

technical controversies among factor analysts; first, over the reladons

between three courmon personality questionnaires-the t6 P.F., the

MMPI and the Guilford-Zimmerman; secondly, in the sphere of be-

haviour ratings and objective tests, by the methodological disputes on

the nature of hierarchies and the definition of higher order 6ctors.

Such fisputes continue, despite published researches containing well

subsantiated primary and higher order 6ctors, fot example the work of
Burt,6 Cattell,s Digman," Eysenckrzz Harman,28 Humphreys,sl Peter-

son,86 Vernon4 and others.

The first question-that of .lig*ent of 6ctors from different ques-

tionnaires--is no t particuhrly relevant here. The Guilfo r d-Zimmerman

and the 16 P.F. can neuer be aligned, for the one has been aimed at

orthogonal, the other et oblique factors. The MMPI, or the other

hand, deals with surface traits rather than with factors as here defined

and these are resolvable into five source traits (rotated factors-Caft.ll'o)

which lie in a sub-space among the 16 source traits (faaor$ subtended

by th. t6 P.F.

The second area of debate-on higher order structure-involves
more complex and extensive issues, which it is the object of this paper

to clarify.

THREE POSSIBLE CONCEPTS OF FACTOR HIERARCHY

Formulation of the concepts of second order 6ctors hed a poor start

because of the almost accidental circumstance that in the pioneer

studies, including Thurstone's on primary abilities, simple structure

was applied at the level of the primaries but not at the level of higher

order 6ctors. Yet stuely simple stnrdure (or con6ctor) turique rotation

should be used at all levels if the term '6ctor' is consistently to retain

its meaning. A pri*ery 6ctor is here defined as an infuence among

variables, and we propose to define the next order of fictors as in-
fuences upon 6ctors. [t follows that they must have simple structure

on the primaries.
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Failure to appreciate this may lead to an additional confusion-the
assertion that a very 'broad' primary 6ctor is the same thing as e

second order factor. The latter view is found in Adcock's,l Eysenck'szz

and Peterson's86 writings. These writers either state or imply that, fo,
examPle, by taking out only one or two massive and general factors at
the first order level-such as is often achieved by not rotating the first
big centroid or principal axis--they are reaching the same result as they
would obtain by taking out many primaries and then fiodirg broad
second orderfactors which cover the former. [t is true that thereis a very
broad resemblance in the patterns of such alternative factor loadings,
but these can scarcely serve as a basis for refined scientific concepts. In-
deed, the alternative methods lead to vital differences in the conceprs of
neurosis, anxiery and ego strength bemeen the personaliry theories of
Cattell and Scheierz0 on the one hand, and Becker,z Eysenck2z and

Petersonso on the other.

The rest of this chapter deals with the problems which reside in the
analysis itself and attempts to answer the question-what structures
could exist and what are the methodological and shtistical conditions
of their existence within the factor analytic model?

lf we accept the basic model in which correlations (including com-
munaliry estimates) ere resolved into courmon, specific and error
factors, there exists already a considerable 'taxonomy' of stereotypcd
possibilities, beginrring with Burt's designation of the 'bipolar facor'
type of solution, Spearman's positive general factor and Holzinger's
'bi6ctor' solution, and extending to many others, for example, Gutt-
man's 'simplex', and Cattell's 'co-operative factor structure'. These are

essentially sets of standard 'mosaics' offictorpattems md, thoughnever
ideally attained in practice, provide useful terms by which specialists

in the field can refer to a particular factor resoludon.

Broadly conceived, these abstract mosaics differ in pattern in four
main respects:

r. The number of common factors operating;

z. The number of variables they influence;

3. Their mutual overlap in infuence on the variables'

4. Their algebraic sign pattems.

Naturally, the number of possible combinations constituting such

Stereoryped lnfuence Patterns (or SPr) is very great. The

three most discussed and, indeed, most important at the primary factor
level are set out in Fig. r; others, sampled also from the sdll
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larger number which appear when we combine the many possibilities

at higher order levels, are shown in Fig. 2.

The first of these stereotyped patterns is nothing more rhan the

primitive unrotated centroid or principle axis itself, Burt has made
much use of it for logical, classificatory purposes, for, as he points out,
the orderly arrangement of bipolar 6ctors has the logical classificatory
scheme of a 'tree of Porphyry'. (The present writer has suggested ttre

term 'genealogic' because the successive divisions are like ancestors in
a family tree.) Few, however, would consider this likely to correspond
to functional psychological infuences, md, of course, if variables are

refected back to original meanings, as is usual after a centroid analysis

(*d as illustrated in (rD) by refecting every other variable), the main
logical relations themselves become obscured. The second, or Hol-
zinger bi6ctor resolution, is obtained by a special rotation from (ro),
md, as Burt points out,6 it presen/es essentially the same relations, but
eliminates the bipolarity by dropping negative loadings, though re
quiring more factors to represent the same complexiry.

The third pattern, or S[P, has been called a multiplex by the present

writer, because it gives equal importance to all factors and a random
but *oluple determination of variables by all factors. It is a multiple
6ctor, simple structure infuence pattern, i.e. with zeros in *.ry
column, md its essence is that it does not precisely stipulate degrees of
overlap and signs, but accepts random overlap and a random pattern
of signs. The structure of the multiplex also accepts any angle among
the factors (oblique or orthogonal) and c:ur thus support a second or
higher order 6ctor structure. The general multiplex is probably the
most ,oid.ly used, and useful resolution in psychological research.

It will t."dily be seen that resolutions (r) and (z) leid themselves to a
'hierarchical' view of personaliry or abiliry structure-in that one posi-
tive general 6ctor dominates. 'lVhen 

some psychologists speal( of 'a
hierarchy' they refer only to such a structure in this first order realm
and to the special orthogonal case. Others, however, use the term to
refer to the oblique case and the arrangement of the additional higher
order fictors in a sort of ppamid, which may appear in such circum-
stances. It would clari$, the position if writers would refer to rhe first
as a 'dominant general 6ctor' solution and reserve hierarchy for super-

imposed higher orders.

Even in the latter, however, there are two senses of hierarchical, xs

shown in Fig. z. In system (r), which follows the rypical solution
from a true use of simple strucfirre on successive orders, the hierarchy
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means nothing more than a series of 6ctor orders, plus the pyramidal
structure formed by the diminishing ntrmber of 6ctors that are re-
corded as higher orders are reached. This pyramid *y be incomplete

however, in the sense of not finishing in a single factor to make a tme

pyramid, but in two or three, as in Fig. z (r). This most corlmon
result of the common multiplex base we may cdl e tapering oblique

hierarchy. As we shall argue later, its apering is accidental and aftifidal.
The psychologist who wants to produce the second type of SIP in

Fig. z will do his bCIt to rotate the primaries to be rlor-over-
lapping. He is thus obtaining e 'dominant generd 6ctor' resolution at

the higher order. To get this special arrangement he may choose, per-
h"pt unconsciously, variables which happen to give a single, generd,
second order factor pltrs specifics (extreme right of Fig. z (r)). The
result in this case will be a very neat resolution of each and every

variable into a loading on one of a number of orthogonal primaries

(not the origiorl primaries, r'r z', etc., but the specific factor remnant,

r'r, 2'u, etc., corresponding to each) and on a general factor.

Factors

(1) Hierarchy with overlaps (2) Simplest, non-overlapping
dt every level hierarchical form

:3rdOrder:

2nd Order

-
E-J

-- 

E.-

1---E--fr-

lst Order 

-r
Variables 1 2 3 4 5 ... 1 2 3 4 5.

Ftc. 3

Tuo plans of hierarchy anongfactor orders

A second nuurner of showing these same stnrctures, in Fig. 3,

shows that in what we may call the 'p*" p)rramid or monarchicd

hierarchy', the primaries will neither overlap nor leave gaps between

them, and thus will yield a more orderly hierarchy than any other
arrangement. This has the same utiliry, as a logical classification scheme,

as Burt's bipolar system, except that signs are not specified. Not all

centroids can be roated into this form, but many which would other-

aE-r
H
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wisc be naturally represented by 
" 

tapering oblique hierar.hy can be

transformed by what is known as the Schmid-Leiman formula into e

monarchical hierarchy.

Unfortunately, as I have indicated in the introduction to this paper,

to get such a hierar.hy one has to be selecdve or lucky in one's data-
notably in being able to end with a grand monarchic general 6ctor. A
more important criticism of this SIP form is that although the pattern

undoubtedly appeals to neat and tidy minds, the factors may not

correspond to those realides in nature which will be constant from
matrix to matrix. For the second order general 6ctor here, like that in
the first order centroid (the bipolar or bifactor general factor), is specific

to the matrix; it is dependent on the particular choice of variables and

is not to be fixed by simple structure because there is no hyperplane to

rotate it by. The 'specifics' from the primaries are therefore equally

arbitrarily ffuncated entities.

As we shall see, the position and naflrre of the lower order 6ctors,
when transformed into orthogonality by the Schmid-Leiman form-
ol., are not arbirary, neither are they non-overlapping, though those

of the factors at the top of the pyramid are. But, with this exceptior,

neither the 'hierarchy' at the first order (which we have defined as a

'dominant generalfictor soludon') nor the true hierarchy across orders,

in the monarchical sense, are nomurlly *ythirg but artificial creations,

whose 6ctors lack the constanry from matrix to matrix which we
require of scientific concepts. 

'Whether the one remaining form-the
tapering oblique hierarchy in Figs. 2 (r) and 3 (r)-deserves the

designation of a hierarchy we shall now discuss.

HIERARCHY OR NETVYORK?

No matter how starkly we define a hierarchy operationally in the

initial stages, it will tend to carry connotations of a broader and even

of a philosophi."l nafire to most who use the term. Among these

connotations are the implications that i. the 6ctor higherin thehierarchy

must dlways be broader in its infuence; ii. it is more importantfor pre-
diction; iii. it is more constan in its form and appearance; iv. it is more

-fundamental for prychological theory, md v. iiii more 'real'. 'W'e pro-
pose to show that these implications vary from insufficiently defined or
inaccurate conclusions to completely unwarranted illusions.

Before discussing the possible meaning of a hierarchy of 6ctor
orders, notably of the third-tapering oblique-and only surviving
sense of a hierarchy, one must ask whether it exists in nature at all. For
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what is commonly oyerlooked is that th" py-"*id structure, tapering
to Gwer 6ctors at higher orders, could 

-be 

"n 
inevitable arteiact o?

normal mathematical-statistical rules and need have no real existence
at all in nature. One mathematical rule, when courmtrnalities are used,
is that one cannot take out as uumy cofirmon 6ctors as there are vari-
ables. Consequently, a htrndred variables may define, sa/, only twenty
primaries, and twenty primaries must yield fewer second order 6ctors,
and so on. But the 6ct that a number ofligher order 6ctors as great
as the number ofvariables or lower order 6ctors cannot be matheniatic-
,-tty defured for laclc of a sufiiciency of variables is no proof that they
do not exist. lndeed, th. onus of proof that there is only this smaller
number of higher fictors at work lies on the psychologist who chooses
to assert that the real structure of nature is e pyr.*id"l hierarchy.

{ctu{ly, I have giyT elsewhere (Cattelll6) ample iemons for believing
that the number of factors operating on a set of variables is normal$
dgcidedly greater than the number io*monly taken our from n oui-
ables (provided we count real infuences of small variance). These apply
as much to the transition from primaries to secondaries 

"i 
to the tririsi-

tion from variables to primaries. Recognition of this follows from
acceptance of the 6ct that the number of real infuences in a situation
is one thing, and the number of fictors we may take out, in accordance
with mathematical and statistical restriaions, is quire anorher.

As a result of these considerations I shall propound a view of the
ilrfuenge Pattern of the entities sought in 6ci ofization quite differenr
from that hitherto accepted. Briefy, this theory is that itt. influences
interact in what may be described in the most general terms as a network
or reticule, and that the so-called hierarchy is an arbitrary piece

ghopned 9ut of the network, which .on .ig.r on Gwer points et

TSh.t orders m9r9ly because of the mathematical rules whi.[ gorern
,1,. 'cutting' of the nerwork. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, 

-*h.r"
the only assumptions made are: r. that causal effects opirrte in one
direction only-that required by our defrnition of simple strucrure-
from 6ctors to variables and from higher order to lowei order factors;
z. that there is no difference in frequenry bennreen 6ctors and variables;
and 3. that each variable is accotrnted for by more than one 6ctor and
each 6ctor infuences more than one variable.

In such a structure as that grven in Fig. 4-which has the
issential qualities implied by the terms network or rericule-the
application of the usual procedures of fector analysis to four variables,
t)2e uy va, alnd tr61 would result in the discovery of nnro primary corn-
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2nd order factors

/

1 st order factors

Variables
Vo

Variables included in exPeriment

Frc. 4

Fake hierarchy in an essentially reticular structurc

mon facrors , f, nd fn, and the fictoring of these would in ffim result

in the discoviry of only one second order 6ctor, F4. These connections

are shown by firm lines, whereas the undiscovered connections are left

as interrupted lines. The firm lines clearly yield a hierarchy, I"l the

total ,tro.i*e is obviously not a hierarchy, there being as many higher

order as lower order infuences. Although I do not d*y that tapered

oblique hierarchies (or even monarchical o1.0 may at times be ptesent,

it would appear thai mosr of the claims to demonstrate a hielarcly rest

on nothingi"t the illusory effect just described. For examPlg, the P-
clusion ofirariables u1 and /e h an experiment would at once show that

the four variables really operate under the influence of four first order

factors ,fr,fr,fnandfr.This knowledge wguld result in the addition of

fz ndi;i ih. r..ood order factoring, and this in tum would demon-
-Jr"r. 

ihrt three second order factors, FB, Fa and F 61 arte really operative

on,fs *dfn
ifi o" biidrning the base of the uariables (or first order factors) one does

not fnd more higher order factors, then one can conclude that a true

hierarchy is presJnt. The hierarchy of which we then sPeak would be

different fro* the three types of hierarchy discussed above-dominant

general 6cror, monarchfal and tapering- oblique-wtrich have no

[roof of realiry. Ir would be definable simply as: r. a series of orders of

i..torr, oblique at each level, and normally mffually ovellapP-*g- i"
infuence wiihin each leveli and, 2. one within which each order has

fewer factors than the next lower order. The result would then be that

higher order factors in such en oblique pyramid hleraryhy will affect more

of-th. initial sample of variables than lower order factors. But this will

happen even in an ordinary network, for regardless of whkh direaion one

F,

,"'I
F"

/l
I
I
It

ii

F, F,

,"'n,
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ttoues in a network (*d of the separate existence of any real, excised

P)tramid) this broadening of infuence necessarily occurs.

- 
[t may be that the structure of the mind in certain areas, notably

the cognitive ere*,, does correspond to a pparnid hierarchy, in the way
that Burt,4 Humphreys,sr Vemono and others have claimed. Even if
wider search Aik to broaden the basis of primary factor (*d thtrs shift
the top of the p)rramid above the monarcfrical factor supposed to sit
there), the 

-status 
of the monarchical 6ctor is still theoreti.rtty unsound.

For if it affects all of the penultimate stratum of6aors it is trnroaable

-there 
is no hyperplane ofunaffected 6ctors by which its meaning can

be uniquely ditermined. Of course, by some other method of 6.to,
analysis, h which adfitional penultimate stratum 6ctors are deliber-
ately introduced (CattelFt), , unique resolution of the last 6ctor could
be obtained. But thfo hes not been done by those writers who propound
a moftuchical th.ory of general abiliry.

On the other hand, notably io the more complex fieldsofpersonaliry,
motivation and leanring, I would argue that a demonstrated hierarchy
it *y of these senses simply does not exist. And even in the cognitive
area, recent evidence (CattelFa) that there is not one general abiliry
factor but two-fluid and crysallized intelligence-upsets the monrrr-
chical hierarchy theory. fhe higher order structure-which probably
exists in the personality realm, and in many scientific realms, when
examined by factor analysis, fo decidedly more complex. f have paid
this attention to pseudo-hierarchies because their tnre complexity will
get due attention only if psychologists recognize that the traditional
hierarchical notion is a fiction, created by the artificial limitations of
calculadon imposed by the rules in the factor analydc textbook.

OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF DEFINING A
FACTOR AS A DETERMINER

The statement that the model assumed in testing hypotheses by pro-
perly-designed 6ctor analytic experiments is more than e mathe-
matical model, will now be clearer. Our model involves influences and

causality, and actudly defines independent and dependent variables, of
which mathematics has no knowledge. Furthermore, interaction of
infuences may take place in all possible directions and connections.

The only general model we can initially accept is, therefore, a reticular
one, in which different orders of fectors mey interact in dl kinds of
ways, the hierarchy being a special case of the reticule, requiring special

proof. The problem now before us is: 'By what means, in frctor
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analysis, or with other experimental methods in addition to 6ctor

analysis, can we infer t}e particular system of causal connections-the

structure-existing ir *y such redcule?' The postulated connections

are quite general, put in this abstract wa), but Fig. i will help to

sum*arize the situation. In this diagram the assumption is made that

every factor or variable acts on every other in all mathematicrtty Possl

ible ways, including positive and negative feedback. (The positive and

negative 'loadings' on each 'infuence' arrow are not shown.)

Second order factors ---r----s

First order

Variables

Frc. 5

Possible interactions of a set of eight distinct influences

To avoid overcrowding the sketch (a) interactions of second order factors

directly with variables are omitted, md (E) only three variables are set out of

the larger number which would be necessary to define three factors.

No systematic treatment of the general problem of defining the in-
ferences about causal entities and directions of infuence from 6ctor

1L
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andytic operations appears yet to have been attempted. Experimental
studies, however, are replete with inferences on an inexplicit basis,

particularly on that facet (one of three) which concerns the interaction

offactors and tests. (The remaining 6cets concern interactions offactors
with factors and variables with variables.) The schema which have

actually been presented, namely SIPs such as the bipolar pattern, the
simplex, the multiplex, etc., have usually connoted nothing more than

t particular mosaic of correlations or loadings, with an occasional

causal assumption that the effect is due to some real infuences in e

scientific modd. Indeed, trs they stand, such idealized mosaics as the

bipolar, bifactor, simplex, radex and circumplex patterns are of no
*ot. than descriptive ot., for the inferences that .orrld be made from
them to a scientific model have not been stated. Even descriptively

most are frequently as misleading as useful, for real maffices can rarely

be made to coffespond exactly with them.

Nevertheless, it would be a service to factor analysis to have a

taxonomy of ideal, stereotyped infuence patterns, or SIPs, more

systematically worked out than has yet been done. As I pointed out
when I introduced this topic, one can 

'vary 
the number of 6ctors, the

coverage oflower order variables, and the pattern ofoverlap with other

factors, etc. 
'When 

this is extended to include higher order factors the

number of possible SIPs is very great. By way of a beginning, what
appear to be the r'welve most important have been systematically set

out in Fig. 6. In this case the representation is at the level of stereotyped

influence patterns, which go beyond the descriptive mosaics, though
they i*ply quite specific mosaics. However, since the authors of some

mosaics have never stated their assumptions in terms of an trnderlying
scientific model, the use of older titles, like bihctor and circumplex,

may be debated.

Let it be said forthwith that beyond SIP III no merhods have yer
been demonstrated whereby factor analysis could go directly to ifr"
scientific model from the data. One can infer what mosaics the later

SIPs would i*ply in the actual matricCI, but not, conversely, what the

matrix mosaics would trnambiguously imply ir terms of SIPs. Paren-

thetically, SIP V, and others at that level, destroy any possibi\ty of
categoraation as 6ctors and variables. Any measurement, or estimated

measurement, could be either or both.
It behoves us, at this point, to define more closely the status and

meaning of the term 6ctor. The epistemological status of a simple

structure factor is that of an empirical construct,to but it commonly has
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degrees of 'strplus meaning', borrowed from beyond the immediate

system, which can turn it into e theoretical concept (see also

Henryssonze). However, for such *igr.ly determined coulmon

6ctors in general, our view is that their only strrplus mearring, b.-
yond whriis given by the properties of a matlrematiitfactor,is that they

are influences. Operationally, this adfitional meaning is derived from
simple structure and confactor rotation operations.

The expression 'infuence' seeks to define a broader concept ofwhich
both 'condidon' and 'cause' are sub-species. tn the Thurstone box

problem,t' for example, one would scarcely, in normal semantics, call
'length' a cause, md, in the Cattell-Dfokman ball plasmod.," the

weight 6aor is again a debatable cause-by some uses of 'cause'. The

required generic expression is perhaps determiner rather than influence;

for the variables loaded by length could not exist ifa box had no length,

while the change of velo crty which one colliding b"il will impart to
another is determined if not caused (pardy) by the weight of the ball.

A cause is thus reser'\red for that special determiner in which we have

additional ternporal sequence data, which justifies the idea of one deter-

miner acting upon another. To go beyond this would land one in
metaphysics.

A factor can only be recognrzed as a cause when, in addition to the

correlational evidence from sirnuhaneous measurements, we possess

evidence of an invariable sequence of the two in the relation which

resulted in the correlation, for any correlation beRnreen A and B can

mean that A affected B, that changes in B caused changes in A, or that

some third cause produced changes in both of them. However, we

argue that in 6ctor analysis inferences about causal direction can be

made euel, when no actual time obseruations are auailable in our experi-

mental data. They can be made from indirect evidence at a high level of
probabiliry.

This evidence is of the same general nature as that invoked by the

archaeologist, the astronomer, the geologist and other scientists denied

the advanttge of actually being present when the causal actions of
interest to them occur. It depends on the fact that time sequences may

be translated or preserved in other media, i.e. in space or temperature

differences. Thus an archaeologist infers that Troy IV folowed Troy
III, because its deposits are spatidly above those of the latter, and an

astronomer infers that a red star was formed before a blue orle. So here,

we use the stnrctural pattern of the mathematical relationships to infer

that one factor is a determiner or causal infuence operating upon
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another. On closer examination it will be seen that the two main

independent principles proposed for uniquely fi*irg rotation and the

resolution pattem, namely, simple structure and confactor congruence,

operate strictly on the assumption that a factor is a determiner. Thus in

the former what is typically a cause will affect only a minoriry of a

random sample of variables, while in the latter it is assumed that e
trnitary infuence, as it becomes more power l, will affect all the

things it normally affects with proportionately grsater variance

contribution.

The crowning purpose of a fully developed factor analytic technique

should be, by such devices, to trace the causal connections among the

fictors and variables. Our aim, then, is to seek the basis for such

inferences in the general case where no ulterior information is available.

The problem is, therefore, ''What inferences can be made about

directions of causal acdon among variables and higher and lower order

factors in simple, R-technique faaor analysis?' The nearest approach to a

systematic athck on this problem is Sewall \Mright'saz development of
the path coefluient in reladon to ordinary correlations. Flowever,

\Mright's method assufires the direction of causal action entirely from

ulterior evidence, and therefore contributes nothing to t}e problem of
inferring such action retrospectively from the structure of the correla-

tions.

THE EYIDENCE OF STRUCTURE OBTAINABLE
FROM DY MATRICES

No soludon is attempted here for the fuJl possibilities of mutual inter-

action depicted in Fig. i, or the later SIPs of Fig. 6. lnstead we propose

the less ambitious problem which arises if we assume an infuence

structure such as is found in the simpler scientific models given in
Fig.4, and in the examples (r) to (+) in Fig. 6. That is, a system in which

the 6ctors are the independent and the variables the dependent

variables. If we restrict discussion of method to simple structure, then

what kind of simple structure pattern must appear in order for us to

infer the particular number of factors, overlapS, etc., which occur in

such a reladon?

The postulate that a factor is a cause when it afects only a minority of
uariables in a widely representative selection, leads to the conclusion

that the rotation which locates the factors as causes will be one in which

every colunrn has a murimum number of zeros. This leads to the in-
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evitable arithmetical consequence that in seeking a solution which
maximizes zeros in the columlrs we are autonrati*lly maximizing the
zeros in the matrix as a whole and therefore maximizing zeros in the

rows of the same matrix.

The effect of this conclusion upon our attempt to infer causal direc-
tion is disastrous, for whereas a predominanie of zeros in columns

a-rgues for factors being causes, a predominance in the rows argues for
rhefacnrs being dependent and the variables being the info.n""s. This

tffi."Iry can be resolved, however, if we followthe logic of oblique
solution to its uldmate conclusions. lndeed, the failure of simple struc-
ture when thus applied to the orthogonal case is only one *or. proof
that the orthogonal resolurion of mathematical factor analysis is wrong
in the scientific sense, i.e., that it is not a model which can fit even thi
most general requirements of a causal system.

The next step in our argument depends upon the general reladons
a1long the six main dimension-variable (DV) matrices (Cattellrr).
These variants of the dimension-variable reladon matrix, posible in
the oblique c:rse, are as follows:

r. The reGrence vector structure matrix, written Vrr. This is the
usual matrix obtained by rotation for simple strucrure, yieldin g correla-

tions berween variables and reference vectors.

z. The 6ctor pattern matrix, Vto,which gives the loadings offictors
on variables. It is proportional by coluurns to Vrrand reains the same

simple structure:

i vrn: v'P

3. The factor structure matrk, Vye, namely, the correlations benneen
factors and variables:

ii Vrr: VrrCt

(where Ct is the matrix of correlations among 6ctors).

4. The reference vector pattern matrix, Vrp: VrP-r.
i. The factor estimation matrix, Vp, which se$ out the weights to

be given to the variables to obtain the best estimate of each 6cror.
This can be calculated either in the usual welr

iii Vfr: V'ysR-L

(where R is the correlation matrix among variables) or in Tucker's
fashion-

S.P.-I6 24r



iv Vfr: (V'rrVn)-'V'to

6. The dissociated factor pattern matrix, Vaf, th. contribution

made by ,6ctor to the variance of a variable in dissociation from the

efect of higher order factors.-- 
Now, ,r *" suggested above, an r of,selr o'8, may mean that 64pet

cent of the variance of a will disappear when D is held constant or that

64 per cent of the variance of D will dit"ppear if a is held constent. The

former is nonsense f a is the cause of b, since nothing we do about

'holding' the consequen ce b need have any effect olt d. With this in

mind *" *y note hrst that the V* and Vy, matrices (as *9U ?s 
Vot,

CattelFl nor here described) are non-committal statistical figures,

simply stating correlations, but a theory of cgusal action is 
-implicitly

wriitin into the formula eV1p,VyrandVurif they are derivedby simple

structtue.

The 6ctor patrefir matrix, vfo, tells us how mu& each 6ctor coll-

tributes to thJvariance of each variable, considering how much is also

conrributed by other oblique 6ctors. Vtu tells us how we can

weight the variables to maximize the multiple cgrreJation of the

estimate ofthe factor with the true 6ctor-assuming the 6ctor position

to be that settled upon h Vn rotations. There is thus no mathe-

matical principle whatever which requires that simple-structure shall

appear n Vrr. This matrix gives the contributions of the variables to

tn Artor aisuming, not that th.y are causal, but that they are mani-

festations or constiiuents from which the factor can be estimated.

However, we occasionally meet instances where we may strongly

suspect on psychological grounds that a certain first order factor is a

c.tisal conr;butor to th. rJcond order.* That is to say, one of the alter-

native possibilides already written into Fig. i (such as yf,-+F) 
- 
is

suspectJd, in which the direction of causal action is 
-opposite 

to the

oro"l direction, either simultaneously with or as a substitute to it. A

general solurion of the reticular infuence model is b.y^od the scope

if thr paper, but we suggest that a solution may be profitally pursued

by *"[i"g comparisoniamong the six DV matrices (Cattellu), thgugh

this will obriooily be extrem.ly co*plicated. Some awareness of and

reference to thesi matrices is necessary even in the solution of the

'onrway strata' model on which we shall now concentrate.

Such 
" 

'rt .toplex' model appears likely to have a goo{ fit, at least as

a first approxi*rtioo, in the field of ability and in the field of motiva-

* As in the case of the anxiety factor considered later in this PaPer.
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tion where.later- acquired habit systems will subsidiate to (or be re-
inforcgd by) earlier systems, as in the concept of the dynamic lattice
(Cattellto). It also has application to group dynamics and to orher
areas of social psychology. In short, although compared to the general
network model, it makes simpli0ed assumptions, the metholology
for handling it is well worrh investigaring.

THE CONCEPT AND OPERATIONAL RECOGNITION OF
FACTO R STRATA

On the assumption that only the reticular model is fitted to the inter-
pretive use of fector analysis in the trniversal case, we have rejected the
monarchical hierarchical model for anything but investigations which
claim ffirmation from ulterior sources. However, we rec ogruze that
the general redcular solution is too difficult, and we suggest thorough
treatment of the one way strata SIP. Examples (r) and-(r), in Fig.?,
show that the monarchical and the tapering hierarchy 

"r" 
ip.cial fo-rms

within the general one-way strata model m, but ih.roft.r all SIPs
include either a two-way (Gedback) action, or an action of factors upon
others of the same level, or a leap-frogging in which higher orderr- r.t
directly on more than one lower order.

In the strata model we assume an indefrnite number offictors operat-
ilg at each of a number of operationally-defined levels. Theor"ti."lly
there could be infuence in both directions, making a two-way 

"r 
*.[

as a one-wry- Tgdel possible, but we shall consider only a oneway
infuence m9{el (higher order afGcdng only lower) which for brevity
we will call the stratoplex model. TIie 'peer status' of factors in one
and the same stratum is defined initially by the ftrnctional condition
that all members of the same stratum infuence only members of the
next 'lower' stratum. They do not in-fuence each other or members of
the peer group above them.

In investigating the operational steps necessary ro obtain evidence in
terms of the stratoplex, one must begin by recogni zlrrlg that factor
'order' is not the same thing as factor 'stratum'. Order is given immedi-
ately in terms of operations: the factors, sxy A toD, obtained by 6ctor-
ing entities a to k, are one order higher. Stratum indicates an infuence
relation in a model, and probably cannot be safely inferred fi-om a

single factoring operalion, though it is true that operarional proof of
order is a large part of the evidence.*

* The di:fference becomes evident if one thinks of order studies in a network
which happens to be a circumplex, where successive orders are not strata, but
rings.
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The main reason why order operations and strata stePs are not the

same is that in the inidal sampling of variables, at any level, one cannot

be sure that one has started with variables that are themselves all in the

same stratum.

There is not space here to deal with all the alternative possibilities

that may befall the investigator. Suffice it to say that if the sample of
variables chosen does indeed conain nothing but members from one

and the same basic level, then the fust order factors will be all on

one stratum higher. In the other cases, four in number (see Fig. 7),

it can be shown that i. accidenal inclusion of one higher stratum

measure in the factoring of a set from a lower level will result in the

appearance of the former as a specific, i.e. as a 6ctor with only one

variable loaded on it, wher@s two or rnore will result in the aPPearance

of a set of factors some of which are from one stratum level and some

from another; ii. the factors themselves, as infividtral factors, will not

be mixed, and iii. what appears operationally is either a second stratum

or a rhird stratum factor; though a considerable problem remains in

recognizin Sk) when this heterogeneiry of strata i" 4. single order of a

singli 
"*p.rito.ot 

has happened, and (6) which 6ctor is tt which

stratum level.

Elsewhere (CattelFo) the problem of defrning the sfiatum to

which a factor belongs-has been decided on the basis of the density of

representation occurring in the sample of variables, and thus rests on

"* 
abiliry objectively to define a population of uariables and e density of

representaiion of such-variables, in a factor analylt. If the variables are

.lor. together, highly similar, md with a high 'd.olity of representa-

rion' ,h.y will faitor l*g"ly into lower stratum 6ctors, whereas if
widely slparated and diverse, i.e. of sparse densiry, the frst factor

analysis will in the main go direct to higher stratum-order 6ctors. It is

known, fo, example, in rorrt. instances (Cattell,ro Cattell and Scheier2o),

that second order factors in questionnaires become first order factors in

objective personaliry rests, ptssibly because questionnaire items make

fi". distinaions in behaviour which in a miniature sittntional resPonse

is covered by a single variable.

Howev.r, th. .oo..pt of distance between variables in the density

defrnition musr be quit" irrd.pendent of correladonal operations, which

yietd distance only ;n the trni used in Mahalanobis' generalized distance

function, D, or iattell's pattern similarity coeficient, tr. Yithout this, no

independent check would be gained. The advantage of an exact densiry

concept and measurement opiration would be that one could from the
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beginning, without evidence from 6ctoring, predict yhat order of
factors or" would be obtaining. Suggestions for independent operations

for defining densiry of reprit.ntttion of variables have been made

elsewhere (battellto). Howlver, as these operations are different, the

strata concepts reached might not necessarily rest on the notion of

influence direction. lndeed if the criterion ofstrata order is that variables

in stratum X infuence variables in stratum Y, and we clul depend uPon

simple structure to witness this, then the Present approach, though

difficult, is sufrcient.

The srraroplex model is only a speci thzedand simplifi-ed form of the

redculr, *oiel and there is no *oi" than a probabiliry that it will hold

in psychological experimenal situations. If it holds there are methods,

.r i. have 
-seen, 

oi establishing, by examination of successive 6ctor

analyses, what the strara structure in a given set of variables really is.

The simple procedure of saying that the strata are identical with the

operational orders is insufficient and incorrect. A more subtle manner

oi irrf.rence is required, from planned and re-planned experimenls:

comparing operadtnal ord.m ir each.* The evidence that the model

itself is fitting musr come from the consistenry of the strata pictt[e it
yields in different samples of variables.' 'While investigation and formulation of the problem of stratum

order may challinge some of the substantive psychological concepts

already formul.t.d yet it is nevertheless reasstrring T more general

terms. For it shows that, granted strata, our factor analytic oPerations

will not merely yield sets-which are mixtures of first and second strata

factor variableq neither will it produce individual factors which remain

conceptually neither at one level nor the other.t In short, it do es not

produc. srrata results which are purely at the mercy of accidents of

iampling, though factors from different strata will sometimes

* The past confusion berween order and stratum suggests that a number of
conclusions about order need to be re-examined, for it is likely that some factors

now thought to be of the same order are acttrally at different strata levels. A plob-

able instance is that factors B (intelligence) and G Goperego strength), considered

as primaries in the 16 Personaliry Factor Questionnaire, tend to stand out as

rp.Afi.s in rhe second+rder factoring (Gorsuch,86) *d are therefore probably

cognate with the second stratum factors of exvia-invia, anxiety, cortetia, etc.,

for:nd in questionnaires and objective tests.

f There could, of course, be an intermediate stratum running part way between

two strata, like a half floor in the contemporary 'split level' house. This, however,

involves problems of the general reticular model and is best considered in that

context.
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initially be produced together in one order. krdeed, simple stnrdure
criteriar pursued with alert co-ordination among successive studies, and

with an eye to the possibiliry of an initidly heterogeneous b.g tt
any one order, seems fully capable of yielding defrnitive knowledge of
strata reladonships.

FORMULAE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS OF FACTOR
VARIANCE ACROSS A NETWORK

The fust aim of basic research in any scientific area must be to deter-

mine the reticular structure of frmctional relationships. Ooly when the

pattern and sequence of interaction among such factors is accurately

mapped and understood is it possible to seek laws or check quantiative
relations assumed to obtain between varying infuences by holding
constant this or that factor. Stilt more, perhaps, in applied research,

it becomes necessary to estimate how much an infuence X will
conffibute to a dependent variable Y when it acts through several

intervening variables.

A complete situation for the sffatoplex is given below.*

&, Rr and R, have been used respectively for the successive matrices

of correladons between variables, fictors and sdll higher orders, as

the emphasis here is on an orderly succession. VIb and V$ indicate

6ctor pattern and 6ctor structure variable matrices respectively.ro

First stratum, second stratum, etc., 6ctors are called primariesl secofl-

daries, tertiaries, etc.

Since it is our purpose to deal with variance contributions via the

mutual, variabk-to-factor and factor-to-variable V matrices (Vy Vs,

Vs for the ascend.ing orders), md with results in terms of the score

matrices and the estimation matrices for 6ctor and variable scores, we
shall use the symbols Zs, Zr, Zr, Zr, etc., for the standerd score rna-

trices (for N people), the subscripts indicating that the scores are

respectively for variables, primaries, secon&ries, tertiaries and so on.

The basic formula v below, which relates 6ctor loadings to correla-

tions among variables, derives its orthogonal origins from the analysis

of a correlation matrix into latent roots and vectors. Although this

extraction of orthogonal fictors is the inidal step in factor analysis, we
ded with the final oblique resolution which the psychologist is accus-

*'Wright's path coefficient is also useful (Wrighd'). But the investigator trsing

the stratoplex model is not simply asking about correlation, but about varianoe

contribution acting in a specified direction.
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bmed to use once simple structure rotation conditions have been met.

The orthogonal position can always be readily handled as a special case

of this. For example, in formula v, R, reduces to an idendry matrix

(in effect fisappears) when fictors are orthogonal, md Vtothen becomes

idendcal with Vru.

v Rr, : Vfp.1R1V'1p.1,

where R, is the rcduced correlation matrix, md the subscript r sands

for 'reduced'.

To use the scores on these fictors to restore scores on the original

variables we proceed with:

vi Z'o: VforZ' r * (J1Z' 
u7,

where Zsis the test-score matrix, Zrthe common 6ctor score matrix,

U, the matrix of orthogonal, specific (*iqoe) factors for the nvariables

in the rows of the Vn cornmon 6ctor matrix, and Zn is the score

rnatrix of Npeople on the r unique factors (specific plus error). (Paren-

thetically, ZisanN x n matrix (Npeople, n venrble$ and ZlisanN x k
(& factors).)

The successive steps carrying correlation and score reladons only to

the third order (see equations vii and viii below) suffice to establish

the generalization up to any order. The successive (primary and

secondary) correlation matrices can be analysed just like the variable

correlation matrix in v, thus:

vii 
8il=7;:*:i;;:

The successive 6ctor score matrices beyond vi above will relate as

in viii:

8 2,;=7;:2,:IYiZt,::

From these we can formulate the restoration of a correlation matrix

among variables or 6ctors at any one stratum from the factor loadirgt

and the correlations for an immediately higher stratum by the recrusion

formula:

ix Rrr: Vfp(s+r)R( a+t)V'yp1*+1) : Rn- U'r,

where R stands for the correladon matrix with ones in the diagonal,

and R, for the reduced matrix.
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Similarly, th" relations between scores of any two successive strata
can be generalized, as in x:

x Z'r: Vfp@+tyZ'p+t) + U@*rlZ'u(s+1 .

From these-simple, single-stage recursion formulae we clrn proceed
to the formuladon of a transformation over any number of stages,

i.e. to exPress the contribution to a set ofvariables or 6ctors of a 6ctor
remote from it in the stratoplex. In accordance with our general model
we use the Vfu matrix because of the assumption (Cattellr) *or in-
fluence is in the direction of 6ctors upon v"ri"bles. By the statistical

ProPerties of factoring we are also compelled to asiume that our
formulae deal with the usual tapered-off-hierarchy-a chopped-our
triangular wedg. from the total strata.

The general formula for restoring the lower order correlation
matrix, when begiruring with factors n orders higher, now becomes:

xi Rr, : VtorVroz . . . Vy,pnRnV' fon. o . V' furV'tor.

In the case where the general redculum happens to present a true
tapering Pyramidal hierarchy, finishing at th. nth 6ctor extracrion
with a, single, massive, general 6ctor (as some believe to be true in the
g.".t4 cognitive field) then the highest matrix, Ro, becomes uniry
(one factor identiry matrix) and drops out of the formula. 1 mu$ b;
stressed, however, that unless one has ulterior evidence about the nota-
tion of this final single factor its character is fictional. A general 6ctor
exists, but it is indeterminate. Fortunately this does not 

"ff..t 
the derer-

ry"y of the lower order factors, even in the tapering hierarchy, but
it afGcts the true monarchical hierarchy if an atte*p, is made to iot"t.
the specifics of the lower order factor into 

" 
rp..i"l conformiry to it.

To estimate scores on lower order frorn scores on higher order factors
we use formula xiii below.

From vi we can proceed, by subsdtution for Z'ras in viii (a) above,
to:

xii Z'o: Vrn VtorZ'r* Vtu UzZ'oz* (\Z'o1,

and from vi, xii and x, it will be evident that a general formula can
be written for restoration of a lower stratu* scoie matrix from the
data of higher strate, et any degree of distance, d: n,as in xiii below:

xiii Z'o: Vtpr r. r VnuZ' o *oflVfr, ... Vrn<u-qUaZ' *a * (JZ' ut
d':l
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If desired, the notation of supermatrices can be used (see Horst,

rg616), thus:

V - Vn Vn!! o. r Vtou:VprVpr c, c Vtn<u-t Ud, .,. ,VforUzi Ut,

and

Z' : Z' ui Z' uA3 ... Z' uzi Z' ul.

Then xiii can be written:

xiv Z' : VZ'.

Here the observable scores, Z, are written as the product of a factor

pattern and a 6ctor score suPermatrix.

Ftc. 8

The higher oriler projection matrices: contrwt of Cattell-White and

Schmid-Iximan loadings of higher ordu factors on uariables

By Cattell-White formula

First ordu

z' 3'

Second ordu

r" z" oriln h2

3rd
h2T, 4' h2

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
IO

.oo 'oo 'oo '5o

.oo .Jo .oo 'oo

.OO _ .jO .60 .OO

'Jo '60 'oo 'oo

- 
.jo '60 'oo 'oo
.60 .oo ' jo 'oo

- 
.60 'oo - 'jo 'oo
.oo .oo '60 - '60

'oo 'oo 'oo '5o
.oo 'oo 'oo '60

Int er-co rr el ati o n s of fir st or dcr fact or s (C attell-White)

r' z' 3' 4'

T,

2'

3'

4'

roo oo r5

oo

roo

r8

oo

-o8
roo

roo

.25

.25

'6r
.6r

'6r
.7O

.7O

'79

'25
.36

.oo '3o

.oo .oo

'36 - '3o
.25 'OO

- 
.25 .OO

.60 
- 

,Zs

- '60 'zs

'36 -,,66
'oo '3o

'oo '36

.09

.oo

.09

.06

.06

.24

.24

'28
.09

'r3

.21

.oo

.09

.21

- 
.21

'33

- '33

- '16
.21

.26

.04

.oo

.or

.04

.04

.II

.II

.03

.04

.o7
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T" roo 60

z" roo

Ftc. 8 (continueil)

httu-conelations of second ordu faaors (CatteU-VVhiA

!" z"

By Schmid-kiman Formula

First ordu

r' z' 3'

Second oriler

r" 2" h2 Ehz4' h2 h2

3rd
orib
r"t

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

IO

For notes on Fig. 8 see Addendum on P. 266.

The formulae given above appear to contribute the first general exposi-

tion of lower and higher strata interrelationships in scores and correla-

rions, although a *"[-k rown formula dsaling with a special aspect of
this problem has been devised by Schmid-Leiman.87 They developed

a'procedure for rotating an oblique simple structure into a hierarchical

6ctor solutioo' (op. cit.,p. i6). The procedtre they describe is directed

specifically to a pure hierarchicd stmcture finishing in a single third-

order factor. They derive a factor matrix, B, which differs from our

formulae xii, xiii and xiv in disregardingUr. They do not point out,

as we have done here, that their orthogonalized factors correspond to

the higher order primary 6ctors dong with the lower order unique

6ctors, for their approach has e ditfferent purpose and conceptual

framework.

The aim of the Schmid-Leiman formula was to determine the

loadings of higher order 6ctors directly upon the variables after the

.04

.oo

.08

.02

'02
.r3

.r3

.26

.04

.06

.21

.oo

.09

'2I

- 
.27

'33

- '33

- '16

'21
-26

.04

.oo

'or
.04

'o,4
.II

.II

.03

.04

.o7

.25

'25

'6r
'6r
'6r
'70
.70

'79
.25

.36

.21

.oo

.21

.oo

'OO

'r8
'r8
'47

'21
.25

'16

'25
.s2

'55

'55

'46
.46

'50
.16

.23

.oo 'oo 'oo '4o

.oo .5o 'oo 'oo

'oo - '5o '52 'oo
.43 '60 'oo 'oo

- 
.43 .60 'oo 'oo
.52 'OO '43 'OO

- 
.52 'OO - '43 'OO

'oo 'oo 'Sz - '48
.oo 'oo 'oo '4o
.oo 'oo 'oo '48

.r3

-.r3.32

- 
.32

.r9 
-

.oo

.oo

.oo

.oo

.r9 -
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fictors have been rotated into orthogonal positions.In these positions all

but the monarchical 6ctor are merely the truncated specifics of the

origind oblique 6ctors th.y represent, i.e. specifics after the higher
order variance is abstracted.

Here we propose to contrast the Schmid-Leiman version of what

we may call the Higher-Order-Factor-To-Variable, or, Higher-Order-

Projection matrix, with the Cattell-White alternative formulation.*
The main dilfferences are as follows:

r. Although both normally begin with fictors rotated to simple
structure, the Cattell-'White transformation retains et every stratum

these unique oblique structures, whereas the Schmid-Leiman extracts

at each stratum the higher order variance, and leaves at each lower
level only the orthogonal residual specifics from the oblique 6ctors,
not the 6ctors in their full variance. The final step in the Schmid-
Leiman is to end in a single general factor or a set of orthogonal 6ctors.

Thus the loadings of the second order factors on the variables, in the

Higher-Order-Projection matrix, which, we will symbohze rsVypa,

become by the Cattell-S7hite formula :rvi below, equal to Vyo, times

Vtor, whereas in the Schmid-Leiman it is Vn, times Vn, times (Jr. h
the latter, the loadings on the variables are not those of the ffue
secondaries but only the projections of the truncated remains of these

factors after much of their variance has been taken into factors of a sdll

higher order.

z. The Schmid-Leiman HH Proiection matrix cannot reach stabiliry

and completeness turless and trndl the successive 6ctorings end either

in a set of 6ctors whose simple structure is nattrrally orthogonal-an
extremely rare condition in our experience-or in e single general

6ctor. The corresponding Cattell-V/hite HH Projection matrix has a

firnctional completeness when terminated at any stratum.

3. In the Cattell-White HH Projection matrix the summed squares

of loadirgt of factors on a variable will not sumto the commtrndiry of
the origi""l unrotated matrix whereas in the Schmid-Leiman it will.
This contrast is part of the concepturl difference that the Vrris a matrix
of loadings only, not correladons, in the C-\M case, but of correladons

with orthogonal fictors in the S-L case.

The hz vilaes are smaller in the S-L, since they are confined to one

stratum with a[ higher order variance taken out, whereas in the C-W

* This formulation was developed while Owen'White was a research assistant

to the writer.
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they include the variance for the given stratum in addition to that
which would go into all higher sirata. Contrast of two successive
hz colurnns in the C-W shows how much predicdve power would be
lost by dealing only with the fictors et e higher ordei.

4. The loadings in the S-L matrix , ds far- as the first order factors arre

concerned, will corresPond to those defrned as the dissociated factor
matrix , Vd,f6 above. The simple structure on these will be the same as

for the ordinary oblique factors, but the significant loadings will all be
reduced by the same constant ratio, V1, in any one fact6r. Thus the
S-L factors will have smaller loadings than those in the C-W', and will
yield, too, a different rank order of contribution ro the variables. A
row in the S-L composite will thus look quite difGrent from, md have
no 

$mple relation to, a row in the C-W,;xcept that zeros will appear
in the same places.

The derivation of the Cattell-White formula is clearest, perhaps, if
one considers the general formula xi above, for restoring the reduced
correladon matrix from 6ctor pattern matrices. If we symbolize the
Cattell-\Mhite loadings of the mth order factors direaly on the uariables

by Vn 2y, this too will restore the correlation matrix and we can write:

x\r Rro : Vlo, ... Vt oRoV' ,on ... V' fol : Vn*RnV' ypN,

whence

lnri Vrr* : VtpJl ... Vton (C-W formula),

which forms the systematic basis of cdculation for all the values in the
Cattell-'White Higher-Order-Projection matrix, which differentiates it
from the corresponding Schmid-Leiman matrix.

THE SIMPLE STRUCTURE OF HIG HER ORDER
FACTORS AND THE PROBLEM OF PSEUDO.SECOND
O RDER FACTO RS

The main uses of these two higher order projection matrices would

lPPear to be , (r) to prefict variable scores from 6ctors ; (b) to calculate
formulae (Vi t) for estimatirg higher order facrcrs directly from
variables; (c) to decide when it is worth while-in rerms of accurecy
lost for economy gained-to shift from measuring several first order
to fewer higher order factors; (/) to provide an alternative basis for the
rotation and identification of higher order factors; and (e) ro provide
an dternative basis for interprering higher order factors.

The last two uses-(d) and (e) above-require us to fish in rather deep
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theoretical waters. Several writers have wanted to use the C-\t/ or

S-L matrices to provide a new basis for rotating higher order factors

by rotating thernfor simple structure directly on the uariables. The logic

oi thir r..*r 6o1ry. If fie factors infuence directly only the next lower

srratum of 6ctori, then they should be explicitly rotated to simple

strucfitre on that stratum, art assumption trnderlying formula xt/i. But

does rhis not also i*ply, as uuny psychologists seem to hav:-t".idy

assumed, that wher the corresponding loadings on variables are

examined these will also show a simple sttnrcflre pattern? In other

words, is simple structure on Vg,, automatically a simple stnrcnre on

vvpp-s?'ift 
"i 

t"k. a specific level, that of the second order factor projections

on the variableJ. By virtue of the simple structure in the first order

Vpr,and in the second order Vypz,will there be simple stnrcture in the

r.food order? Apply-r"g fie Cattell-tWhite formula we have:

)nrii 
't*!i: ''{o*';Y&o*';'

Ie or averag e, lprhofthe variables in a row of Vpland a column of

Vtrrtre zero,1h. &ror.s of getting lptholthe row-column products

to k zero is less than uniry. The fraction of single products which are

zero is greater than p,
I

*P,
-zp-l'(*hercp < r).

Bur in the matrix multiplication we take & products tt a time and the

chance of one of these containing nothing but zeros is fx smaller.

Except for some quite special and fortunate relation betweel the Po{-
tive and negativ. vrlueJ in the row and column , e zero will appear in

Vprronly *h.o erery product of a & row bl-t fr column happens.to be

,'iiio.Inpractice th; [yperplane entries will not be exdct zeros, but if
we ser the same standardLf hyperplane width hVnl,Vypzand Vprr
this will not affect the issue. To dlmonstrate this concretely we have

taken in Fig. g e, hypothetical example, in which Oo Per- cent of the

variabl.r 
"ri 

in the hyp.rplane of the primaries, Vpnand 50 Per cent

in the hyperplane of the secondaries, Vyprr.

As thi-theoretical introduction would suggest, the outcome on the

Vprr proves to be much poorer than th9 hyp.rplang oo th-. primaries

dd Gon&ries. There iJ a progressively poorer hyperplane on the

initial uariables as we move to higher order factors. It might be that a

peculiar properry of real data is that simple stnrcture on the primary

i"a s.ood"ry is also ma:rimally simple on V1prr. To test this we
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have taken a well-known 44 variables example (N: 3oo) consisring
of ++ items from the Sixteen Personaliry Factor Questionnaire used in
a number of cross{ultural researches (Cattell, Pichot and Rerrnesle) to
check the cross-cultural constency of factor structure on the eleven

factors represented. The original primaries stand op well and have been

factored to six second orders (already well known from other factor-

Ftc. 9

Calculations of higher ordu loodiry on uariables by Cattell-White formula,
showing ,frttt on simple structure

Vfu, t,7

' IPtt
Second

ordu factorsFirst oriler factors

Variables T, 2' 3' 4' T,, 2" tr

x vr*
Second

oriler factors

o

o

l6

2'

3'

X

I

2

3

T,

o

o

44

5

6

7

8

9

IO

Good (so per

cent)

Hyp.qplane

count

25

-25

6o

-6o

36

Good (6o per cent)

Hlryerplane count

Poor (l S pet

cent)

Hyperphne

cotrnt

o o o J

o 5 o o

o _J 6 o

5 6 o

-5 6 o o

6 o J o

-6 o _J o

o o 6 -6

o o o 5

o o o 6

5 o

o o

6 -5

o 6

3o

o

-30

o

o

-25

25

-66

3o

36
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vto,

Frc. 9 (continueQ

x vtu, vtor,

I tr T,,,

t"I

2 2"

I

2

33

4

5

6

7

8

4

5

6

7

9

IO

9

IO z6

Sdll poorer

(25 per cent)

Hyp.qplane

count

irgr of the r6P.F.). These represent Anxiery, E:rvia-Invia (Extraversion-

lntroversion) and two other fictors we need not discuss here. The

loadings of these four on the items have been calcrrlated by the

Cattell-'White formula and some have been set out in Fig. ro. From

the full table we find that 6o out of 176 loadings stand in the f 'ro
hyperplane, a value of l+ per cent compared with 59 per cent in the

same hyperplane width in the 4S4loadings of the primary 6ctors

(Cattell, Pichot and Rennes'n). The result again suggests that no simple

structure exists on Vyprr comParable to that on, V1r.
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Poor (l s prr cent)

Hyperplane count

o 3o

o o

36 -30

25 o

-25 o

6o -25

25-60

l6 -66

o 3o

o 36

8S

7I

2l

oo

o9

2t

-21

33

-33

-t6

zl



ftc. ro
Loaillngs (Cytell-White formuh) of $ P.F. items directly on second order

Jmoo of Anxiety, fuui*Inuia, ek. (Daafion Japinae sample)

,4ilcciety fuuia Path. IJnknown

Fl F2 Fs F{
r Would you rather (if salary, presrrge,

etc., were equal) do the work of (a) e

Ph)tslcitt, or (r) . salesman for some

invention? 30 41 43 _ 
Sz

(An A Fqctor variable: loading .8r.)

z h yoru hedth trnpreficable, forcing
you &equendy to alter your plans? - zg og - rg - rr

(A C Factor variable: loadi'g .6o.)

3 Are you considered a lively, enthusiastic

(poh"ps too lively and enthusiasric)

person?

(An F Faaor variable: loading .64.)

a Would you like the kind ofjob that
offers 4o1g", travel and variety (in
spirc of other drawbacks)?

(An F Factor variable: loading .3r.)

J Do you Iike generally (a) to assume that
you can meet difficulties as th.y arise,

(E) or to plan a piece ofwork ro meer
all fiIfictrlties?

(A G Factor variable: loading .3r.)

6 Do you find it difrcuk to address or
recite to a lrg. group?

(An H Factor variable: loadi"g ,Tr.)

I Areyou inclined to worry without any
rei$on for doing so?

(An O Factor variable: loadirg .69.)

8 Do youhaveperiods offeeling grouchy
when youjust don't want to see any-
one? (r) ,.ry rarely, (D) qoirc ofren.

(An O Factor variable: loadirg .2G.)

9 Do you &equendy get in e state of
tension and turmoil when thinlcing
of the &y" happenings?

(A Q+ Factor variable: loading .3o)

ro Do you tend to ger angry wirh people
rather e.rrly?

(A Q+ Factor variable: loading .r3.)

r5 52 OO -ro

3r 23 -oZ -r8

o5 rT o6 16

-+6 60 22 ro

40 ro -r3 -o7

07 43 3222

r8

35

-o4 33 -r2

S.P.-fl

o5 -2O Or
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The second order anxiery 6ctor loads the items from the primaries

C(-), H(-), O and Q+just as one would expect from the loadings of
the latter on the second order. f{owever, the loadings are lower than

on the 6rst orders and the hyp.qplane of zero loadings one would

expoct on the extmversion contributors A and F fails to appear. The

e:nria (extraversion) frctor dso loads the items of its prirnaries, 21, F

and .E[-in this case as well as they load their primaries-but the hyper-

plane is again poorer then with primaries though still surprisirgly

good. The conclusion would seem to be that one might hope to infer

the nattre of second order 6ctors from their projections directly on

variables, but not with such accuracy as from the structure on primaries.

lihere are three alternative resolutions to socond order stnrcture and

position-resolutions that various prychologists have entertained at

different times by examining:

r. Simple structure of true second orders on the primaries;

2. Simple structure of true second orders on the variables;

3. Simple srucnre of pseudo-second orders on the primaries.

The second alternative is not necessarily the same as finding that degree

ofsimple structtre on the variables that corresponds to true simple sfiuc-

ture oi th. primaries. [t is possible that a beiter simple structure cotild

be fotmd direaly on nariables.'W'e have rotated both examples to maxi-

mum simple structrue, by the oblirulx prograuune, with results shown

in Fig. rr. The structure (Row 4), due lrtg.ly to the unusually Poor
(lO p.r cent) count for secondaries on primaries in the second

example, is a shade better (*oo of 46per cent versus 43 per ccnt) than

that fixed by the simple structure on the primaries.

However, by the Bargmann test,s neither the 45 per cent nor the

47 P$ cert is significant.

The third alternagiye-lssslution into pseudo-second orders-

requires some description. In work published during the 4o's and So's,

"nI 
even the 6o's, the practice has been to take out only as manyhctors

at th.e first order as one guessed there were 6ctors at the second. It is
then asserted that these, roated in the greatly reduced space, have, for

all pracdcal puposes, the same meaning as second order factors. To

take only those whic,h have been used as a basis for more extensive

theories, there are Eysenck's dysthymia and extraversion,st Peterson's

general ego-super-ego-vsFdelinquency dimensionso and Becker's

attempt to treat the 16 P.F. as a fotrr factor scale.z Related, but not

identild, are Spearman's general ability at a first order level, and, in

'2J8
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personaliry, the studies by Norman8a and Tupesao which take out only
five or six fictors Gtill naming them as primaries, howeve4 where,

from similar ratings, Burf and the present writer have preferred to take

out e dozen or more.

These theoretical assertiors, specially those of Becker and Eysenck,

are the more misleading because there is, in 6ct, a general resemblance

benveen the second order pattern and the fust and second primaries

when rotated in inedequate space. The overlap of thes e space-deformed

6ctors with the ffue second orders is due to the hct that both explain

the variance h, se/, three or four 6ctors, where perhaps ffieen may be

necessary.

Even so, when closely examined (Fig. n), the imiation, in
loading pattern, of the true second orders by these pseudo-second

orders is poor. This is because in one case the missing variance is a series

of centroid factors, each a mixture of eve{rthing, while in the other it
is the specific 6ctor variance of the primaries, i.e. that part of the

primaries which does not come into the second order courmon space.

The hyperplanes to which one is most likely to rotate in the foreshort-

ened, under-extracted space are those of the primary 6ctors, which,
however, are likely to be considerably blurred by being projected on
the reduced space (r* Di4gram II, in Cattelle). The effect would be

that of a primary confotrnded with and infated by * approximate

secondary.

Enough has been said, perhaps, to show that the guesswork involved
in deciding how many second orders exist before one has taken out the

primaries, and the inelegance of seeking a solution in short, deformed

space, combine to make this'pseudo-second order' approach scientific-

ally indefensible. The cost is e wrong concept of the factors and e,

structure which, being composed as it were of rubble rather than fitted
stone, is incapable of carrying us higher toward any dependable super-

structurc, e.g. of third order 6ctors. [t also prevents precise separation

of such concepts as anxiety, introversion and neuroticism. Moreover,

the hyperplanes are noticeably poorer than for the true primaries or
the secondaries. This, and the illegitimate manner of reaching such

resolutions, should sufrce to warn 6ctorists to avoid such mongrel
concepts which are neither one thing nor the other.

We therefore tenatively conclude that: r. The simple structure

true second order factors on primaries is a little poorer than that of
primaries upon variables; z. the projection of the second orders, from
their simple structrue position fotrnd on primaries to their loadings on

z6o
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variables, gives a distinctly poorer simple structure than either of the

regular projections on an immediately adjacent stratum; 3. e better

simple structure of secondaries on variables can be found, but it is sdll

not good and the position is a poor approximation to the best second

order rotation on primaries; 4. pseudo-second order factors have

hyperplanes directly on variables about as good as those of true second

orders. But the hyperplane cotrnt is poorer than for primaries on

variables or second orders on primaries. They are neither good

primaries nor good secondaries.

SUMIVIARY

r . Simple sructrre andconfictor princrples offer the most meaningfrl

resolution of correlations, if 6ctors are regarded as infuences.

z. Many models arepossible, both for (a) patterns of factor loadings

on variables, and (&) loadings of higher order on lower order factors.

The general reticular model, a network with trnrestricted directions

of infuence, is the most generally acceptable solution to accommodate

most scientific possibilities. The popular monarchic hierarchy is

often a const ntly recurrin g xtefact arising from the statistical limits

of any single factor analysis.

3. As there is so fu no way of inferring the complex causal con-

nections in the reticule direcdy from factor analytic evidence alone,

discussion has been restricted to the simpler one-way stratopler model.

4. The notion of strata belongs to a model, and that of orders to an

operation. To find strata most efficiently, operations should begin with

variables sampled evenly from a sphere of equal densiuy. A succession

of higher order 6ctor analyses properly coordinarcd, suffices, however,

to locate strata. Factors initidly containing representatives from different

levels become sorted out, and a 6ctor lying 'between two strata' c:ln

be recognized as such.

j. Formulee canbe developed to expres the variance shared between

two facmn of different 'order' (i..., not immediately contiguous in

the reticule or strata model) and this can be viewed as the contribution

of one m the variance of the other. The path coefficientis available for
general reticrrlar calculations when relations become known, and the

Schmid-Leiman andCattell-White formulae handle the problem inthe

one-way hierardrical or strata models. These latter are particularly

concerned with f*di"g the loaditgr of higher order factors directly

on the variables. Assuming the one-way stratoplex model, formulae

are developed here for the complete relations among (a) the correla-

frz



tions betrnreen variables, (&) the scores on the variables, k) the load-
itgt of variables, in terms of various higher order 6ctors, (d) the

loadings of higher on lower order 6ctors, (r)6ctor scores, and (/) the

intercorrelations among factors.

6. The Cattell-'White formula expresses loadings ofhigher order fac-
tors on variables in the general setting described, whereas the Schmid-

Leiman expresses loadings for factors first set as orthogonal in a hier-
archy. The two formulae have dlfferent statistical properties and are

useful for different purposes.

Z. Attention is called to misleading inferences and constructions in
personaliry theory based on what have been cdled pseudo-second order

factors. 
'When only as many first order 6ctors are extracted as one be-

lieves second order factors to exist, the resoltirg rotation commonly
produces imitations of second order factors, infated by overlap with
primaries. These can be shown theoretically to be inadequate and

unstable, and in practice fall short of the hyperplane count of true
primaries. They are unresolved, space-distorted representations of
6ctors.

8. The main purpose of this paper has bee" (i) to survey theoretical

models and to present the advantages and the practical solutions for
the stratoplex model, md (ii) to demonstrate that, et the practical

level, the Caftell-'White formula enables one to evaluate the percentage

loss of criterion prediction through resorting to the economy of a

battery measuring a few second order 6ctors, instead of more first
order facrcrs. This loss can be appreciable and suggests that keeping

to the first order battery is generally to be preferred.
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ADDENDUM

Notes to Fig. 8 ft). z1r)

Note r: The example used here is the same as in Fig. 9, where the

single steps of obtairirg higher order loadings by the Cattell-White

formula are shown in detail.

Note z: It will be seen that squaring the row values gives the hz (com-

munality) directly in the Schmid-Leiman case but only after further

calculation in the Cattell-V7hite case.

Note 3 : Stricdy the Cattell-White resolution should offer no values for

the third order 6ctor because it cannot be rotated to simple stnrcture,

in the absence of enough hyperplane stuff To show a complete series

comparison, however, the third order factor is accepted as it comes

from the centroid, unrotated, and with an arbitrary choice of correla-

tions to give a single 6ctor.
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